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There is no Report with this Item.
Please see Attachment(s).

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

Official Community Plan Amendment (Removal of Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
Related Protection from Seven Properties) Bylaw No. 8156, 2019

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 2019 AT 7:00 P.M.
Council Chamber, Second Floor of City Hall, 511 Royal Avenue
As part of developing the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area policy 86 houses
were placed in a temporary protection category for the purpose of a “Special
Limited Study”. Based on analysis of heritage merit, development potential,
and building condition, at this time, removal of heritage protection for seven
properties (209 Fifth Avenue, 419 Oak Street, 118 Queen’s Avenue, 117 Regina
Street, 308 Regina Street, 125 Third Avenue, and 211 Third Avenue) is proposed.
This requires an Official Community Plan amendment. Should the amendment
bylaw be adopted, the houses could be modified or demolished without further
heritage-related approvals. Any new house built on these properties would
continue to be required to meet the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
Design Guidelines for new construction and Zoning Bylaw requirements.

HOW DO I GET MORE
INFORMATION?
From November 08 to November 25, 2019,
read the bylaw and related material in the
Planning Division at City Hall: Mondays
between 8:00 am and 7:00 pm and
Tuesdays through Fridays between 8:00 am and 5:00
pm except statutory holidays, and online at www.
newwestcity.ca/publicnotices.

HOW CAN I BE HEARD?
Email clerks@newwestcity.ca or call 604527-4523 to register to speak. Everyone
who attends the Public Hearing may
address Council, however registered speakers will
speak first. Note all speakers have five minutes.
Written comments addressed to Mayor and Council
are received until the closing of the Public Hearing
and will be published.

QUESTIONS?
Phone: 604-527-4523
Email: clerks@newwestcity.ca
Post:
Legislative Services Department
511 Royal Avenue
New Westminster, BC V3L 1H9

Jacque Killawee, City Clerk

511 Royal Avenue
New Westminster, BC V3L 1H9

2145146

City supplied address to
be added by printer at
time of print.

Please note that the City of New Westminster deems any response to this notification to be public
information. If you have a financial interest in the land subject to this Public Hearing and have
contracted to sell or lease all or part of your property to any person, firm or corporation, we strongly
urge you to deliver this notification, as soon as possible, to the prospective buyer or tenant.

There is no Report with this Item.
Please see Attachment(s).

CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER
BYLAW NO. 8156, 2019
A bylaw to amend the Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 7925, 2017
__________________________________________________________________________
WHEREAS:
A. The Council has adopted Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 7925, 2017, and
wishes to amend the Official Community Plan that was adopted by that bylaw;
B. The Council has considered the consultation matters set out in s. 475 of the Local
Government Act including whether any consultation on this bylaw that the Council
considers to be required should be early or ongoing;
C. The Council has specifically considered whether consultation on this bylaw is
required with the board of the Greater Vancouver Regional District; First Nations;
the Councils of adjacent municipalities; the Greater Vancouver Water District and
the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District; the Provincial and Federal
governments and their agencies; and any other persons, organizations, and authorities
it considers will be affected;
D. The Council has consulted on this bylaw with the Board of Trustees of School
District No. 40 and has sought its input as to the matters set out in section 476(2) of
the Local Government Act in respect of the bylaw;
E. The Council has considered the amendment, after first reading of the bylaw, in
conjunction with:
i. the City’s Capital Expenditure Program (as contained in the Five Year Financial
Plan (2019-2023) Bylaw No. 8104, 2019); and
ii. the 2012 Integrated Solid Waste and Resource Management Plan and the 2010
Integrated Liquid Waste and Resource Management Plan of the Metro
Vancouver Regional District;
F. The Council has held a Public Hearing on this bylaw to amend the Official
Community Plan after first reading of this bylaw;
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NOW THEREFORE the Council of the Corporation of the City of New Westminster,
in open meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
1

2

INTERPRETATION
1.

This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes as "Official Community Plan Amendment
(Removal of Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Related Protection from
Seven Properties) Bylaw No. 8156, 2019."

2.

In this bylaw, “Queens Park Heritage Conservation Area” means Schedule A to the
Official Community Plan.

3.

In this bylaw, “List of Exempted Properties” means Appendix 4 to the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area.

DESIGNATION
4.

The Contents section of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is amended by
deleting “Queen’s Park Neighbourhood” from the title of Appendix 1.

5.

The Contents section of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is amended by
deleting “Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area” from the title of Appendix 2,
Appendix 3 and Appendix 4.

6.

The Contents section of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is amended by
deleting “Appendix 5 Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Study
Building Characteristics”.

7.

The Glossary of Terms section of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is
amended by deleting “Special Study Building means a building or structure that is
not listed on the Heritage Register and that satisfies one or more of the criteria in
Appendix 5.”

8.

The Heritage Alteration Permits section of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation
Area is amended by deleting “is a Special Study Building in respect of which a
building permit authorizing the alteration or addition is issued prior to June 30,
2019;”.

9.

The List of Exempted Properties to the Queens Park Heritage Conservation Area is
amended by adding the following:
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(ii)

The building and lands with the civic address of 209 Fifth Avenue, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as LOT 2 OF LOTS 2 AND 3
SUBURBAN BLOCK 10 PLAN 2620 (PID: 013-569-856).

(jj)

The building and lands with the civic address of 419 Oak Street, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as LOT 17 OF LOTS 4 AND 29
SUBURBAN BLOCK 7 PLAN 2620 (PID: 013-453-904).

(kk)

The building and lands with the civic address of 118 Queen’s Avenue, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as PARCEL “B” CLINTON PLACE
RESERVE REFERENCE PLAN 60428 (PID: 002-514-591).

(ll)

The building and lands with the civic address of 117 Regina Street, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as LOT 25 OF LOT 1 SUBURBAN
BLOCK 10 PLAN 2620 (PID: 013-569-651).

(mm) The building and lands with the civic address of 308 Regina Street, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as LOT “G” SUBURBAN BLOCK
10 PLAN 18767 (PID: 003-592-901).

10.

(nn)

The building and lands with the civic address of 125 Third Avenue, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as LOT 7 OF LOTS 1 AND 2
SUBURBAN BLOCK 6 PLAN 2620 (PID: 013-394-541).

(oo)

The building and lands with the civic address of 211 Third Avenue, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as PART 66 FEET BY 165 FEET OF
LOT 3 SUBURBAN BLOCK 6 PLAN 2620 HAVING A FRONTAGE OF 66
FEET ON THIRD AVENUE BY 165 FEET IN DEPTH AND ADJOINING
LOT 4 (PID: 013-394-711).

The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is amended by deleting Appendix 5.

CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS
11.

The Official Community Plan and its schedules is further amended by making such
consequential changes as are required to give effect to the amendments particularized
in this bylaw, including changes to the format and numbering of the plan, maps and
map legends and the table of contents.
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READ A FIRST TIME on an affirmative vote of a majority of all members of Council this
_______
day of ______________,
2019.
4th
November

READ A SECOND TIME on an affirmative vote of a majority of all members of Council this
_______
day of ______________,
2019.
4th
November

PUBLIC HEARING held this _____ day of ______________, 2019.

READ A THIRD TIME on an affirmative vote of a majority of all members of Council this
_______ day of ______________, 2019.

ADOPTED on an affirmative vote of a majority of all members of Council this ________ day
of ______________, 2019.

MAYOR JONATHAN X. COTE
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There is no Report with this Item.
Please see Attachment(s).

Minutes Extract regarding Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156,
2019, regarding Removal of Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Related
Protection from Seven Properties
R-2

October 16, 2017 – Regular Meeting of Council – Report

18.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Work Plan
Council noted that a number of direction to staff were given at the time of the
adoption of the Heritage Conservation Area, and that the report provides an
excellent outline of the HCA work plan, including work with regards to incentives.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT Council endorse the Work Plan for the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation
Area implementation, as outlined in this report.
CARRIED.
All members of Council present voted in favour of the motion.

R-3

March 5, 2018 – Regular Meeting of Council – Report

15.

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area: Implementation Work Program
Update and Proposed Direction
In response to questions from Council regarding the proposed expansion of the City
Heritage evaluation, Lynn Roxburgh, Senior Policy Planner, noted the following:
• The intention is to capture homeowners of unique properties whose owners
believe that the evaluation criteria would demonstrate that they should be moved
to the Limited category of protection;
• Staff anticipate that there would be a one-time public hearing for homes to be
moved into the Limited category;
• Only homeowners who wish to opt-in by the end of October 2018 would be able
to participate in the evaluation; and
• There would be cost savings to homeowners as there would be no application
fee and no need to hire a heritage consultant; the current cost-recovery fee for an
evaluation to move from the Advanced to Limited category is $1,860.
Discussion ensued, with Council noting the following:
• It could be problematic to open the evaluation process to all interested Advanced
property owners at the same time; however, there was support for a reasonable
and efficient process to find a degree of accommodation for concerned residents;
• Concerned about the lack of a screening mechanism, and that this could create
an onerous workload on staff;

Minute Extracts – Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019
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• Concerned about potentially setting unreasonable expectations or perceptions in
the neighbourhood that this process may be an “opt out” to the Heritage
Conservation Area (HCA);
• Council has acknowledged the criticisms received during the establishment of
the HCA, especially with regards to the determination of 1940 as the delineating
criterion;
• This could be an efficient way to capture all of the existing concerns regarding
the HCA;
• There may be savings by the City and homeowners by streamlining this work;
and
• The City’s understanding of the community support for the HCA could mean
that the anticipated volume of applications may not materialize.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT Council direct staff to make available a broad range of incentives in the
incentives framework which would allow owners of properties in the Advanced
(protected) Category to choose one of a number of different incentives to best suit
their needs.
THAT Council direct staff to proceed immediately with heritage value assessment
for those properties currently in the Special Limited Category, as outlined in this
report.
THAT Council direct staff to proceed with the preparation and distribution of
additional communication materials, as well as outreach activities.
CARRIED.
All members of Council present voted in favour of the motion.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT Council direct staff to expand the Special Limited Category Study to include
houses currently in the Advanced (protected) Category for those property owners
that choose to opt into the Study.
CARRIED.
Councillors Harper and Trentadue voted in opposition.
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R-4

March 12, 2018 – Regular Meeting of Council – Report

16.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Official Community Plan
Amendments to Remove Protection – Streamlined Application Review
Process
THAT Council endorse the streamlined application review process for Official
Community Plan Amendments to remove protection from properties in the Queen’s
Park Heritage Conservation Area, as outlined in this report.
ADOPTED BY CONSENT.

R-5

April 9, 2018 – Regular Meeting of Council – Report

18.

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area: Special Limited Category
Expanded Study Update
THAT Council endorse the provisions of the expanded Special Limited Category
Study, as detailed in this report.
ADOPTED BY CONSENT.
THAT Council give First, Second, and Third Readings to Development Services
Fees and Rates Bylaw Amendment Bylaw 8009, 2018, which would implement a
$250 application fee to add a property to the expanded Special Limited Category
Study.
ADOPTED BY CONSENT.

R-6

May 7, 2018 – Regular Meeting of Council – Report

20.

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area: Special Limited Category Study
Progress Update
Council questioned how staff plans to engage with the 35 Queen’s Park
homeowners who will be required to make a decision regarding involvement in the
Queen’s Park HCA Special Limited Category Study by May 19, 2018.
Jackie Teed, Acting Director of Development Services, advised that steps would be
considered to ensure that the affected homeowners receive the letter.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT Council endorse the Special Limited Category Study process, as outlined in
this report and that staff follow up with residents to ensure they received the City’s
communication.
CARRIED.
All members of Council present voted in favour of the motion.
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R-7

April 29, 2019 – Regular Meeting of Council – Report

21.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Special Limited Category Study –
Phase Two Update
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT Council receive this report for information.
ADOPTED BY CONSENT.

R-8

June 12, 2019 – Community Heritage Commission – Report

6.1

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area – Special Limited Study Phase Two
Update
Britney Quail, Heritage Planner, summarized the staff memorandum dated June 12,
2019 regarding an update on the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area (HCA)
special limited study phase two update, previously provided to Council in April, and
noted that it was being provided to the Community Heritage Commission for
information.
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Quail provided the following
information:
• The staff report should have specified 60% or less as the benchmark for
reclassification as non-protected and 61% or greater as recommended for
reclassification as protected;
• If a new property owner were interested, there would be an opportunity to
apply to restore heritage protection to a recently sold house for which the
protection was previously removed as part of the Special Limited Study; and,
• The 118 Queen’s Avenue house was evaluated as part of the Special Limited
Study, and it appears that so many of the original features were removed
during renovations that restoration would be re-creation.
Discussion ensued and the Commission made the following comments about
specific houses in the list of those to be recommended for removal of protection,
based on the results of the Special Limited Study:
• The house at 125 Third Avenue, with the distinctive Gambrel roof, may be
more significant as there are not many examples of Gambrel roofs in the City;
• The Classical Edwardian box house at 118 Queen’s Avenue is a unique and
memorable house, which may have merit; and,
• 211 Third Avenue has had substantial renovations based on elements of the
original house and to reflect the past, and would have greater value than
something that could replace it.
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R-9

September 4, 2019 – Community Heritage Commission – Report

5.1

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area - Special Limited Study Phase Two
Update
Britney Quail, Heritage Planner, summarized the staff memorandum dated
September 4, 2019, regarding the completion of phase two of the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area (HCA) special limited study.
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Quail provided the following
information:
• Final results of the study would be made available towards the end of the
year;
• Following completion of the study, owners of properties in the HCA who
seek to remove protection from their property would apply to Council
directly, similar to the application for 318 Fourth Street, as in Item 4.1; and,
• The evaluation criteria for how a property would be recommended for reclassification is part of the two-year review of the HCA policy; however, the
process, application requirements, and review committee are not currently
under the purview of that policy review, but could be added at Council’s
direction.
Commission members noted that it is encouraging that the reviewing architect made
comments on whether the houses in the Study could be improved.

R-10 September 9, 2019 – Regular Meeting of Council – Report
22.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Special Limited Study – Phase Two
Completion
THAT Council receive the report dated September 9, 2019, entitled "Queen's Park
Heritage Conservation Area: Special Limited Study – Phase Two Completion" for
information.
ADOPTED BY CONSENT.
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R-11 November 4, 2019 – Regular Meeting of Council – Report
The following minutes are at draft stage only and have not been adopted:
20.

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area: Special Limited Category Study
Completion - Official Community Plan Amendment for Consideration of First
and Second Readings and Direction on Proposed Zoning Bylaw Amendment
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT Council, with regard to the proposed Official Community Plan Amendment
related to the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited Category
Study:
i.

give consideration to the requirements of Section 475 and 476 as well
as other relevant sections of the Local Government Act;

ii.

direct staff to advise and consult with:
a. the Heritage Branch of the Ministry of Forest, Lands, Natural
Resource Operations and Rural Development of the Provincial
Government; and
b. the Board of Education of School District No. 40; and

iii.

not require consultation with any other agencies; and

THAT Council consider Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156,
2019 to conclude the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited
Category Study for First Reading; and
THAT Council consider Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156,
2019 in conjunction with the City’s Capital Expenditure Program as contained in
the Five Year Financial Plan and the Region’s Solid Waste Management Plan and
Liquid Waste Management Plan, which are hereby deemed to be consistent with
said program and plan in accordance with Section 477(3)(a) of the Local
Government Act; and
THAT Council consider Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156,
2019 to conclude the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited
Category Study for Second Readings and forward it to a Public Hearing on
November 25, 2019; and
THAT Council direct staff to bring forward a zoning amendment bylaw to rezone
legally non-conforming properties to Duplex Districts (RT-1) in the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area using the Streamlined Review Process identified in the
Minute Extracts – Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019
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Consultation Section of this report, should this opportunity be supported by the
owners of the three legally non-conforming properties.
ADOPTED ON CONSENT
R-12 November 6, 2019 – Community Heritage Commission – On-Table Memo
The following minutes are at draft stage only and have not been adopted:
4.1

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Special Limited Category Study
Completion – Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw for Consideration
of First and Second Readings and Direction on Proposed Zoning Bylaw
Amendment (On-Table)
Kathleen Stevens, Heritage Planning Analyst, summarized the on-table staff
memorandum dated November 6, 2019, regarding the completion of the Queen’s
Park Heritage Conservation Area (HCA) special limited study, noting that Council
gave First and Second Reading to an Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw
which would allow seven properties to be reclassified as non-protected, as per the
results of the study.
Ms. Stevens also noted that Council had directed staff to bring forward a Zoning
Bylaw amendment to rezone three legally non-conforming duplexes located in the
Queen’s Park HCA back to their previous duplex zoning. The rezoning to duplex
would remove the properties from the HCA.
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Stevens provided the following
information:
• There are provisions within the HCA policy for properties that are not
protected to apply to be protected;
• Owners may apply through the Development Services department for either
an Official Community Plan (OCP) amendment (should the protection have
previously been removed from the house) or to list the house on the City’s
Heritage Register. Both are routes for a property to apply to become
protected under the HCA; and,
• There is a fee for an OCP amendment; however, there is no fee to apply for
inclusion on the Heritage Register.
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Mayor Coté and Members of Council

Date:

10/16/2017

From:

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services

File:

13.2605.40

Item #:

431/2017

Subject:

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area: Work Plan

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council endorse the Work Plan for the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation
Area implementation, as outlined in this report.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In June 2017, a Heritage Conservation Area was adopted for the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood. At that time Council also endorsed four ongoing implementation actions to
be undertaken in the years following adoption: a) an update to the Minimum Maintenance
Standards for Protected Heritage Properties Bylaw; b) zoning-based incentives for protected
properties; c) Special Limited category study and subsequent City-led Official Community
Plan (OCP) amendment; and d) a program to encourage voluntary protection of post-1941
homes in the Heritage Conservation Area. This report details the four tasks, and outlines a
schedule for each, citing completion in the next two years.
Also endorsed in June 2017 was a planned formal evaluation of the Heritage Conservation
Area policy which is scheduled to begin two years after adoption, in spring 201 9.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to request Council endorsement of the proposed two year Work
Plan for the ongoing implementation of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area, as
described in this report.
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POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
Enabled through Section 614 of the Local Government Act, a Heritage Conservation Area is
a distinct neighbourhood, characterized by its historic value, which is identified in a City’s
Official Community Plan (OCP) for heritage conservation purposes. The Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area includes properties south of Sixth Avenue, north of Royal
Avenue, west of Sixth Street and east of Queen’s Park.
The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is a lower level of heritage -related protection
than individual property Heritage Designations. Rather, the Heritage Conservation Area is an
area management tool, which includes both heritage protection for the exterior of existing
buildings, and design control for new construction. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation
Area applies primarily to single-detached dwellings in the neighbourhood. The goal of a
Heritage Conservation Area is to allow change, but ensure the change is respectful of
existing heritage character. Heritage Alteration Permits are used for managing the change.
Levels of Heritage Protection
Buildings constructed in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood in1940 or earlier, and those listed
on the Heritage Register are protected through the Heritage Conservation Area (Advanc ed
category). Protection requires that the owner obtain a Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP) from
the City for construction activities on the front, sides or visible roof of the existing principal
building. An HAP is also required to allow demolition of an existing protected building. The
City may deny an HAP for a protected building should the proposal not be consistent with
the Heritage Conservation Area’s policies and design guidelines.
There are approximately 80 properties which would be protected through the Heritage
Conservation Area, but have been identified through the policy development process as
having characteristics which may negatively impact the owner, should the house be required
to be retained. Those properties form a Special Limited study category, which has a lower
level of heritage protection while further study is underway.
The remaining buildings in the neighbourhood are not protected (Limited category).
However, all subdivision, and any construction of new residential buildings, including
detached accessory dwellings (laneway or carriage houses), requires an HAP.
Protection and Development Entitlement
The Heritage Conservation Area provides a layer of regulation in addition to that of the OCP
and the Zoning Bylaw, which apply to all properties in the Area. All properties, protected or
not, continue to have the same density entitlement as other properties in the same zoning
district. If a Heritage Alteration Permit is required for construction activity, that permit
Agenda Item 431/2017
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governs design of the construction, not the density, number of units, height, setbacks or other
elements detailed in the Zoning Bylaw.
BACKGROUND
Previous Council Direction
On May 15, 2017 at First and Second Readings of the bylaws required to designate the
Heritage Conservation Area, Council endorsed in principle a Work Plan which included four
actions to be undertaken in the two years following adoption: a) an update to the Minimum
Maintenance Standards for Protected Heritage Properties Bylaw; b) Zoning-based incentives
for protected properties; c) Special Limited category study and subsequent City-led Official
Community Plan (OCP) amendment; and d) a program to encourage voluntary protection of
post-1941 homes in the Heritage Conservation Area.
This report details the four tasks, and outlines a schedule for each, citing completion in the
next two years.
DISCUSSION
Implementation Work Plan: June 2017- June 2019
a) Maintenance Standards Bylaw update: June-November 2017
The Minimum Standards of Maintenance for Protected Heritage Properties Bylaw currently
applies to all protected properties in the City of New Westminster and was last updated in
2008. The Bylaw was designed for individual property Heritage Designation, which is a
much higher level of protection than that provided under the Queen’s Park Heritage
Conservation Area. As such, the Bylaw needs to be revised to ensure the standards also
reflect neighbourhood-wide requirements of the Heritage Conservation Area, City policy,
and current best practices in heritage conservation.
Staff anticipates that the amendments to this Bylaw would be presented to Council for
consideration in November 2017, as the work required to make the appropriate revisions to
this Bylaw is currently underway.
b) Zoning-Based Incentives: October 2017 – May 2018
As a starting point, staff has identified the following groups of potential incentives, which
were generally supported by the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study Working
Group at their final meeting in July, 2017:
 Increase the Floor Space Ratio (FSR) entitlement;
 Exempt full basements and existing attics from FSR calculations; and,
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 Increase the entitled number of accessory units in large houses.
To further develop these, staff proposes the following Work Plan:
 Analysis and definition of proposed incentive options, and preparation for
consultation. (October - November 2017)
 Consultation on proposed incentives with affected property owners, including an open
house and a survey, and analysis of feedback. Once complete, staff would report back
to Council, and revise the proposed approach based on Council direction. (December
2017 - January 2018)
 Preparation for consultation, report back to Council on final proposed incentives, and
preparation of draft Zoning Bylaw amendments. (February 2018)
 Presentation of the proposed incentives to the community and City committees for
review and feedback. (March 2018)
 After final refinements have been made, the Zoning Bylaw amendment would be
presented to Council for consideration of First and Second Readings. (April-May
2018)
Through the zoning-incentives program, staff would also explore how to better support
Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) applications that would permit the stratification to
multiple-dwelling properties, and subdivision to small lot properties in the neighbourhood.
c) Special Limited Study: June 2018 - June 2019
Through this study, the properties within the Special Limited category would either be
reclassified as Advanced (protected) or Limited (not protected), based on detailed analysis.
The heritage merit of the properties within this category would be analyzed against the
potential for the property to achieve development entitlements, and the ability of the property
to take advantage of the potential zoning-based incentives to be developed in 2017-18.
The study period would conclude in the spring of 2019. At that time, the City would initiate
an Official Community Plan (OCP) amendment in order to reclassify the properties.
d) Voluntary Advanced Program: June 2017- June 2019
Under the provisions of the Heritage Conservation Area, owners of houses in the Limited
protection category, whose properties they feel have strong enough heritage merit, could
initiate transition into the Advanced protection category voluntarily by applying to list the
house on the Heritage Register. There would be no fee associated with the application.
Integrated with the zoning incentives consultation and Special Limited study processes, the
City would invite property owners in the neighbourhood who are interested in a voluntary
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application to the Advanced protection category to apply, and support them through the
process of listing the property on the Heritage Register.
In order to encourage this, staff would develop resources, make information readily available
on the City’s Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area webpage, and integrate information
related to the application process into other ongoing implementation actions . The handout
would be developed and could be made available to those with eligible properties, at City
Hall, and distributed to community champions for further dissemination.
Policy Review: Spring 2019
A formal review of the policy would be launched at a minimum two years from adoption, as
is best practice. The review would include an assessment of the impact of the heritage
protection provisions, a review of the administrative process and procedures, and analysis of
the outcomes of the Heritage Conservation Area’s design guidelines.
Upon the policy review’s launch, indicators would be developed related to the elements of
the policy to be reviewed. Those indicators would then be used to analyze data collected over
the two year implementation period. Once the review was completed, staff would bring
forward the results to Council, and may propose changes to the policy in order to address any
issues which might have arisen from the analysis.
The full scope of the review, including the indicators to be used, would be determined in
consultation with Council in the spring of 2019.
NEXT STEPS
Should Council endorse the proposed Work Plan, staff would proceed as described in this
report.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
Staff is providing updates to other Departments on this work on an ongoing basis.
OPTIONS
The following options are available for Council’s consideration:
1) That Council endorse the Work Plan for the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
implementation, as outlined in this report;
2) That Council provide alternative direction.
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Staff recommends Option 1.
This report has been prepared by:
Britney Quail, Heritage Planning Analyst

This report was reviewed by:
John Stark, Acting Manager of Planning
Approved for Presentation to Council

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Mayor Coté and Members of Council

Date:

3/5/2018

From:

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services

File:

13.2605.40

Item #:

83/2018

Subject:

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area: Implementation Work
Program Update and Proposed Direction

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council direct staff to make available a broad range of incentives in the
incentives framework which would allow owners of properties in the Advanced
(protected) Category to choose one of a number of different incentives to best suit
their needs.
THAT Council direct staff to proceed immediately with heritage value assessment for
those properties currently in the Special Limited Category, as outlined in this report.
THAT Council direct staff to expand the Special Limited Category Study to include
houses currently in the Advanced (protected) Category for those property owners that
choose to opt into the Study.
THAT Council direct staff to proceed with the preparation and distribution of
additional communication materials, as well as outreach activities.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In response to feedback received from delegations to Council and during the first round of
consultation, the City has expanded the exploration of approaches to mitigating potential
impacts of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area on property owners. This includes
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exploring a wider range of possible incentives as well as exploring other types of
approaches.
Public and stakeholder consultation, and staff and consultant research to inform this
exploration are ongoing. This report includes an update of the activities underway since the
scope has expanded. The detailed results of this work will be presented at the March 12,
2018 Council meeting, particularly to inform Council consideration of recommendations
regarding which incentives should be included in the upcoming round of public consultation.
As an initial step, four approaches to help minimize impact of the Heritage Conservation
Area policy on property owners are being presented to Council in this report, as follows:
1) Incentives Framework – that, as a principle, a broad range of incentives be made
available in the incentives framework which would allow property owners to choose
which one would best suit their needs;
2) Expand City Heritage Evaluation – that the heritage evaluation piece of the Special
Limited Study be advanced so that those properties identified to have no or very low
heritage value could be moved to the Limited Category as soon as possible. Also that
the City invite all interested protected (Advanced) property owners to be part of the
Special Limited Study to be completed in 2019;
3) Streamlined Review Process – that the review process for the Official Community
Plan amendment required to move properties between categories be simplified to
include only technical review and statutory requirements; and,
4) Communication and Education – that the City expand efforts to improved
understanding of the Heritage Conservation Area requirements, including more
simple materials, and outreach to stakeholder groups such as realtors.
Should Council endorse these approaches, the latter three would be able to be underway
immediately, while a number of steps over the next months are required to develop the full
incentives framework. These steps would be outlined in the upcoming report noted above.
The proposed framework would be brought forward for Council endorsement in spring, with
the expectation that some incentives would be implemented before summer, while others
would likely require additional work.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to request Council endorsement of four initial recommendations
regarding approaches to help minimize impact of the Heritage Conservation Area policy on
property owners.
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BACKGROUND
During the process of creating the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area, concerns were
raised by property owners about potential negative impacts. In response to these concerns
and consistent with the recommendations of the Neighbourhood Heritage Study Working
Group, Council directed staff to explore zoning incentives. An Incentives Program was
included in the Implementation Work Program for the Heritage Conservation Area
(Attachment 1), which was endorsed Council in October 2017. The Implementation Work
Program includes the following four actions which are to be undertaken in the two years
following adoption of the Heritage Conservation Area:
1) Update the Minimum Maintenance Standards for Protected Heritage Properties
(completed);
2) Zoning Incentives for Advanced (protected) Category Properties;
3) Special Limited Category Study; and
4) A Program to Encourage Voluntary Protection of Post-1941 Houses.
The Incentive Program was launched in October 2017. One of the first steps in the process
was community and stakeholder consultation, which was held in December 2017. Based on
the feedback received during consultation, and from delegations to Council, Council
endorsed expanding the scope of the Incentives Program to explore a wider range of
incentives on January 29, 2018.
Additional background regarding the Heritage Conservation Area policies and regulations,
and a comparison of the different levels of heritage protection is included in Attachment 2.
PROCESS UPDATE
In response to feedback received from delegations to Council and during the first round of
consultation, the City has expanded the exploration of approaches to mitigating potential
impacts of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area on property owners. This includes
exploring a wider range of possible incentives as well as exploring other types of
approaches.
Public and stakeholder consultation, and staff and consultant research to inform this
exploration are ongoing. Below are summaries of the additional activities being undertaken
since expanding the scope of work. A summary of the feedback and findings, analysis and
evaluation of the outcomes of these activities will be included in the next report to Council
on March 12, 2018.
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Consultation Activities
Panel Discussion
A panel discussion was hosted on February 7, 2018 that included professionals with detailed
experience in heritage related incentive programs. Community members from throughout the
city, along with other stakeholders, were invited to attend. Participants were also invited to
ask questions to the panelists in order to learn more about how incentive programs have
worked in other municipalities. The panelists included:
 Marco D’Agostini, former Senior Heritage Planner with the City of Vancouver.
 Patti Goss, New Westminster real estate agent with RE/MAX Advantage Realty.
 Gary Penway, former Director of Community Development with the City of North
Vancouver.
 Jay Wollenberg, a founder of Coriolis.
The discussion was moderated by Catherine Rockandel, a professional moderator. A report
prepared by the moderator, detailing the discussion at the event, is included as Attachment 5.
Roundtable Discussions
Staff is continuing to schedule meetings with specific stakeholder groups, in order to gather
their insights related to the Incentives Program. To date, discussions have been held with the
following groups:






local realtors;
Queen’s Park property owners;
local financial institutions;
BC Assessment; and
local builders and renovators.

Further meetings would be scheduled as required, as part of the second round of community
consultation to take place in April 2018.
Research Activities
Discussion Paper
Consultants Richard White and Gary Penway have been retained by the City. This consultant
team has extensive experience in planning issues in the Lower Mainland, and they have each
worked in a variety of capacities for municipalities and regional governments. They are
researching how incentives have been used in other residential Heritage Conservation Areas
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in British Columbia and exploring the appropriateness of a wide range of possible incentives
for Advanced (protected) Category properties.
The consultants will create a discussion paper summarizing their findings. The discussion
paper will be distributed to neighbourhood residents and stakeholders as background
information prior to the second round of community consultation to take place in April 2018.
Economic Analysis
Coriolis Consulting has been retained to complete an economic analysis that will explore the
potential financial impact of the adoption of the Heritage Conservation Area, and the
potential financial benefit of each zoning incentive being explored.
DISCUSSION
Based on the initial findings and feedback of the above activities, and as an initial step, four
approaches to help minimize impact of the Heritage Conservation Area policy on property
owners have been identified and are detailed in the following sections: 1) Incentives
Framework Principles; 2) Expand City Heritage Evaluation; 3) Streamlined Review Process;
and, 4) Communication and Education.
Should Council endorse these approaches, the latter three would be able to be underway
immediately, while a number of steps over the next months are required to develop the full
incentives framework. These steps would be outlined in the upcoming report noted above.
The proposed framework would be brought forward for Council endorsement in spring with
the expectation that some incentives would be implemented before summer, while others
would likely require additional work.
Incentives Framework Principles
Through consultation, the City has heard that a “one size fits all” approach to incentives
likely would not be successful in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood due to the diversity of
house and property contexts that exist, and due to the different needs of property owners (e.g.
a young and growing family may have different housing needs than an empty nester).
Given this, staff recommends that as a principle a broad range of incentives be made
available in the incentives framework which would allow property owners to choose which
one would best suit their needs.
Toward this approach, an extensive initial list of possible incentives has been developed
based on the recommendations of the Neighbourhood Heritage Study Working Group (see
Attachment 3); feedback from the first round of community and stakeholder consultation
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(see Attachment 4), from delegations to Council, and from the consultation activities noted
above; and research conducted to date, as follows:
 Existing basement floor space exclusion
 Existing attic floor area exclusion
 General zoning amendments to bring advanced properties into conformity with the
Zoning Bylaw and/or to incorporate relaxations for building additions (e.g. setbacks,
height)
 Multiple conversation dwellings (e.g. by allowing a second secondary suite in the
principle dwelling)
 Relaxations for laneway and carriage house regulations and guidelines (e.g. setbacks,
parking)
 Increased floor space ratio for the principal dwelling
 Larger laneway or carriage house
 Relaxation of sewer separation requirements for laneway and carriage houses
 Stratified laneway or carriage house
 Stratified principle dwelling
 Small lot subdivision (e.g. a minimum lot size of 4,000 square feet, equivalent to what
is permitted under the RS-5 zoning district)
 Density transfer for sites unable to achieve development potential
 Building Code relaxations
 Heritage House grant program
 Neighbourhood benefits (e.g. streetscape improvements)
 Removing the requirement to do a heritage value assessment
 Removing the process to move a property from the Advanced Category to the Limited
Category
 Expedited approval processes
 Financial compensation
 Property tax reductions
This initial list is being used by staff and City consultants to inform the work which would
be presented to Council at the March 12, 2018 Council meeting. At that time a “first cut” of
incentives would be recommended to Council as the basis of the next round of public
consultation. Generally, it is anticipated that most of the initial list would be presented to the
community, and that the feedback received would be used to inform the decision about
which incentives the City should pursue.
At that time, recommendations would also be presented regarding the structure of the
incentives framework. For example, preliminary findings from City consultants indicate that
the financial benefit from some of the incentives (e.g. stratification and subdivision) would
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result in a significant increase in value, and that the proposed framework should account in
some way for this outcome.
Expand City Heritage Evaluation
One way to minimize impact to property owners is to advance opportunities to evaluate the
heritage merit of houses and move those with limited or no merit into the Limited (not
protected) Category. These are two tasks identified under this approach:
i)

Advance Phase One of Special Limited Category Study

Through the Heritage Conservation Area policy development process, approximately 80
properties were identified for further study. Through the study, these properties would be
reclassified as either Advanced (protected) or Limited (not protected), based on detailed
analysis of their heritage merit and development options. This study was originally
scheduled to start in the fall of 2018. Staff has advanced the first phase of the work, and a
Request for Proposals has been posted to engage a heritage professional to assess the
heritage value of each of the properties in the Special Limited Category.
Based on the results of this work, an Official Community Plan (OCP) amendment would be
presented to Council in late spring 2018 that would propose moving all the houses found to
have no or limited heritage value from the Special Limited Category to the Limited
Category.
Houses found to have heritage value would proceed to phase two of the Study, which would
review them against the Evaluation of HAP Demolition checklist, also considering the other
factors (i.e. condition and development potential). If a house received a sco re of 60% or less,
it would be considered reasonable to move the property to the Limited Category. Those with
61% or more would be moved to the Advanced Category. Staff would bring forward an OCP
amendment for these properties in 2019, following implementation of the Incentives
Program.
ii)

Property Owners Can Apply for City Heritage Evaluation Until End of October
2018

Staff proposes expanding the scope of the Special Limited Category Study. The expanded
scope would include review of properties identified by property owners who feel that the
Evaluation of Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP) Demolition checklist would result in support
for moving their house from the Advanced Category to the Limited Category. This approach
would mean that property owners would not have to hire their own heritage professional to
assess their house’s heritage value (a requirement of the application review process).
Additionally, property owners would not have to be the applicant for the potential resulting
OCP amendment. Instead, the process and associated costs would be borne by the City.
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The application period for this new part of the Study would be open until October 31 st , 2018
at 5:00pm. When phase two of the Special Limited Category Study begins in 2019, these
additional houses would also be evaluated using the same process and criteria. Similarly,
these houses would be reclassified through an OCP amendment in 2019, following
implementation of the Incentives Program.
Staff recommends that the Special Limited Category Study be expanded to include houses
currently in the Advanced (protected) Category for those property owners that choose to opt
into the Study.
Any property owner wishing to proceed with this process on their own, in advance of this
Study’s timeline, would continue to have the option of making an individual application,
subject to the City’s fees and procedures. Any applicant who has already made such an
application by the date of this report and would instead prefer to be a part of the longer
timeframe, should Council endorse it, would be accepted and their costs would be refunded.
Property owners in the Advance Category would also continue to have the opportunity to
apply to change from the Advanced Category to the Limited Category in the future, after the
City led process has been completed.
Streamlined Review Process
Changing a property from the Advanced (protected) Category to the Limited Category
requires an Official Community Plan (OCP) amendment. Owners interested in making this
change submit an application which includes a heritage assessment, completed by a certified
heritage professional. The application is reviewed against the Evaluation of HAP for
Demolition checklist, using the information provided by the heritage professional, and the
City’s records. If a house receives a score of 60% or less, it would be considered reasonable
that Council consider moving the property to the Limited Category.
The City has received one such application to date. Through proceeding with this inaugural
application, staff considers that the review process could be streamlined. A proposed
approach was presented to Land Use and Planning Committee (LUPC) at their February 19,
2018 meeting, as part of this application review. The proposed approach removes or reduces
some of the requirements of a typical OCP amendment process, particularly community and
City committee consultation. This is considered reasonable given that:
1) Such applications are not related to a development proposal, and as such are not
evaluated with the same criteria. A set of technical criteria were developed for these
kids of application related to three evaluation categories: Heritage Value and Merit,
Development Potential, and Condition. The evaluation is informed by materials
provided by a certified heritage professional.
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2) The evaluation criteria were established as part of the Heritage Conservation Area’s
policy development phase. Their development took into account consultation with the
Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study Working Group, the Queen’s Park
Residents’ Association, the community at large, and City Committees, including the
Community Heritage Commission (CHC) and the Advisory Planning Commission
(APC). The criteria were developed with feedback from these groups, and took into
consideration the goals of the Heritage Conservation Area policy, the community’s
objectives, and heritage best-practice.
The proposed approach was endorsed by LUPC, and the application is scheduled to be
presented to Council for their consideration as part of the March 12, 2018 Regular Council
agenda.
Improve Communication and Education
Through consultation with property owners and stakeholders, it became clear that there is not
clear understanding of the Heritage Conservation Area requirements, and that the City
should expand efforts to improve understanding, including more simple materials, and
outreach to stakeholder groups such as realtors. Staff is improving communication with the
community and other stakeholders by:
 Creating new handouts which provide more information about the Heritage
Conservation Area and the Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP) review process;
 Redesigning the webpage by making it more user-friendly, including more
resources for property owners and other stakeholders;
 Developing a list of frequently asked questions, with clear answers for each
scenario;
 Creating and promoting a new mailing list to make it easier to send updates to
property owners; and
 Hosting meetings with realtors and other stakeholders who can provide feedback
on implementation.
Particular attention is being paid to the lessons that can be learned from the realtor
community. Relators hear directly from potential sellers in the neighbourhood, and are the
first people to introduce interested buyers to the neighbourhood and to the opportunities and
constrains of the Heritage Conservation Area. Expanding the City’s relationship with the
realtor community can help ensure that the City is making the right information available to
realtors (e.g. handouts, web updates) to ensure they are easily able to access and share
correct information to interested parties.
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Conclusion
Based on the above discussion, staff recommends proceeding, as an initial step, with the
following four approaches to help minimize impact of the Heritage Conservation Area
policy:
1) Incentives Framework – that, as a principle, a broad range of incentives be made
available in the incentives framework which would allow property owners to choose
which one would best suit their needs;
2) Expand City Heritage Evaluation – that the heritage evaluation part of the Special
Limited Study be advanced so that those properties identified to have no or very low
heritage value could be moved to the Limited category as soon as possible. Also that
the City invite all interested protected (Advanced) property owners to be part of the
Special Limited Study to be completed in 2019;
3) Streamlined Review Process – that the review process for the Official Community
Plan amendment required to move properties between categories be simplified to
include only technical review and statutory requirements; and,
4) Communication and Education – that the City expand efforts to improved
understanding of the Heritage Conservation Area requirement, including more simple
materials, and outreach to stakeholder groups such as realtors.
NEXT STEPS
Should Council endorse the four initial steps, staff would:
1) Bring forward in a report to Council on March 12, 2018 further discussion regarding
an incentive framework ,which would include a range of incentives and further detail
on those incentives. Staff would be seeking Council direction regarding the structure
of the overall incentives framework and which incentives should be presented to the
community during the upcoming round of consultation. The findings of this
consultation would be presented to Council at the Open Council Workshop on April
30, 2018. Based on the direction provided by Council at that workshop, staff would
begin preparing the bylaw amendments necessary for implementation in the following
months.
2) Continue with work to advance the heritage value study for current Special Limited
Category properties, and expand the properties under review in subsequent stages by
creating an application form and requirements, notifying residents, and proceeding
with accepting applications.
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3) Update the application review policy for OCP amendments related to moving houses
between protection categories in the Heritage Conservation Area.
4) Proceed with preparing communication materials and conducting outreach.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
Staff is providing updates to other Departments on this work on an ongoing basis.
OPTIONS
The following options are available for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council direct staff to make available a broad range of incentives in the
incentives framework which would allow owners of properties in the Advanced
(protected) Category to choose one of a number of different incentives to best suit
their needs.
2. That council direct staff to proceed immediately with heritage value assessment for
those properties currently in the Special Limited Category, as outlined in this report.
3. That Council direct staff to expand the Special Limited Category Study to include
houses currently in the Advanced (protected) Category for those property owners that
choose to opt into the Study.
4. That Council direct staff to proceed with the preparation and distribution of additional
communication materials, as well as outreach activities.
5. That Council provide alternative direction.
Staff recommends Options 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment

1: Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area Work Plan Items
2: Summary of Relevant Policy and Regulations
3: Neighbourhood Heritage Study Working Group Recommendations
4: Possible Incentives Identified Through Consultation
5: Panel Discussion Report
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Attachment 1
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation
Area Work Plan Items

QUEEN’S PARK HERITAGE CONSERVATION AREA WORK PLAN ITEMS
1. Update the Minimum Maintenance Standards for Protected Heritage Properties
The Heritage Properties Maintenance Standards Bylaw was designed for individual property
Heritage Designation, which is a higher level of protection than that provided under the
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. As such, the bylaw was revised to ensure the
standards reflected the neighbourhood-wide requirements of the Heritage Conservation Area,
City policy, and current best practices in heritage conservation. The bylaw was adopted by
Council on January 29, 2018.
This implementation action is complete.
2. Zoning Incentives for Advanced (Protected) Category Properties
Incentives were discussed with Council during the process of creating the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area. Based on the recommendations of the Neighbourhood Heritage
Study Working Group (see Attachment 2), and the desire to see incentives for Advanced
(protected) Category properties in the short term, Council directed staff to prioritize
implementation of zoning incentives at that time. The Implementation Work Plan, endorsed
in October 2017, specified staff research related to zoning incentives, and two rounds of
public consultation.
During the first round of consultation, held in December 2017, participants identified a range
of different incentives that could be considered through this program, in addition to zoning
related items (see Attachment 3). Based on the feedback received, staff proposed expanding
the Incentives Program to include the exploration of a wider range of incentives. The
expanded scope was supported by Council at their January 29, 2018 meeting. An update on
the expanded research phase of the Incentives Program is included in this report under the
title “Incentive Program Research Phase Update”.
This implementation action began in October 2017 and is scheduled to be completed by June
2018.
3. Special Limited Category Study
During the process of creating the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area, it was
determined that there may be some properties which, if required to retain the existing house,
may be disadvantaged or not able to achieve the property’s zoning entitlement. These
properties were identified based on three characteristics: site coverage and density, lot width,
and whether or not the house had less than two storeys. Approximately 80 properties were
identified as having one or more of those characteristics. Those properties make up the
Special Limited Category. As part of this implementation action, it was proposed that these
properties be subject of further study.

Through this study, the properties within the Special Limited Category would either be
reclassified as Advanced (protected) or Limited (not protected), based on detailed analysis of
each specific site. The heritage merit of the properties within this category would be
analyzed against the potential for the property to achieve development entitlements, and the
ability of the property to take advantage of the incentives. At the study’s conclusion, the City
would initiate an Official Community Plan (OCP) amendment in order to reclassify the
properties.
This implementation action is currently scheduled to begin in the fall of 2018 and completed
in spring 2019. In this report, staff is requesting direction from Council to revise the timeline
and scope of this Study.
4. A Program to Encourage Voluntary Protection of Post-1941 Houses
Under the provisions of the Heritage Conservation Area, owners of houses in the Limited
Category, whose properties they feel have strong enough heritage merit, could initiate
transition into the Advanced (protected) Category voluntarily by applying to list the house on
the Heritage Register. There would be no fee associated with the application. In order to
encourage interested owners, staff have been developing resources, making information
readily available on the City’s Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area webpage, including
the program information in all consultation events and promotion, and otherwise integrating
information on the program into other implementation actions.
This implementation action began in the summer of 2017 and is scheduled to be ongoing
until spring 2019.

Attachment 2
Summary of Relevant
Policy and Regulations

SUMMARY OF RELEVANT POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
A Heritage Conservation Area is a distinct neighbourhood, characterized by its historic
value, which is identified in a City’s Official Community Plan (OCP) for heritage
conservation purposes. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area includes properties
south of Sixth Avenue, north of Royal Avenue, west of Sixth Street and east of Queen’s
Park. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area applies primarily to single detached
dwellings in the neighbourhood.
The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is a lower level of heritage-related protection
than a Heritage Designation which is applied to an individual property (and is a requirement
of a Heritage Revitalization Agreement). Rather, the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation
Area is an area management tool, which includes both low-level heritage protection for the
exterior of existing buildings, and design control for new construction. The goal of a
Heritage Conservation Area is to allow change, but ensure the change is respectful of
existing heritage character. Heritage Alteration Permits are used for managing the change.
Figure 1, included at the end of this section, provides additional explanation of the difference
between the levels of heritage protection associated with the Heritage Conservation Area and
Heritage Designation.
Levels of Heritage Conservation Area Protection
Advanced Category (Protected Properties)
Buildings constructed in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood in1940 or earlier, and those listed
on the Heritage Register are protected through the Heritage Conservation Area (“Advanced”
category). Protection requires that the owner obtain a Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP) from
the City for construction activities on the front, sides or visible roof of the existing principal
building. No HAP is required if the exterior alteration does not affect one of these elements
(e.g. for construction in the rear of the building). The purpose of these HAPs is to provide the
City the opportunity to review the proposed building alterations with the intent of ensuring
that the alterations respect the history of the house and enhances the heritage character of the
neighbourhood. These permits are issued by the Director of Development Services and do
not require the approval of the Council.
A HAP is also required to allow demolition of an existing protected building. An application
for demolition would be reviewed against criteria organized into three different categories: 1)
Heritage Character and Merit, 2) Development Potential, and 3) Condition. The HAP would
either be approved or denied by the Director of Development Services based on the
evaluation of these criteria.
Owners of a protected property can also apply to have their house moved to the Limited
category. These applications would also be reviewed against the criteria in the three
categories: 1) Heritage Character and Merit, 2) Development Potential, and 3) Condition.

The application would either be approved or denied by Council based on the evaluation of
the criteria. If approved, the change would be implemented through an Official Community
Plan Amendment.
Special Limited Category (Study)
There are approximately 80 properties which would be protected through the Heritage
Conservation Area, but have been identified through the policy development process as
having characteristics which may negatively impact the owner, should the house be required
to be retained. Those properties form a “Special Limited” study category, which has a lower
level of heritage protection until further study has been completed. This study will evaluate
whether each house in this category should be moved to the Advanced category or to the
Limited category based on the site specific context.
Limited Category
The remaining buildings in the neighbourhood are not protected (“Limited” category). The
construction of new residential buildings on these properties, including detached accessory
dwellings (laneway or carriage houses), requires a HAP. These HAPs provide the Director of
Development Services the opportunity to review the design of new buildings with the intent
of ensuring all the new development, including infill, is consistent with the existing heritage
buildings and enhances the heritage character of the neighbourhood.
Development Entitlement
The Heritage Conservation Area provides a layer of regulation in addition to the Zoning
Bylaw, which applies to all properties in the Area. All properties, protected or not, continue
to have the same density entitlement as other properties in the same zoning district. If a
Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP) is required for construction activity, that permit governs
design of the construction, not the density, number of units, height, setbacks or other
elements detailed in the Zoning Bylaw.
Comparison of Heritage Protection Levels
There are generally two levels of heritage protection in the City:
1) The Heritage Conservation Area, which applies in the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood;
and
2) A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA), which may be applied to an individual
property anywhere in the city. The HRA is the strongest kind of protection, as it
generally only allows changes for conservation purposes.
The table below provides a comparison between the provisions of the categories in the
Heritage Conservation Area and those typical to an HRA

Figure 1: Summary of the levels of protection achieved through the HCA and through Heritage Designation
HCA:
Limited Protection

HCA:
Advanced Protection

Heritage Designation
(HRA Requirement)

Is demolition allowed?

Yes

No

Could additional floor space
be added to the building?

Yes, anywhere, up to
the zoning maximum.

Is there design review for the
construction of a new
building?
What design guidelines must
be met?

Yes

It would be considered:
the approval of
demolition would be
conditional based on an
evaluation of three
factors: 1) heritage
value, 2) development
potential, and 3)
condition.
Yes, with permit for
design review, up to the
zoning maximum.
Yes

Must meet guidelines
equivalent to the
“recommended”
category of the HCA
Design Guidelines.

Is full restoration of the
building required?
Could a laneway or carriage
house be built on the lot?

No

Should meet the
guidelines included in
the “acceptable” or
“recommended”
categories of the HCA
Design Guidelines.
No

Yes

Yes

Could a secondary suite be
added to the house?
Is a Heritage Alteration
Permit required for changes
to the exterior of the
building?
Is a permit required for
regular maintenance like reroofing, re-painting, or
replacing rotted deck boards?
Are there restrictions on a
building’s exterior paint
colour?
Could the windows and doors
be replaced?

Yes

Yes

It would be considered,
and could require
rezoning.
It would be considered.

No

Yes, for all changes
anywhere on the
building.

No

Yes, for changes to the
front, sides, or visible
roofline. Not required for
the back.
No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Only if they are beyond
repair, and they would
have to be replaced with
replicas.

Could a porch or deck be
added to the building?

Yes

Is a Heritage Alteration
Permit required for interior
changes?
Is a Heritage Alteration

No

Yes, with a permit for
design review for those
windows/doors on the
front or sides of the
building.
Yes, with a permit for
design review for a
porch/deck added to the
front or sides of the
building.
No

No

No

Sometimes

None.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Sometimes

Permit required for changes
to landscaping?
Who issues the Heritage
Alteration Permit?
Do permit applications
require community review?
Do permit applications
require review by City
committees?
Does the property have access
to zoning incentives?

HCA:
Limited Protection

HCA:
Advanced Protection

Heritage Designation
(HRA Requirement)

Director of
Development Services
No

Director of Development
Services
No

Council

No

No

Yes

No

Coming soon

Only if full heritage
conservation
(restoration) work is
undertaken.

Yes, in most cases
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Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study Working Group Recommendations
The Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study (2013-2016) included a Working Group of
12 Queen’s Park residents who explored heritage conservation options for the
neighbourhood. The members of this Working Group performed research and
neighbourhood consultation. At the Study’s conclusion, the Working Group provided formal
recommendations to Council.
The Working Group continued to meet as part of the consultation and policy development
phase of the Heritage Conservation Area. Potential incentives were discussed with the
Working Group at their final meeting held in July 2017. The incentives put forward by the
members were:
Zoning Based
• Exempt full basements from Floor Space Ratio (FSR) calculations on existing,
protected houses;
• Require new builds to have a basement of a certain size or percentage of Floor Space
Ratio (FSR);
• Increase the size of permitted laneway or carriage houses;
• Allow protected houses greater than 4,000 square feet to be stratified or transformed
into a duplex without a Heritage Revitalization Agreement or rezoning;
• Exempt existing attic space from Floor Space Ratio (FSR) calculations on protected
houses; and
• Increasing the Floor Space Ratio (FSR) entitlement for protected houses.
Process Based
• Prioritize heritage-related permits for renovations over demolition applications;
• Provide variances for the retention of significant trees; and
• Decrease the requirements for documentation and consultation on heritage projects.
Education Oriented
• Encourage Heritage Register listing so properties are able to take advantage of
alternate compliance methods in the BC Building Code.
All of these incentives were generally supported by the Working Group. The zoning
incentives put forward by the Working Group informed the work of staff, and the options
being brought forward for consultation.
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Possible Incentives Identified Through Consultation
Participants in the first round of consultation identified a number of other incentives that
could be considered through this process including:
Zoning Based Incentives
•
•
•
•
•

Allowing subdivision of properties to allow an infill dwelling.
Allowing a larger laneway or carriage house.
Allowing stratification of the principal house and/or the laneway house.
Allowing the principal house to be converted to a duplex.
Reducing parking, height and/or setback requirements.

Financial Incentives
• Providing a tax break/decrease taxes (temporarily or permanently).
• Financial compensation.
• Establishing a renovation fund.
• Removal of the cost of the heritage value assessment (a consultant report
required for HAPs for the demolition of a protected property and for
application’s to move from the Advanced category to the Limited category).
• City investment in capital projects in the neighbourhood (e.g. improved
sidewalks, pedestrian crossings, street lighting, street paving).
Process Incentives
• Allowing properties to be moved to the Limited category without review.
• Expedited processing of permits.
• Making the process for approving a renovation as easy as possible.
• Building code relaxations.
• Ensure that BC Assessment understands the property entitlement for protected
properties.
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QUEEN’S PARK HCA PANEL DISCUSSION
To:

Lynn Roxburgh, Senior Policy Planner, City of New Westminster
T: 1.604.515.3805
E: lroxburgh@newwestcity.ca

From: Catherine Rockandel, IAF Certified Professional Facilitator, Rockandel & Associates
Tel: 1-604-898-4614
E: cat@growpartnerships.com
Re:

Queen’s Park HCA Panel Discussion Summary

Date: February 13, 2018
Event Date:
Time:
Location:
Attendees:

Wednesday, February 7, 2018
6:00 PM – 8:30 PM
Anvil Centre, 777 Columbia Street, New Westminster
Ninety-two (92) members of the public

Notification
• Postcard (January 26) and poster (February 3) hand delivered to all properties in the
Queen’s Park neighbourhood (approximately 700 properties). See Appendix.
• An invitation sent to all Residents’ Associations.
• A notice in City Page (both in the print copy of the newspaper – The Record – and in City
Page online on January 25, February 1).
• A notice on the “what’s happening” section of the City’s website homepage, the City’s
social media, and posters displayed in City Hall (and available to take home).
Attendees: Ninety-two (92) members of the public were in attendance. In addition, the
following Panelists, City of New Westminster elected officials and staff were in attendance.
Panel Members
Jay Wollenberg, Coriolis Consulting
Marco D’Agostini, Former Senior Heritage Planner, City of Vancouver
Gary Penway, Former Director Community Development, City of North Vancouver
Patti Goss, Real Estate Agent, RE/MAX Advantage
City of New Westminster
Mayor, Jonathan Cote
Councillor, Jamie McEvoy
Councillor, Bill Harper
Lisa Spitale, CAO
Jackie Teed, Director of Development Services
Lynn Roxburgh, Senior Policy Planner
Britney Quail, Heritage Policy Planner
Samantha Bohmert, Planning Assistant
Helene Miles, Planning Assistant
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Facilitator
Catherine Rockandel, Rockandel & Associates

OVERVIEW
A Heritage Conservation Area is a distinct and identifiable neighbourhood, characterized by its
historic value, and identified in a City’s Official Community Plan for heritage conservation
purposes. The purpose of a Heritage Conservation Area is to minimize the loss of historic
houses and street character, while ensuring any new builds are appropriate to the existing
character of the neighbourhood. Queen’s Park is the only Heritage Conservation Area in the
city, and was recently adopted in July 2017. The City is exploring incentives that could be put in
place for properties protected by the Heritage Conservation Area. The City started by exploring
zoning based incentives but are now exploring a wider range of incentives, including other
zoning incentives not previously considered. The panel discussion will add to the detailed
research currently underway.
Prior to the panel discussion, an open house, facilitated by staff, was held for the first half an
hour. Participants had the opportunity to add comments to the boards or through a feedback
box. The event began with Mayor Cote welcoming participants and acknowledging the
traditional territory of the Coast Salish People and the QayQayt Nation. The facilitator provided
an overview of the process and agenda for the evening. She introduced Jackie Teed who
provided a brief background on the HCA and purpose of the panel discussion. The discussion
began with panelists introducing themselves and providing an overview of their experience. The
facilitator started the discussion with questions generated by community members which was
followed by questions from those in attendance.
PANEL DISCUSSION: Q & A (Index: Q: Questions C: Comment A: Answers)
Q1: Briefly summarize your HCA experience and what incentives were used?
A1:

(Gary) Ottawa Gardens is a small two block area just off of Lonsdale in North Vancouver.
It was the model subdivision for a company called the North Vancouver Land and
Improvement Company. They were kind of the fathers of the municipality that assembled
most of land. They built a few homes and sold others and it sort of went along like that
for the next several decades starting in 1906 to become a pretty interesting character
area. Over the years, it got identified as a heritage character area. At one point the
residents approached the municipality and were concerned about losing this character.
At the time, it was zoned duplex but it was largely still single family so had a higher zoning
potential. The local government spoke to residents and they didn’t want to lose the
development rights that they had but they wanted to retain the character. We ended up
using the tool of the conservation area. When municipalities try to do things, we have to
work within the legislation that the Province has given us and try to make the best fit for
whatever the situation is. Heritage situations are usually fairly distinctive. Queen’s Park is
not First Shaughnessy and it is not Ottawa Gardens. Queen’s Park is a fabulous area but
will have its own unique circumstances. For us the circumstances were single family
homes. There was not a real interest in protecting buildings and it didn’t have the kind of
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prominence in the community as a neighbourhood, as a heritage district that places like
First Shaughnessy and Queen’s Park may have. In the end, the way that we handled it
was we came in with a heritage conservation area and did some things to avoid lot
consolidation to destroy the single-family pattern of development. We brought into place
restrictions on the alterations of existing buildings. It also included designs for new
buildings. Much like you have here, there are design controls for both new and existing
buildings. There wasn’t appetite at the time to go as far as protecting from demolition of
buildings. Buildings can be demolished in the Ottawa Garden area. If someone applies
for demolition, it has to go to City Council. Council still has their other tool kit to
potentially proceed with designation at that time on an individual basis. That is a clear
distinction between Queen’s Park and First Shaughnessy. There are now two protected
heritage buildings in that area. The challenge is that without actually protecting the
buildings, if they start disappearing, people start questioning what the purpose of the
whole effort, if we are going to lose the heritage buildings. It is working and we haven’t
had too much negative feedback about it. In that area, we have about 18 heritage
properties that are in that two-block distance and probably represents about a third of
the homes.
(Marco) In terms of Shaughnessy, it was built as an exclusive suburb beginning in about
1911. It was a large estate property, as the Garden City suburbs, with landscaping that
matured over time. The community had a long-standing desire to maintain that character.
In 1982 there were regulations and bylaws put in place to both encourage the retention
of existing buildings as well as allow for new buildings that would fit into the character of
that area. Around 2012 we noticed that there was a significant amount of demolition of
older buildings occurring. The pre-1940 date was identified as far back as 1982. There
was a distinct building period up to then when many of the character buildings were built,
after that there wasn’t much development. There was a long-standing prevision that
identified the pre-1940 buildings. In 2012, we started to see more and more of those
demolitions occurring where under 1% usually per year were getting up to 5-7% of
proposed buildings to be demolished. City Council ended up directing staff to bring in a
refresh, a lot of it coming in from concern of the loss of these buildings in the area and
the rapid amount of change and the size of new building being built that were no longer
in context. The key benefits that were brought forward were an extension of some of the
things that were already in place such as the ability to provide infill housing or to do
multiple conversion dwellings, multiple units within an existing house. Size limits were put
on the properties. Those below those thresholds that couldn’t have infills were given the
opportunity to build a coach house or the ability to build above a garage which could
provide a rental opportunity. There were broad provisions put in the zoning that if you
were retaining a character heritage building, the director of planning could relax just
about any regulation or provision. Many of the lots are an unusual size so it provided for a
significant amount of flexibility. Limitations were put on new development in terms of
their size and scale and proportion in relation to the rest of the neighbourhood and to try
to have them fit into that character.
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Q2

What has been the impact of Vancouver’s First Shaughnessy HCA on property values?

A2

(Jay) Since the program was adopted real estate values in almost all of the regions have
exploded. Another thing to consider is that the City of Vancouver brought in a vacant
homes tax and that probably has a disproportionate impact on high value properties that
might be of interest to non-local purchasers. Last but not lest the Province brought in the
Foreign Buyers Tax. Assessed property values in the First Shaughnessy area, over the last
three or four years, have probably gone up by about 15% per year. That doesn’t sound
like a negative impact. Some of the properties in the surrounding areas have gone up a
little more than that. It is possible that there is an impact, not as much as a gain as you
might otherwise have seen but it is also possible that there are other reasons for that. To
sum it up, there is probably not much of a big deal in the First Shaughnessy.

Q3

How is the Heritage Conservation Area working now that some time has passed since it
was adopted? What changes have you had to make? What lessons have you learned with
hindsight?

A3

(Gary) We learned right off the bat that there is a lot of uncertainly as people don’t really
know what this thing is and had angst about design controls. Permits got processed and
some comfort level came with the fact that it seems to be working. In the end, we haven’t
really changed anything and have kept it going. The fact that buildings aren’t protected
and that we have lost one of 19 buildings is a hit. For design controls, there seem to be no
market impact, people want design controls. We didn’t provide any special incentives for
this area. It is done on an individual process through a rezoning process, much like you
might do in New Westminster through a heritage revitalization agreement.
(Marco) We did make some changes right after the HCA was first approved for a couple of
reasons. There was a petition in court where the City was sued by property owners
around adopting the HCA. The Court agreed with the City’s authority under the provisions
of the Vancouver Charter. There were housekeeping issues to clarify regulations and who
had the authorities when specific permits were required and when they weren’t, what
policies would be applied. Since the adoption of the HCA, there are about 600 properties
in Shaughnessy, 317 are protected as they are pre-1940s. As of yesterday, there are 12
applications for renovations of the pre-1940s buildings and 12 for new construction.

Q4

Have there been any unintended consequences as a result of implementing the Heritage
Conservation Area? How were they addressed?

A4

(Gary) We didn’t really hit many unintended consequences.
(Marco) When council approved the HCA, they instructed staff to report back after 15
applications and we are just about there and will need to report in. The reporting back
mechanism allows us to make any further adjustments.
(Gary) There is a real learning curve for the designers, public and staff about how to work
with those guidelines. I did have to work with staff to find the right balance as to how to
process applications.
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Q5

Have you implemented any incentives that work for owners that do not want to do
anything to their property? For example: no renovations or infill unit. OR Have you
implemented any incentives that haven’t required a lifestyle change? (For example, that
doesn’t require you to share your property with someone else once you stratify/
subdivide).

A5

(Marco) We found that around the time of discussions, during preparation of the
incentives, that what we put forward may not be the ones that the current owner is going
to take advantage of but when they sell that property, the future owners may want to
take advantage of putting that infill in or doing some additional work. In Vancouver,
there is the Vancouver Heritage Foundation which provides very modest grants to
property owners that are doing renovations or rehabilitation work.
(Gary) Your property value is whatever it is and you will realize that when you sell it. It
doesn’t really affect you in terms of day to day. At the end of the day you are selling a
property with some sort of potential, which is either restricted or enhanced in some way.
If you don’t use that potential, it is still sitting there and will attract buyers that want to
take advantage of that benefit or incentive.
(Jay) Home owners need to keep in mind that if they decide to do a full renovation it may
cost them 20-30% more than actually building a new house.

Q6

Do you feel monetary compensation could be a viable solution for all protected property
owners?

A6

(Jay) To me it makes some sense that there is a search for a balance that provides
incentives that are not direct cash payments.
(Gary) This has been kicked around in North Vancouver for a while and about a year and a
half ago, Council gave direction to consider some various further incentives. At this point,
there are no cash incentives. The places you would look to for cash, to single family
homes, would be Victoria, Saanich and Nanaimo. It is not a lot of money but the idea is
that you match up to between 30% and 50 % of a contribution of maxing out at between
five and ten thousand dollars. That usually works through a foundation where the
municipalities contribute to the foundation. People then apply to the foundation for a
grant. I am not aware of anywhere, other than the three areas I mentioned, or Vancouver
that does more than $7,500 for individual single-family homes. In our municipality, we
wouldn’t talk about tax reductions, it would be a grant.
(Marco) The question is to look back at what the legislation says and what the tool is. If
you are designating individual property, the sections in the legislation say that the owner
must be compensated for any loss in market value. If you are creating a heritage
conservation area, it doesn’t have a compensation clause. It says you can’t remove any of
the development rights from the properties you are protecting. For Shaughnessy, we
have layered on incentives through floor areas and different types of uses that we
mentioned, and providing broad relaxations to enable property owners. That is the form
of compensation that is provided, it is not monetary one, and it is through incentives.
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Q7

How have home sales in Queen’s Park been impacted by the Heritage Conservation Area?

A7

(Patti) In 2016 everything was going along quite nicely for sellers in the Park. You were
getting the prices that you were asking or more. Starting mid-year of 2017 there was a
downturn in the number of homes and pricing. In 2017 there were 18 homes listed in the
Park, 6 of them did not sell which is quit a high number for the Park. There were a
number of listings that just expired and came off the market. Two of those sales were not
heritage homes, they were new construction. From October of 2017 to now, there has
only been one sale in the Park, which is quite a concern I feel. It doesn’t seem like this
should be happening in this particular market. From May 2017, there were 14 listings in
total, eight sales, six were terminated and currently we just have three listings. This is
very unusual for the Park. Looking at the sales numbers and it is kind of hard to come up
with a direct number, but we have looked at it seriously and we would say that the home
prices in the Park have probably dropped 3-8 % since May. It has been a little bit of a
down turn each month. Other things do come into play such as the Foreign Buyer’s Tax
and a number of other things. I don’t think it has anything to do with the time of the year
as we have been very busy for the last three or four years in New West as people have
found out what a great place it is to live. I am all for heritage but I think you have to draw
the line somewhere on what you consider heritage and what isn’t. We encourage
heritage preservation but I think we need to take a look at what we are preserving and
what you are allowing to be built in the Park for houses or buildings that are taken down.

Q8

How do sales in Queen’s Park compare to the sales in other neighbourhoods in the time
since the Heritage Conservation Area was adopted (last summer)?

A8

(Patti) The stats for 2017 show that the Heights is having an increase in price as well as
Queensborough. They are the two leading neighbourhoods right now.

Q9

What incentives can be implemented now to immediately increase property values?

A9

(Patti) I think making it easier to increase your floor area, especially for the homes that
are not going to be able to be taken down or be demolished. I think monetary
compensation is not going to be the answer but maybe relaxing the rules a bit. It is so
expensive to do renovations and additions that I think it should be relaxed a bit so that
people can actually do it. Currently there is a lot of red tape involved. Maybe easing that
up a bit might encourage people to do work on their homes.
(Marco) That is one of the key benefits in the First Shaughnessy Heritage Conservation
area. There is a very detailed list of zoning, guidelines and regulations. It has removed the
requirement to do designations that require individual public hearings. Essentially the
317 heritage properties in First Shaughnessy can all avail themselves of the same kind of
incentives. Yes, they do have to go through a specific development application but they
don’t have to make a special trip to Council every time. In Vancouver’s case, it can be
approved by the Director of Planning. In terms of allowing for more floor area, more
flexibility, it can be done much more quickly.
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(Gary) The City of Vancouver has special legislation that allows them to operate in a
different way. They can give the Director of Planning more authority to make those kinds
of decisions. It is harder to do in the rest of BC. We tried to pre-zone as many of our
planning initiatives as possible and not drag every application through public hearings and
the slowness and uncertainly of it. The prospect for homeowners to have to go to Council
and make their cases is a daunting thing. As much as possible, take the politics out of it
and decide what is appropriate and approve it as much as you can broad brush so that
applicants and homeowners have a sense of certainty. They will come in and deal with
staff and have reasonable guidelines. The zoning shows clear entitlements, and then you
can simply come in and take advantage of those. In North Vancouver, older homes were
kind of penalized because they had a kind of inferior space in the basement that was
counting towards full floor area. A general provision was put in so that basements prior
to 1960 are excluded from floor area calculations. That is a simply thing to do that is
helpful for people. That helps for things like coach houses or carriage laneway houses
that you have here as a potential. There were discussions on what size they could be and
ended up deciding on 1,000 square feet. Perhaps that could be moved up to 1,200 square
feet in this case. Before I left my position in North Vancouver I instructed staff to
investigate the ability for protected heritage homes to stratify their lane way or carriage
house. To me that is the greatest benefit possible because that will have substantial
financial benefit to them if they chose to pursue it or sell to someone that wants to do it.
It has no further impact on the neighbourhood what so ever because you can already
build the building.
(Jay) I think there is nothing that is going to work right now. None of you are going to walk
out of the Council in three weeks with some new thing that is going to make you all an
extra million dollars. I agree that you want to minimize the red tape, and you want a
reasonable process that is efficient, fair and involves common sense. It will take a little
while to figure out how the new rules work. I think you will see there is a place to work
through this but it will take some work. As an entire community that is why you are doing
this. You take extra care with things that are extra important.
Q10 I looked into the BC Assessments and in 2017, the property prices really dropped. The
people who managed to sell their properties were people who put money into their
properties and extended it. I have a question for Patti, if HCA was taken away today,
would there be a property boom in Queens Park?
A10 (Patti) I don’t know if there would be a property boom. When we bring buyers into the
park and they hear the words Heritage Conservation, some people have already been
through that in other areas of the Lower Mainland. It would have been nice to have a very
clear definition and a more precise understanding of what falls into heritage designation
rather than the whole area.
Q11 I have a question and comment for Jay. When you do your impact study, you have to look
at individual homes and you have to decide if that house is really worth keeping. If it is
going to cost so much more to renovate some properties, would there be some form of
mechanism that those owners would be allowed to demolish their home and put in a
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character home in keeping with the neighborhood? Or maybe keep the original design of
the house but on a larger scale?
A11 (Jay) I think your question would be more properly addressed by staff because I think you
have asked a process or evaluation question, not a financial one. I will try to answer it
though. The system that is in place includes the idea of a check list that is meant to
evaluate each house using a variety of criteria. One of them is, is it practical to add space
or take advantage of the incentives. Another is, is the house really of significant heritage
merit. It is possible that some houses will be released from this constraint because of the
factors identified. If the response that comes back is they are not too thrilled about
demolishing the house, then you need to work through a combination of renovation and
expansion using the incentives. The question will be, do the benefits out way the costs,
and that is a property specific calculation. If the answer is no and there is a huge impact
then I guess that invites a question about whether you can overturn the demolition
decision. I don’t know what the answer to that is.
Q12 I would like to know which of you live in heritage homes in a protected area. What
content are you speaking from, personal or theoretical? I would also like to know if
Queen’s Park is bigger or smaller than the areas that you are talking about. Queen’s Park
is a pretty big area and we are different from Shaughnessy, we don’t have five million
dollar homes here. North Van faces different issues.
A12 (Gary) In North Vancouver it is only two blocks so much smaller. New West also has much
older houses dating back to the 1800s, it was a more prominent community for all of BC
in terms of its formation. Globally, the notion of what is heritage is a very local thing. For
New Westminster, people have talked about Queen’s Park as being a heritage type area.
Most of our communities are very different from eastern Canada where you get solid
rows of the same architectural style. Here it is very scattered. The story or history of the
community plays a part and judgment is left to the local Council. I live in a 1954 home
that certainly has some issues. Our inventory didn’t really capture buildings of that era.
Very few places have 50s homes in their heritage inventory.
Q13 My understanding is that you have taken down big heritage areas like Moodyville, is that
correct?
A13 (Gary) Moodyville came down around 1900 and there isn’t a single building left from that
era. That is one of the areas that we pre-zoned recently. There are a few heritage homes
in there and most of it was kind of a 1950s development and didn’t qualify in our heritage
inventory program. The area went from single family to townhouses or apartment
densities to create new housing opportunities for people.
(Marco) Queen’s Park has about 700 properties and First Shaughnessy has 600. The HCA
isn’t only about preserving all the existing buildings which is the intent in First
Shaughnessy. It is about having new buildings that fit into that context and contribute to
that neighborhood and build on that estate like character in that urban landscape. Not
HCA’s but Vancouver has similar experience with a number of other zones where the
zoning is structured in a way to encourage the retention of buildings through similar
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incentives that are being proposed as far as First Shaughnessy. We have quite a lot of
experience in doing that.
Q14 My theory for the slowdown of sales in the second half of 2017 is that the City put a
heritage conservation area into place with some vague reference to incentives to be
considered and put into place at some future date. If I am a buyer looking at Queen’s Park
homes, it would be a big investment. Given the degree of uncertainty related to
restrictions, are they maybe just going to park their money or go elsewhere? Is this
maybe what affected the market?
A14 (Patti) When we take potential buyers to the Park in particular, we do have brochures on
heritage and tree bylaws that we give to them. We want to disclose everything that we
can about what they will be looking at when they purchase in the Park. Many people,
prior to the moratorium in June 2016, didn’t have that information. They weren’t given
the information because we didn’t have that information ourselves. We then had to work
with them and help them with the process of looking for ways of using their property.
(Gary) Park specific, my experience has been that uncertainty and confusion is really bad
for neighborhoods and for the marketplace. When buyers or applicants come in, if you
can’t give them an answer they may feel that the incentives are not enough. Some people
may feel that the incentives are too much and they don’t want the result of that in their
community. Getting this resolved is going to help create some certainty and that in itself
will help people to start making decisions again.
(Jay) It is worth considering the flip side of this. If I were a realtor in Queen’s Park and
was selling a house that happened to be beside a very grand, very tastefully renovated
1895 home and the buyer was very happy to be living next to it, I would be able to say
there is a mechanism in place to make sure that context will remain. You wouldn’t have
much risk that the place would be demolished and replaced with some shiny marble
colored mausoleum like what is happening in other neighborhoods.
Q15 Once it is decided what incentives will be in play, and if that incentive package includes a
provision for existing property owners to add one or more land titles to their existing
property, do you see that as expanding the market that you can sell to? For example, if
the City provides each property owner the ability to add one or more additional property
titles, in other words something they can sell such as a laneway house. However, you
divide the property title whether it be stratification or sub division to be able to give that
homeowner the ability to offer that laneway house to the general market. Do you see
that as creating more affordable housing options?
A15 (Patti) That would be a very positive thing for a homeowner but not sure how popular it
would be. In certain areas of Vancouver, they do sell the laneway or the coach house
separately from the rest of the house. I think this could be a very good incentive to
people.
(Jay) It definitely has the potential to add value but there are two asterisks that go with
that. If you said a house on its own was going to sell for a made up 2.5 million dollars but
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after the renovation and stratification of the laneway, now the main house sells for a
made up 2 million and the laneway sells for 1 million. There is now more value than there
used to be but the question is, are either of those an affordable home? You have to
consider that you get a financial gain from selling the laneway house, but you now have a
smaller property yourself.
Q16 This would have been a good discussion to have a year ago. Unfortunately, we have
handed over our rights without any guarantees. Some people have said that Queen’s Park
is just an expensive neighborhood where homes are 2 million dollars. That is not true.
There are many of us with homes worth far less. We have homes that you can find
anywhere else in the City. We don’t have 1,500 square feet lots which I think is the
average for First Shaughnessy. Many of us have 3-5 thousand square foot homes so when
we hear about incentives for things that we will never get to use we feel our houses will
be further de-valued. It should be noted that only one house that went from being
unprotected to advanced protection sold, since the launch of the HCA, for 18% under
assessed value. That to me is very alarming. When you are looking at the impacts that this
will have on Queen’s Park, will you be considering the fact that some homes on the
smaller lots will never be able to use incentives and therefore every incentive that is
potentially added to the option list, is only going to make those homes less desirable?
A16 (Jay) Last year I was asked to look and see if there was a category of properties that might
be at above average risk. We did identify some that had some features that included very
small lot and house size that would make it very difficult to comply with the no change to
the front of the house and add in the space. I think all of those will warrant special
treatment or consideration.
Q17 How many qualified heritage construction specialists are there in New West? Are there
enough qualified heritage construction specialists to fix these homes so that it doesn’t
result in homeowners not being able to afford the costs of keeping the homes up to date
with the home restorations needed?
A17 (Marco) I don’t know the numbers but there are a lot of renovations that happen in a lot
of character areas in the City of Vancouver. There are contractors that specialize in
dealing with buildings from those periods. I think that if there is a market for something, it
will be filled. In our experience, there are capable trades’ people that can do the work at a
very general level.
(Jay) I have no idea how many qualified heritage contractors there are, but I would urge
you to take a careful look at what the requirements actually are for a heritage house and
what is involved in doing a renovation. I understand that the guidelines are not going to
force you to try to create a museum piece. I think there is an expectation that the primary
heritage characteristics of the house will be maintained. I think there is an emphasis on
exterior materials but not necessarily paint colour. I think there could be a difference of
what you think these rules are going to impose and what they are actually intended to
impose.
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Q18 Have you come across an area or city that it has worked so well that it has expanded and
created little satellite areas?
A18 (Jay) Heritage conservation only makes sense where there is heritage. You can’t say it
worked really well in one neighborhood so grab the next six blocks because they might
not be heritage. We have experience of how it can work in neighborhoods and
demonstrate how they can be successful over the long run. That is a good idea if we are
going to look at another neighborhood to try this.
(Marco) In general terms we know that Victoria has 12 or 14 heritage conservation areas
so they have added them over time. In our research, we know that in Toronto there is a
pent-up demand in some neighborhoods in terms of the amount of people asking for a
heritage conservation area type tool. There is certainly over ten and a few more waiting
to be done.
Q19 I have had a long history of looking at heritage designation and property values. I think,
when we are talking about incentives in Queen’s Park, when the decision to put an HCA
into place was made, we can’t see into the future. We have to base it on data that is
available. There was a lot of research into other heritage conservations worldwide.
Urbanization is eroding the heritage character of cities globally. One of the facts that were
discovered was in countless studies, heritage property values in heritage conservation
areas always go up. Sometimes it is 10-30 %. When designing incentives, aren’t we basing
that on the assumption that property values are negatively impacted? We can’t use short
run measures to plan a long-term gain. What is your feeling on the data that exists in the
global studies?
A19 (Jay) One can create and retain value by recognizing what is unique and special about an
area and protect that so it then has a unique position in the marketplace and there is lots
of evidence for that. In almost every case where you could make a compelling argument
where on average or overall, actions to protect a high-quality heritage area have resulted
in a cumulative improvement in performance. There is bound to be some subset of
properties in there that don’t benefit to the same degree because of unique
characteristics of that property. As an example, in Gastown there is evidence that the
retention of a homogeneous heritage character area has generated value. Part of
Gaston’s heritage value is that some of the buildings are only one storey and some are
four storeys. If in order to maintain the character that recognizes that variation in
building size, we have to agree to keep it. That means if you own a four storey building in
Gastown, you are probably going to do better than someone who is stuck with a one
storey building because you don’t have the same capacity to enjoy the benefit. I would
say that this is what this kind of process is about. How do you make sure there aren’t
properties that are disproportionately negatively impacted?
(Gary) The purpose of the municipal process is not to drive property values one way or
the other. When we rezone properties, it is not for people to make more money. Ideally
municipalities are trying to create a community that works in a variety of ways for a
variety of reasons and those have property impacts in terms of value. It is generally not
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the driver of why we would make a decision one way or the other. When dealing with
heritage, we look at what the pattern has been. Most of the literature you see says that
heritage protections in areas have generally not had a negative effect on property values.
That is the most common study that you will find from anywhere in North America that I
have found. There are individual circumstances around the uncertainty around what is
going on right now may be feeding an odd market condition in the short term. Generally
speaking, in North Vancouver, the way we have managed the program, we have not felt it
has had a negative effect. There is a lot of uniqueness that comes in each area with each
building so there are variables.
Q20 From your experience, is there a legal way to put pressure on owners to fix up and clean
up unkempt properties? What would the likely evaluation change be?
A20 (Marco) Part of the legislative tool kit that was brought in in Shaughnessy was a heritage
sites maintenance bylaw. The intent was not to say you must fix every cracking paint or
piece of siding that is falling off. It is to maintain a sound roof to make sure the thing is
water tight and to assist in the long-term conservation of the property. The City is not out
there policing every little aspect of the area. It is not intended to be punitive, it is more
intended to make sure that there are proper procedures in place.
(Gary) The best thing for a heritage building is to have a heritage owner that loves it and
that is what is needed. If it is an owner that doesn’t like the building and doesn’t support
it and put money into it and care for it and lets it get run down, that is a difficult thing for
the municipality to enforce. Bylaws enforcement for those properties is there such as
standards of maintenance, but it is difficult enforcing those things. It is not as easy as
picking up the phone and saying you have to do it. It is a long expensive process that has
to go through the courts. On a non-heritage basis, we have gone so far as to demolish a
building because the owner had let it go so far. The fees that we incurred were then put
onto the owner’s property taxes to get the money back. When you are in a downward
spiral with a property situation, it is really hard to rely on those bylaws. It is really about
the spirit of people liking and enjoying the buildings.
Q21 I want to talk about being a resident of Queen’s Park and how special it is. I think
everyone’s finances are going to be fine because we live in the most special place and
people will pay to be there. When it comes from moving a community collectively from
fear into faith, where is the balance? Do you have any examples of communities that have
moved through and stopped having two sides?
A21 (Gary) In a heritage program, people quickly jump to protection which is only a fraction of
the total heritage programs. Public awareness and education efforts could be set up such
as homeowner workshops. Having discussions about what is important about a heritage
home and walking and home tours. Maybe it is time for a whole round of education
sessions and New Westminster could offer workshops on what this means and how it will
work.
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Q22 What are the incentives for new builds? Other cities have up to 70% FSR (ie: Dunbar in
Vancouver RS5 has 70% FSR). Is the City to increase FSR on all new builds, increases cost
10-15%?
A22 (Gary) There is a difference between lots that are in the advanced category and protected
and buildings which are not protected. In those there are design controls over the new
buildings. There really shouldn’t be any value reduction as a result of just having design
controls to make sure you build a decent looking building that fits into the area. Most of
the incentives would focus on the protected properties and not the new ones.
C23 Clarification wanted on the answer Jay provided (Q15) about would adding stratified or
subdivided laneway add value.
A23 (Jay) I am pretty sure that I prefaced my remarks by saying I made up the numbers. I was
using those numbers only to illustrate a point. The point being that the value of the main
house and the new unit on the sub divided lot after the fact could be worth materially
more than the main house was on its own before the fact.
Q24 In the panel’s experience and knowledge, is it normal for a city to bring in a heritage
conservation area without asking residents if they actually want it? Do you think a
heritage density transfer bank like Vancouver has, could help in our situation where you
have an owner with a small house on a large lot, who would want it designated if they
could sell their density to a developer?
A24 (Marco) The heritage density bank, in the Vancouver context, is working on larger sites or
commercial buildings. It is a very complex tool to administer and is challenging for an
owner and purchaser and would be difficult to utilize on small properties. It could be
done but would be very complex and challenging. In most other places in Vancouver’s
experience, whether it is in heritage conservation area or other heritage areas, most of
the incentives are through zoning and providing different types of uses within what we
will call the land use tool kit.
Q25 I think I fall into the area where we can’t expand or go higher. We can’t really do anything
that the City has been offering as an incentive. So, in that question if I can’t do any of
that, is there anything in the communities that you work in that the City has done for the
home owner? Things like maybe changing the streetscape of the lights and improve
crummy signage?
A25 (Marco) I think within specific areas, whether they are new or old, the municipality can
bring those kinds of things that you are talking about to help improve and make it a
cohesive place.
(Jay) I think you have a right to expect a reasonable investment in the public realm that is
commensurate with the caliber of the neighborhood.
Q26 How will people who have actually invested and maintained a home actually realize the
value from the renovations that they have done?
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A26 (Jay) As I believe I said earlier, we generally found that we wouldn’t expect any material
impact in existing high-quality homes that have already had big investments in them and
are at or near the floor space that can be developed.
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Item #:

113/2018

Subject:

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area: Official Community Plan
Amendments to Remove Protection - Streamlined Application Review
Process

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council endorse the streamlined application review process for Official
Community Plan Amendments to remove protection from properties in the Queen’s
Park Heritage Conservation Area, as outlined in this report.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On March 5, four approaches to help minimize the impact of the Heritage Conservation Area
policy on property owners were presented to Council. One of the approaches proposed in the
report was a streamlined review process for the Official Community Plan amendment
required to move properties between protection Categories. As such, through this report,
staff is recommending that the City establish a streamlined review process with only the
statutory requirements and an informational report to the Community Heritage Commission,
given that such applications are:
a) Evaluated on technical aspects only, primarily based on an assessment provided by a
certified Heritage Professional;
b) Evaluated against criteria established through the Heritage Conservation Area’s policy
development process with the community, which included the public and City
Committees; and,
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c) One of the types of applications that early feedback from the community, through the
Heritage Conservation Area Incentives Program, indicates should be streamlined.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to request Council’s endorsement of a streamlined review
process for OCP Amendment applications to remove protection from properties in the
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. The streamlined review process would include
statutory public consultation requirements, and an informational report to the Community
Heritage Commission.
POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
A Heritage Conservation Area is a distinct neighbourhood, characterized by its historic
value, which is identified in a City’s Official Community Plan (OCP) for heritage
conservation purposes. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is an area
management tool, which includes both heritage protection the exterior of pre - 1941 existing
buildings, and design control for new construction. The Area includes properties zoned for
single-detached dwellings south of Sixth Avenue, north of Royal Avenue, west of Sixth
Street and east of Queen’s Park.
Further information on the requirements of Heritage Conservation Area protection is
included in Attachment 1.
Official Community Plan Amendment
A Heritage Conservation Area forms part of the City’s Official Community Plan, much like
a Development Permit Area. The Heritage Conservation Area policy indicates that all houses
built in 1940 or earlier are protected, unless an exemption is granted by Council. Those
properties which are exempted by Council are listed as a form of appendix in the Heritage
Conservation Area policy. As such, to add a property address to the exemption list, the OCP
must be amended.
OCP Amendment Statutory Requirements
Regional Stakeholder Consultation
Council is required to consider who could be affected by the proposed Official Community
Plan (OCP) amendment and whether consultation with them should be early and ongoing.
The Local Government Act requires that Council specifically consider whether consultation
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is required with the groups listed below. For the purposes of this kind of application, staff
has provided a recommendation for Council’s consideration for each of the identified groups:
a) The board of any regional district:
Consultation with Metro Vancouver and other neighbouring regional districts is not
recommended as the OCP amendment is not considered to affect any Regional
District.
b) The council of any municipality:
Consultation with the municipalities of Burnaby, Coquitlam, Surrey, Delta and
Richmond is not recommended as the OCP amendment is not considered to affect
adjacent municipalities.
c) First Nations:
Consultation with First Nations is not recommended as the OCP amendment is not
considered to affect any First Nation.
d) Greater boards and improvement district boards:
Consultation is not recommended as the OCP amendment is not considered to affect
any greater boards or improvement boards.
e) The Provincial and Federal governments and their agencies:
Consultation is only recommended with the Heritage Branch of the Ministry of
Forest, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development of the Provincial
Government. The role of the Heritage Branch is to manage the provincial list of
heritage resources, and sets standards related to the protection of those resources. A
letter to the Heritage Branch would provide information related to the proposed OCP
amendment, and would request comments or feedback. A letter would also be sent to
alert the Heritage Branch of the Public Hearing date for the proposal, once it was set
by Council.
f) Board of Education and School District No. 40:
Consultation is not recommended with the Board of Education of School District No.
40 as the OCP amendment would not impact school enrolment.
Public Hearing
Per Section 464 of the Local Government Act, the City is required to hold a Public Hearing
on bylaws related to the Zoning Bylaw and the Official Community Plan (OCP). The Public
Hearing must be held after First Reading and Before Third Reading of the proposed bylaw.
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City Policy and Practice
Development Approval Procedures Bylaw
Primarily, the City receives OCP Amendment applications related to significant development
sites. As such, the City has established procedures for these applications through
Development Procedures Bylaw No. 5658, 1997. Per this bylaw, OCP Amendment
application review includes consultation with City Committees, in addition to the statutory
consultation requirements. The Committees named in this bylaw include the Advisory
Planning Committee (APC), the New Westminster Design Panel (NWDP), and the
Community Heritage Commission (CHC). However, applications are only required to be
reviewed by these bodies when elements of the application fall under the Committee’s Terms
of Reference.
As applications to remove Heritage Conservation Area protection would not alter the zoning
or Land Use Designation for their sites, and no additional buildings would be proposed, the
application would not be required to be reviewed by the APC or the NWDP.
Community Consultation
It is City practice for development application review (e.g. rezoning, OCP amendment) to
include public consultation, such as an applicant hosted public open houses, and consultation
with the local Resident’s Association.
Many residents’ of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood
Heritage Study Residents’ Working Group, and the Queen’s Park Residents’ Association
were intimately engaged in the development of the Heritage Conservation Area policy,
including the development of the design guidelines and the criteria for evaluation of
applications.
BACKGROUND
Heritage Conservation Area Incentives Program
As part of the Heritage Conservation Area’s implementation, the City has been exploring
incentives for Advanced (protected) Category properties. In response to community
feedback, Council expanded the exploration of approaches. A report to Council on March 5,
2018 provided an update of the activities underway since the scope was expanded in January,
2018. The detailed results of this work have been presented to Council in a separate report on
the March 12, 2018 agenda.
On March 5, four approaches to help minimize the impact of the Heritage Conservation Area
policy on property owners were presented to Council. One of the approaches proposed in the
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report was a streamlined review process for the Official Community Plan amendment
required to move properties between protection Categories. As such, through this report,
staff is recommending that the review process for these applications be simplified.
Evaluation Criteria for Applications
Per the Heritage Conservation Area policy, applications to remove protection from a
property with a pre-1941 building are evaluated in three categories: 1) Heritage Value and
Merit; 2) Development Potential; 3) Condition. There are approximately five criteria in each
category, which are weighted according to importance. Points are allocated to each weighted
criterion when the condition is present. Then, the points in each category are added toget her
produce a final score. The lower the total score, the less rationale for the building to be
retained as a heritage asset. The Heritage Conservation Area policy determines that a score
of 60% or less on the evaluation checklist would mean it would likely be reasonable to
remove the building’s protection. A blank copy of the evaluation checklist is included in this
report for reference (Attachment 2).
Land Use and Planning Committee Recommendation
The proposed streamlined approach was brought forward to the Land Use and Planning
Committee (LUPC) on February 19, 2018 for preliminary discussion. At this meeting, the
LUPC endorsed the process, though recommended that these types of applications also be
forwarded to the Community Heritage Commission for information, to alert the members of
the applications and their Public Hearing dates. The draft minutes of the Land Use and
Planning Committee meeting of February 19, 2018 are included in this report as
Attachment 3.
Applications in Progress
On January 29, 2018 an application for an OCP Amendment to change the Heritage
Conservation Area protection was received for an 1890 building at 215 Second Street. Staff
has completed their evaluation of the application, and recommend that the protection be
removed from the property. A report to this effect was presented to the Land Use and
Planning Committee (LUPC) on February 19, 2018, combined with the details of a proposed
streamlined review process. The LUPC supported the application.
On March 5, Council directed staff to expand the Heritage Conservation Area’s Special
Limited Category Study to include properties in the Advanced (protected) Category whose
owners feel that the evaluation checklist (Attachment 2) would result in support for moving
their house from the Advanced Category to the Limited Category. This approach would
mean that property owners would not have to hire their own heritage professional to assess
their house’s heritage value (a requirement of the application review process). Additionally,
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property owners would not have to be the applicant for the potential resulting OCP
amendment. Instead, the process and associated costs would be borne by the City.
At that meeting Council also endorsed that any application who made an application by that
date, and would instead prefer to be part of the larger Study (and longer timeframe) , would
be accepted and their costs would be refunded. Since that time, the OCP Amendment
application for 215 Second Street has been withdrawn, and the owner has indicated their
intent to apply for the expanded Study in the coming months. The City will refund the owner
their application fee and reimburse them for the cost of the Heritage Value Assessment.
Future Applications
Any property owner wishing to proceed with an OCP Amendment application on their own,
in advance of the expanded Study’s timeline would continue to have the option of making an
individual application, subject to the City’s fees and procedures. Property owners in the
Advanced Category would also continue to have the opportunity to apply to change from the
Advanced Category to the Limited Category in the future, after the City led process has been
completed.
DICSUSSION
Typical Review Process
An OCP Amendment is required to remove the protection on an Advanced (protected)
Category property in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. The list below details
the review process, were it to include all the consultation requirements of a typical
development-related OCP Amendment application:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Owner makes application, including submission of a Heritage Values Assessment;
Staff evaluation of application, including completion of the evaluation checklist;
Application review by the Land Use and Planning Committee (LUPC);
Council initiated regional stakeholder consultation;
Application review by the Community Heritage Commission (CHC);
Consultation with the Queen’s Park Residents’ Association;
Applicant holds public open house;
Staff prepares report to Council and relevant bylaws;
Council consideration of First and Second Readings of bylaws, and sets a Public
Hearing date;
10. Notification to neighbours (within 100m) and regional stakeholders of the Public
Hearing; and
11. Public Hearing, and Council consideration of Third Reading and Adoption.
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Staff anticipate the review process detailed above would take approximately three to four
months to complete.
Proposed Streamlined Review Process
Staff recommends establishing a streamlined review process for Official Community Plan
Amendment applications to remove protection from properties in the Heritage Conservation
Area given that:
a) Such applications are not related to a development proposal, and as such are not
evaluated with the same criteria. A set of technical criteria were developed for these
kinds of applications related to the three evaluation categories: 1) Heritage Value and
Merit; 2) Development Potential; 3) Condition, as described in Section 4 “Application
to Remove Protection” above. The evaluation is informed by materials are provided
by a certified Heritage Professional.
b) The evaluation criteria were established as part of the Heritage Conservation Area’s
policy development phase. Their development took into account consultation with the
Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study Working Group, the Queen’s Park
Residents’ Association, the community at large, and City Committees, including the
Community Heritage Commission (CHC) and the Advisory Planning Commission
(APC). The categories and criteria were developed with feedback from these groups,
and took into consideration the goals of the Heritage Conservation Area policy, the
community’s objectives, and heritage best-practice.
As such, staff recommends a streamlined review process for all such applications, which
would not include further consultation with the Residents’ Association, City Committees, or
the need to host a public open house. The streamlined process would achieve statutory
requirements and still allow space for community and stakeholder participation through the
Public Hearing.
The list below details the streamlined review process:
1. Owner makes application, including submission of a Heritage Values Assessment;
2. Staff evaluation of application and preparation of reports, including completion of the
evaluation checklist and preparation of relevant bylaws;
3. Application review by the Land Use and Planning Committee (LUPC);
4. Council initiation of regional stakeholder consultation, consideration of First and
Second Readings of bylaws, and setting Public Hearing date;
5. Notification of regional stakeholders, neighbours (within 100m), the Queen’s Park
Residents’ Association, and the Community Heritage Commission (CHC);
6. Public Hearing and Council consideration of Third Reading and Adoption.
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Staff anticipate the streamlined review process detailed above would take approximately a
month to six weeks to complete.
OPTIONS
The following options are provided for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council endorse the streamlined application review process for Official
Community Plan Amendments to remove protection from properties in the Queen’s
Park Heritage Conservation Area, as outlined in this report;
2. That Council provide staff with alternative direction.
Staff recommends Option 1.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Heritage Conservation Area Policies and Regulations
Attachment 2: Evaluation Checklist
Attachment 3: Draft Minutes of the Land Use and Planning Committee Meeting of
February 19, 2018
This report has been prepared by
Britney Quail, Acting Heritage Policy Planner

This report was reviewed by:
John Stark, Acting Manager of Planning
Approved for Presentation to Council

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services
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Attachment 1
Heritage Conservation Area Policies and
Requirements

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Policies and Regulations
The Heritage Conservation Area adds a level of regulation in addition to the Zoning
Bylaw and Official Community Plan. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
provides design guidelines and heritage protection, though is a lower level of heritage related protection than a Heritage Designation which is applied to an individual property
(and is a requirement of a Heritage Revitalization Agreement). The goal of a Heritage
Conservation Area is to allow change, but ensure the change is respectful of existing
heritage character. Heritage Alteration Permits (HAPs) are used for managing the change.
If a HAP is required for construction activity, that permit governs design of the
construction, not the density, number of units, height, setbacks or other elements detailed
in the Zoning Bylaw. Regardless of the level of protection on a property, all new
residential buildings (principal buildings or laneway and carriage houses) are required to
follow the parameters of the Zoning Bylaw as well as the Queen’s Park Heritage
Conservation Area Design Guidelines.
Levels of Protection in the Heritage Conservation Area
Advanced Category (Protected Properties)
Buildings constructed in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood in 1940 or earlier, and those
listed on the Heritage Register are protected through the Heritage Conservation Area
(called “Advanced” category). Protection requires that the owner obtain a Heritage
Alteration Permit (HAP) from the City for construction activities on the front, sides or
visible roof of the existing principal building. No HAP is required if the exterior
alteration does not affect one of these elements (e.g. for construction in the rear of the
building). An HAP is also required to allow demolition of an existing protected building.
An application for demolition would be reviewed against criteria organized into three
different categories: 1) Heritage Character and Merit, 2) Development Potential, and 3)
Condition. The HAP would either be approved or denied by the Director of Development
Services based on the evaluation of these criteria.The purpose of these HAPs is to
provide the City the opportunity to review the proposed building alterations, with the
intent of ensuring that the alterations respect the history of the home and enhance the
heritage character of the neighbourhood. These permits are issued by the Director of
Development Services and do not require the approval of the Council.
Limited Category (Non-protected Properties)
Buildings built after 1941, or who have successfully applied for an exemption due to low
heritage merit, are not protected through the Heritage Conservation Area (called
“Limited” category). The construction of new residential buildings on these properties,
including detached accessory dwellings (laneway or carriage houses), requires an HAP.

These HAPs provide the Director of Development Services the opportunity to review the
design of new buildings with the intent of ensuring all the new development, including
infill, is consistent with the existing heritage buildings and enhances the heritage
character of the neighbourhood. These buildings are also required to be consistent with
the Zoning Bylaw for the property.

Attachment 2
Evaluation Checklist

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation of HAP for Demolition
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint
in its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements
or if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition
Total Score
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 15/25 (60%) or above.
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/3
/3

/1
/1

/1

/9

/3
/2

/2
/1
/1
/9

/3

/2
/1

/1
/7
/25 A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Attachment 3
Draft Minutes of the Land Use and Planning
Committee Meeting of February 19, 2018

" - Corporation of the City of

ｾｎｅｗ＠

WESTMINSTER

REGULAR MEETING OF THE
LAND USE AND PLANNING COMMITTEE
February 19, 2018 at 11:00 a.m.
Committee Room 2, City I Iall

MINUTES
PRESENT:
Mayor Jonathan Cote
Councillor Mary Trentadue
REGRETS:
Councillor Jaimie McEvoy
STAFF:
Mr. Rupinder Basi
Ms. Britney Quail
Ms. Debbie Johnstone

-Senior Plaooer
-Heritage Planner
- Committee Clerk

The meeting was called to order at 11 :02 a.m.

I ADDITIONS TO THE AGENDA

MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the February 19, 2018 Land Use and Planning Committee agenda be
adopted.
CARRIED.
All members of the Conunittee present voted in favow- of the motion.

I REVIEW AND ADOPTION OF CONSENT AGENDA
There were no items.

I ADOPTION OF MINUTES
1.

Adoption of Minutes
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Januwy 29, 2018 minutes of the Land Use and Planning Committee be
adopted; and,
THAT the February 5. 2018 minutes of the Land Use and Planning Committee be
adopted.

february 19,20 18
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CARRIED.

All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion.

I PRESENTATIONS
2.

No Items

I UNFINISHED BUSINESS
3.

No Items

I REPORTS FOR ACTION
4.

215 Second Street: Official Community Plan Amendment - Application to
Remove Heritage Conservation Area Protection
Rupinder Basi, Senior Planner, summarized the report dated February 19, 2018
regarding an application to move the propetty from the protected (Advanced)
category of the Heritage Conservation Area to the non-protected (Limited) category
for a propet1y at 215 Second Street.
Mr. Basi clarified that a pmtion of the staff recommendation for option #1 in the
report had been amended, as reflected in the on-table handout.
In response to questions from the Committee, Britney Quail, Heritage Planner,
provided the following information:
•
•

•
•

i\ streamlined approach has been recommended for this application, as a
certified professional assessment was performed on the property;
Public consultation would take place at a Public Hearing, with neighboring
properties (in a 100 meter radius) and the Queens ｐｲｵｾｫ＠
Residents
Association being prov idcd with notice of the hearing;
Review of this application by the Community Heritage Commission (CHC)
is not legislativelv required·' and'
The CHC has been provided with opportunities to review and approve the
technical checklist regarding the development of the conservation policy.

.

The Conm1ittee provided their support for the application, noting that a simple,
streanuined an1endment process could be beneficial for home owners. In situations
where a certified professional assessment has already been provided and reviewed
by staff, the Committee supported the public consultation process through a Public
I fearing.
With respect to the Community Heritage Commission, the Committee suggested
that a report be provided to the Commission including the Public Hearing date for
february 19,2018
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the property, together with background information regarding the streamlined
process for applications such as this going forward.
In response to questions regarding the Official Community Plan (OCP) Text
Amendment fee, Ms. Quail provided the following information:
•
•
•

Changes to the fees established through the OCP Amendment Bylaw are not
proposed at this time;
Fees would only be incurred if an applicant is removing conservation
protection, or through a demolition application; and,
Paying a full OCP Text Amendment fee is the regular process for anyone
requesting an OCP amendment.

With regard to the limited special study group, Ms. Quail clarified that the
application for 215 Second Street would not fit into this category due to the fact
that it was built in 1890, and development could still be achievable for the property.
Tn response to questions from the Committee, Ms. Quail provided the following
information:
•
•

•
•
•

A small group of properties were placed into a further study category
following the establishment of the Heritage Conservation Area (HRA);
The limited study would provide a more in-depth look into houses where
development could be challenging due to lot or house size, economics,
and/or land value;
Houses who do not meet the requirements of the special study would need to
apply to go tlu·ough the OCP Text Amendment process;
An RFP has been issued for the study of the area, after which further work
regarding value assessment would take place; and,
It is anticipated that the special limited study would be completed by
sunm1er, 2020.

The Committee suggested an update report regarding the special limited study area
be provided to Council to better inform the community of the potential steps for
this process.

MOVED and SECONDED
THAT Council endorse the streamlined application review process for Official
Community Plan Amendments to remove protection from properties in the Queen's
Park Heritage Conservation Area, as outline in the staff report dated February 19,
2018;
THAT Council consider the Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw, to be
presented on .1\J.arch 12, ·which would remove protection fi·om 215 Second Street in
the Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area for First and Second Readings and
fe bruary 19,2018
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./(Jrward the bylaw to a Public Hearing once regional stakeholder consultation is
complete.
THAT Council, with regard to the New Westminster Qfficial Community Plan
amendment:
I) give consideration to the requirements a,{ Section 475 and 476 as well as other
relevant sections ofthe Local Government Act;
2) direct staffto advise and consult with:
a. the Heritage Branch of the ｾＢａｩｮｳｴｲｹ＠
of Forest, Lands, Natural Resource
Operations and Rural Development ofthe Provincial Government;
3) not require consultation 1vith:
a. the board ofany regional district;
b. the council ｾｦ｡ｮｹ＠
municipality;
c. First Nations;
d. greater boards and improvement district boardc;;
e. the Provincial and Federal governments and their agencies other than as
noted herein: or
f the Board ofEducation ofSchool District No. 40;
as none are considered to be affected by this process.
CARRIED.
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion.

I CONSENT AGENDA
There were no items.

I DIRECTOR'S I MANAGER'S REPORT (Oral Report)
There were no items.

I NEW BUSINESS
There were no items.

ICORRESPONDENCE
There were no items.
february 19,2018
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I ADJOURNMENT
ON MOTION, the meeting was adjourned at 11 :20.a .m.

MAYOR JONATHAN COTE
CHAIR

february 19,2018
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Mayor Coté and Members of Council

Date:

4/9/2018

From:

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services

File:

13.2605.40

Item #:

123/2018

Subject:

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area: Special Limi ted Category
Expanded Study Update

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council endorse the provisions of the expanded Special Limited Category
Study, as detailed in this report.
THAT Council give First, Second, and Third Readings to Development Services Fees
and Rates Bylaw Amendment Bylaw 8009, 2018, which would implement a $250
application fee to add a property to the expanded Special Limited Category Study.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In response to feedback received from delegations to Council and during the first round of
consultation, the City identified a broad range of approaches to mitigating potential impacts
of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area on property owners, which were endorsed
by Council on March 5, 2018. One approach is to expand the Special Limited Category
Study. The expanded Study would include a review of protected (Advanced) category
properties whose owners believe that there would be support for removing the protection
from their property based on the established review criteria.
This report proposes provisions for the expanded Study including timeline and scope;
application period, requirements, and fees; and notification to property owners.

City of New Westminster

April 9, 2018
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PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to request that Council endorse the provisions of the expanded
Special Limited Category Study. This report also requests that Council give three readings to
an amendment bylaw which would implement the proposed application fee.
BACKGROUND
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
A Heritage Conservation Area is a distinct neighbourhood, characterized by its historic
value, which is identified in a City’s Official Community Plan (OCP) for heritage
conservation purposes. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is an area
management tool, which includes both heritage protection the exterior of pre-1941 existing
buildings, and design control for new construction.
Further information on the requirements of the Heritage Conservation Area policy is
included in Attachment 1.
OCP Amendments to Remove Heritage Conservation Area Protection
During the creation of the Heritage Conservation Area policy it was known that the approach
of including all homes built before 1940 would mean that some homes without heritage
value would be captured in the protected (Advanced) category. For this reason a process was
developed for removing protection from a property. Since the Heritage Conservation Area is
part of the OCP, an OCP amendment is required as part of this process. On March 12,
Council endorsed a streamlined OCP amendment application review process. The
streamlined process includes statutory public consultation requirements, and an
informational report to the Community Heritage Commission.
To ensure that the process allows for houses without heritage value to change categories, but
still ensure that houses with heritage value remain in the protected category, staff developed
a checklist to use in the evaluation of each application (Attachment 2). The Evaluation
Checklist includes criteria that fall under three categories: 1) heritage merit, 2) development
potential, and 3) condition. Applicants are required to retain a heritage professional to
conduct a heritage value assessment that would be use to score the criteria in the heritage
merit category. If a house receives an overall score of 60% or less, it would be considered
reasonable that Council consider moving the property to the non-protected (Limited)
category.
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Application Cost
The owner would also pay an application fee of $1,860. This fee represents cost recovery for
application review and for the Public Hearing process. An application of this kind also
requires the owner to submit a heritage value assessment. Typically a heritage professional
charges between $800 and $1,200 to prepare this report. Therefore, the total cost of this kind
of application for property owners is approximately $3,000.
Special Limited Category Study
Through the Heritage Conservation Area policy development process, approximately 80
properties were identified for further study, called “Special Limited”. Through the study,
these properties would be reclassified as either protected (Advanced) or non-protected
(Limited), based on individual analysis of their heritage merit and development options.
Heritage professionals have been engaged to assess the heritage value of each of the
properties in the Special Limited category. Based on the results of this work, a City-led OCP
amendment application that proposes moving all the houses found to have no or little
heritage value from the Special Limited category to the non-protected (Limited) category
would be presented to Council in late spring 2018.
Houses found to have heritage value would proceed to phase two of the Study. Phase two
would review those properties against the Heritage Conservation Area’s Evaluation
Checklist (Attachment 2). Staff would bring forward a second OCP amendment to address
these properties’ protection level in 2019. At the end of this process, all properties in the
Queen’s Park neighbourhood would either be protected, or non-protected. The Special
Limited category would cease to exist in the Heritage Conservation Area policy.
Previous Direction from Council
In response to feedback received from delegations to Council and during the first round of
consultation, the City identified a boarder range of approaches to mitigating potential
impacts of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area on property owners. Four
approaches were endorsed by Council on March 5, 2018, including the following motion:
THAT Council direct staff to expand the Special Limited Category Study to include
houses currently in the Advanced (protected) Category for those property owners that
choose to opt into the Study.
As outlined above, it was anticipated that some houses without heritage value would be
captured by the protected category of the Heritage Conservation Area. Expanding the scope
of the Special Limited Category Study would allow owners to identify such properties and
apply to move them to the non-protected category, as part of one application rather than
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through individual applications. Being included in the Study would mean the owner would
not have to submit an OCP amendment or to hire a heritage professional to assess their
house’s heritage value. Instead, these processes and costs would be borne by the City.
Any property owner wishing to proceed with this process on their own, in advance of this
Study’s timeline, continues to have the option of making an individual application, subject to
the City’s fees and procedures. Additionally, protected property owners would continue to
have the opportunity to apply to remove the protection from their property in the future, after
this City led process has been completed.
PROPOSAL
Expanded Timeline
Application Period (May-October 2018)
Owners of protected properties in the Heritage Conservation Area, who believe that there
would be support for removing the protection from their property based on the established
evaluation criteria, would be invited to apply to the expanded Study. The application period
would be open for approximately six months: May 1, 2018 until 5:00 p.m. (end of business
day) October 31, 2018.
Application Requirements
In order to apply, staff is recommending that the owners would be required to supply the
following:





A completed application form (Attachment 3);
A title certificate, demonstrating ownership of the property;
The application fee; and
Any other heritage or building condition information, pertinent to the application,
which the applicant would like to provide.

Evaluation (November 2018 – Winter 2019)
Starting in November 2018, heritage value assessments would be conducted on those
properties identified through the application process. It is anticipated that the heritage value
assessments would be completed by December 2018. Phase two of the Study would begin in
January 2019, and would explore the building condition and development potential of the
Study properties, per the Evaluation Checklist (Attachment 2).
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OCP Amendment (Spring 2019)
An OCP amendment would be presented to Council in spring of 2019 that would reclassify:
a) all remaining Special Limited properties into either protected (Advanced) or non-protected
(Limited), and b) those properties which opted into the expanded Study and scored less than
60% on the Evaluation Checklist. The OCP amendment would include all the properties as
part of one application. As such, there would only be one Public Hearing for the
reclassification of all the properties, rather than one Public Hearing for each property under
consideration.
The OCP amendment would follow the streamlined review process, which Council endorsed
on March 12, 2018.
Notification
A letter containing the details of the expanded study, the Evaluation Checklist
(Attachment 2), and a list of application requirements would be sent to all owners of
protected property in the Heritage Conservation Area. The notification would be sent to
approximately 400 properties. The same information would also be set to the Heritage
Conservation Area mailing list, and posted on the project webpage.
Application Fee
Based on feedback from Council at the March 12, 2018 Open Workshop, staff recommends a
fee of $250 be charged for applications to the expanded Study. This fee represents
approximately one third of the cost of the heritage value assessment (approximately $850 per
property). This fee would ensure that applicants are serious about being included in the
study, and believe that their property is eligible to have the protection removed. The
application fee would not be refunded for applications where it is determined that the
property should remain in the protected category.
Charging a fee for the expanded Study would require amending the Development Services
Fees and Rates Bylaw No. 7683, 2014. An amendment bylaw was drafted to reflect the
application fee outlined above, and is included in this report as Attachment 4 , for Council’s
consideration.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The financial implication to the City would be approximately $600 per property. This cost is
the difference between the estimated cost of the heritage value assessment per property
(approximately $850) and the application fee ($250).
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No additional costs would be incurred for a Public Hearing, since a Public Hearing is
currently required as part of the original scope of the Special Limited Category Study. The
additional work could be accommodated within the staff time already allocated to the
original scope of the Special Limited Category Study. As such, limited additional costs for
staff time would be required, as efficiencies may be created by processing all the
applications at one time, rather than processing each individually.
NEXT STEPS
Should Council give three readings to the amendment bylaw it would be brought forward for
adoption at the next Regular Meeting on April 30, 2018. Should the amendment bylaw be
adopted, notification letters would be mailed and intake of applications could begin.
OPTIONS
There are four recommendations for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council endorse the provisions of the expanded Special Limited Category Study,
as detailed in this report.
2. That Council give First, Second, and Third Readings to Development Services Fees
and Rates Bylaw Amendment Bylaw 8009, 2018, which would implement a $250
application fee to add a property to the expanded Special Limited Category Study.
3. That Council:
a. amend by resolution Development Services Fees and Rates Bylaw
Amendment Bylaw 8009, 2018, to alter the expanded Special Limited
Category Study application fee; and,
b. give First, Second, and Third Readings to the amended Development Services
Fees and Rates Bylaw Amendment Bylaw 8009, 2018.
4. That Council provide staff with alternative direction.
Staff recommends Options 1 and 2. Option 3 is offered should Council choose to consider a
different value for the application fee (i.e. not $250).
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This report has been prepared by:
Lynn Roxburgh, Senior Planner
Britney Quail, A/Heritage Planner

This report was reviewed by:
John Stark, Acting Manager of Planning
Approved for Presentation to Council

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services
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Attachment 1
Summary of Relevant Policy and Regulations

SUMMARY OF RELEVANT POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
A Heritage Conservation Area is a distinct neighbourhood, characterized by its historic
value, which is identified in a City’s Official Community Plan (OCP) for heritage
conservation purposes. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area includes properties
south of Sixth Avenue, north of Royal Avenue, west of Sixth Street and east of Queen’s
Park. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area applies primarily to single detached
dwellings in the neighbourhood.
The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is a lower level of heritage-related protection
than a Heritage Designation which is applied to an individual property (and is a requirement
of a Heritage Revitalization Agreement). Rather, the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation
Area is an area management tool, which includes both low-level heritage protection for the
exterior of existing buildings, and design control for new construction. The goal of a
Heritage Conservation Area is to allow change, but ensure the change is respectful of
existing heritage character. Heritage Alteration Permits are used for managing the change.
Figure 1, included at the end of this section, provides additional explanation of the difference
between the levels of heritage protection associated with the Heritage Conservation Area and
Heritage Designation.
Levels of Heritage Conservation Area Protection
Advanced Category (Protected Properties)
Buildings constructed in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood in1940 or earlier, and those listed
on the Heritage Register are protected through the Heritage Conservation Area (“Advanced”
category). Protection requires that the owner obtain a Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP) from
the City for construction activities on the front, sides or visible roof of the existing principal
building. No HAP is required if the exterior alteration does not affect one of these elements
(e.g. for construction in the rear of the building). The purpose of these HAPs is to provide the
City the opportunity to review the proposed building alterations with the intent of ensuring
that the alterations respect the history of the house and enhances the heritage character of the
neighbourhood. These permits are issued by the Director of Development Services and do
not require the approval of the Council.
A HAP is also required to allow demolition of an existing protected building. An application
for demolition would be reviewed against criteria organized into three different categories: 1)
Heritage Character and Merit, 2) Development Potential, and 3) Condition. The HAP would
either be approved or denied by the Director of Development Services based on the
evaluation of these criteria.
Owners of a protected property can also apply to have their house moved to the Limited
category. These applications would also be reviewed against the criteria in the three
categories: 1) Heritage Character and Merit, 2) Development Potential, and 3) Condition.

The application would either be approved or denied by Council based on the evaluation of
the criteria. If approved, the change would be implemented through an Official Community
Plan Amendment.
Special Limited Category (Study)
There are approximately 80 properties which would be protected through the Heritage
Conservation Area, but have been identified through the policy development process as
having characteristics which may negatively impact the owner, should the house be required
to be retained. Those properties form a “Special Limited” study category, which has a lower
level of heritage protection until further study has been completed. This study will evaluate
whether each house in this category should be moved to the Advanced category or to the
Limited category based on the site specific context.
Limited Category
The remaining buildings in the neighbourhood are not protected (“Limited” category). The
construction of new residential buildings on these properties, including detached accessory
dwellings (laneway or carriage houses), requires a HAP. These HAPs provide the Director of
Development Services the opportunity to review the design of new buildings with the intent
of ensuring all the new development, including infill, is consistent with the existing heritage
buildings and enhances the heritage character of the neighbourhood.
Development Entitlement
The Heritage Conservation Area provides a layer of regulation in addition to the Zoning
Bylaw, which applies to all properties in the Area. All properties, protected or not, continue
to have the same density entitlement as other properties in the same zoning district. If a
Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP) is required for construction activity, that permit governs
design of the construction, not the density, number of units, height, setbacks or other
elements detailed in the Zoning Bylaw.
Comparison of Heritage Protection Levels
There are generally two levels of heritage protection in the City:
1) The Heritage Conservation Area, which applies in the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood;
and
2) A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA), which may be applied to an individual
property anywhere in the city. The HRA is the strongest kind of protection, as it
generally only allows changes for conservation purposes.
The table below provides a comparison between the provisions of the categories in the
Heritage Conservation Area and those typical to an HRA

Figure 1: Summary of the levels of protection achieved through the HCA and through Heritage Designation
HCA:
Limited Protection

HCA:
Advanced Protection

Heritage Designation
(HRA Requirement)

Is demolition allowed?

Yes

No

Could additional floor space
be added to the building?

Yes, anywhere, up to
the zoning maximum.

Is there design review for the
construction of a new
building?
What design guidelines must
be met?

Yes

It would be considered:
the approval of
demolition would be
conditional based on an
evaluation of three
factors: 1) heritage
value, 2) development
potential, and 3)
condition.
Yes, with permit for
design review, up to the
zoning maximum.
Yes

Must meet guidelines
equivalent to the
“recommended”
category of the HCA
Design Guidelines.

Is full restoration of the
building required?
Could a laneway or carriage
house be built on the lot?

No

Should meet the
guidelines included in
the “acceptable” or
“recommended”
categories of the HCA
Design Guidelines.
No

Yes

Yes

Could a secondary suite be
added to the house?
Is a Heritage Alteration
Permit required for changes
to the exterior of the
building?
Is a permit required for
regular maintenance like reroofing, re-painting, or
replacing rotted deck boards?
Are there restrictions on a
building’s exterior paint
colour?
Could the windows and doors
be replaced?

Yes

Yes

It would be considered,
and could require
rezoning.
It would be considered.

No

Yes, for all changes
anywhere on the
building.

No

Yes, for changes to the
front, sides, or visible
roofline. Not required for
the back.
No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Only if they are beyond
repair, and they would
have to be replaced with
replicas.

Could a porch or deck be
added to the building?

Yes

Is a Heritage Alteration
Permit required for interior
changes?
Is a Heritage Alteration

No

Yes, with a permit for
design review for those
windows/doors on the
front or sides of the
building.
Yes, with a permit for
design review for a
porch/deck added to the
front or sides of the
building.
No

No

No

Sometimes

None.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Sometimes

Permit required for changes
to landscaping?
Who issues the Heritage
Alteration Permit?
Do permit applications
require community review?
Do permit applications
require review by City
committees?
Does the property have access
to zoning incentives?

HCA:
Limited Protection

HCA:
Advanced Protection

Heritage Designation
(HRA Requirement)

Director of
Development Services
No

Director of Development
Services
No

Council

No

No

Yes

No

Coming soon

Only if full heritage
conservation
(restoration) work is
undertaken.

Yes, in most cases

Attachment 2
Evaluation Checklist

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint
in its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements
or if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition
Total Score
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 15/25 (60%) or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

/3
/3

/1
/1

/1

/9

/3
/2

/2
/1
/1
/9

/3

/2
/1

/1
/7
/25 A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Attachment 3
Expanded Study Application Form

SPECIAL LIMITED STUDY
APPLICATION FORM
Development Services, Planning Division
APPLICATION NO.
Office use only

This application is for the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited Expanded Study.
The application period for the Study closes on October 31, 2018, at 5:00 p.m.
SITE PARTICULARS:
Street Address:
Age of house (if known):
By signing this form, I/we:
agree to make an application for the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited
Expanded Study on the above-noted site;
understand that including the above-noted site in the Study does not guarantee that it will be moved
from the Protected (Advanced) category to the Non-Protected (Limited) category; and,
consent to a heritage professional conducting a heritage value assessment for the above noted site,
which includes site visits. Site visits include a visual assessment of each property and the taking of
photographs from the street.
OPTIONAL:

 I/we agree that the heritage professional engaged by the City of New Westminster may enter the

___above noted property lines for the purposes of taking external photographs for use in a heritage
value assessment.

In support of this application, I/we submit the following:

 Application Fee ($250)

 Current State of Title Certificate

 Any other heritage or building condition information pertinent to this application

Doc. No.: 1183276

SIGNATURES AND NAMES OF PROPERTY OWNERS

Name of Owner (please print)

Name of Owner (please print)

Signature of Owner

Signature of Owner

PRIMARY CONTACT INFORMATION
FOR OWNERS:

Name of Owner (please print)

Phone Number

Email Address

Address

Doc. No.: 1183276

Attachment 4
Development Services Fees and Rates Bylaw
Amendment Bylaw No. 8009, 2018

CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FEES AND RATES AMENDMENT
BYLAW NO. 8009, 2018.
ADOPTED ________________
A Bylaw to Amend Development Services Fees and Rates Bylaw No. 7683, 2014
The Municipal Council of the City of New Westminster, in open meeting
assembled, ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:
(1)

This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes as “Development Services Fees and
Rates Amendment Bylaw No.8009, 2018.”

(2)

The City of New Westminster Development Services Fees and Rates Bylaw No.
7683, 2014 is hereby amended as follows to include:
a) Name: Expanded “Special Limited Category” Study Application Fee
Description: As part of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area’s
Implementation Program, a study will be conducted in 2018 and 2019
(called the Special Limited Category Study) which will evaluate the
heritage value, building condition, and development potential of the
properties in the Study. The Study can also include evaluation of
protected (Advanced category) properties, whose owners apply for the
review. This fee is for the application to the Study.
b) Fee: $250 per protected property

(3)

This Bylaw shall come into force on May 1, 2018, except the following shall come
into force upon adoption of this bylaw:
“(a)” Severability
If any part, section, sentence, clause, phrase or word of this Bylaw is for any
reason held to be invalid by the decision of any Court of competent jurisdiction the
invalid part, section, sentence, clause, phrase or word shall be severed and the
decision that is invalid shall not affect the validity of the remainder which shall
continue in full force and effect and be construed as if the Bylaw had been adopted
without such invalid portions.
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READ A FIRST TIME this ___ day of ______________, 2018.
READ A SECOND TIME this ___ day of _____________, 2018.
READ A THIRD TIME this ___ day of ________________, 2018.
ADOPTED this ___ day of ______________, 2018.

MAYOR

CITY CLERK
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Mayor Coté and Members of Council

Date:

5/7/2018

From:

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services

File:

13.2605.40

Item #:

198/2018

Subject:

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area: Special Limi ted Category
Study Progress Update

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council endorse the Special Limited Category Study process, as outlined in
this report.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Through the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area policy development process,
approximately 80 properties were identified for further study. These properties formed a
temporary category called “Special Limited”. Through the study process, these properties
would be reclassified as either protected (Advanced) or non-protected (Limited), based on
individual analysis of the property’s heritage merit and development options. Phase One of
the Special Limited study is nearing completion: properties have been identified as either
having low, common, or high heritage value. Based on these results, letters have been sent to
owners of those properties, detailing the next steps for their property in the Study process.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide Council with an update on the ongoing work related
to the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area’s Special Limited Category Study, and
request Council’s endorsement of the remaining process, as outlined in this report.
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POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
A Heritage Conservation Area is a distinct neighbourhood, characterized by its historic
value, which is identified in a City’s Official Community Plan (OCP) for heritage
conservation purposes. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is an area
management tool, which includes both heritage protection of the exterior of pre-1941
existing buildings, and design control for new construction. During the creation of the
Heritage Conservation Area policy, it was known that the approach of including all homes
built before 1940 would mean that some homes without heritage value would be captured in
the protected (Advanced) category. For this reason, a process was developed for removing
protection from a property. Since the Heritage Conservation Area is part of the OCP, an OCP
amendment is required as part of this process.
BACKGROUND
Special Limited Category Study (City identified properties)
Through the Heritage Conservation Area policy development process, approximately 80
properties which would otherwise be classified as protected, based on their age of
construction, were identified for further study. These properties formed a temporary
protection category called “Special Limited”. Through the Study process, these properties
would be reclassified as either protected (Advanced) or non-protected (Limited), based on
individual analysis of their heritage merit and development options. The Study began in
March 2018 and is scheduled to be complete by spring of 2019, at which point the Special
Limited Category would no longer exist in the Heritage Conservation Area policy.
Any property owner in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area, wishing to proceed
with this process on their own, in advance of this Study’s timeline, continues to have the
option of making an individual application, subject to the City’s fees and procedures.
Additionally, protected property owners would continue to have the opportunity to apply to
remove the protection from their property in the future, after this City led process has been
completed.
Phase One of the Study
Heritage value assessments were conducted during March and April 2018 by a team of
heritage professionals, who used archival research and site visits to evaluate the heritage
value of each house in the Special Limited Category. The assessments used a Heritage Merit
Checklist to calculate a score out of 9 for heritage value based on aesthetic, historic and
cultural criteria. Any house that scored at least 60% (a value of 6 or higher out of 9) requires
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further study to determine the appropriate final classification of the property (see Phase Two
below). Based on the results of this work, a City-led OCP Amendment application would be
presented to Council that would propose moving the houses found to have no or little
heritage value from the Special Limited Category to the non-protected (Limited) category. It
is anticipated this OCP Amendment would be before Council for consideration on May 28,
2018.
Phase Two of the Study
Houses found to have heritage value in Phase One would proceed to Phase Two of the Study.
Phase Two would review those properties against the Heritage Conservation Area’s
Evaluation Checklist to evaluate the property’s condition and development potential in
addition to its heritage value. Based on the results of this work, staff would bring forward a
second OCP Amendment to address these properties’ protection level in spring of 2019. At
the end of this process, all properties in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood would either be
protected, or non-protected.
Expanded Study (Owner identified properties)
In response to feedback received from delegations to Council and during the Incentives
Program, the City identified a boarder range of approaches to mitigating potential impacts of
the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area on property owners. Four approaches were
endorsed by Council on March 5, 2018, including the following motion:
THAT Council direct staff to expand the Special Limited Category Study to include
houses currently in the Advanced (protected) Category for those property owners that
choose to opt into the Study.
Expanding the scope of the Special Limited Category Study allows owners to identify
properties which may be impacted by the requirement to retain the existing building, and
apply to move them to the non-protected category. These properties would then become part
of Phase Two of the existing Study, adding to the already 80 identified properties. Being
included in the Study means the owner would not have to submit an OCP Amendment
individually. Instead, the related processes and costs are borne by the City and the property’s
application would become part of one large application led by the City for all Study
properties. The expanded Study is open for applications from May 1 to October 31, 2018.
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DISCUSSION
Per Phase One of the Study, heritage value assessments have been completed on the
approximately 80 properties originally identified for the Special Limited Category. The
research resulted in four scenarios:
1)
2)
3)
4)

the
the
the
the

house was
house was
house was
house was

found to have low heritage value,
found to have common levels of heritage value,
found to have a high level of heritage value, or
determined to be already protected through a different City program.

Per the parameters of the Special Limited Study, staff would be recommending that the
protection be removed from those properties found to have low or common heritage value.
An OCP Amendment would be required to reclassify these properties as non-protected.
Those properties for which the existing house was found to have high value would be
proceeding to Phase Two of the Study.
The process moving forward for the Special Limited Category properties is summarized in
Table 1 below:
Table 1: Special Limited Study Phase One Results
Scenario
1
2
3
4

Heritage Merit Score Process Next Step
Low
Properties would be recommended for
(scores 0-4 out of 9) an OCP Amendment to remove
protection
Common
Properties would be recommended for
(score 5 out of 9)
an OCP Amendment to remove
protection
High
Properties would continue to Phase
(scores 6-9 out of 9) Two of the Special Limited Study
Already established
Properties will remain protected in the
heritage merit
Heritage Conservation Area

# Properties
24
11
39
6

Letters describing the resulting scenarios (Attachment 1) have been sent out to respective
property owners. In the letters the results of the Study are provided and the process next
steps for the property are described. For those properties with low or common scores, the
City requests that the owners contact staff within the month if they feel the property should
remain protected, rather than be listed in the City-led OCP Amendment application.
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NEXT STEPS
A report on the Phase One OCP Amendment is scheduled to be before Council for
consideration of First and Second Readings on May 28, 2018. The report would include the
heritage assessments for each property, and further details on the overall evaluation process.
The report would also request that a Public Hearing be called for late June. A single public
hearing will be held for all properties being reclassified to the non-protected (Limited)
category. Per the City’s standard practice, notices of the Public Hearing would be sent to
Queen’s Park residents approximately three weeks beforehand.
OPTIONS
The following options are presented for Council’s consideration:
1. THAT Council endorse the Special Limited Category Study process, as outlined in
this report.
2. That Council provide staff with alternative direction.
Staff recommend Option 1.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Letters to Special Limited Category Study Property Owners

This report has been prepared by:
Britney Quail, Heritage Planner
Approved for Presentation to Council

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services
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Attachment 1
Letters to Special Limited Category Study
Property Owners

File: 13.2605.40
Doc#
1201517
May, 2018
Re: Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area — Special Limited Category Study
Dear Queen’s Park Property Owner,
In our previous letter dated March 8, 2018, you were informed about the Special Limited
Category Study, which is intended to determine whether your property should be
classified as protected (Advanced category) in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation
Area, or whether it should be classified as non-protected (Limited category). After June
2019, the Special Limited category will no longer exist in the Heritage Conservation Area
policy and your property must either be in the protected or non-protected category.
Phase 1 of this Study is now complete, and has concluded that your house does not have
significant heritage value, and the property will therefore be reclassified as nonprotected (Limited category). The Heritage Value Assessment used to make this
evaluation is attached to this letter.
Heritage Value Assessments were conducted during March and April 2018 by a team of
heritage professionals, who used archival research and neighbourhood visits to evaluate
the heritage value of each house within the Special Limited protection category of the
Heritage Conservation Area. The assessments used a Heritage Merit Checklist to
calculate a score out of 9 for heritage value based on aesthetic, historic and cultural
criteria. Any house that scored at least 60% (a value of 6 or higher out of 9) requires
further study to determine the appropriate final classification of the property.
In order to reclassify your property as non-protected, Council must approve an Official
Community Plan amendment. As your house was found to have low heritage value, City
staff will recommend to Council that they support the amendment. A public hearing is
required before Council can make their decision. A single public hearing will be held for
all properties being reclassified as non-protected. It is anticipated that this public hearing
will be held before summer 2018, and notices will be sent to you and other Queen’s Park
residents approximately three weeks beforehand.
A non-protected classification will mean that you may renovate or demolish your house
under existing zoning entitlements without obtaining a Heritage Alteration Permit.
You would need to obtain a Heritage Alteration Permit if you wish to build a new house
and it would continue to be subject to the Heritage Conservation Area Design Guidelines.

In both cases, you would still need to obtain a Building Permit, or other permits as
required.
If you would prefer that your house to be reclassified as protected in the Heritage
Conservation Area, please contact us by Friday, May 18th. Choosing to reclassify your
house as protected would mean that you would be eligible for incentives currently being
considered as part of the Heritage Conservation Area Incentives Program. Further detail
about the proposed incentives will be available in the May 7, 2018 Council Report, or
you may contact City staff directly for more information. A summary table is provided
below:
Non-protected Property
Exterior renovations or demolition
requires a heritage permit
New house construction requires a
heritage permit
Construction activity requires a
Building Permit and other related
City permits
Eligible for the Heritage
Conservation Area’s incentives
program

Protected Property

X

√

√

√

√

√

X

√

Note that the conditions described in the above paragraphs apply only after Council has
approved reclassification of your property as non-protected; any work you wish to
undertake before then must adhere to the conditions of the Special Limited category.
Please contact City staff, listed in the last paragraph of this letter, for more information.
Please contact Britney Quail, Heritage Planner, if you have any questions about the Study
and what the results mean for your property. She can be reached by email
at bquail@newwestcity.ca or by phone at 604-527-4621. For more information about the
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area, please visit our website
at www.newwestcity.ca/heritage/qphca.
Kind regards,

Jackie Teed
A/Director of Development Services

File: 13.2605.40
Doc#
1201734

May, 2018

Re: Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area — Special Limited Category Study

Dear Queen’s Park Property Owner,

In our previous letter dated March 8, 2018, you were informed about the Special Limited
Category Study, which is intended to determine whether your property should be
classified as protected (Advanced category) in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation
Area, or whether it should be classified as non-protected (Limited category). After June
2019, the Special Limited category will no longer exist in the Heritage Conservation Area
policy and your property must either be in the protected or non-protected category.
Phase 1 of this Study is now complete, and has concluded that the house has common
levels of heritage value, so it qualifies for reclassification as non-protected (Limited
category). Nevertheless, some aspects of your house have significant heritage value, and
positively contribute to the character of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area.
You are encouraged to consider voluntarily requesting a protected (Advanced)
classification for your house.
The Heritage Value Assessment used to make this evaluation of your property is attached
to this letter. Heritage Value Assessments were conducted during March and April 2018
by a team of heritage professionals, who used archival research and neighbourhood visits
to evaluate the heritage value of each house within the Special Limited protection
category of the Heritage Conservation Area. The assessments used a Heritage Merit
Checklist to calculate a score out of 9 for heritage value based on aesthetic, historic and
cultural criteria. Any house that scored at least 60% (a value of 6 or higher out of 9)
requires further study to determine the appropriate final classification of the property.
A non-protected classification would mean that you may renovate or demolish your
house under existing zoning entitlements without obtaining a Heritage Alteration Permit.

You would need to obtain a Heritage Alteration Permit if you wish to build a new house
and it would continue to be subject to the Heritage Conservation Area Design Guidelines.
In both cases, you would still need to obtain a Building Permit, or other permits as
required.
If you would prefer that your house to be reclassified as protected in the Heritage
Conservation Area, please contact us by Friday, May 18th. Choosing to reclassify your
house as protected would mean that you would be eligible for incentives currently being
considered as part of the Heritage Conservation Area Incentives Program. Further detail
about the proposed incentives will be available in the May 7, 2018 Council Report, or
you may contact City staff directly for more information. A summary table is provided
below:
Non-protected Property
Exterior renovations or demolition
requires a heritage permit
New house construction requires a
heritage permit
Construction activity requires a
Building Permit and other related
City permits
Eligible for the Heritage
Conservation Area’s incentives
program

Protected Property

X

√

√

√

√

√

X

√

In order to reclassify your property, Council must approve an Official Community Plan
amendment. As your house was found to have common levels of heritage value, City
staff will recommend to Council that they support the amendment to remove protection.
A public hearing is required before Council can make their decision. A single public
hearing will be held for all properties being reclassified as non-protected. It is anticipated
that this public hearing will be held before summer 2018, and notices will be sent to you
and other Queen’s Park residents approximately three weeks beforehand.
Note that the conditions described in the above paragraphs apply only after Council has
approved reclassification of your property as non-protected; any work you wish to
undertake before then must adhere to the conditions of the Special Limited category.
Please contact City staff, listed in the last paragraph of this letter, for more information.

Please contact Britney Quail, Heritage Planner, if you have any questions about the Study
and what the results mean for your property. She can be reached by email
at bquail@newwestcity.ca or by phone at 604-527-4621. For more information about the
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area, please visit our website
at www.newwestcity.ca/heritage/qphca.
Kind regards,

Jackie Teed
A/Director of Development Services

File: 13.2605.40
Doc#
1201630
May, 2018
Re: Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area — Special Limited Category Study
Dear Queen’s Park Property Owner,
In our previous letter dated March 8, 2018, you were informed about the Special Limited
Category Study, which is intended to determine whether your property should be
classified as protected (Advanced category) in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation
Area, or whether it should be classified as non-protected (Limited category). After June
2019, the Special Limited category will no longer exist in the Heritage Conservation Area
policy and your property must either be in the protected or non-protected category.
Phase 1 of this Study is now complete, and has concluded that the house has heritage
value, and will therefore proceed to Phase 2 of the Study. The Heritage Value
Assessment used to make this evaluation is attached to this letter.
Heritage Value Assessments were conducted during March and April 2018 by a team of
heritage professionals, who used archival research and neighbourhood visits to evaluate
the heritage value of each house within the Special Limited protection category of the
Heritage Conservation Area. The assessments used a Heritage Merit Checklist to
calculate a score out of 9 for heritage value based on aesthetic, historic and cultural
criteria. Any house that scored at least 60% (a value of 6 or higher out of 9) is considered
to have heritage value and will proceed to Phase 2 of the Study.
Phase 2 of the Study is scheduled to take place in early 2019. The analysis would review
each property against the Evaluation Checklist (attached to this letter), which considers
the condition of the house and development potential of the lot, in addition to its heritage
value (already evaluated through Phase 1 of the Study). If a house receives a score of
60% or less, it would be considered reasonable to be reclassified as non-protected. If a
house receives a score of more than 60%, it would be considered reasonable to be
reclassified as protected.
Should the Phase 2 analysis suggest that reclassification to the non-protected (Limited)
category is reasonable, City staff would recommend to Council that they support the
Official Community Plan amendment required to implement these changes. A single
public hearing would be held for all properties recommended for reclassification. It is

anticipated that this public hearing would be held in the spring of 2019; notices of the
hearing would be sent to you and other Queen’s Park residents approximately three
weeks beforehand.
If you would prefer that your house to be reclassified as protected without further study,
please contact us by Friday, May 18th. Choosing to reclassify your house as protected
would mean that you would be eligible for incentives currently being considered as part
of the Heritage Conservation Area Incentives Program. Further detail about the proposed
incentives will be available in the May 7, 2018 Council Report, or you may contact City
staff directly for more information. A summary table is provided below:
Non-protected Property
Exterior renovations or demolition
requires a heritage permit
New house construction requires a
heritage permit
Construction activity requires a
Building Permit and other related
City permits
Eligible for the Heritage
Conservation Area’s incentives
program

Protected Property

X

√

√

√

√

√

X

√

Note that the conditions described in the above paragraphs apply only after Council has
approved reclassification of your property as non-protected; any work you wish to
undertake before then must adhere to the conditions of the Special Limited category.
Please contact City staff, listed in the last paragraph of this letter, for more information.
Please contact Britney Quail, Heritage Planner, if you have any questions about the Study
and what the results mean for your property. She can be reached by email
at bquail@newwestcity.ca or by phone at 604-527-4621. For more information about the
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area, please visit our website
at www.newwestcity.ca/heritage/qphca.
Kind regards,

Jackie Teed
A/Director of Development Services

File: 13.2605.40
Doc#
1201830
May, 2018
Re: Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area — Special Limited Category Study
Dear Queen’s Park Property Owner,
Your property has one or more of the following characteristics that would qualify the
house for the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area’s Special Limited Category
Study, being undertaken by the City:
1. The recorded date of construction for the principal building, according to the
City’s records, is prior to December 31, 1940.
2. The building does not have a full second storey (either above or below ground, or
combined); where the total building floor space divided by the total site coverage
is less than 2.0.
3. The building is located within the RS-1, RS-2, RS-5, or RS-6 Zone and has a floor
space ratio that is less than 75% of the maximum permitted floor space ratio in
that zone, with site coverage that is greater than 75% of the maximum permitted
site coverage in that zone.
4. The building is located on a lot with a frontage that is less than 9.14 meters (30
feet).
However, the property is subject to a Heritage Designation bylaw and/or a Heritage
Revitalization Agreement. The terms of these existing agreements provide for more
rigorous protection of the heritage building than the Heritage Conservation Area policy’s
provisions. As a result, your property will not be included in the Study.
For more information, please visit the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
webpage at www.newwestcity.ca/heritage/qphca. If you have any questions, feel free to
contact Britney Quail, Heritage Planner, by email at bquail@newwestcity.ca or by phone
at 604-527-4621.
Kind regards,

Jackie Teed
A/Director of Development Services

REPORT
Development Services
To:

Mayor Coté and Members of Council

Date:

4/29/2019

From:

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services

File:

13.2605.40

Item #:

167/2019

Subject:

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Special Li mited Category
Study – Phase Two Update

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council receive this report for information.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Through the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area policy development process in 2017,
84 properties were identified for further study. These properties form a temporary protection
category called the “Special Limited Study”. Through the Study process, these properties
will be reclassified as either protected (Advanced) or non-protected (Limited), based on
individual analysis of the property’s heritage merit and development potential. In spring
2018, the Study was expanded to allow owners of any protected property to apply for
reclassification. An additional twelve properties were added to the Study through thi s
program, called the “Expanded Study”.
Phase One of the Study was the evaluation of each property’s heritage value. For those 84
properties originally identified as Special Limited, this phase is complete: 33 properties
found to have low or common value were reclassified as non-protected through an OCP
amendment in the fall of 2018. The 42 properties found to have high value were forwarded
to Phase Two of the Study.
Phase One is now complete for the additional twelve Expanded Study applicants as well. Six
properties were found to have low value and will be recommended for reclassification to
non-protected. The remaining six, found to have high heritage value, will continue to Phase
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Two. Based on the results of Phase One, letters have been sent to owners of Expanded Study
properties, detailing the next steps for their property.
Phase Two of the Study is an evaluation of each property’s development options, under the
existing RS-4 zoning. Both Special Limited Study and Expanded Study properties will be
evaluated simultaneously in Phase Two. This phase of the Study is scheduled to be
concluded by summer 2019. The Study is scheduled to be entirely complete, and all
properties reclassified, by fall 2019.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide Council with an update on the progress of the Special
Limited Study, an implementation work plan item for the Queen’s Park Heritage
Conservation Area.
POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
A Heritage Conservation Area is a distinct neighbourhood, characterized by its historic
value, which is identified in a City’s Official Community Plan (OCP) for heritage
conservation purposes. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is an area
management tool, which includes both heritage protection of the exterior of pre-1941
existing buildings, and design control for new construction. During the creation of the
Heritage Conservation Area policy, it was known that the approach of including all homes
built before 1940 would mean that some homes without heritage value would nonetheless be
subject to protection (Advanced category). For this reason, a process was developed for
removing protection from a property. Since the Heritage Conservation Area is part of the
OCP, an OCP amendment is required in order to reclassify a property to non-protected
(Limited category).
Official Community Plan
A Heritage Conservation Area forms part of the City’s OCP, much like a Development
Permit Area. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is Schedule A of the City’s
OCP. That policy indicates that all houses built in 1940 or earlier are protected, unless an
exemption is granted by Council. Those properties which are exempted by Council are listed
as a form of appendix in the Heritage Conservation Area policy. As such, to add a property
address to the exemption list, the OCP Schedule must be amended.
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Evaluation Checklist
To ensure that the reclassification process allows for houses without heritage value to change
protection categories, but still ensure that houses with heritage value remain protected, staff
developed a checklist to use in the evaluation of each application (Attachment 3). This
Evaluation Checklist includes criteria that fall under three categories: 1) heritage merit, 2)
development potential, and 3) condition. Property owners who apply for reclassification to
non-protected are required to retain a heritage professional to conduct a heritage value
assessment, which staff would then use to complete the Evaluation Checklist, along with
development potential information. If a house receives an overall score of 60% or less, it
would be considered reasonable that Council consider reclassifying the property.
BACKGROUND
Special Limited Study
Through the Heritage Conservation Area policy development process, approximately 84
properties which would otherwise be classified as protected, based on their age of
construction, were identified for further study. These properties formed a temporary
protection category called the “Special Limited Study”. Through the Study process, these
properties will be reclassified as either protected (Advanced) or non-protected (Limited),
based on individual analysis of their heritage merit and development options. The Study
began in March 2018 and is scheduled to be complete by fall of 2019. At the conclusion of
the Study, the Special Limited protection category would no longer exist in the Heritage
Conservation Area policy: all properties in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood would either be
protected, or non-protected.
Any protected property owner wishing to proceed with an application for reclassification on
their own, in advance of this Study’s timeline, continues to have the option of making an
individual application, subject to the City’s fees and procedures. Additionally, once the
Study is completed, any owner would continue to have the opportunity to apply to remove
Conservation Area protection from their property through an individual OCP amendment
application.
Phase One
Heritage value assessments were conducted during March and April 2018 by a team of
heritage professionals. These consultants used archival research and site visits to evaluate the
heritage value of each house in the Special Limited category. The assessments used the
“heritage merit” portion of the Evaluation Checklist to calculate a score out of nine for
heritage value based on aesthetic, historic, and cultural criteria. Any house that scored at
least 60% (a value of six or higher out of nine) requires further study to determine the
appropriate final classification of the property (see Phase Two below). Based on the results
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of this work, a City-led OCP amendment adopted by Council in June 2018 which removed
heritage protection from 33 houses found to have low or common heritage value. Nine
properties were either already protected through other heritage tools, or opted to remain in
the protected category. The remaining 42 properties continued to Phase Two of the Study.
Phase Two
Houses found to have heritage value in Phase One are now under further consideration in
Phase Two of the Study, which is underway. An architect has been engaged to review the
properties’ development options under the RS-4 zoning, and use the “development potential”
portion of the Evaluation Checklist to calculate a score out of nine. The development
potential score would be combined with the scores established for heritage value in Phase
One in order to provide a final overall score for each property. Similar to Phase One, any
house that scored at least 60% would be recommended for reclassification as protected.
Based on the results of this work, staff will bring forward a second City-led OCP amendment
to address these properties’ protection level in fall of 2019.
Expanded Study
In spring 2018, Council expanded the scope of the Special Limited Study. This Expanded
Study allowed owners to apply to move their protected property to the non-protected
category in a City-led initiative, rather than being required to undertake individual OCP
amendment applications. Being included in the Study means the owner did not have to
submit an application package, pay the full processing fee, or hire a heritage professional to
assess their house. Instead, these processes and costs were borne by the City. The application
period for the Expanded Study was open from May to October 2018. Twelve property
owners applied. The heritage value assessments (Phase One) for the Expanded Study
properties were completed between November 2018 and February 2019. The results are
available below in the Analysis section of this report.
ANALYSIS
Results: Expanded Study (Phase One)
Heritage value assessments have been completed on the twelve properties which applied to
the Expanded Study. Similar to Phase One for the Special Limited properties, the research
could have resulted in three scenarios:
1) The house was found to have low heritage value (scores 0-4 out of 9),
2) The house was found to have common levels of heritage value (scores 5 out of 9),
3) The house was found to have high heritage value (scores 6-9 out of 9).
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Six properties were found to have low value, and six properties were found to have high
value. No properties in the Expanded Study were found to have common value. The heritage
value assessments for all twelve properties are available in Attachment 1. A summary of the
results of Phase One of the Expanded Study is provided in Table 1 below.
Per the parameters of the Study, staff will be recommending that the protection be removed
from those six properties found to have low heritage value. The OCP amendment required to
reclassify these properties as non-protected is scheduled for fall 2019. Those properties for
which the existing house was found to have high value have proceeded to Phase Two of the
Study, scheduled to be complete in the fall of 2019.
Table 1: Results of Phase One of the Expanded Special Limited Study
Address
Score Heritage Value Next Step
419 Oak Street
1
Low
211 Third Avenue
1
Low
209 Fifth Avenue
2
Low
Removal of Protection Recommended
308 Regina Street
3
Low
125 Third Avenue
3
Low
118 Queen’s Avenue 4
Low
508 First Street
6
High
309 Warren Avenue
6
High
117 Regina Street
6
High
Proceeding to Phase Two of Study
410 Fifth Street
7
High
311 Regina Street
7
High
311 Fifth Street
8
High
Letters describing the results of Phase One (Attachment 2) have been sent out to respective
Expanded Study property owners. The letters detail the results of the Study to-date and the
process next steps for the property. The property’s heritage assessment was provided with
each letter. For those properties with low scores, the City requests that the owners contact
staff within the month if they feel the property should remain protected, rather than be listed
in the City-led OCP amendment in the fall.
Results: Overall Study
Phase One (Heritage Assessments) is now complete for both the Special Limited and
Expanded Study properties. In total, 47 properties make up Phase Two (Development
Potential Assessments) of the Study. Table 2 below is a summary of the Study results to date.
Approximately 40% of properties in the Study have been recommended for reclassification
to non-protected, to date.
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Table 2: Special Limited Study Results at Completion of Phase One
Property Type
Total for Study
Opted to
Removal of
Proceeding to
Remain
Protection
Phase Two
Protected
Recommended
Special Limited
84
9
33
42
Expanded
12
0*
6
6
Total for Study
96
9
39
47**
*None to date.
**One Special Limited property applied to be in the Expanded Study, and based on the
results of both programs is being forwarded to Phase Two.
Letters which launched Phase Two of the Study and provided a timeline for the remaining
work have been sent out to these 47 property owners. The letter is available in Attachment 4.
NEXT STEPS
A consultant has been retained for Phase Two of the Study, and the work is now underway.
Their schedule for completion of the reports is approximately four months. As such, the
results should be available by summer, 2019. Owners would be notified by mail of the
results of Phase Two, and provided with their property’s development potential assessment.
Reclassification of the properties will require a City-led OCP amendment. The process
would begin following staff’s final tally of each property’s score for heritage value and
building integrity (Phase One), and development potential (Phase Two). Letters would be
sent to property owners in advance of the application, indicating the final results of the
Study, staff’s recommendation to Council on the reclassification of their property, and their
property’s final score on the Evaluation Checklist (Attachment 3).
A single public hearing would be held for all properties being reclassified through the OCP
amendment bylaw for the Special Limited Study. It is anticipated that this public hearing
would be held in the fall of 2019. Notices of the hearing would be sent to Queen’s Park
neighbourhood residents approximately three weeks prior to the hearing.
OPTIONS
The following options are available for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council receive this report for information.
2. That Council provide alternative direction.
Staff recommend Option 1.
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
209 Fifth Avenue - New Westminster, BC
Score: 2 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area

City of New Westminster – February 2019

Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 1
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Heritage Status

Heritage Inventory – listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - no

Context and Siting

The dwelling sits on the north side of Fifth Avenue one lot west of Second Street on a
block of early 20th Century houses consisting of small cottages along with a few larger
homes. The property is surrounded by a concrete retaining wall with a cut for a garage
entry.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow

Description and Summary of Alterations

Built in 1908 as an end gable, hip roof and bell cast eave cottage, the house retains
some original window assemblies on its west side. In 1955 the house saw a major
renovation which enclosed the porch, added an extension with a basement level
garage and inset side entrance. Wide plank lap siding was added to the base of the
house, the upper section was stuccoed and a concrete stair with wrought iron railing
and aluminum awning was added to the front entrance. A Roman brick chimney marks
the divide between the house and the addition.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 2
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
facade facing
Fifth Avenue and
east side
elevation

facade facing
Fifth Avenue west
elevation

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 3
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Heritage Value

Heritage value is found in the building’s age and original style, but neither of these is
perceivable given the significant alterations which have irreversible changed the
character of the property. Social and cultural value is found with the range of tenants
including an association with the BC Penitentiary with prison guard Samuel Fraser
resident from 1922 to 1930.

Character Defining Elements

• end gable hip roof with bell cast eaves and east facing dormer
• original one over one sash window assemblies on the west side

Heritage Merit Checklist – 209 Fifth Avenue
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

1/3

retains the original
1908 roof line and
some windows

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

0/2

does not contribute to
the streetscape

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientific, Spiritual

associated with significant
person, event, tradition or
practice

1/3

the working class
nature of the various
tenants with local
connections including
Samuel Fraser a
guard at the BC
Peniteniary

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientific, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none

total

2

Summary
The subject house has low heritage value given its renovation history and the loss of
character defining elements in the context of the pre-1940 Queen’s Park Conservation
Area vision. The significant addition to the east and the overall renovations to the
original house have left little of value except the roof line and dormer.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 4
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date – 1908 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – R.G. Patterson source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Builder – n/a
Architect – n/a
Early residents at the subject house
1908 – W.H. Patterson, carpenter
1909 – E. Stewart Lution – missionary; May Aikenhead, evangelist
1922-1924 – Samuel Fraser – guard at BC Pen
1925-1930 – Samuel Fraser – guard at BC Pen
1935 – Robert H. & Laura Percival
1940 – John & Elsie La Belle – sawyer
1945 – William D. & Joan James – clerk
1950-1955 – John B. & Clarice E. Arthurs – shingle division manager at Thurston-Flavelle
Archival photograph
209 Fifth Avenue in
1995
Source: City Of New
Westminster Heritage
Inventory Update

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 5
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Significance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building files - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject files - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 6
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
311 Fifth Street - New Westminster, BC
Score: 8 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area

City of New Westminster – February 2019

Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 7
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Heritage Status

Heritage Inventory – listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - yes, 2007

Context and Siting

The dwelling sits on the east side of Fifth Street against a mid block lane, three blocks
north of Third Avenue, and sits within a streetscape of late Victorian and Craftsman
houses.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations

311 Fifth Avenue was designed by architect Edmund John (E.J.) Boughen in 1912 for
prominent New Westminster businessman Ronald Lorraine Cliﬀ and his wife Ethel. The
Craftsman style dwelling exhibits Boughen’s distinctive and robust style through the
use of prominent bracketing, deep porches and stained glass. An almost identical
house can be found at 609 Fourth Avenue in New Westminster.
Since its construction the house has had no major alterations to the exterior.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 8
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
facade facing
Fifth Street

facade facing the
lane and Fifth
Street

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 9
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Heritage Value

The subject house has high heritage value for its association with architect E.J.
Boughen who designed a number of houses in the city, and for owner/businessman
Ronald Cliﬀ who sold the family owned canning firm to the the American Can Co., and
for its its integral architectural design and surviving character defining elements.

Character Defining Elements

• 2 storey height, form and massing of the Craftsman style
• original decorative details including square cut shingles, brackets, windows, stained
glass and clinker brick chimney

Heritage Merit Checklist – 311 Fifth Street
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

3/3

designed by E.J.
Boughen in his
distinctive and
Craftsman style

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

2/2

sits in a grouping of
late Victorian and
Craftsman houses on
Fifth Street
features art glass,
clinker brick chimney

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientific, Spiritual

associated with significant
person, event, tradition or
practice

3/3

Ronald Cliﬀ was a
businessman involved
in canning, fruit,
lumber and a myriad
of companies sold the
family run Cliﬀ
Canning Co. to the
American Can
Company enabling
them the enter the BC
market. After the Cliﬀs
moved out, the
manager of Cliﬀ’s BC
Manufacturing Co.
Ltd. moved in.

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientific, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none

total

8

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
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Summary

The subject house is of high heritage value as an intact and well cared for example of
the design work of local architect E.J. Boughen displaying his robust and distinctive
style. Additionally value is found with the strong association with the original owner
Ronald Lorraine Cliﬀ, a prominent businessman with strong ties to early New
Westminster.

Historic background
Historic name – The Ronald and Ethel Cliﬀ House source: 2007 Heritage Home Tour
Construction date – 1912 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – Ronald Cliﬀ source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Builder – n/a
Architect – Edmund John Boughen source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Early residents at the subject house
1912 - 1920: Ronald and Ethel Cliﬀ
1920 -1935: John H. McDonald – manager at B.C. Manufacturing Co.
1940 -1955: Harold & Ruth Winter – Yard Agent at CNR
Archival photograph
311 Fifth Street in the
1920s (cropped)
Source: City Of New
Westminster Archives,
IHP8019-02

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 11
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Significance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building files - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject files - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 12
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
410 Fifth St - New Westminster, BC
Score: 7 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area

City of New Westminster – February 2019

Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 13
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Heritage Status

Heritage Inventory – listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting

The dwelling sits on the west side of Fifth Street, two lots in from the corner of Fourth
Avenue in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The building sits in line with the rest of the
houses on this side of the block which all feature small front yards. The block is a mix
of historic and new houses, but their compatible scale, siting and design make for a
cohesive streetscape.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations

Built in 1923, this house is in integral condition. It had sympathetic dormers added in
1977. Its unaltered, well-maintained condition is likely also due to the fact that the
building stayed in the original developer’s family for the first 40 years at least.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 14
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
Facade and side (south
elevation)

side (north elevation)

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 15
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Heritage Value

The subject house has heritage value for its integral Craftsman architectural, for its
association with the Interwar development period in Queen’s Park, for its association
with the Ingle/Bradbury family and their connection to local employers - the New
Westminster School Board, as well as with early New Westminster’s transportation
economy.

Character Defining Elements

• Scale, form and bungalow massing, 1.5 storey height and residential form, Gabled
roof and porch, brackets, dentils, columns - all typical of Craftsman style, Original
cladding and soﬃts, Original windows and doors, End wall chimney

Heritage Merit Checklist – 410 Fifth Street
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

3/3

Good, integral
example of Craftsman
style. Form, massing
and architectural
elements intact.

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

2/2

Inline and scale with
neighbours on
cohesive block

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientific, Spiritual

associated with significant
person, event, tradition or
practice

2/3

Ingle & Bradbury, two
local families
intermarried. New
Westminster School
Board

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientific, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none

total

7

Summary

The subject house is of common/high heritage value due to lack of alterations,
compatible addition of dormers, association with interwar development in Queen’s
Park, with long-term owners Ingle & Bradbury, with New Westminster School Board,
and for its contribution to a cohesive streetscape.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 16
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date – 1923 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – Charles W. Ingle source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Builder – n/a
Architect – n/a
Residents at the subject house
1925-1944: Charles W. Ingle – expressman/transfer
1949-1963 John F. & Evelyn M. Bradbury (nee Ingle) – assistant school board secretary City of
New Westminster
Archival photograph

410 Fifth Street in the early 1980s as photographed for the New Westminster Heritage Inventory

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 17
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Significance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building files - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject files - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 18
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
508 First Street - New Westminster, BC
Score: 6 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area

City of New Westminster – February 2019

Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 19
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Heritage Status

Heritage Inventory – Yes, Supported listing
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting

The dwelling sits on the west side of First Street facing Queens Park and sits on the
north side of the lane between Fifth Avenue and Regina Street. Across the lane is a
house of similar design and construction date while the neighbour to the north is a
large Craftsman style house.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations

Built in 1939, 508 First Avenue is a modest Colonial Revival style house with two
stacked front facing gables, wide lapped siding, simple brackets and trim. The house
sits above the street on a raised lawn. This simplified, modest, unadorned
Colonial design was an important trend in the neighbourhood, popularized
in house catalogues of the late 30s. House catalogues marketed these
designs under many appealing names: Modern Bungalows, Cape Cod
Homes, Colonial Bungalows etc. Two examples of similar designs from
1936 and 1940 catalogues can be seen on page 5 of this document.
Alterations have included new windows on the north side, the removal of a small
additional the rear and the construction of a double car garage accessed from the
lane.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
general doc page 20
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
facade facing
First Street and
the north facade

rear and north
facade

rear and south
facade with garage

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
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Heritage Value

The subject house has moderate heritage value given as a late addition to the
neighbourhood reflecting changing architectural influences and the popularity of
simplified revival styles popularized by house catalogues. Social and cultural value is
found with the original owners Reginald Kathleen Ashworth who built the house and
lived next door and Van Potter Copeland and his wife who occupied the house from
1940 to the 1960s. Both families were taught in the New Westminster school system.
Copeland was a well known and respected school sports coach.

Character Defining Elements
• Colonial Revival style characterized by the form and massing with a cross gable roof
with two stacked gables, stoop porch with bracketed hood, casement and sash
window assemblies, wide lapped siding, raised front lawn

Heritage Merit Checklist – 508 First Street
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

2/3

its original form, roof
line and gables with
original window
assemblies, porch,
front door and
brackets

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

1.5/2

the house reflects the
trending architectural
styles as vacant lots
are developed in the
boom before WWII,
and is a companion to
its neighbour across
the lane

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientific, Spiritual

associated with significant
person, event, tradition or
practice

1.5/3

long time occupation
by teacher and sports
coach Van Potter
Copeland and his
family

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientific, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

1/1

raised lawn, path and
stairs

total

6

Summary

The subject house is of common heritage value in the context of the pre-1940 Queen’s
Park Conservation Area vision, given the home’s modest scale, siting on the street with
a complementary house across the lane.
Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
general doc page 22
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date – 1939 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – [V.] P. Copeland source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Builder – n/a
Architect – n/a
Early residents at the subject house
1938-1939: Reginald W. & Kathleen Ashworth – school principal at New Westminster City*
1940-1960s: Van P. & Maureen M. Copeland – schoolteacher and coach at New
Westminster City
Archival photograph
No Archival image of the subject house is available but the below images from house
catalogues of the time give a sense of the overall design family:

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Significance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building files - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject files - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
419 Oak St - New Westminster, BC
Score: 1 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area

City of New Westminster – February 2019

Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
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Heritage Status

Heritage Inventory – not listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting

The dwelling sits on the east side of Oak Street, about mid block between Third and
Fourth Avenue in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The subject side of the street is
characterized mostly by intact early residences from the early 1910s, one 1890s house,
a 1939 house and one 1988 house.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations

Although built in 1921 as a Craftsman Bungalow, the subject dwelling was completely
rebuilt in 1975. The rebuild included lifting the building, adding a complete new ground
level storey and building form, a new concrete foundation, removing the projecting,
gabled front porch, changing the location of the entrance to the side and introducing all
new 1970s finishes - interior and interior. Although from a permitting perspective this
was classified as an alteration, from a heritage conservation perspective it irreversibly
obliterated any Character Defining Elements of the 1921 building.
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
Facade and side (north)
elevation)

Facade and side (south
elevation)
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Heritage Value

The subject house has heritage value as home to only two families over its history - the
Small family, associated with Heaps Engineering who built it in 1921and lived here until
1971; and the Staples family (1972-current, the second-generation of which continue
to own the property today) who drastically modified the building to a 1970s
appearance removing any character defining elements of the 1921 house.

Character Defining Elements
• None.

Heritage Merit Checklist – 419 Oak Street
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

0/3

There is nominal
evidence of pre-1940
architectural
elements. This is a
1970s building.

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

0/2

The size and style of
this building actually
distracts from what is
primarily a 1.5 storey
Edwardian
streetscape

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientific, Spiritual

associated with significant
person, event, tradition or
practice

1/3

A long-term home to
only two New
Westminster families Small and Staples

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientific, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none

total

1

Summary

The subject house is of no heritage value in the context of the pre-1940 Queen’s Park
Conservation Area vision.
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date –1921 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – Raymond/Rae Small source: NW Site Development Report
Builder – n/a
Architect – n/a
Residents at the subject house
1922 - 1940 – Ray G. Small – mechanic at Heaps Engineering
1945 - 1971 – Mrs. Margaret Small – widow, R.G.
1972 - 2013 - Staples family
2013 - current - Deborah & Blair Staples
Archival photograph
419 Oak Street prior to
rebuilding in 1975.
Source: Blair and Deborah
Staples private collection
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Significance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building files - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject files - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
118 Queen’s Ave. - New Westminster, BC
Score: 4 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area

City of New Westminster – February 2019

Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
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Heritage Status

Heritage Inventory – listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting

The dwelling sits on the south side of Queen’s Avenue, at the corner of Bonson Street
in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The building sits in line with the rest of the houses
on this side of the block, in the centre of their lots with generous front yards. The block
is dominated by traditional Revival homes of the 1930s and 40s with a few exceptions,
the 1903 Edwardian subject house being the earliest.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations

Built in 1903, this Classical Edwardian Box has been cosmetically altered and has had
a large addition introduced in 1983. There were two major alterations: First- the
recladding the main house first storey in wide-plank siding and rebuilding of the front
porch stairs in concrete with metal rails in 1955; Second - the recladding of the main
house in vinyl (with a brick veneer on the facade) and the construction of a 1.5 storey
addition with a side gabled roof and bay window in 1983.
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
Facade and addition front

Main house rear (right) and
addition rear (left)
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Heritage Value

The subject house has heritage value for its surviving Classical Box form, for its
association with the David Archibald family who were the builders and early residents
of the house and other subsequent working-class residents of Queen’s Park. It also
features an early model of a compatible, subordinate and distinguishable addition from
the 1980s.

Character Defining Elements

• Edwardian Box scale, form, massing and porch, 2.5 storey height and residential
form, hipped roof and porch, porch columns, original window and door openings,
prominent chimney

Heritage Merit Checklist – 118 Queen’s Avenue
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

1.5/3

Testament to
Edwardian Box
design Form, massing
and some
architectural elements
intact.

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

1.5/2

Inline and scale with
neighbours on
traditional block

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientific, Spiritual

associated with significant
person, event, tradition or
practice

1/3

Archibald et al - none
are significant but
together represent the
professional workingclass in Queen’s Park

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientific, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none. Overgrown and
disruptive.

total

4

Summary

The subject house is of low/common heritage value due to significant alterations,
although reversible and compatible, they significantly alter the original design intent of
the building and deter it from its link to Queen’s Park Edwardian era of development.
Furthermore, the social history of the building is not outstanding nor unique.
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date – 1903 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – David J. Archibald source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Builder – n/a
Architect – n/a
Early residents at the subject house
1904-1905: David J. Archibald, clerk at Sinclair’s grocery store
1909: David J. Archibald, engineer; Thomas D. Archibald, dredger at Fruhling; H. Archibald,
clerk
1912: David J. Archibald, inspector at Water Works; Elizabeth Archibald; Thomas Archibald
(*note address is listed as 128 Queens Avenue)
1925-1926: William Headridge, attendant (*note address is listed as 128 Queens Avenue)
1930: John S. Pirie, Chiroprator; Elva H.R. Pirie, nurse at J.S. Pirie, Chiropractor
1935: Mrs. Lucinda Pirie; Elva H. Pirie, branch manager at Sobie Silk Shops
1940: Andrew & Mary J. Douglas, assistant janitor at New Westminster City
1945-1950: J. Eugene & Jeanne D. Roy, manager at BC Crossarm Co.
1955: Blair W. Mosher, retired
Archival photograph
118 Queen’s Avenue,
ca. 1982. Source:
City of New
Westminster
Archives, IHP14747.
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Significance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building files - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject files - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
117 Regina Street - New Westminster, BC
Score: 6 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area

City of New Westminster – February 2019

Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
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Heritage Status

Heritage Inventory – none
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting

The dwelling sits on the north side of regina Street four lots east of Second Street. The
immediate neighbouring houses are late 20th Century while the houses on the opposite
side of the block are Craftsman and revival style homes from the early 20th Century.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations

Built in 1928, the single storey, with basement, hip roof cottage features a full width
front porch, and one over one sash window assemblies. There are non-original
windows on the east side and rear of the house. The house was re-clad with a
manufactured shingle product popular in the 1950s. A substantial infill has been
constructed in the rear yard.
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
facade facing
Regina Street

rear and east
facade
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Heritage Value

The subject house has moderate heritage value given its siting within a group of
inconsistent styled houses and its re-cladding. The house had a high turn over of
tenants almost yearly that included millworkers and a BC Penitentiary guard.

Character Defining Elements
• single storey and basement with hip roof, full front porch, original one over one sash
window assemblies

Heritage Merit Checklist – 117 Regina Street
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

2/3

its original form, roof
line and many original
window assemblies

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

1.5/2

has little relation to
the houses on its side
of the street, but fits
better with the earlier
houses on the
opposite side of the
street

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientific, Spiritual

associated with significant
person, event, tradition or
practice

2.5/3

rental property
associated with a
working class
population with local
connections including
a millworker,
longshoreman and a
guard at the BC
Penitentiary

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientific, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none

total

6

Summary

The subject house is of common heritage value in the context of the pre-1940 Queen’s
Park Conservation Area vision, given the home’s modest scale, siting on the street and
the re-cladding of the body of the house with the manufactured shingle product.
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date – 1928 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – A.H. Solomon source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Builder – n/a
Architect – n/a
Early residents at the subject house
1930 – W.C. Currie
1931 – Mrs. B Haley
1932 – Isaac Hale – millworker
1933 – Arthur T. & Barbara J. Tamkin
1934 - 45 – Harold & Dorothy E. Wheatley – guard at B.C. Pen
1950- 1955 – Joseph A. & Edith M. Olsen - longshoreman
Archival photograph
No Archival image is available
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Significance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building files - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject files - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
308 Regina St - New Westminster, BC
Score: 3 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area

City of New Westminster – February 2019

Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
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Heritage Status

Heritage Inventory – not listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting

The dwelling sits on the south side of Regina Street, close to the corner of Third Street
in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The building sits at the back of the lot, its rear at
the lane property line, out of line with the rest of the houses on Regina which are sited
close to the street with small front yards.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations

Built in 1912, this dwelling is sited at the lane, which was historically named Brandon
Street. The property may have earlier roots as a bakery established in the 1890, which
could explain its uncommon, perhaps industrial oriented location at the rear of the
property. The existing building doesn’t conform to typical massing or layout of a
traditional house design. This may be due to earlier non residential use and subsequent
conversion to a dwelling, or to ad-hoc alterations over time. Although no permits have
been taken out since December 1911, the building is currently clad in new siding, has
new windows, trim boards, columns and stairs, and appears to have been lifted at
some point. There are no visible historic architectural elements on the exterior that
could be considered Character Defining Elements expect for perhaps surviving tongue
and groove soﬃt in an obviously altered roofline and certain window openings.
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Photographs of Primary Elevations

Facade and side (east
elevation)

Rear and side (east
elevation)
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Heritage Value

The subject building has heritage value for its association with architect E. J. Boughen
who developed it in 1912 but did not ever reside here. Additional value comes from its
association with the Charles G. Bickerton family, long-term residents from the 1920s to
the 1940s. Bickerton was a foreman with Great Northern Railway.

Character Defining Elements

• Siting at lane, tongue & groove soﬃt, windows opening sizes.

Heritage Merit Checklist – 308 Regina Street
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

0.5/3

The style, form,
massing with a
majority new
architecture elements
is confusing. This
building is not an
example of a
traditional house or
building form.

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

0.5/2

Distinguished in its
rear siting. Its low
visibility and nonconfirming siting
detract from the
cohesiveness of the
streetscape.

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientific, Spiritual

associated with significant
person, event, tradition or
practice

2/3

Boughen and
Bickerton

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientific, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none

total

3

Summary

The subject house is of low heritage value due to alterations which involved a loss or
obstruction of original Character Defining Elements resulting in a building that has low
design integrity and does not represent, in its current form, the work of E.J. Boughen.
Its siting at the back of the property, low visibility, and lack of contribution to the
Regina Streetscape further reduces its value as a community heritage asset.
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date –1893 and 1912 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – E. J. Boughen (1911 permit)
Builder – n/a
Architect – E. J. Boughen (1911 permit)
Residents at the subject house
1925 – Charles G. Bickerton - freight man
1930 - Charles G. Bickerton – foreman at CNR; Don G. Bickerton
1935 – Charles G. & Vera L. Bickerton – foreman at CNR; Jack M. Bickerton – student at UBC;
Terrance D. Bickerton – bookkeeper at WM Mott
1940-1945 – Charles G. & Vera L. Bickerton – assistant foreman at CNR
1950-1955 - Edward S. & Bernice E. McKenzie – engineer at Timberland Lumber
Archival photograph
None found.
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Significance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building files - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject files - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
125 Third Ave - New Westminster, BC
Score: 3 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area

City of New Westminster – February 2019

Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
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Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
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Heritage Status

Heritage Inventory – listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting

The dwelling sits on the north side of Third Avenue, on a sloping yard above the street
one lot east of Second Street in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The north side of the
street contains some early residences from the turn of the 19th Century along with a
mid-century apartment building and contemporary homes.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations

125 Third Avenue is a BC Mills Timber and Trading Company (BCMTT Co.) Triple
M “Ready Made” house, recognizable by its distinctive Gambrel roof. In 1932 a
single storey addition was built on the east side of the house, and in the 1970s a
significant renovation added a bay window and stucco to the ground floor. A further
addition in 1990 added a floor to the east extension under a mansard roof.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
facade facing Third
Avenue showing the
remaining Gambrel
roof and extension

side view showing dormer
(west)

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
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Heritage Value
The subject house has heritage value as a surviving BCMTT Co. “Ready Made” house
produced between 1904 and 1910, and its residency pattern represents the working
class population of the neighbourhood, but its significant, irreversible modifications
render it unidentifiable for its association with BCMTT Co. and as a historic
building.Character Defining Elements
• 2 storey height, modified gambrel roof with side dormer
• original decorative shingles in roof peak

Heritage Merit Checklist – 125 Third Avenue
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

1.5/3

a heavily renovated
1905 BCMTTCo
model triple M with
only the distinctive
roof line remaining

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

0

only the distinctive
roof line associated
with the BCMTTCo
houses

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientific, Spiritual

associated with significant
person, event, tradition or
practice

1.5/3

typical working class
tenancy

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientific, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none

total

3

Summary

The subject house is of low heritage value due to its heavy alterations and its loss of
its distinctive BCMTT Co. design and cladding. It also lacks unique social or cultural
associations.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date –1905 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – Henry O. Brown, retired
Builder – n/a
Architect – B.C. Mills Timber & Trading Co. source: New Westminster Site Development
Report
Early residents at the subject house
1908: Henry O. Brown; Mrs. A.M. Malins, widow
1909-1912: Henry O. Brown, retired
1925-1935: Ernest Mannering, painter
1939 -1940: Ernest & Marion Mannering, bowling supervisor at YMCA; Charles L. Mannering,
clerk at Royal Bank; Ron E. Mannering, shipper at McKenzie & Fraser
1945: Ernest & Marion Mannering, decorator; Margaret W. Mannering, stenographer
1950: Eric M. & Mary Simpson, salesman
1954-55: Miss Minerva Baggenstos, waitress at Pacific Cafe
Archival photograph
125 Third Ave, 1982.
Source: City Of New
Westminster
Archives, IHP14494

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Significance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building files - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject files - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
211 Third Ave - New Westminster, BC
Score: 1 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area

City of New Westminster – February 2019

Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
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Heritage Status

Heritage Inventory – not listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting

The dwelling sits on the north side of Third Avenue, two lots west of Second Street and
sits in line with the neighbouring houses to the west, while the house to the east is
sited with a large setback from the street.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations

211 Third Avenue was originally built in 1938 in a simplified Colonial Revival style. In
2002 the house was completely rebuilt above the foundation. Only the garage remains
from the original construction.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
facade facing Third Avenue
showing the rebuilt house

Original single-car garage
from 1938. Source: Google
Streetview 2012
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Heritage Value

The subject house is not a historic house and has no heritage value in the context of
the pre-1940 Queen’s Park Conservation Area vision.

Character Defining Elements
• None

Heritage Merit Checklist – 211 Third Avenue
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

0/3

n/a

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

0/2

n/a

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientific, Spiritual

associated with significant
person, event, tradition or
practice

0/3

n/a

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientific, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

1/1

1938 garage

total

1

Summary

The subject house has been rebuilt from the foundation and lacks unique social or
cultural associations. The subject house is of no heritage value in the context of the
pre-1940 Queen’s Park Conservation Area vision.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date – 1938, Renovation in 2002. source: New Westminster Site Development
Report
Original owner – W.A. Whitehead source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Builder – n/a
Architect – n/a
Early residents at the subject house
1935 - 1938: Wallace A. & Mabel F. Whitehead – employee at BC Telephone
1939: no listing
1940 -1955: Wallace A. & Mabel Whitehead – wire chief at BC Telephone
Archival photograph
211 Third Avenue,
prior to 2002
renovation.
Photo: Laurelle

Nelson

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Significance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building files - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject files - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
309 Warren Ave. - New Westminster, BC
Score: 6 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area

City of New Westminster – February 2019

Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
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Heritage Status

Heritage Inventory – listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting

The dwelling sits on the north side of Warren Avenue at the corner of Pearson in the
Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The building sits in line with the cottage across Pearson
(at 313 Warren) and is visually linked with the cottages of similar design and age across
the very narrow Warren Avenue. Together - 309, 313, 310 and 312 Warren create a
unique grouping of small early 1900s cottages all sited close together and to the street.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations

Built in 1904, this house is in relatively integral condition. The early property evolution
suggests that the houses on Warren Avenue may have been an early form of infill for
Third Street and Third Avenue facing properties. A permitted renovation in the 1950s
was likely when the front porch was enclosed with sympathetic wood windows.
Archival photos show the building was stuccoed in the 1980s but it has since been
restored back to correctly proportioned, if not partially original wood cladding and
gable shingles. The building has one unaltered dormer (on Pearson facing elevation)
and one newer or altered dormer facing Third Street. The rear of the house has a
relatively new upper deck and French doors which are not directly compatible with the
original era of design.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
Facade and side (west
elevation)

side (east)
and rear (north) elevations
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Heritage Value

The subject house has heritage value for its contribution to the unique character of
Warren Street with its dense grouping of small early cottages. It is additionally valued
for its relatively integral Victorian cottage form and architectural details, for its
association with the early 1990s development period in Queen’s Park, for its consistent
pattern of working-class residents and their connection to various local employers
such as the City of New Westminster.

Character Defining Elements

• Modest scale, gabled-cottage massing, 1.5 storey height and residential form,
Gabled roof and hipped enclosed porch, wood cladding and shingles, Original
windows and doors, internal brick chimney

Heritage Merit Checklist – 309 Warren Avenue
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

3/3

Good example of Victorian
cottage. Form, massing
and architectural elements
intact.

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

2/2

Contributes to a unique
streetscape of small
cottages close to the
street and to each other.
May represent an early
form of infill development.

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientific, Spiritual

associated with significant
person, event, tradition or
practice

1/3

Consistent pattern of
working-class residents
including employees of
New Westminster City

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientific, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none

total

6

Summary

The subject house is of common heritage value due to lack of alterations, association
with early 1900s infill development in Queen’s Park, with working-class residents, the
City of New Westminster, and for its contribution to a unique, cohesive streetscape.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date – 1904 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – unknown
Builder – unknown
Architect – n/a
Residents at the subject house
1909-1911: Edward Cantell – printer at H. Morey & Co.
1925: Thomas N. Brownlee – machinist
1930: Robert C. Armstrong – caretaker at IOOF cemetery
1935: Mrs. Ada B. Wilson
1940: Thomas & Catherine Bethune - carpenter
1945: Thomas & Catherine Bethune- labourer at City of New Westminster
1950 - 1955: Donald D. & Joy B. Corbould – accountant at CB of C
Archival photograph

309 Warren Avenue in the early 1980s
as photographed for the New Westminster Heritage Inventory

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Significance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building files - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject files - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
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Attachment 2
Letters To Owners, Expanded Study Phase One

File: 13.2605.40
Doc#
1384699
April 1, 2019
Re: Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area — Expanded Special Limited Study
Dear Property Owner,
You are receiving this letter as an applicant to the Expanded Special Limited Study. This
Study is intended to determine whether your property should remain classified as Protected
(Advanced category), or should be reclassified as Non-Protected (Limited category) in the
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area.
Phase One of the Study is now complete. For Phase One, the City engaged a team of
heritage professionals to conduct heritage value assessments for each property. In addition
to archival research, the consultants made site visits to visually assess each property. The
consultants’ evaluation is now complete, and has concluded that your house does not have
significant heritage value. As such, the property will be recommended to Council to be
reclassified as Non-Protected (Limited category). The Heritage Value Assessment used
to make this evaluation is attached to this letter.
Heritage Value Assessments were conducted from December 2018 to February 2019. The
assessments used a Heritage Merit Checklist to calculate a score out of nine for heritage
value based on aesthetic, historic and cultural criteria. Any house that scored at least 60%
(a value of six or higher out of nine) requires further study to determine the appropriate
final classification of the property. Per the Assessment attached, your property scored five
or lower and is being recommended for reclassification.
Reclassification of all Special Limited Study properties, including your property, will
require a City-initiated Official Community Plan amendment. As part of this, a single
public hearing will be held for all properties. It is anticipated that this public hearing will
be held in fall 2019; notices will be sent to you and other Queen’s Park residents
approximately three weeks beforehand.
A Non-Protected classification will mean that you may renovate or demolish your house
under existing zoning entitlements without obtaining a Heritage Alteration Permit.
You would need to obtain a Heritage Alteration Permit if you wish to build a new house
and it would continue to be subject to the Heritage Conservation Area Design Guidelines.
In both cases, you would still need to obtain a Building Permit, and other permits as

required. Additionally, Non-Protected properties do not qualify for the Heritage
Conservation Area’s incentives program. A summary table is provided below:
Non-protected Property
Exterior renovations or demolition
requires a heritage permit
New house construction requires a
heritage permit
Construction activity requires a
Building Permit and other related
City permits
Eligible for the Heritage
Conservation Area’s incentives
program

Protected Property

X

√

√

√

√

√

X

√

Note that the conditions described in the above table apply only after Council has
approved reclassification of your property. Any work you wish to undertake before then
must adhere to the conditions of the Protected category.
Please contact the undersigned if you have any questions about work you wish to undertake
prior to reclassification, or about this Study, the results, or the timeline. For general
information on the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area, visit our website
at www.newwestcity.ca/heritage/qphca. If you would like to receive regular Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area updates, please sign up online through the website for the
mailing list.
Kind regards,

Britney Quail,
Heritage Planner
604-527-4621 | bquail@newwestcity.ca

File: 13.2605.40
Doc#
1386095
April 1, 2019
Re: Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area — Expanded Special Limited Study
Dear Property Owner,
You are receiving this letter as an applicant to the Expanded Special Limited Study. This
Study is intended to determine whether your property should remain classified as Protected
(Advanced category), or should be reclassified as Non-Protected (Limited category) in the
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. We would like to update you on the Study’s
progress to date and future timelines.
Phase One of this Study is now complete. For Phase One, the City engaged a team of
heritage professionals to conduct heritage value assessments for each property. In addition
to archival research, the consultants made site visits to visually assess each property. The
consultants’ evaluation is now complete and has concluded that your house has heritage
value. As such, your property will proceed to Phase Two of the Study. The Heritage
Value Assessment used to make this evaluation is attached to this letter.
Heritage Value Assessments were conducted from December 2018 to February 2019. The
assessments used a Heritage Merit Checklist to calculate a score out of nine for heritage
value based on aesthetic, historic and cultural criteria. Any house that scored at least 60%
(a value of six or higher out of nine) requires further study to determine the appropriate
final classification of the property. A letter outlining the initiation of Phase Two of the
Study is attached.
Please feel free to contact the undersigned if you have any questions about this Study, the
results, or the proposed timeline. For general information on the Queen’s Park Heritage
Conservation Area, permit requirements, and the new incentives program, visit our website
at www.newwestcity.ca/heritage/qphca. If you would like to receive regular Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area updates, please sign up online through the website for the
mailing list.
Kind regards,

Britney Quail,
Heritage Planner
604-527-4621 | bquail@newwestcity.ca

Attachment 3
Evaluation Checklist

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint
in its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements
or if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition
Total Score
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 15/25 (60%) or above.

Doc#1029291v2

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

/3
/3

/1
/1

/1

/9

/3
/2

/2
/1
/1
/9

/3

/2
/1

/1
/7
/25 A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Attachment 4
Letter to Owners, Phase Two Launch

File: 13.2605.40
Doc#
1386187
April 1, 2019
Re: Queen’s Park Heritage Area — Special Limited Study, Launch of Phase Two
Dear Property Owner,
As you are aware, your house has been included in the Special Limited Study to determine
whether your property should be classified as Protected (Advanced category) or NonProtected (Limited category) in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. As advised
at the conclusion of Phase One of the Study, your property was deemed to have heritage
value and will be included in Phase Two of this Study.
This letter is to inform you of the start of Phase Two in which a consultant is conducting a
Development Potential Assessment for each property. This assessment will look at how
your property could achieve its zoning entitlement (i.e. 0.5 FSR) and incentive entitlement
(i.e. 0.7 FSR). After the completion of these assessments, each property will be evaluated
against the Evaluation Checklist (attached to this letter), which uses the heritage value,
development potential of the lot, and condition of the house to determine an overall score
for each property. If a house receives a score of 60% or less, it will be recommended to
Council that it be reclassified as Non-Protected. If a house receives a score of more than
60%, it will be recommended to Council that it be reclassified as Protected. The results
from Phase Two of the Study and an overall score for your property should be available by
late spring 2019.
Reclassification of the properties will require a City-initiated Official Community Plan
amendment. As part of this, a single public hearing would be held for all properties. It is
anticipated that this public hearing will be held in the fall of 2019. Notices of the hearing
will be sent to you and other Queen’s Park residents approximately three weeks
beforehand.
If you would prefer that your house be classified as Protected without further study, please
contact us by Friday, May 3rd. Choosing to classify your house as Protected would mean
that you would be eligible for incentives as part of the Heritage Conservation Area
Incentives Program. A summary of the protection categories is provided in the table on the
next page:

Non-protected Property
Exterior renovations or demolition
requires a heritage permit
New house construction requires a
heritage permit
Construction activity requires a
Building Permit and other related
City permits
Eligible for the Heritage
Conservation Area’s incentives
program

Protected Property

X

√

√

√

√

√

X

√

Note that the conditions described in the above table apply only after Council approves
reclassification of your property. Any work you wish to undertake before that time must
adhere to the conditions of the Special Limited category.
Please contact the undersigned if you have any questions about work you wish to undertake
prior to reclassification, or about this Study and its timeline, or about the incentives
program and what that might mean for your property. For general information on the
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area and the different categories of heritage
protection, visit our website at www.newwestcity.ca/heritage/qphca. If you would like to
receive regular Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area updates, please sign up online
through the website for the mailing list.
Kind regards,

Britney Quail,
Heritage Planner
604-527-4621 | bquail@newwestcity.ca

There is no Report with this Item.
Please see Attachment(s).

Memorandum
To:

Community Heritage Commission

Date:

June 12, 2019

From:

Britney Quail, Heritage Planner

File:

13.2605.40

Subject:

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area—Special Limited Study
Phase Two Update

Purpose
This memorandum and attached report is being provided to the Community Heritage
Commission for information. No recommendation is required from the Commission at
this time.
Background
Through the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area policy development process in
2017, 84 properties were identified for further study. These properties form a temporary
protection category called the “Special Limited Study”. Through the Study process, these
properties will be reclassified as either protected (Advanced) or non-protected (Limited),
based on individual analysis of the property’s heritage merit and development potential.
In spring 2018, the Study was expanded to allow owners of any protected property to
apply for reclassification. An additional twelve properties were added to the Study
through this program, called the “Expanded Study”.
Phase One of the Study was completed in June 2018 for the original set of Study
properties. The Community Heritage Commission provided a recommendation on the
results at that time. Phase One is now complete for the additional twelve Expanded Study
properties also. Phase Two of the Study was launched this winter and is expected to be
completed by the fall of 2019. Similar to the previous phase, the results of Phase Two
will be forwarded to the Community Heritage Commission for a recommendation, prior
to Council’s consideration of any reclassifications.
An informational report was delivered to Council in April, which provided a brief
overview of Phase One of the Study, delivered the results of Phase One for the Expanded
Study properties, and provided a description and timeline for the Phase Two work. This
report is being provided to the Community Heritage Commission for information.
Attachment 1: April 29 Informational Report to Council
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Mayor Coté and Members of Council

Date:

4/29/2019

From:

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services

File:

13.2605.40

Item #:

167/2019

Subject:

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Special Li mited Category
Study – Phase Two Update

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council receive this report for information.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Through the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area policy development process in 2017,
84 properties were identified for further study. These properties form a temporary protection
category called the “Special Limited Study”. Through the Study process, these properties
will be reclassified as either protected (Advanced) or non-protected (Limited), based on
individual analysis of the property’s heritage merit and development potential. In spring
2018, the Study was expanded to allow owners of any protected property to apply for
reclassification. An additional twelve properties were added to the Study through thi s
program, called the “Expanded Study”.
Phase One of the Study was the evaluation of each property’s heritage value. For those 84
properties originally identified as Special Limited, this phase is complete: 33 properties
found to have low or common value were reclassified as non-protected through an OCP
amendment in the fall of 2018. The 42 properties found to have high value were forwarded
to Phase Two of the Study.
Phase One is now complete for the additional twelve Expanded Study applicants as well. Six
properties were found to have low value and will be recommended for reclassification to
non-protected. The remaining six, found to have high heritage value, will continue to Phase
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Two. Based on the results of Phase One, letters have been sent to owners of Expanded Study
properties, detailing the next steps for their property.
Phase Two of the Study is an evaluation of each property’s development options, under the
existing RS-4 zoning. Both Special Limited Study and Expanded Study properties will be
evaluated simultaneously in Phase Two. This phase of the Study is scheduled to be
concluded by summer 2019. The Study is scheduled to be entirely complete, and all
properties reclassified, by fall 2019.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide Council with an update on the progress of the Special
Limited Study, an implementation work plan item for the Queen’s Park Heritage
Conservation Area.
POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
A Heritage Conservation Area is a distinct neighbourhood, characterized by its historic
value, which is identified in a City’s Official Community Plan (OCP) for heritage
conservation purposes. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is an area
management tool, which includes both heritage protection of the exterior of pre-1941
existing buildings, and design control for new construction. During the creation of the
Heritage Conservation Area policy, it was known that the approach of including all homes
built before 1940 would mean that some homes without heritage value would nonetheless be
subject to protection (Advanced category). For this reason, a process was developed for
removing protection from a property. Since the Heritage Conservation Area is part of the
OCP, an OCP amendment is required in order to reclassify a property to non-protected
(Limited category).
Official Community Plan
A Heritage Conservation Area forms part of the City’s OCP, much like a Development
Permit Area. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is Schedule A of the City’s
OCP. That policy indicates that all houses built in 1940 or earlier are protected, unless an
exemption is granted by Council. Those properties which are exempted by Council are listed
as a form of appendix in the Heritage Conservation Area policy. As such, to add a property
address to the exemption list, the OCP Schedule must be amended.

Agenda Item 167/2019
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Evaluation Checklist
To ensure that the reclassification process allows for houses without heritage value to change
protection categories, but still ensure that houses with heritage value remain protected, staff
developed a checklist to use in the evaluation of each application (Attachment 3). This
Evaluation Checklist includes criteria that fall under three categories: 1) heritage merit, 2)
development potential, and 3) condition. Property owners who apply for reclassification to
non-protected are required to retain a heritage professional to conduct a heritage value
assessment, which staff would then use to complete the Evaluation Checklist, along with
development potential information. If a house receives an overall score of 60% or less, it
would be considered reasonable that Council consider reclassifying the property.
BACKGROUND
Special Limited Study
Through the Heritage Conservation Area policy development process, approximately 84
properties which would otherwise be classified as protected, based on their age of
construction, were identified for further study. These properties formed a temporary
protection category called the “Special Limited Study”. Through the Study process, these
properties will be reclassified as either protected (Advanced) or non-protected (Limited),
based on individual analysis of their heritage merit and development options. The Study
began in March 2018 and is scheduled to be complete by fall of 2019. At the conclusion of
the Study, the Special Limited protection category would no longer exist in the Heritage
Conservation Area policy: all properties in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood would either be
protected, or non-protected.
Any protected property owner wishing to proceed with an application for reclassification on
their own, in advance of this Study’s timeline, continues to have the option of making an
individual application, subject to the City’s fees and procedures. Additionally, once the
Study is completed, any owner would continue to have the opportunity to apply to remove
Conservation Area protection from their property through an individual OCP amendment
application.
Phase One
Heritage value assessments were conducted during March and April 2018 by a team of
heritage professionals. These consultants used archival research and site visits to evaluate the
heritage value of each house in the Special Limited category. The assessments used the
“heritage merit” portion of the Evaluation Checklist to calculate a score out of nine for
heritage value based on aesthetic, historic, and cultural criteria. Any house that scored at
least 60% (a value of six or higher out of nine) requires further study to determine the
appropriate final classification of the property (see Phase Two below). Based on the results
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of this work, a City-led OCP amendment adopted by Council in June 2018 which removed
heritage protection from 33 houses found to have low or common heritage value. Nine
properties were either already protected through other heritage tools, or opted to remain in
the protected category. The remaining 42 properties continued to Phase Two of the Study.
Phase Two
Houses found to have heritage value in Phase One are now under further consideration in
Phase Two of the Study, which is underway. An architect has been engaged to review the
properties’ development options under the RS-4 zoning, and use the “development potential”
portion of the Evaluation Checklist to calculate a score out of nine. The development
potential score would be combined with the scores established for heritage value in Phase
One in order to provide a final overall score for each property. Similar to Phase One, any
house that scored at least 60% would be recommended for reclassification as protected.
Based on the results of this work, staff will bring forward a second City-led OCP amendment
to address these properties’ protection level in fall of 2019.
Expanded Study
In spring 2018, Council expanded the scope of the Special Limited Study. This Expanded
Study allowed owners to apply to move their protected property to the non-protected
category in a City-led initiative, rather than being required to undertake individual OCP
amendment applications. Being included in the Study means the owner did not have to
submit an application package, pay the full processing fee, or hire a heritage professional to
assess their house. Instead, these processes and costs were borne by the City. The application
period for the Expanded Study was open from May to October 2018. Twelve property
owners applied. The heritage value assessments (Phase One) for the Expanded Study
properties were completed between November 2018 and February 2019. The results are
available below in the Analysis section of this report.
ANALYSIS
Results: Expanded Study (Phase One)
Heritage value assessments have been completed on the twelve properties which applied to
the Expanded Study. Similar to Phase One for the Special Limited properties, the research
could have resulted in three scenarios:
1) The house was found to have low heritage value (scores 0-4 out of 9),
2) The house was found to have common levels of heritage value (scores 5 out of 9),
3) The house was found to have high heritage value (scores 6-9 out of 9).
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Six properties were found to have low value, and six properties were found to have high
value. No properties in the Expanded Study were found to have common value. The heritage
value assessments for all twelve properties are available in Attachment 1. A summary of the
results of Phase One of the Expanded Study is provided in Table 1 below.
Per the parameters of the Study, staff will be recommending that the protection be removed
from those six properties found to have low heritage value. The OCP amendment required to
reclassify these properties as non-protected is scheduled for fall 2019. Those properties for
which the existing house was found to have high value have proceeded to Phase Two of the
Study, scheduled to be complete in the fall of 2019.
Table 1: Results of Phase One of the Expanded Special Limited Study
Address
Score Heritage Value Next Step
419 Oak Street
1
Low
211 Third Avenue
1
Low
209 Fifth Avenue
2
Low
Removal of Protection Recommended
308 Regina Street
3
Low
125 Third Avenue
3
Low
118 Queen’s Avenue 4
Low
508 First Street
6
High
309 Warren Avenue
6
High
117 Regina Street
6
High
Proceeding to Phase Two of Study
410 Fifth Street
7
High
311 Regina Street
7
High
311 Fifth Street
8
High
Letters describing the results of Phase One (Attachment 2) have been sent out to respective
Expanded Study property owners. The letters detail the results of the Study to-date and the
process next steps for the property. The property’s heritage assessment was provided with
each letter. For those properties with low scores, the City requests that the owners contact
staff within the month if they feel the property should remain protected, rather than be listed
in the City-led OCP amendment in the fall.
Results: Overall Study
Phase One (Heritage Assessments) is now complete for both the Special Limited and
Expanded Study properties. In total, 47 properties make up Phase Two (Development
Potential Assessments) of the Study. Table 2 below is a summary of the Study results to date.
Approximately 40% of properties in the Study have been recommended for reclassification
to non-protected, to date.
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Table 2: Special Limited Study Results at Completion of Phase One
Property Type
Total for Study
Opted to
Removal of
Proceeding to
Remain
Protection
Phase Two
Protected
Recommended
Special Limited
84
9
33
42
Expanded
12
0*
6
6
Total for Study
96
9
39
47**
*None to date.
**One Special Limited property applied to be in the Expanded Study, and based on the
results of both programs is being forwarded to Phase Two.
Letters which launched Phase Two of the Study and provided a timeline for the remaining
work have been sent out to these 47 property owners. The letter is available in Attachment 4.
NEXT STEPS
A consultant has been retained for Phase Two of the Study, and the work is now underway.
Their schedule for completion of the reports is approximately four months. As such, the
results should be available by summer, 2019. Owners would be notified by mail of the
results of Phase Two, and provided with their property’s development potential assessment.
Reclassification of the properties will require a City-led OCP amendment. The process
would begin following staff’s final tally of each property’s score for heritage value and
building integrity (Phase One), and development potential (Phase Two). Letters would be
sent to property owners in advance of the application, indicating the final results of the
Study, staff’s recommendation to Council on the reclassification of their property, and their
property’s final score on the Evaluation Checklist (Attachment 3).
A single public hearing would be held for all properties being reclassified through the OCP
amendment bylaw for the Special Limited Study. It is anticipated that this public hearing
would be held in the fall of 2019. Notices of the hearing would be sent to Queen’s Park
neighbourhood residents approximately three weeks prior to the hearing.
OPTIONS
The following options are available for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council receive this report for information.
2. That Council provide alternative direction.
Staff recommend Option 1.
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ATTACHMENTS
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment

1: Expanded Study Phase One Heritage Assessments
2: Letters to Owners, Expanded Study Phase One
3: Evaluation Checklist
4: Letter to Owners, Phase Two Launch

This report has been prepared by:
Britney Quail, Heritage Planner

Approved for Presentation to Council

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services

Agenda Item 167/2019

Lisa Spitale
Chief Administrative Officer
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
209 Fifth Avenue - New Westminster, BC
Score: 2 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
City of New Westminster – February 2019
Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
JHQHUDOGRFSDJH
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Heritage Status
Heritage Inventory – listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - no

Context and Siting
The dwelling sits on the north side of Fifth Avenue one lot west of Second Street on a
block of early 20th Century houses consisting of small cottages along with a few larger
homes. The property is surrounded by a concrete retaining wall with a cut for a garage
entry.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow

Description and Summary of Alterations
Built in 1908 as an end gable, hip roof and bell cast eave cottage, the house retains
some original window assemblies on its west side. In 1955 the house saw a major
renovation which enclosed the porch, added an extension with a basement level
garage and inset side entrance. Wide plank lap siding was added to the base of the
house, the upper section was stuccoed and a concrete stair with wrought iron railing
and aluminum awning was added to the front entrance. A Roman brick chimney marks
the divide between the house and the addition.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
JHQHUDOGRFSDJH
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
facade facing
Fifth Avenue and
east side
elevation

facade facing
Fifth Avenue west
elevation

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
JHQHUDOGRFSDJH
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Heritage Value
Heritage value is found in the building’s age and original style, but neither of these is
perceivable given the signiﬁcant alterations which have irreversible changed the
character of the property. Social and cultural value is found with the range of tenants
including an association with the BC Penitentiary with prison guard Samuel Fraser
resident from 1922 to 1930.

Character Deﬁning Elements
• end gable hip roof with bell cast eaves and east facing dormer
• original one over one sash window assemblies on the west side

Heritage Merit Checklist – 209 Fifth Avenue
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

1/3

retains the original
1908 roof line and
some windows

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

0/2

does not contribute to
the streetscape

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

associated with signiﬁcant
person, event, tradition or
practice

1/3

the working class
nature of the various
tenants with local
connections including
Samuel Fraser a
guard at the BC
Peniteniary

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none

total

2

Summary
The subject house has low heritage value given its renovation history and the loss of
character deﬁning elements in the context of the pre-1940 Queen’s Park Conservation
Area vision. The signiﬁcant addition to the east and the overall renovations to the
original house have left little of value except the roof line and dormer.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
JHQHUDOGRFSDJH
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date – 1908 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – R.G. Patterson source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Builder – n/a
Architect – n/a

Early residents at the subject house
1908 – W.H. Patterson, carpenter
1909 – E. Stewart Lution – missionary; May Aikenhead, evangelist
1922-1924 – Samuel Fraser – guard at BC Pen
1925-1930 – Samuel Fraser – guard at BC Pen
1935 – Robert H. & Laura Percival
1940 – John & Elsie La Belle – sawyer
1945 – William D. & Joan James – clerk
1950-1955 – John B. & Clarice E. Arthurs – shingle division manager at Thurston-Flavelle
Archival photograph
209 Fifth Avenue in
1995
Source: City Of New
Westminster Heritage
Inventory Update

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
JHQHUDOGRFSDJH
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Signiﬁcance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building ﬁles - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject ﬁles - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
JHQHUDOGRFSDJH
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
311 Fifth Street - New Westminster, BC
Score: 8 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
City of New Westminster – February 2019
Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
JHQHUDOGRFSDJH
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Heritage Status
Heritage Inventory – listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - yes, 2007

Context and Siting
The dwelling sits on the east side of Fifth Street against a mid block lane, three blocks
north of Third Avenue, and sits within a streetscape of late Victorian and Craftsman
houses.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations
311 Fifth Avenue was designed by architect Edmund John (E.J.) Boughen in 1912 for
prominent New Westminster businessman Ronald Lorraine Cliﬀ and his wife Ethel. The
Craftsman style dwelling exhibits Boughen’s distinctive and robust style through the
use of prominent bracketing, deep porches and stained glass. An almost identical
house can be found at 609 Fourth Avenue in New Westminster.
Since its construction the house has had no major alterations to the exterior.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
JHQHUDOGRFSDJH
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
facade facing
Fifth Street

facade facing the
lane and Fifth
Street

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
JHQHUDOGRFSDJH
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Heritage Value
The subject house has high heritage value for its association with architect E.J.
Boughen who designed a number of houses in the city, and for owner/businessman
Ronald Cliﬀ who sold the family owned canning ﬁrm to the the American Can Co., and
for its its integral architectural design and surviving character deﬁning elements.

Character Deﬁning Elements
$ 2 storey height, form and massing of the Craftsman style
• original decorative details including square cut shingles, brackets, windows, stained
glass and clinker brick chimney

Heritage Merit Checklist – 311 Fifth Street
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

3/3

designed by E.J.
Boughen in his
distinctive and
Craftsman style

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

2/2

sits in a grouping of
late Victorian and
Craftsman houses on
Fifth Street
features art glass,
clinker brick chimney

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

associated with signiﬁcant
person, event, tradition or
practice

3/3

Ronald Cliﬀ was a
businessman involved
in canning, fruit,
lumber and a myriad
of companies sold the
family run Cliﬀ
Canning Co. to the
American Can
Company enabling
them the enter the BC
market. After the Cliﬀs
moved out, the
manager of Cliﬀ’s BC
Manufacturing Co.
Ltd. moved in.

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none

total

8

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
JHQHUDOGRFSDJH
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Summary
The subject house is of high heritage value as an intact and well cared for example of
the design work of local architect E.J. Boughen displaying his robust and distinctive
style. Additionally value is found with the strong association with the original owner
Ronald Lorraine Cliﬀ, a prominent businessman with strong ties to early New
Westminster.

Historic background
Historic name – The Ronald and Ethel Cliﬀ House source: 2007 Heritage Home Tour
Construction date – 1912 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – Ronald Cliﬀ source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Builder – n/a
Architect – Edmund John Boughen source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Early residents at the subject house
1912 - 1920: Ronald and Ethel Cliﬀ
1920 -1935: John H. McDonald – manager at B.C. Manufacturing Co.
1940 -1955: Harold & Ruth Winter – Yard Agent at CNR
Archival photograph
311 Fifth Street in the
1920s (cropped)
Source: City Of New
Westminster Archives,
IHP8019-02
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Signiﬁcance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building ﬁles - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject ﬁles - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
410 Fifth St - New Westminster, BC
Score:  out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
City of New Westminster – February 2019
Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
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Heritage Status
Heritage Inventory – listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting
The dwelling sits on the west side of Fifth Street, two lots in from the corner of Fourth
Avenue in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The building sits in line with the rest of the
houses on this side of the block which all feature small front yards. The block is a mix
of historic and new houses, but their compatible scale, siting and design make for a
cohesive streetscape.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations
Built in 1923, this house is in integral condition. It had sympathetic dormers added in
1977. Its unaltered, well-maintained condition is likely also due to the fact that the
building stayed in the original developer’s family for the ﬁrst 40 years at least.
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
Facade and side (south
elevation)

side (north elevation)
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Heritage Value
The subject house has heritage value for its integral Craftsman architectural, for its
association with the Interwar development period in Queen’s Park, for its association
with the Ingle/Bradbury family and their connection to local employers - the New
Westminster School Board, as well as with early New Westminster’s transportation
economy.

Character Deﬁning Elements
• Scale, form and bungalow massing, 1.5 storey height and residential form, Gabled
roof and porch, brackets, dentils, columns - all typical of Craftsman style, Original
cladding and soﬃts, Original windows and doors, End wall chimney

Heritage Merit Checklist – 410 Fifth Street
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

/3

Good, integral
example of Craftsman
style. Form, massing
and architectural
elements intact.

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

2/2

Inline and scale with
neighbours on
cohesive block

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

associated with signiﬁcant
person, event, tradition or
practice

2/3

Ingle & Bradbury, two
local families
intermarried. New
Westminster School
Board

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none

total



Summary
The subject house is of commonOPNO heritage value due to lack of alterations,
compatible addition of dormers, association with interwar development in Queen’s
Park, with long-term owners Ingle & Bradbury, with New Westminster School Board,
and for its contribution to a cohesive streetscape.
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date – 1923 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – Charles W. Ingle source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Builder – n/a
Architect – n/a

Residents at the subject house
1925-1944: Charles W. Ingle – expressman/transfer
1949-1963 John F. & Evelyn M. Bradbury (nee Ingle) – assistant school board secretary City of
New Westminster
Archival photograph

410 Fifth Street in the early 1980s as photographed for the New Westminster Heritage Inventory
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Signiﬁcance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building ﬁles - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject ﬁles - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
508 First Street - New Westminster, BC
Score:  out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
City of New Westminster – February 2019
Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
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Heritage Status
Heritage Inventory – Yes, Supported listing
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting
The dwelling sits on the west side of First Street facing Queens Park and sits on the
north side of the lane between Fifth Avenue and Regina Street. Across the lane is a
house of similar design and construction date while the neighbour to the north is a
large Craftsman style house.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations
Built in 1939, 508 First Avenue is a modest Colonial Revival style house with two
stacked front facing gables, wide lapped siding, simple brackets and trim. The house
sits above the street on a raised lawn. ;OPZ ZPTWSPMPLK TVKLZ[ \UHKVYULK
*VSVUPHS KLZPNU ^HZ HU PTWVY[HU[ [YLUK PU [OL ULPNOIV\YOVVK WVW\SHYPaLK
PU OV\ZL JH[HSVN\LZ VM [OL SH[L Z /V\ZL JH[HSVN\LZ THYRL[LK [OLZL
KLZPNUZ \UKLY THU` HWWLHSPUN UHTLZ! 4VKLYU )\UNHSV^Z *HWL *VK
/VTLZ *VSVUPHS )\UNHSV^Z L[J ;^V L_HTWSLZ VM ZPTPSHY KLZPNUZ MYVT
  HUK   JH[HSVN\LZ JHU IL ZLLU VU WHNL  VM [OPZ KVJ\TLU[
Alterations have included new windows on the north side, the removal of a small
additional the rear and the construction of a double car garage accessed from the
lane.
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
facade facing
First Street and
the north facade

rear and north
facade

rear and south
facade with garage
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Heritage Value
The subject house has moderate heritage value given as a late addition to the
neighbourhood reﬂecting changing architectural inﬂuences and the popularity of
simpliﬁed revival stylesWVW\SHYPaLKI`OV\ZLJH[HSVN\LZ. Social and cultural value is
found with the original owners Reginald Kathleen Ashworth who built the house and
lived next door and Van Potter Copeland and his wife who occupied the house from
1940 to the 1960s. Both families were taught in the New Westminster school system.
Copeland was a well known and respected school sports coach.

Character Deﬁning Elements
• Colonial Revival style characterized by the form and massing with a cross gable roof
with two stacked gables, stoop porch with bracketed hood, casement and sash
window assemblies, wide lapped siding, raised front lawn

Heritage Merit Checklist – 508 First Street
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

2/3

its original form, roof
line and gables with
original window
assemblies, porch,
front door and
brackets

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

1.5/2

the house reﬂects [OL
[YLUKPUN architectural
styles as vacant lots
are developed in the
boom before WWII,
and is a companion to
its neighbour across
the lane

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

associated with signiﬁcant
person, event, tradition or
practice

1.5/3

long time occupation
by teacher and sports
coach Van Potter
Copeland and his
family

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

/1

raised lawn, path and
stairs

total



Summary

The subject house is of JVTTVU heritage value in the context of the pre-1940 Queen’s
Park Conservation Area vision, given the home’s modest scale, siting on the street with
a complementary house across the lane.
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date – 1939 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – [V.] P. Copeland source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Builder – n/a
Architect – n/a
Early residents at the subject house
1938-1939: Reginald W. & Kathleen Ashworth – school principal at New Westminster City*
1940-1960s: Van P. & Maureen M. Copeland – schoolteacher and coach at New
Westminster City
Archival photograph
No Archival image VM[OLZ\IQLJ[OV\ZLis available I\[[OLILSV^PTHNLZMYVTOV\ZL
JH[HSVN\LZVM[OL[PTLNP]LHZLUZLVM[OLV]LYHSSKLZPNUMHTPS`!
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Signiﬁcance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building ﬁles - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject ﬁles - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
419 Oak St - New Westminster, BC
Score: 1 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
City of New Westminster – February 2019
Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
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Heritage Status
Heritage Inventory – not listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting
The dwelling sits on the east side of Oak Street, about mid block between Third and
Fourth Avenue in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The subject side of the street is
characterized mostly by intact early residences from the early 1910s, one 1890s house,
a 1939 house and one 1988 house.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations
Although built in 1921 as a Craftsman Bungalow, the subject dwelling was completely
rebuilt in 1975. The rebuild included lifting the building, adding a complete new ground
level storey and building form, a new concrete foundation, removing the projecting,
gabled front porch, changing the location of the entrance to the side and introducing all
new 1970s ﬁnishes - interior and interior. Although from a permitting perspective this
was classiﬁed as an alteration, from a heritage conservation perspective it irreversibly
obliterated any Character Deﬁning Elements of the 1921 building.
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
Facade and side (north)
elevation)

Facade and side (south
elevation)
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Heritage Value
The subject house has heritage value as home to only two families over its history - the
Small family, associated with Heaps Engineering who built it in 1921and lived here until
1971; and the Staples family (1972-current, the second-generation of which continue
to own the property today) who drastically modiﬁed the building to a 1970s
appearance removing any character deﬁning elements of the 1921 house.

Character Deﬁning Elements
• None.

Heritage Merit Checklist – 419 Oak Street
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

0/3

There is nominal
evidence of pre-1940
architectural
elements. This is a
1970s building.

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

0/2

The size and style of
this building actually
distracts from what is
primarily a 1.5 storey
Edwardian
streetscape

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

associated with signiﬁcant
person, event, tradition or
practice

1/3

A long-term home to
only two New
Westminster families Small and Staples

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none

total

1

Summary
The subject house is of no heritage value in the context of the pre-1940 Queen’s Park
Conservation Area vision.
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date –1921 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – Raymond/Rae Small source: NW Site Development Report
Builder – n/a
Architect – n/a

Residents at the subject house
1922 - 1940 – Ray G. Small – mechanic at Heaps Engineering
1945 - 1971 – Mrs. Margaret Small – widow, R.G.
1972 - 2013 - Staples family
2013 - current - Deborah & Blair Staples
Archival photograph
419 Oak Street prior to
rebuilding in 1975.
Source: Blair and Deborah
Staples private collection
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Signiﬁcance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building ﬁles - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject ﬁles - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
118 Queen’s Ave. - New Westminster, BC
Score: 4 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
City of New Westminster – February 2019
Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
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Heritage Status
Heritage Inventory – listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting
The dwelling sits on the south side of Queen’s Avenue, at the corner of Bonson Street
in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The building sits in line with the rest of the houses
on this side of the block, in the centre of their lots with generous front yards. The block
is dominated by traditional Revival homes of the 1930s and 40s with a few exceptions,
the 1903 Edwardian subject house being the earliest.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations
Built in 1903, this Classical Edwardian Box has been cosmetically altered and has had
a large addition introduced in 1983. There were two major alterations: First- the
recladding the main house ﬁrst storey in wide-plank siding and rebuilding of the front
porch stairs in concrete with metal rails in 1955; Second - the recladding of the main
house in vinyl (with a brick veneer on the facade) and the construction of a 1.5 storey
addition with a side gabled roof and bay window in 1983.
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
Facade and addition front

Main house rear (right) and
addition rear (left)
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Heritage Value
The subject house has heritage value for its surviving Classical Box form, for its
association with the David Archibald family who were the builders and early residents
of the house and other subsequent working-class residents of Queen’s Park. It also
features an early model of a compatible, subordinate and distinguishable addition from
the 1980s.

Character Deﬁning Elements
• Edwardian Box scale, form, massing and porch, 2.5 storey height and residential
form, hipped roof and porch, porch columns, original window and door openings,
prominent chimney

Heritage Merit Checklist – 118 Queen’s Avenue
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

1.5/3

Testament to
Edwardian Box
design Form, massing
and some
architectural elements
intact.

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

1.5/2

Inline and scale with
neighbours on
traditional block

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

associated with signiﬁcant
person, event, tradition or
practice

1/3

Archibald et al - none
are signiﬁcant but
together represent the
professional workingclass in Queen’s Park

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none. Overgrown and
disruptive.

total

4

Summary
The subject house is of low/common heritage value due to signiﬁcant alterations,
although reversible and compatible, they signiﬁcantly alter the original design intent of
the building and deter it from its link to Queen’s Park Edwardian era of development.
Furthermore, the social history of the building is not outstanding nor unique.
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date – 1903 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – David J. Archibald source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Builder – n/a
Architect – n/a

Early residents at the subject house
1904-1905: David J. Archibald, clerk at Sinclair’s grocery store
1909: David J. Archibald, engineer; Thomas D. Archibald, dredger at Fruhling; H. Archibald,
clerk
1912: David J. Archibald, inspector at Water Works; Elizabeth Archibald; Thomas Archibald
(*note address is listed as 128 Queens Avenue)
1925-1926: William Headridge, attendant (*note address is listed as 128 Queens Avenue)
1930: John S. Pirie, Chiroprator; Elva H.R. Pirie, nurse at J.S. Pirie, Chiropractor
1935: Mrs. Lucinda Pirie; Elva H. Pirie, branch manager at Sobie Silk Shops
1940: Andrew & Mary J. Douglas, assistant janitor at New Westminster City
1945-1950: J. Eugene & Jeanne D. Roy, manager at BC Crossarm Co.
1955: Blair W. Mosher, retired
Archival photograph
118 Queen’s Avenue,
ca. 1982. Source:
City of New
Westminster
Archives, IHP14747.
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Signiﬁcance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building ﬁles - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject ﬁles - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
117 Regina Street - New Westminster, BC
Score:  out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
City of New Westminster – February 2019
Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
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Heritage Status
Heritage Inventory – none
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting
The dwelling sits on the north side of regina Street four lots east of Second Street. The
immediate neighbouring houses are late 20th Century while the houses on the opposite
side of the block are Craftsman and revival style homes from the early 20th Century.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations
Built in 1928, the single storey, with basement, hip roof cottage features a full width
front porch, and one over one sash window assemblies. There are non-original
windows on the east side and rear of the house. The house was re-clad with a
manufactured shingle product popular in the 1950s. A substantial inﬁll has been
constructed in the rear yard.
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
facade facing
Regina Street

rear and east
facade
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Heritage Value
The subject house has moderate heritage value given its siting within a group of
inconsistent styled houses and its re-cladding. The house had a high turn over of
tenants almost yearly that included millworkers and a BC Penitentiary guard.

Character Deﬁning Elements
• single storey and basement with hip roof, full front porch, original one over one sash
window assemblies

Heritage Merit Checklist – 117 Regina Street
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

/3

its original form, roof
line and many original
window assemblies

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

1/2

has little relation to
the houses on its side
of the street, but ﬁts
better with the earlier
houses on the
opposite side of the
street

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

associated with signiﬁcant
person, event, tradition or
practice

/3

rental property
associated with a
working class
population with local
connections including
a millworker,
longshoreman and a
guard at the BC
Penitentiary

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none

total



Summary

The subject house is of JVTTVU heritage value in the context of the pre-1940 Queen’s
Park Conservation Area vision, given the home’s modest scale, siting on the street and
the re-cladding of the body of the house with the manufactured shingle product.
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date – 1928 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – A.H. Solomon source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Builder – n/a
Architect – n/a

Early residents at the subject house
1930 – W.C. Currie
1931 – Mrs. B Haley
1932 – Isaac Hale – millworker
1933 – Arthur T. & Barbara J. Tamkin
1934 - 45 – Harold & Dorothy E. Wheatley – guard at B.C. Pen
1950- 1955 – Joseph A. & Edith M. Olsen - longshoreman
Archival photograph
No Archival image is available
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Signiﬁcance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building ﬁles - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject ﬁles - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
308 Regina St - New Westminster, BC
Score: 3 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
City of New Westminster – February 2019
Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
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Heritage Status
Heritage Inventory – not listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting
The dwelling sits on the south side of Regina Street, close to the corner of Third Street
in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The building sits at the back of the lot, its rear at
the lane property line, out of line with the rest of the houses on Regina which are sited
close to the street with small front yards.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations
Built in 1912, this dwelling is sited at the lane, which was historically named Brandon
Street. The property may have earlier roots as a bakery established in the 1890, which
could explain its uncommon, perhaps industrial oriented location at the rear of the
property. The existing building doesn’t conform to typical massing or layout of a
traditional house design. This may be due to earlier non residential use and subsequent
conversion to a dwelling, or to ad-hoc alterations over time. Although no permits have
been taken out since December 1911, the building is currently clad in new siding, has
new windows, trim boards, columns and stairs, and appears to have been lifted at
some point. There are no visible historic architectural elements on the exterior that
could be considered Character Deﬁning Elements expect for perhaps surviving tongue
and groove soﬃt in an obviously altered rooﬂine and certain window openings.
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Photographs of Primary Elevations

Facade and side (east
elevation)

Rear and side (east
elevation)
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Heritage Value
The subject building has heritage value for its association with architect E. J. Boughen
who developed it in 1912 but did not ever reside here. Additional value comes from its
association with the Charles G. Bickerton family, long-term residents from the 1920s to
the 1940s. Bickerton was a foreman with Great Northern Railway.

Character Deﬁning Elements
• Siting at lane, tongue & groove soﬃt, windows opening sizes.

Heritage Merit Checklist – 308 Regina Street
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

0.5/3

The style, form,
massing with a
majority new
architecture elements
is confusing. This
building is not an
example of a
traditional house or
building form.

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

0.5/2

Distinguished in its
rear siting. Its low
visibility and nonconﬁrming siting
detract from the
cohesiveness of the
streetscape.

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

associated with signiﬁcant
person, event, tradition or
practice

2/3

Boughen and
Bickerton

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none

total

3

Summary
The subject house is of low heritage value due to alterations which involved a loss or
obstruction of original Character Deﬁning Elements resulting in a building that has low
design integrity and does not represent, in its current form, the work of E.J. Boughen.
Its siting at the back of the property, low visibility, and lack of contribution to the
Regina Streetscape further reduces its value as a community heritage asset.
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date –1893 and 1912 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – E. J. Boughen (1911 permit)
Builder – n/a
Architect – E. J. Boughen (1911 permit)

Residents at the subject house
1925 – Charles G. Bickerton - freight man
1930 - Charles G. Bickerton – foreman at CNR; Don G. Bickerton
1935 – Charles G. & Vera L. Bickerton – foreman at CNR; Jack M. Bickerton – student at UBC;
Terrance D. Bickerton – bookkeeper at WM Mott
1940-1945 – Charles G. & Vera L. Bickerton – assistant foreman at CNR
1950-1955 - Edward S. & Bernice E. McKenzie – engineer at Timberland Lumber
Archival photograph
None found.
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Signiﬁcance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building ﬁles - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject ﬁles - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
125 Third Ave - New Westminster, BC
Score: 3 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
City of New Westminster – February 2019
Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
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Heritage Status
Heritage Inventory – listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting
The dwelling sits on the north side of Third Avenue, on a sloping yard above the street
one lot east of Second Street in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The north side of the
street contains some early residences from the turn of the 19th Century along with a
mid-century apartment building and contemporary homes.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations
125 Third Avenue is a BC Mills Timber and Trading Company (BCMTT Co) Triple
M “Ready Made” house, recognizable by its distinctive Gambrel roof. In 1932 a
single storey addition was built on the east side of the house, and in the 1970s a
signiﬁcant renovation added a bay window and stucco to the ground ﬂoor. A further
addition in 1990 added a ﬂoor to the east extension under a mansard roof.
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
facade facing Third
Avenue showing the
remaining Gambrel
roof and extension

side view showing dormer
(west)
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Heritage Value
The subject house has heritage value as a surviving BCMTTCo “Ready Made” house
produced between 1904 and 1910, HUKP[ZYLZPKLUJ`WH[[LYUYLWYLZLU[Z[OL^VYRPUN
JSHZZWVW\SH[PVUVM[OLULPNOIV\YOVVKbut its signiﬁcant, irreversible modiﬁcations
renderP[ unidentiﬁable MVYP[ZHZZVJPH[PVU^P[O)*4;;*VHUKHZHOPZ[VYPJ
I\PSKPUNCharacter Deﬁning Elements
# 2 storey height, modiﬁed gambrel roof with side dormer
• original decorative shingles in roof peak

Heritage Merit Checklist – 125 Third Avenue
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

1.5/3

a heavily renovated
1905 BCMTTCo
model triple M with
only the distinctive
roof line remaining

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

0

only the distinctive
roof line associated
with the BCMTTCo
houses

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

associated with signiﬁcant
person, event, tradition or
practice

1.5/3

typical working class
tenancy

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none

total

3

Summary

The subject house is of SV^ heritage value due to its heavy alterations and its loss of
its distinctive BCMTTCo design and cladding. It also lacks unique social or cultural
associations.
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date –1905 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – Henry O. Brown, retired
Builder – n/a
Architect – B.C. Mills Timber & Trading Co. source: New Westminster Site Development
Report

Early residents at the subject house
1908: Henry O. Brown; Mrs. A.M. Malins, widow
1909-1912: Henry O. Brown, retired
1925-1935: Ernest Mannering, painter
1939 -1940: Ernest & Marion Mannering, bowling supervisor at YMCA; Charles L. Mannering,
clerk at Royal Bank; Ron E. Mannering, shipper at McKenzie & Fraser
1945: Ernest & Marion Mannering, decorator; Margaret W. Mannering, stenographer
1950: Eric M. & Mary Simpson, salesman
1954-55: Miss Minerva Baggenstos, waitress at Paciﬁc Cafe
Archival photograph
125 Third Ave, 1982.
Source: City Of New
Westminster
Archives, IHP14494
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Signiﬁcance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building ﬁles - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject ﬁles - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
211 Third Ave - New Westminster, BC
Score: 1 out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
City of New Westminster – February 2019
Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
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Heritage Status
Heritage Inventory – not listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting
The dwelling sits on the north side of Third Avenue, two lots west of Second Street and
sits in line with the neighbouring houses to the west, while the house to the east is
sited with a large setback from the street.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations
211 Third Avenue was originally built in 1938 in a simpliﬁed Colonial Revival style. In
2002 the house was completely rebuilt above the foundation. Only the garage remains
from the original construction.
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
facade facing Third Avenue
showing the rebuilt house

Original single-car garage
from 1938. Source: Google
Streetview 2012
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Heritage Value
The subject house is not a historic house and has no heritage value in the context of
the pre-1940 Queen’s Park Conservation Area vision.

Character Deﬁning Elements
# None

Heritage Merit Checklist – 211 Third Avenue
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

0/3

n/a

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

0/2

n/a

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

associated with signiﬁcant
person, event, tradition or
practice

0/3

n/a

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

1/1

1938 garage

total

1

Summary
The subject house has been rebuilt from the foundation and lacks unique social or
cultural associations. ;OLZ\IQLJ[OV\ZLPZVMUVOLYP[HNL]HS\LPU[OLJVU[L_[VM[OL
WYL 8\LLU»Z7HYR*VUZLY]H[PVU(YLH]PZPVU
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date – 1938, Renovation in 2002. source: New Westminster Site Development
Report
Original owner – W.A. Whitehead source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Builder – n/a
Architect – n/a
Early residents at the subject house
1935 - 1938: Wallace A. & Mabel F. Whitehead – employee at BC Telephone
1939: no listing
1940 -1955: Wallace A. & Mabel Whitehead – wire chief at BC Telephone
Archival photograph
211 Third Avenue,
prior to 2002
renovation.
Photo: Laurelle

Nelson
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Signiﬁcance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building ﬁles - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject ﬁles - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
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Property Heritage Value Assessment
309 Warren Ave. - New Westminster, BC
Score:  out of 9

Heritage Value Assessment Study of the Special Limited Category – phase II

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
City of New Westminster – February 2019
Prepared by heritage consultants team:
Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services
John Atkin - History + Research
Christine Hagemoen
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Heritage Status
Heritage Inventory – listed
Awards - none
New Westminster Heritage Homes Tours/Queen’s Park walking tour brochure - none

Context and Siting
The dwelling sits on the north side of Warren Avenue at the corner of Pearson in the
Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The building sits in line with the cottage across Pearson
(at 313 Warren) and is visually linked with the cottages of similar design and age across
the very narrow Warren Avenue. Together - 309, 313, 310 and 312 Warren create a
unique grouping of small early 1900s cottages all sited close together and to the street.

CityView aerial (2015) of the area with the subject property outlined in yellow.

Description and Summary of Alterations
Built in 1904, this house is in relatively integral condition. The early property evolution
suggests that the houses on Warren Avenue may have been an early form of inﬁll for
Third Street and Third Avenue facing properties. A permitted renovation in the 1950s
was likely when the front porch was enclosed with sympathetic wood windows.
Archival photos show the building was stuccoed in the 1980s but it has since been
restored back to correctly proportioned, if not partially original wood cladding and
gable shingles. The building has one unaltered dormer (on Pearson facing elevation)
and one newer or altered dormer facing Third Street. The rear of the house has a
relatively new upper deck and French doors which are not directly compatible with the
original era of design.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
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Photographs of Primary Elevations
Facade and side (west
elevation)

side (east)
and rear (north) elevations
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Heritage Value
The subject house has heritage value for its contribution to the unique character of
Warren Street with its dense grouping of small early cottages. It is additionally valued
for its relatively integral Victorian cottage form and architectural details, for its
association with the early 1990s development period in Queen’s Park, for its consistent
pattern of working-class residents and their connection to various local employers
such as the City of New Westminster.

Character Deﬁning Elements
• Modest scale, gabled-cottage massing, 1.5 storey height and residential form,
Gabled roof and hipped enclosed porch, wood cladding and shingles, Original
windows and doors, internal brick chimney

Heritage Merit Checklist – 309 Warren Avenue
values

criteria

score comments

Aesthetic, Historic

good, integral example of its
architectural style and/or one of
few examples of this style, era,
year, or construction technique
in Queen’s Park

/3

Good example of Victorian
cottage. Form, massing
and architectural elements
intact.

Aesthetic, Historic

contribution to cohesive
streetscape and/or has
landmark qualities and/or
features unusual material or a
distinguishing feature

2/2

Contributes to a unique
streetscape of small
cottages close to the
street and to each other.
May represent an early
form of inﬁll development.

Historic, Cultural, Social,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

associated with signiﬁcant
person, event, tradition or
practice

1/3

Consistent pattern of
working-class residents
including employees of
New Westminster City

Historic, Aesthetic,
Cultural, Social, Historic,
Scientiﬁc, Spiritual

landscaping features (built and
planted)

0/1

none

total



Summary
The subject house is of common heritage value due to lack of alterations, association
with early 1900s inﬁll development in Queen’s Park, with working-class residents, the
City of New Westminster, and for its contribution to a unique, cohesive streetscape.

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
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Historic background
Historic name – n/a
Construction date – 1904 source: New Westminster Site Development Report
Original owner – unknown
Builder – unknown
Architect – n/a

Residents at the subject house
1909-1911: Edward Cantell – printer at H. Morey & Co.
1925: Thomas N. Brownlee – machinist
1930: Robert C. Armstrong – caretaker at IOOF cemetery
1935: Mrs. Ada B. Wilson
1940: Thomas & Catherine Bethune - carpenter
1945: Thomas & Catherine Bethune- labourer at City of New Westminster
1950 - 1955: Donald D. & Joy B. Corbould – accountant at CB of C
Archival photograph

309 Warren Avenue in the early 1980s
as photographed for the New Westminster Heritage Inventory

Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
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Research Resources
BC Archives:
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
City of New Westminster:
Aerial views of the city on CityView interactive map
Digital photographs of Queen’s Park (June 2016)
Historic building permit records as available on CityView interactive map
New Westminster Heritage Resource Inventory, Vol 2. Queen’s Park
New Westminster’s Oldest Houses Report. January 2008. Development Services Department
Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009)
Statement of Signiﬁcance for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 974410
Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood - Doc # 598557
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Government of Canada Censuses for BC - 1901, 1911 and 1921
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas &
McIntyre.
Luxton, Donald. 2007. Building the West: Early Architects of BC. Talonbooks.
New Westminster Museum & Archives:
Archival photos
Building ﬁles - in Reading Room
Canadian Inventory of Historic Building photographic survey 1973
City of New Westminster Planning Department Slides - CNW 13-2
Subject ﬁles - in Reading Room
Water connection application binders - in Reading Room
New Westminster Public Library:
Archival Photographs
Columbian (Daily) Newspaper - various archival editions 1899-1979
Fire insurance maps
New Westminster Preservation Society Heritage Homes Tour brochures database
Street names of New Westminster: http://www.nwheritage.org/heritagesite/history/content
streets/index.htm
Vancouver Daily World newspaper - various archival editions 1899 - 1924
Vancouver Heritage Foundation: House Styles - http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/
housestyles/
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
Heritage Value Assessment Study - Special Limited Category Queen’s Park (phase II) - City of New Westminster
Zysblat, Atkin, Hagemoen
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File: 13.2605.40
Doc#
1384699
April 1, 2019
Re: Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area — Expanded Special Limited Study
Dear Property Owner,
You are receiving this letter as an applicant to the Expanded Special Limited Study. This
Study is intended to determine whether your property should remain classified as Protected
(Advanced category), or should be reclassified as Non-Protected (Limited category) in the
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area.
Phase One of the Study is now complete. For Phase One, the City engaged a team of
heritage professionals to conduct heritage value assessments for each property. In addition
to archival research, the consultants made site visits to visually assess each property. The
consultants’ evaluation is now complete, and has concluded that your house does not have
significant heritage value. As such, the property will be recommended to Council to be
reclassified as Non-Protected (Limited category). The Heritage Value Assessment used
to make this evaluation is attached to this letter.
Heritage Value Assessments were conducted from December 2018 to February 2019. The
assessments used a Heritage Merit Checklist to calculate a score out of nine for heritage
value based on aesthetic, historic and cultural criteria. Any house that scored at least 60%
(a value of six or higher out of nine) requires further study to determine the appropriate
final classification of the property. Per the Assessment attached, your property scored five
or lower and is being recommended for reclassification.
Reclassification of all Special Limited Study properties, including your property, will
require a City-initiated Official Community Plan amendment. As part of this, a single
public hearing will be held for all properties. It is anticipated that this public hearing will
be held in fall 2019; notices will be sent to you and other Queen’s Park residents
approximately three weeks beforehand.
A Non-Protected classification will mean that you may renovate or demolish your house
under existing zoning entitlements without obtaining a Heritage Alteration Permit.
You would need to obtain a Heritage Alteration Permit if you wish to build a new house
and it would continue to be subject to the Heritage Conservation Area Design Guidelines.
In both cases, you would still need to obtain a Building Permit, and other permits as
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required. Additionally, Non-Protected properties do not qualify for the Heritage
Conservation Area’s incentives program. A summary table is provided below:
Non-protected Property
Exterior renovations or demolition
requires a heritage permit
New house construction requires a
heritage permit
Construction activity requires a
Building Permit and other related
City permits
Eligible for the Heritage
Conservation Area’s incentives
program

Protected Property

X

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

X

¥

Note that the conditions described in the above table apply only after Council has
approved reclassification of your property. Any work you wish to undertake before then
must adhere to the conditions of the Protected category.
Please contact the undersigned if you have any questions about work you wish to undertake
prior to reclassification, or about this Study, the results, or the timeline. For general
information on the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area, visit our website
at www.newwestcity.ca/heritage/qphca. If you would like to receive regular Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area updates, please sign up online through the website for the
mailing list.
Kind regards,

Britney Quail,
Heritage Planner
604-527-4621 | bquail@newwestcity.ca
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File: 13.2605.40
Doc#
1386095
April 1, 2019
Re: Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area — Expanded Special Limited Study
Dear Property Owner,
You are receiving this letter as an applicant to the Expanded Special Limited Study. This
Study is intended to determine whether your property should remain classified as Protected
(Advanced category), or should be reclassified as Non-Protected (Limited category) in the
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. We would like to update you on the Study’s
progress to date and future timelines.
Phase One of this Study is now complete. For Phase One, the City engaged a team of
heritage professionals to conduct heritage value assessments for each property. In addition
to archival research, the consultants made site visits to visually assess each property. The
consultants’ evaluation is now complete and has concluded that your house has heritage
value. As such, your property will proceed to Phase Two of the Study. The Heritage
Value Assessment used to make this evaluation is attached to this letter.
Heritage Value Assessments were conducted from December 2018 to February 2019. The
assessments used a Heritage Merit Checklist to calculate a score out of nine for heritage
value based on aesthetic, historic and cultural criteria. Any house that scored at least 60%
(a value of six or higher out of nine) requires further study to determine the appropriate
final classification of the property. A letter outlining the initiation of Phase Two of the
Study is attached.
Please feel free to contact the undersigned if you have any questions about this Study, the
results, or the proposed timeline. For general information on the Queen’s Park Heritage
Conservation Area, permit requirements, and the new incentives program, visit our website
at www.newwestcity.ca/heritage/qphca. If you would like to receive regular Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area updates, please sign up online through the website for the
mailing list.
Kind regards,

Britney Quail,
Heritage Planner
604-527-4621 | bquail@newwestcity.ca
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint
in its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements
or if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition
Total Score
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 15/25 (60%) or above.

Doc#1029291v2

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

/3
/3
/1
/1
/1
/9
/3
/2
/2
/1
/1
/9
/3

/2
/1
/1
/7
/25 A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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File: 13.2605.40
Doc#
1386187
April 1, 2019
Re: Queen’s Park Heritage Area — Special Limited Study, Launch of Phase Two
Dear Property Owner,
As you are aware, your house has been included in the Special Limited Study to determine
whether your property should be classified as Protected (Advanced category) or NonProtected (Limited category) in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. As advised
at the conclusion of Phase One of the Study, your property was deemed to have heritage
value and will be included in Phase Two of this Study.
This letter is to inform you of the start of Phase Two in which a consultant is conducting a
Development Potential Assessment for each property. This assessment will look at how
your property could achieve its zoning entitlement (i.e. 0.5 FSR) and incentive entitlement
(i.e. 0.7 FSR). After the completion of these assessments, each property will be evaluated
against the Evaluation Checklist (attached to this letter), which uses the heritage value,
development potential of the lot, and condition of the house to determine an overall score
for each property. If a house receives a score of 60% or less, it will be recommended to
Council that it be reclassified as Non-Protected. If a house receives a score of more than
60%, it will be recommended to Council that it be reclassified as Protected. The results
from Phase Two of the Study and an overall score for your property should be available by
late spring 2019.
Reclassification of the properties will require a City-initiated Official Community Plan
amendment. As part of this, a single public hearing would be held for all properties. It is
anticipated that this public hearing will be held in the fall of 2019. Notices of the hearing
will be sent to you and other Queen’s Park residents approximately three weeks
beforehand.
If you would prefer that your house be classified as Protected without further study, please
contact us by Friday, May 3rd. Choosing to classify your house as Protected would mean
that you would be eligible for incentives as part of the Heritage Conservation Area
Incentives Program. A summary of the protection categories is provided in the table on the
next page:
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Non-protected Property
Exterior renovations or demolition
requires a heritage permit
New house construction requires a
heritage permit
Construction activity requires a
Building Permit and other related
City permits
Eligible for the Heritage
Conservation Area’s incentives
program

Protected Property

X

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

X

¥

Note that the conditions described in the above table apply only after Council approves
reclassification of your property. Any work you wish to undertake before that time must
adhere to the conditions of the Special Limited category.
Please contact the undersigned if you have any questions about work you wish to undertake
prior to reclassification, or about this Study and its timeline, or about the incentives
program and what that might mean for your property. For general information on the
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area and the different categories of heritage
protection, visit our website at www.newwestcity.ca/heritage/qphca. If you would like to
receive regular Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area updates, please sign up online
through the website for the mailing list.
Kind regards,

Britney Quail,
Heritage Planner
604-527-4621 | bquail@newwestcity.ca
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There is no Report with this Item.
Please see Attachment(s).

City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Community Heritage Commission

Date:

September 4, 2019

From:

Britney Quail, Heritage Planner

File:

13.2605.40

Subject:

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area:
Special Limited Study – Phase Two Completion

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide the Community Heritage Commission with an update
on the progress of the Special Limited Study, an implementation work plan item for the
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. The report is being provided to the Community
Heritage Commission for information, and no recommendation is required from the
Commission at this time.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As part of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area policy development process in
2017, close to 90 properties were identified for further study. These properties form a
temporary protection category called the “Special Limited Study”. Through the Study
process, these properties will be reclassified as either protected (Advanced) or non-protected
(Limited), based on individual analysis of the property’s heritage merit and development
potential. In spring of 2018, the Study was expanded to allow owners or any protected
property to apply for reclassification. An additional 12 properties were added to the Study
through this program, called the “Expanded Study”.
Phase One of the Study was the evaluation of each property’s heritage merit. Phase One for
the Special Limited Study properties was completed in June, 2018. Phase One for the
Expanded Study properties was completed in April, 2019. Due to low heritage value of the
existing houses, protection was removed from 33 Special Limited properties, and is
recommended to be removed from six Expanded Study properties.
Phase Two of the Study was the evaluation of the remaining properties’ development
potential. Phase Two is now complete. A list of the addresses, scores, and results from the
evaluation is provided in the Analysis section of this report. Of the 47 properties which were
Page 78 of 356

evaluated in this phase, 28 houses were found to have high development potential, 17 were
found to have moderate development potential, and two were found to have low
development potential. Based on the results, letters have been sent to owners which provide
their individual property’s assessment (Attachment), and detail next steps for the Study.
Reclassification of the properties will require a City-led Official Community Plan
amendment. The process would be initiated following staff’s final tally of each property’s
score for heritage merit (Phase One), development potential (Phase Two), and the final
category of building condition and integrity. This work is ongoing and scheduled to be
completed in the fall or early winter of 2019.
POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
A Heritage Conservation Area is a distinct neighbourhood, characterized by its historic
value, which is identified in a City’s Official Community Plan (OCP) for heritage
conservation purposes. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is an area
management tool, which includes both heritage protection of the exterior of pre-1941
existing buildings, and design control for new construction.
During the creation of the Heritage Conservation Area policy, it was known that the
approach of including all houses built before 1941 would mean that some houses without
heritage merit would nonetheless be subject to protection (Advanced category). For this
reason, a process was developed for removing protection from a property. Since the Heritage
Conservation Area is part of the OCP, an OCP amendment is required in order to reclassify a
property to non-protected (Limited category).
Official Community Plan
A Heritage Conservation Area forms part of the City’s OCP, much like a Development
Permit Area. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is Schedule A of the City’s
OCP. That policy indicates that all houses built earlier than 1941 are protected, unless an
exemption is granted by Council. Those properties which are exempted by Council are listed
as a form of appendix in the policy. As such, to add a property address to the exemption list,
the OCP Schedule must be amended.
Evaluation Checklist
To ensure that the reclassification process allows for houses without heritage value to change
protection categories, but still ensure that houses with heritage value remain protected, staff
developed a checklist to use in the evaluation of each application. This Evaluation Checklist
includes criteria that fall under three categories: 1) heritage merit, 2) development potential,
and 3) building condition and integrity.
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Property owners who apply for reclassification are required to retain a heritage professional
to conduct a heritage values assessment, which staff would then use to complete the
Evaluation Checklist, along with development potential information. If a house receives an
overall score of 60% or less, it would be considered reasonable that Council consider
reclassifying the property.
BACKGROUND
Special Limited Study
As part of the Heritage Conservation Area policy development process, close to 90
properties which would otherwise be classified as protected (based on their age of
construction) were identified for further study. These properties form a temporary protection
category called the “Special Limited Study”.
Through the Study process, these properties will be reclassified as either protected
(Advanced) or non-protected (Limited), based on individual analysis of their heritage merit
and development options. The Study began in March 2018 and is scheduled to be complete
by the end of 2019. At the conclusion of the Study, the Special Limited protection category
would no longer exist in the Heritage Conservation Area policy: all properties in the Queen’s
Park neighbourhood would either be protected, or non-protected.
Any protected property owner wishing to proceed with an application for reclassification on
their own, in advance of this Study’s timeline, continues to have the option of making an
individual application, subject to the City’s fees and procedures. Additionally, once the
Study is completed, any owner would continue to have the opportunity to apply for
reclassification through an individual OCP amendment application.
Phase One
Heritage value assessments were conducted during March and April 2018 by a team of
heritage professionals. These consultants used archival research and site visits to evaluate the
heritage value of each house in the Special Limited category. The assessments used the
“heritage merit” portion of the Evaluation Checklist to calculate a score out of nine for
heritage value based on aesthetic, historic, and cultural criteria. Any house that scored more
than 60% (a value of six or higher out of nine) was deemed to require further study, in order
to determine the appropriate final classification of the property (see Phase Two below).
Based on the results of this work, a City-led OCP amendment was adopted by Council in
June 2018 which removed heritage protection from 33 houses found to have low or common
heritage value. Nine properties in the Special Limited category were either already protected
through other heritage tools (such as an HRA or Heritage Designation Bylaw), or opted to
remain in the protected category. The remaining 42 properties continued to Phase Two of the
Study.
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Expanded Study Applications
In spring 2018, Council expanded the scope of the Special Limited Study. This Expanded
Study allowed owners to apply to move their protected property to the non-protected
category in a City-led initiative, rather than being required to undertake individual OCP
amendment applications. Being included in the Study means the owner did not have to
submit an application package, pay the full processing fee, or hire a heritage professional to
assess their house. Instead, these processes and costs were borne by the City. The application
period for the Expanded Study was open for six months, from May to October 2018. The
owners of 12 properties applied.
Heritage value assessments were completed on the Expanded Study properties between
November 2018 and February 2019. As a result of this work, it was determined that removal
of protection should be recommended to Council for half (six) of the Expanded Study
properties, based on their low heritage value scores. The other half of the properties scored
“high” in heritage merit (six or higher out of nine) and proceeded to Phase Two of the Study
(described below), similar to the Special Limited category properties.
Phase Two
A total of 47 properties were included in Phase Two of the Study, which ran from May to
August 2019. In this phase, an architect was engaged by the City to review the properties’
development options under their RS-4 zoning. The architect used photographs, the City’s
historic Building Permit data, and neighbourhood site visits to evaluate the potential of each
house to reach the maximum floor space permitted in the Zoning Bylaw. A number of
potential additions or renovations were provided in each assessment, along with commentary
on the physical and financial feasibility for each.
Additionally, the architect used the “development potential” portion of the Evaluation
Checklist to calculate a score out of nine for each property. The results are available below in
the Analysis section of this report.
ANALYSIS
Development Potential
The goal of this phase of the Study was to determine if retention of the existing house would
substantially impact the ability of the property owner to build the maximum floor space
available to them through the Zoning Bylaw. If the building could not be altered to
accommodate this additional floor space, without compromising the heritage value of the
house, then it would be considered reasonable for Council to consider removing the
protection from that property, and therefore allowing the future construction of a new house
which could provide the floor space entitled to the property owner by the City’s bylaws.
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All the properties in the Study are zoned RS-4 (Queen’s Park). This zone is based on the
standard single-detached dwelling zone for the mainland of New Westminster (RS-1).
However, it provides an additional 0.2 Floor Space Ratio (FSR) bonus density, and
relaxations to the laneway/carriage house program to properties with protected houses; as
compared to the standard maximums of the RS-1 zone at 0.5 FSR and 15% floor area, for
principal house and laneway/carriage house respectively. As such, when conducting the
Study, the architectural consultant reviewed both the ability of the Special Limited and
Expanded Study properties to meet not only the base zoning entitlement of 0.5 FSR, but also
its ability to achieve the “bonus” maximum of 0.7 FSR. For some properties, the consultant
also commented on the ability of the lot to accommodate a potential laneway or carriage
house, as an additional infill option.
This Study did not explore the potential for properties to redevelop beyond the parameters of
the RS-4 zone, which permits a principal house, a secondary suite, and a laneway/carriage
house. Development beyond this form (such as for stratification, duplexes, or other forms of
ground-oriented infill housing, as contemplated by the OCP) would require a rezoning or a
Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA). As such, the potential or ability for a property to
be developed in this way was not part of the scope of the Study.
Results: Phase Two
Between the Special Limited and Expanded Study properties, 47 were evaluated as part of
Phase Two. The assessments used the “development potential” section of the Evaluation
Checklist to calculate a score out of nine for each property. Scores are based on criteria such
as lot shape and size, position/location of the house on the lot, and the adaptability of the
house’s architectural style. Graphic representation of each property’s development options,
as well as a description of the constructability and financial feasibility of those options, was
provided for each house (see Attachment).
Similar to Phase One, the research could have resulted in three scenarios:
1) The house was found to have low development potential (scores 0-4 out of 9);
2) The house was found to have moderate development potential (scores 5-6 out of 9);
3) The house was found to have high development potential (scores 7-9 out of 9).
A list of the addresses, scores, and results from the evaluation is provided below:
Address
316 Arbutus St
318 Arbutus St
320 Arbutus St
333 Arbutus St
201 Clinton Pl
Address cn’t
207 Clinton Pl
219 Fifth Ave

Score
9
9
9
6
8
Score
6
5

Percentage (%)
100
100
100
67
89
Percentage (%)
67
55

Ranking
High
High
High
Medium
High
Ranking
Medium
Medium
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225 Fifth Ave
311 Fifth St
410 Fifth St
533 Fifth St
314 First St
328 First St
408 First St
418 First St
508 First St
214 Fourth Ave
225 Fourth Ave
405 Fourth Ave
411 Fourth Ave
239 Fourth St
510 Fourth St
520 Fourth St
417 Oak St
423 Oak St
427 Oak St
108 Oakland St
123 Oakland St
309 Pine St
210 Queen’s Ave
319 Queen’s Ave
117 Regina St
211 Regina St
216 Regina St
311 Regina St
517 Second St
506 St. George St
115 Third Ave
117 Third Ave
417 Third Ave
228 Third St
231 Third St
403 Third St
416 Third St
418 Third St
241 Townsend Pl
309 Warren Ave

8
9
8
6
6
6
9
6
7
5
7
9
5
7
5
8
6
9
9
9
5
4
6
7
4
9
7
8
7
5
5
7
6
9
6
8
8
9
8
7

89
100
89
67
67
67
100
67
78
55
78
100
55
78
55
89
67
100
100
100
55
44
67
78
44
100
78
89
78
55
55
78
67
100
67
89
89
100
89
78

High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
Low
Medium
High
Low
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
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Overall, 28 houses were found to have high development potential, 17 were found to have
moderate development potential, and two were found to have low development potential.
The results are summarized in the table below:
Ranking
Low
Moderate
High
Total

# Properties
2
17
28
47

% of Study
4%
36%
60%
---

Letters indicating the results of Phase Two, the next steps, and a timeline for completion of
the Study were sent to the property owners in this phase of the Study. Additionally, each
property owner was mailed their development potential assessment (Attachment).
NEXT STEPS
Reclassification of the properties will require a City-led OCP amendment. The process
would be initiated following staff’s final tally of each property’s score for heritage value
(Phase One), development potential (Phase Two), and the final category of building
condition and integrity. This work is ongoing and scheduled to be completed in October
2019.
Letters would be sent to all Special Limited Study and Expanded Study property owners in
advance of the City’s application, indicating the overall results of the Study, staff’s
recommendation to Council on the reclassification of their property, and their property’s
final score on the Evaluation Checklist.
A single Public Hearing would be held for all properties being reclassified through the OCP
amendment for the Special Limited Study. It is anticipated that this Public Hearing would be
held before the end of the year. Notices of the Public Hearing would be sent to Queen’s Park
neighbourhood residents and the Community Heritage Commission approximately three
weeks beforehand. Additionally, notice of the Public Hearing would be posted publically per
the City’s standard practice.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Development Potential Assessments
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Attachment 1
Development Potential Assessments
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
Special Limited Study
Phase Two: Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
July 2019

GOAD’S ATLAS OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER, BC. PLATE 120. 1913.
SOURCE: CITY OF VANCOUVER ARCHIVES, REFERENCE CODE AM1594-MAP 342C-: 1972-472.07
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Summary
This Architectural and Build-Out Analysis takes a closer look at 47 properties identified as having
physical characteristics, related to lot or house, which may preclude the owners’ ability to feasibly
build to the property’s zoning entitlement while retaining the existing heritage asset. The results of
this study will be used to inform whether the properties would remain protected in the Heritage
Conservation Area, or if their protection should be removed due to the property’s development
constraints. The properties which make up Phase Two of the Study were determined to have
heritage value through Phase One of the Study.
This Architectural and Build-Out Analysis provides high-level individual analysis for each of the 47
properties. It provides an overview of the constructability of renovations which would achieve both
heritage retention goals and maximization of floor space. The Study does not include detailed design
work or analysis of the building interiors or layouts. The Study is limited to explorations of the
overall building massing and/or site plan.
The Study used development data from the City of New Westminster’s Property Information
Reports, aerial photographs from the City’s CityView Map service, information from Phase One,
and street views to create rough 3-dimensional sketches of the subject properties. This visual
information was used to gauge property setbacks and other details which would be pertinent to
building permit applications. All proposed renovations are meant to work within existing zoning
regulations with relaxations granted to existing non-conformities. The graphic analysis uses colour to
distinguish existing from proposed construction; existing structures are modeled in tan and changes
are modelled in blue.
Any site constraints that may limit the property’s ability to retain the existing house while adding
density were noted. These constraints could include highly sloped lots, oddly shaped lots, or trees.
Lots in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood tend to be relatively flat and noted site constraints tended
to be regarding the area’s abundant trees.
The constructability and financial feasibility analysis is based on experience renovating heritage
structures (Leftcoast Homes shared their local construction experience). The intention is to provide
a general overview of what can be expected under typical conditions. Each and every structure will
have unique challenges which are not explored here.
As this Architectural and Build-Out Analysis is focused on development potential, we are providing
a Development Potential table based on the City’s ‘Queen’s Park Heritage Conservations Area:
Evaluation Checklist’. This checklist is currently used by the City of New Westminster as an
evaluation chart for the assessment of development applications that are submitted for buildings
within the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. It is divided into three parts: Heritage Merit,
Development Potential, and Condition.
We hope this report provides staff, Council, and the community a clear and concise snapshot of the
development potential of each property that allows for easy comparison between them based on
consistent criteria.
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Development Potential Score of Assessed Properties
The following table provides the addresses of the Special Limited properties assessed in this study
and their development potential score based on the City’s ‘Queen’s Park Heritage Conservations
Area: Evaluation Checklist’.
Address
316 Arbutus Street
318 Arbutus Street
320 Arbutus Street
333 Arbutus Street
201 Clinton Place
207 Clinton Place
219 Fifth Avenue
225 Fifth Avenue
311 Fifth Street
410 Fifth Street
533 Fifth Street
314 First Street
328 First Street
408 First Street
418 First Street
508 First Street
214 Fourth Avenue
225 Fourth Avenue
405 Fourth Avenue
411 Fourth Avenue
239 Fourth Street
510 Fourth Street
520 Fourth Street
417 Oak Street

Score
9
9
9
6
8
6
5
8
9
8
6
6
6
9
6
7
5
7
9
5
7
5
8
6

Address
423 Oak Street
427 Oak Street
108 Oakland Street
123 Oakland Street
309 Pine Street
210 Queens Avenue
319 Queens Avenue
117 Regina Street
211 Regina Street
216 Regina Street
311 Regina Street
517 Second Street
506 St. George Street
115 Third Avenue
117 Third Avenue
417 Third Avenue
228 Third Street
231 Third Street
403 Third Street
416 Third Street
418 Third Street
241 Townsend Place
309 Warren Avenue

Score
9
9
N/A
5
4
6
7
4
9
7
8
7
5
5
7
6
9
6
8
8
9
8
7
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
316 Arbutus Street
Phase 1 Score: N/A
Phase 2 Score: 9 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house sits on the west side of
Arbutus Street, one lot north of Emory
Street. There is a driveway between subject
property and 318 Arbutus Street to the
north. Property has only one street face and
no lane access. House sits near the front of
the small lot with minimal front and side
yard setbacks.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.51

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.19 bonus density

Current Site Coverage:

34%

Available Site Coverage:

1%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

22m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

66m²

Upper Floor:

12m²

Potential Renovations
Expand Basement:

0.19 FSR

Enlarge Attic (with dormers):

0.14 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
100m² floor space: 78m² above
grade and 22 m² below grade. An
additional 36m² is required to meet
its development potential.
As there is no way to accommodate
two on-site parking spaces an
accessory dwelling unit is not
possible.

front view: existing

Expand Basement (0.19 FSR)
Expand basement level under
footprint of house, maximizing FSR.
Potentially raise the house nominally
as required for daylight and egress.

front view: expand basement

Develop Attic (0.14 FSR)
Use larger dormers and/or raise
roof nominally to add living space
on the upper level.

front view: develop attic
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Site Constraints
None identified.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Expand Basement
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
Develop Attic
Attic development is a fairly straightforward and predictable project with potentially signiﬁcant
gains. This attic is already partially developed, indicating that a stair exists. Due to existent stair,
project may have limited impact on the lower level. As structural requirements have become more
rigourous, developing the attic probably requires upgrades to the existing structure, including the
attic floor and rafters.
Site conditions and existing design can make this an ideal approach for certain houses. The
limitations lie in the pitch of the roof and opportunity to make signiﬁcant livable space within the
attic. Where the right conditions are present, the opportunity to add extra bedrooms and living space
is signiﬁcant at a reasonable cost. When the roof lines and pitches make increasing space difﬁcult,
the option to raise the roof exists, but with increased cost and challenge to maintain the heritage
aspects of the structure.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

Roof dormers and/or basement renovation
will have minimal impact.

2/2

Work within existing building footprint.

1/1

Work within existing building footprint.

1/1

Yes.

9/9

The subject house currently exceeds the 0.5 FSR of previous RS-1 zoning and is capable of using the
bonus 0.2 FSR by building out its basement and/or expanding its upper floor living space.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
318 Arbutus Street
Phase 1 Score: N/A
Phase 2 Score: 9 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house sits on the west side of
Arbutus Street, two lots north of Emory
Street. There are driveways between subject
property and 316 Arbutus Street to the
south as well as 320 Arbutus to the north.
Property has only one street face and no
lane access. House sits near the front of the
small lot with minimal front and side yard
setbacks.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

± 0.50 FSR (0.26 on the City’s Property Info Report is error)

Available Floor Space Ratio:

± 0.20 bonus density

Current Site Coverage:

26%

Available Site Coverage:

9%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

unknown (0m² on the City’s Property Info Report is error)

Main Floor (site coverage):

51m²

Upper Floor:

unknown (0m² on the City’s Property Info Report is error)

Potential Renovations
Develop Basement:

0.26 FSR

Develop Attic (with dormers):

0.18 FSR
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Massing Diagrams

Existing House
According to city records, house has
51m² floor space above grade: the
footprint of the main floor. Based
on visual assessment subject house
appears to have some basement
development, as evidenced by lower
level windows viewed from street. It
may also have some unrecorded
upper level space, as evidenced by
street facing window and dormer
towards the rear.

front view: existing

As there is no way to accommodate
two on-site parking spaces an accessory
dwelling unit is not possible.

Develop Basement (0.26 FSR)
Add living space to basement level,
potentially raising the house
nominally as required for daylight
and egress.
front view: develop basement

Develop Attic (0.18 FSR)
Use larger dormers and/or
raise the roof nominally to add
living space on the upper level.

front view: develop attic
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Site Constraints
None identified.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Basement
Subject house likely has a lower level crawlspace, but extent and conditions of foundations are
unknown. Basement development can be an economical way to increase density. A straight lift may
be acceptable without requiring entirely new foundations, depending on existing quality and site
conditions. This is a reasonable project with a large gain, as many bungalow ﬂoor spaces can be
doubled.
If straight lift is not possible, development may be achievable by benching the foundation, the more
costly underpinning, or complete replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes
a portion of the available space. Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant
foundation work could be required to expand basement footprints. Age and condition of the
structure, condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may
indicate existing foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
To facilitate construction of a new basement foundation, house would need to be lifted. Lifting a
house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum daylight and egress.
The existing structure is raised and then the existing basement or crawlspace and foundations are
deconstructed. After excavation, new foundations are constructed under the building footprint with
new structural walls built underneath.
As this project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are
reasonable. Although the overall cost may be high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a
reasonable approach to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly
increasing density potential. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Develop Attic
Attic development is a fairly straightforward and predictable project with potentially signiﬁcant
gains. This attic is already partially developed, indicating that a stair exists. Due to existent stair,
project may have limited impact on the lower level. As structural requirements have become more
rigourous, developing the attic probably requires upgrades to the existing structure, including the
attic floor and rafters.
Site conditions and existing design can make this an ideal approach for certain houses. The
limitations lie in the pitch of the roof and opportunity to make signiﬁcant livable space within the
attic. Where the right conditions are present, the opportunity to add extra bedrooms and living space
is signiﬁcant at a reasonable cost. When the roof lines and pitches make increasing space difﬁcult,
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the option to raise the roof exists, but with increased cost and challenge to maintain the heritage
aspects of the structure.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building meets its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

Roof dormers and/or basement renovation
will have minimal impact.

2/2

Work within existing building footprint.

1/1

Work within existing building footprint.

1/1

Yes.

9/9

Note: The City’s Property Information Reports records the subject property’s FSR as 0.26. An
online real estate listing claims house area to be much higher at 0.93 FSR
(https://gossrealestate.ca/featured/318-arbutus-street-new-westminster-bc-2/ accessed 22 July
2019). As there appears to be a discrepancy with City records for the property, for this report we
have used ±0.50 FSR to make the house consistent with City records for its two ‘sister’ houses on
either side. During a renovation, the records would be updated and all work (new and existing)
would need to be brought up to current standards.
The subject house has ±0.20 FSR available for use. Undeveloped areas in the basement or attic can
be developed to take full advantage of the zoning entitlement. Additionally, an extension could be
added at the rear of the subject house, using remaining site coverage allowance.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
320 Arbutus Street
Phase 1 Score: N/A
Phase 2 Score: 9 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house sits on the west side of
Arbutus Street, where it bends, three lots
north of Emory Street. There is a driveway
between subject property and 318 Arbutus
Street to the south. Property has only one
street face and no lane access. House sits
near the front of the small lot with minimal
front and side yard setbacks.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.54

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.16 bonus density

Current Site Coverage:

35%

Available Site Coverage:

0%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

37m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

67m²

Upper Floor:

0m²

Potential Renovations
Expand Basement:

0.15 FSR

Enlarge Attic (with dormers):

0.17 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
105m² floor space: 67m² above
grade and 37m² below grade. An
additional 30m² is required to meet
its development potential.
As there is no way to accommodate
two on-site parking spaces an
accessory dwelling unit is not
possible.

front view: existing

Expand Basement (0.15 FSR)
Add living space to basement level to
match building footprint, potentially
raising the house nominally as
required for daylight and egress.

front view: expand basement

Develop Attic (0.17 FSR)
Make use of existing large dormers
and/or raise the roof nominally to
add living space on the upper level.

front view: develop attic
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Site Constraints
None identified.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Although city records indicate that no living space exists on the upper level, the roof shape indicates
that upper level space is available. There may be some unrecorded upper level space, as evidenced by
street facing window and side dormers.
Expand Basement
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
Develop Attic
Attic development is a fairly straightforward and predictable project with potentially signiﬁcant
gains. If a stair exists, the project can have limited impact on the lower level. If a stair must be
added, the project can have a more signiﬁcant impact on the entire dwelling. As structural
requirements have become more rigourous, developing the attic probably requires upgrades to the
existing structure, including the attic floor and rafters.
Site conditions and existing design can make this an ideal approach for certain houses. The
limitations lie in the pitch of the roof and opportunity to make signiﬁcant livable space within the
attic. Where the right conditions are present, the opportunity to add extra bedrooms and living space
is signiﬁcant at a reasonable cost. When the roof lines and pitches make increasing space difﬁcult,
the option to raise the roof exists, but with increased cost and challenge to maintain the heritage
aspects of the structure.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

Roof dormers and/or basement renovation
will have minimal impact.

2/2

Work within existing building footprint.

1/1

Work within existing building footprint.

1/1

Yes.

9/9

The subject house currently uses 0.54 FSR and has 0.16 FSR available for use. A portion of the
basement is included in FSR, while no living space has been accounted for in the attic level. These
areas can be developed to take full advantage of the zoning entitlement.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
333 Arbutus Street
Phase 1 Score: 6 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 6 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house sits on the east side of
Arbutus Street, one lot south of Fourth
Avenue. Property has lane access. House
sits towards the front of the property. There
is lane access at the back of the property.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.41

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.29 (0.09 + 0.20 bonus density)

Current Site Coverage:

22%

Available Site Coverage:

13%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

81m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

95m²

Upper Floor:

0m²

Potential Renovations
Develop Attic (with dormers):

0.17 FSR

Rear Addition:

0.26 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, subject
house has 176m² floor space: 95m²
above grade and 81m² below grade.
An additional 122m² is required to
meet its development potential.
As the rear yard setback is less than
10.5m developing an accessory
dwelling unit is not feasible.

front view: existing

rear view: existing

Develop Attic (0.17FSR)
‘Heritage Value Assessment Study’
noted the subject’s ‘one storey
height’ and ‘clipped gable with stick
work’ among its character defining
elements. We found no satisfactory
approaches to developing the attic
that achieved both livable ceiling
heights and preserving these
character defining elements. The
ridge of the subject property appears
to be fairly low and the addition of
dormers quickly overwhelms the
building’s massing.

front view: develop attic option 1

front view: develop attic option 2
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Rear Addition (0.26 FSR)
A large two-level addition in the rear
yard can use most of the density
entitlement, but not the full
entitlement without starting to
overwhelm the existing heritage
house.
front view: rear addition

rear view: rear addition

Site Constraints
None noted.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Attic
Attic development is a fairly straightforward and predictable project with potentially signiﬁcant
gains. If a stair exists, the project can have limited impact on the lower level. If a stair must be
added, the project can have a more signiﬁcant impact on the entire dwelling. As structural
requirements have become more rigourous, developing the attic probably requires upgrades to the
existing structure, including the attic floor and rafters.
Site conditions and existing design can make this an ideal approach for certain houses. The
limitations lie in the pitch of the roof and opportunity to make signiﬁcant livable space within the
attic. Where the right conditions are present, the opportunity to add extra bedrooms and living space
is signiﬁcant at a reasonable cost. When the roof lines and pitches make increasing space difﬁcult,
the option to raise the roof exists, but with increased cost and challenge to maintain the heritage
aspects of the structure.
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Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
2/3
The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2
1/2
1/1
1/1

It is possible to use most of the density
entitlement but achieving full density
diminishes heritage merit.
Small lot limits potential to develop within
required setbacks.
Mature trees in front unaffected.

6/9

The subject house, with 0.41 FSR, is close to the prior zoning maximum of 0.5 FSR. It is challenged
to use the bonus 0.2 FSR without variances to setback requirements or diminishing its character
defining elements.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
201 Clinton Place
Phase 1 Score: 6 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 8 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located at the northwest
corner of Clinton Place and Second Street.
The house is set back from Second Street
and faces Clinton Place. It has minimal
setbacks to the west and south.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.38

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.32 (0.12 + 0.20 bonus density)

Current Site Coverage:

33%

Available Site Coverage:

2%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

0m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

114m²

Upper Floor:

17m²

Potential Renovations
Develop Basement:

0.32 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
131m² floor space, all above grade. An
additional 107m² is required to meet
its development potential.
As subject property is very near its
maximum site coverage it is not
possible to increase FSR through
additions

front view: existing

Developing the attic presents challenges. The
architecturally-significant dormered hip roof expression
at the front is easily diminished by roof additions.
As the rear yard setback is less than 10.5m
developing an accessory dwelling unit is not feasible.

Develop basement (0.32 FSR)
Develop basement under existing
house footprint to maximum FSR,
potentially raising the house
nominally as required for daylight
and egress.

front view: develop basement

Site Constraints
Subject house is very near maximum permissible site coverage, no substantial additions to the
footprint are permissible.
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Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Basement
Basement development can be an economical way to increase density. A straight lift may be
acceptable without requiring entirely new foundations, depending on existing quality and site
conditions. This is a reasonable project with a large gain, as many bungalow ﬂoor spaces can be
doubled. There may even be potential to create an income suite.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
2/3
The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

Basement development will have minimal
impact.

2/2

Work within existing building footprint.

1/1

Work within existing building footprint.

1/1

Yes.

8/9

The subject house currently uses 0.25 FSR and has 0.44 FSR available for use. No living space has
been accounted for in the basement or attic level. These areas could be developed to take full
advantage of the zoning entitlement. Additionally, an extension could be added at the rear of the
subject house using the remaining site coverage allowance.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
207 Clinton Place
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 6 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located at the northeast
corner of Clinton Place and Peele Street.
The house faces Clinton Place and has
minimal setbacks on all sides.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.43

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.27 (0.07 + 0.20 bonus density)

Current Site Coverage:

39%

Available Site Coverage:

-4%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

10m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

98m²

Upper Floor:

0m²
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Potential Renovations
Develop Partial Basement:

0.27 FSR

Develop Front Basement/Restore Front Porch:

0.24 FSR

Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records house has
109m² floor space: 98m² above
grade and 10m² below grade. An
additional 66m² is required to meet
its development potential.

front view: existing

As the rear yard setback is less than
10.5m developing an accessory
dwelling unit is not feasible.

Develop Partial Basement (0.27 FSR)
Site slopes towards the front, with
good ability to incorporate windows
at the basement level. Developing
basement space under the rear
addition will be less desirable,
although technically possible.
Raising the house a few feet would
improve livability of basement level.

front view: develop basement
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Develop Front Basement & Restore
Original Front Porch (0.24 FSR)
Restore the original front porch and
building living space under the front
of the house, but not the rear
extension. This strategy takes
advantage of the site slope with
basement living space at the front
where windows are more easily
accommodated.

front view: develop basement
& restore porch

Develop Attic
Developing the attic presents challenges. The architecturally significant dormered hip roof
expression at the front is easily diminished by roof additions.

Site Constraints
Site slopes several feet from back of house to front.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Expand Basement
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.

Score Comments
2/3
The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.

The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

1/2

1/2

1/1

Cottage form, prominent corner location
with character elements facing two streets,
and non-conforming site coverage limits
potential to reach density entitlements.
Work limited to existing building footprint.
Site slope limits potential to raise house.
Site coverage already exceeds zoning.

1/1

Yes.

6/9

The subject house currently uses 0.43 FSR and has 0.27 FSR available for use. Maintaining the
character defining cottage expression on two street faces limits potential to develop upper level.
Good potential to develop basement living space at front of house, but limited in rear extension due
to site slope. Restoration of original front porch would facilitate more livable basement space.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
219 Fifth Avenue
Phase 1 Score: 6 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 5 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on Fifth Avenue on
the north side of the street, midblock
between Second and Third Streets. The
house is located near the front (south) and
east property lines. There is a generous
setback to the west property line which
accommodates a driveway. There is a large,
treed backyard with no lane access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.17

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.53 (0.33 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

14%

Available Site Coverage:

21%

Potential Renovations
Develop Basement:

0.14 FSR

Carriage House:

0.11 FSR

Addition:

up to 0.53 FSR

Mixed Approach:

up to 0.63 FSR

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

0m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

111m²

Upper Floor:

26m²
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has 137m² floor space, all above grade. An additional 429m² is
required to meet development potential.

front view: existing

Develop Basement (0.14 FSR)
Add living space to basement level, potentially raising the house nominally as required for daylight
and egress.

front view: develop basement
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Carriage House (0.11 FSR)
Subject house has a large west setback with driveway access. Despite not having a lane, the property
is well suited to develop a detached accessory dwelling unit (carriage house) to maximum allowable
size of 89m² (0.11 FSR).

front view: carriage house

Large Addition (0.53 FSR)
With ample available site coverage and large rear yard, it is possible to develop a large three-storey
addition that does not diminish the heritage resource.

front view: large addition
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Mixed Approach (up to 0.63)
With ample available site coverage and large rear yard, it is possible to develop the basement, a
three-storey rear addition, and a carriage house.

front view: mixed approach

Site Constraints
Mature landscape with mature trees in rear yard.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Basement
Basement development can be an economical way to increase density. A straight lift may be
acceptable without requiring entirely new foundations, depending on existing quality and site
conditions. This is a reasonable project with a large gain, as many bungalow ﬂoor spaces can be
doubled. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
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Develop Carriage House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
0/3
The building lot has minimal development.
2/2

Large rear yard is well suited to additional
density without compromising heritage merit.

2/2

Yes.

1/1

Yes.

0/1

Mature landscape in rear yard would be
compromised.

5/9

The subject house currently uses 0.17 FSR. It has 0.53 FSR density available for use and an
additional 0.10 FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit.
It can be challenging to add floor space to a property that is three times larger than the existing
heritage resource without overwhelming the heritage resource. This site has good access to its very
large rear yard which can accommodate a variety of developments with minimal impact to the street
face expression.
This lot may be well suited for a Heritage Restoration Agreement (HRA). An HRA would allow
more flexible infill options (than allowed in the standard RS-4 zoning) to take advantage of the
ample available site coverage and FSR. The resultant infill dwellings may be more in keeping with
the existing neighbourhood character than the options presented here.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
225 Fifth Avenue
Phase 1 Score: 8 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 8 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the north side of
Fifth Avenue, two lots east of Third Street.
The house is located near the front (south)
and has small setbacks to the east and west
side property lines. There is a driveway
along the east property line which may be
shared with 223 Fifth Avenue. There is a
large, treed backyard with no lane access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.47

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.23 (0.03 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

25%

Available Site Coverage:

10%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

90m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

100m²

Upper Floor:

0m²
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Potential Renovations
Develop Attic (with dormers):

0.18 FSR

Rear Addition:

0.23 FSR

Carriage House:

0.22 FSR

Mixed Approach:

up to 0.33 FSR

Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
190m² floor space: 100m² above
grade and 90m² below grade. An
additional 92m² is required to meet
development potential. Site coverage
is only 25%, making expansion of
footprint to the back a viable
option.

front view: existing

Develop Attic (0.18 FSR)
Use dormers set back from the front
to add living space on the upper
level.

front view: develop attic
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Rear Addition (0.23 FSR)
Develop a two or a three level
addition at property rear using
additional site coverage allowance.
This can be substantial in size
without affecting the street view.

rear view: addition

Carriage House (0.22 FSR)
Subject house has driveway access
(shared?) along the east property
line. Despite not having a lane, the
property is well suited to develop a
detached accessory dwelling unit
(carriage house) to maximum
allowable size of 89m² (0.11 FSR).
Two on-site parking spaces would
need to be accommodated.

front view: carriage house
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Site Constraints
Large trees towards property rear.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Attic
Attic development is a fairly straightforward and predictable project with potentially signiﬁcant
gains. If a stair exists, the project can have limited impact on the lower level. If a stair must be
added, the project can have a more signiﬁcant impact on the entire dwelling. As structural
requirements have become more rigourous, developing the attic probably requires upgrades to the
existing structure, including the attic floor and rafters.
Site conditions and existing design can make this an ideal approach for certain houses. The
limitations lie in the pitch of the roof and opportunity to make signiﬁcant livable space within the
attic. Where the right conditions are present, the opportunity to add extra bedrooms and living space
is signiﬁcant at a reasonable cost. When the roof lines and pitches make increasing space difﬁcult,
the option to raise the roof exists, but with increased cost and challenge to maintain the heritage
aspects of the structure.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Carriage House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
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Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building is close to its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

Large rear yard is well suited to additional
density without compromising heritage merit.

2/2

Yes.

1/1

Yes.

0/1

Mature landscape in rear yard may be
compromised.

8/9

The subject house currently uses 0.47 FSR. It has 0.23 FSR density available for use and an
additional 0.10 FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. The subject property has a large backyard
that is well suited for a rear addition and/or a carriage house.
Building in the rear yard is preferred for heritage preservation and maximizing development
potential.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
311 Fifth Street
Phase 1 Score: 8 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 9 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the east side of
Fifth Street, one house north of Third
Avenue. There is a mid-block lane on its
north side property line. The house sits in
the approximate centre of its lot.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.50

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.20 bonus density

Current Site Coverage:

21%

Available Site Coverage:

14%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

95m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

100m²

Upper Floor:

38m²

Potential Renovations
Rear Addition:

0.20 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
233m² floor space: 138m² above
grade and 95m² below grade. An
additional 92m² is required to meet
development potential. Site coverage
is only 21%, making expansion of
the footprint to the back a viable
option. However, subject house has
large front setback and limited room in rear yard.
Although there is a lane beside the
property, there is not enough space
for a laneway house if maintaining
subject’s current position on site.

front view: existing

Subject house’s character defining
elements include its two-storey
height, form, and massing. Further
development of the existing attic
space would compromise this
heritage value.
As the rear yard setback is less than
10.5m developing an accessory
dwelling unit is not feasible.

rear view: existing
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Rear Addition (0.20 FSR)
Develop a three level addition at
property rear using additional site
coverage allowance. Removal of
existing small rear addition required.
Addition can be substantial in size
without affecting street view. Care
should be taken on north side
elevation to distinguish original mass
from new addition.
front view: addition

rear view: addition

Site Constraints
Trees at east property line (rear) not within potential building envelope.
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Constructability and Financial Feasibility
The subject house has a good proportion of its existing floor area in the basement. Demolishing the
existing basement to build a new one towards the front of the property would be a significant
investment and is not recommended.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building meets its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

Yes.

2/2

Yes.

1/1

Limited room for expansion at rear.

1/1

Yes.

9/9

The subject house currently exceeds the 0.5 FSR of previous RS-1 zoning and is capable of using the
bonus 0.2 FSR by building a rear addition. However, as the site appears to have limited space in rear
yard, variances for rear yard setback may be required.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
410 Fifth Street
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 8 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the west side of
Fifth Street, two lots north of Fourth
Avenue. The house is located near the front
(east) property line. It has a large backyard
with lane access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.52

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.18 bonus density
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

22%

Available Site Coverage:

13%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

122m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

123m²

Upper Floor:

51m²

Potential Renovations
Laneway House:

0.16 FSR

Rear Addition:

0.18 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
296m² floor space: 174m² above
grade and 122m² below grade. An
additional 103m² is required to meet
development potential. Site coverage
is only 22%, making expansion of
the footprint to the back a viable
option. The property has lane access
and a large backyard making a
laneway house of up to 89 m² a viable
option.

front view: existing

The house has large dormers in the
existing roof, so further development
of the existing upper level is not viable.

rear view: existing

Rear Addition (0.18 FSR)
Develop two level addition at
property rear using additional site
coverage allowance. This can be
substantial in size without negatively
affecting the street view.
rear view: addition
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Laneway House (0.16 FSR)
Develop detached accessory
dwelling unit (laneway house) to
maximum allowable size of 89m²
(0.16 FSR).

Site Constraints

rear view: laneway house

Large trees towards property rear.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

Large rear yard is well suited to additional
density without compromising heritage merit.

2/2

Yes.

1/1

Yes.

0/0

Large trees in rear yard may be
compromised.

8/9

The subject house currently uses 0.52 FSR and has 0.18 FSR bonus density available for use. The
subject property has a large backyard with lane access that is ideally suited for a large rear addition or
a laneway house.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
533 Fifth Street
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 6 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the east side of Fifth Street, one lot south of Sixth Avenue. The house is
located near the front (west) property line. It has a driveway along its south side property line
granting access to its large backyard. There is no lane access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.22

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.48 (0.28 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

15%

Available Site Coverage:

20%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

0m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

106m²

Upper Floor:

52m²
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Potential Renovations
Develop Basement:

0.15 FSR

Carriage House:

0.13 FSR

Rear Addition:

up to 0.48 FSR

Mixed Approach:

up to 0.58 FSR

Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
158m² floor space, all above grade.
An additional 338m² is required to
meet development potential. Site
coverage is only 15%, making
expansion of the footprint to the
back a viable option. The property
has driveway access to its ample
backyard making a detached
accessory dwelling unit of up to
89m² a viable option.

front view: existing

Carriage House (0.13 FSR)
Subject house has a large south
setback with driveway access.
Despite not having a lane, the
property is well suited to develop a
detached accessory dwelling unit
(carriage house) to maximum
allowable size of 89m² (0.13 FSR).
front view: carriage house
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Rear Addition (0.48 FSR)
Develop three level addition at
property rear using additional site
coverage allowance. This can be
substantial in size without negatively
affecting the street view.

front view: rear addition

Mixed Approach (up to 0.58 FSR)
With ample available site coverage
and large rear yard, it is possible to
develop the basement, a three-storey
rear addition, and a carriage house.

front view: mixed approach

Site Constraints
Large trees in backyard on northwest property line to be treated with due care.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Basement
Subject house appears to have at minimum a lower level crawlspace - as evidenced by lower level
windows viewed from street - but extent and conditions of foundations are unknown. Basement
development can be an economical way to increase density. A straight lift may be acceptable without
requiring entirely new foundations, depending on existing quality and site conditions. This is a
reasonable project with a large gain, as many bungalow ﬂoor spaces can be doubled.
If straight lift is not possible, development may be achievable by benching the foundation, the more
costly underpinning, or complete replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes
a portion of the available space. Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant
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foundation work could be required to expand basement footprints. Age and condition of the
structure, condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may
indicate existing foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
To facilitate construction of a new basement foundation, house would need to be lifted. Lifting a
house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum daylight and egress.
The existing structure is raised and then the existing basement or crawlspace and foundations are
deconstructed. After excavation, new foundations are constructed under the building footprint with
new structural walls built underneath.
As this project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are
reasonable. Although the overall cost may be high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a
reasonable approach to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly
increasing density potential. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Carriage House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
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Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
1/3
The lot has modest development.
2/2

Large rear yard is well suited to additional
density without compromising heritage merit.

2/2

Yes.

1/1

Yes.

0/1

Large trees in rear yard may be
compromised.

6/9

The subject house currently uses 0.22 FSR. It has 0.48 FSR density available for use and an
additional 0.10 FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. The subject property has a large backyard
that is well suited for a rear addition and/or a carriage house.
The subject property has a large backyard with driveway access that is ideally suited for a large rear
addition or carriage house. The main floor of the house is elevated nicely above ground creating an
ideal opportunity to develop lower level living space. There are many opportunities to meet the
development potential of this site while retaining the heritage resource.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
314 First Street
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 6 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the northwest
corner of First and Emory Streets. The
property has a lane at its back. The house
sits toward the rear of the property and is
very near its north property line. There is a
large addition on the south side of the
house.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.39

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.31 (0.11 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

20%

Available Site Coverage:

15%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

22m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

144m²

Upper Floor:

110m²

Potential Renovations
Expand Basement:

0.18 FSR

Laneway House:

0.13 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records house has 276m² floor space: 254m² above grade and 22 m² below grade.
An additional 219m² is required to meet development potential. Site coverage is only 20%, making
expansion of the footprint a viable option. It is challenging, however, to design an addition that is
sympathetic to the character of the subject house as it is visible from streets on three sides.
The house is set well back from the front property line, in line with neighbouring properties. Ideally,
streetscape consistency would be maintained and the subject house would retain its current setback.
This property is a corner site with excellent backyard access making a detached accessory dwelling
unit of up to 89m² viable.

front view: existing

Expand Basement (0.18 FSR)
Expand basement level under footprint of house, maximizing FSR. Potentially raise the house
nominally as required for daylight and egress. As subject house retains original cast-concrete block
base, care should be taken to maintain heritage values.

front view: expand basement
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Laneway House (0.13 FSR)
Develop a detached accessory dwelling unit (laneway house) to maximum allowable size of 89m²
(0.13 FSR).

front view: laneway house

Site Constraints
None identified.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Expand Basement
Note: Rebuilding the foundations would present a challenge in preserving the subject house’s original cast-concrete block
base.
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
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Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.

Conclusion
Development Potential

Score Comments

The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

2/3

The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.

1/2

Many challenges to meeting density
entitlement.

1/2

Somewhat.

1/1

Yes.

1/1
6/9

The subject house currently uses 0.39 FSR. It has 0.31 FSR density available for use and an
additional 0.10 FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. Expanding the basement and developing a
laneway house will, together, only enable partial utilization of the bonus zoning entitlements.
The unique form and prominent corner location of the subject house presents challenges to
designing sympathetic additions. Preserving its streetscape defined by large front setbacks further
limits the potential to increase development on this site. The most sympathetic developments were
explored here: building a laneway house and expanding the basement. Unfortunately, even fully
developing the basement may lead to compromising heritage features – the potential loss of the
original cast-concrete block base.
This lot may be well suited for a Heritage Restoration Agreement (HRA). An HRA would allow for
more flexible infill options (than allowed in the standard RS-4 zoning) to take advantage of the
available site coverage and FSR. The resultant infill dwelling(s) may allow better preservation of the
heritage resource and streetscape than the options presented here.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
328 First Street
Phase 1 Score: 8 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 6 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the west side of
First Street, the fifth house south of Fourth
Avenue. The house is sited near the middle
of the property with small side yard
setbacks. It has a small backyard with lane
access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.59

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.11 bonus density

Current Site Coverage:

30%

Available Site Coverage:

5%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

177m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

182m²

Upper Floor:

0m²

Potential Renovations
Develop Attic (with dormers):

0.11 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
358m² floor space: 182m² above
grade and 177m² below grade. An
additional 66m² is required to meet
development potential. The house
sits toward the back of the site and
does not have much opportunity for
development in the rear. As only 5%
site coverage is available, potential to
expand footprint is very limited.

front view: existing

As the rear yard setback is less than
10.5m developing an accessory
dwelling unit is not feasible.

rear view: existing

Develop Attic (0.11 FSR)
Rebuild back roof (shown)/use
larger dormers and/or raise roof
nominally to add living space on the
upper level.

rear view: develop attic

Site Constraints
Significant slope down from back to front of lot. Minimal rear setback.
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Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Attic
Attic development is a fairly straightforward and predictable project with potentially signiﬁcant
gains. If a stair exists, the project can have limited impact on the lower level. If a stair must be
added, the project can have a more signiﬁcant impact on the entire dwelling. As structural
requirements have become more rigourous, developing the attic probably requires upgrades to the
existing structure, including the attic floor and rafters.
Site conditions and existing design can make this an ideal approach for certain houses. The
limitations lie in the pitch of the roof and opportunity to make signiﬁcant livable space within the
attic. Where the right conditions are present, the opportunity to add extra bedrooms and living space
is signiﬁcant at a reasonable cost. When the roof lines and pitches make increasing space difﬁcult,
the option to raise the roof exists, but with increased cost and challenge to maintain the heritage
aspects of the structure.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2

Some capacity to develop upper floor
without compromising heritage merit.

1/2

Limited by small rear yard and high existing
site coverage.

0/1
1/1
6/9

The subject house exceeds its non-bonus zoning entitlement of 0.5 FSR. It has 0.11 bonus FSR
available for use. Maintaining character defining cottage expression at front limits potential to
develop upper level. High site coverage and small backyard limits potential to expand to the rear.
Existing roof ridge appears to be suitably high to support development of additional living space on
the upper level by using dormers or rebuilding roof at the rear.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
408 First Street
Phase 1 Score: 8 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 9 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the southwest
corner of First and Oakland Streets. The
house is located near the front (east)
property line. It has small side yard setbacks.
It has a large, treed backyard and a driveway
off Oakland Street.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.52

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.18 bonus density
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

± 23% (52% on the City’s Property Info Report is error)

Available Site Coverage:

± 12%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

43m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

±70m²

Upper Floor:

45m²

Potential Renovations
Expand Basement:

0.10 FSR

Rear Addition:

0.18 FSR

Laneway House:

0.29 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
158m² floor space: 115m² above
grade and 43m² below grade. An
additional 54m² is required to meet
development potential.
front view: existing

Expand Basement (0.10 FSR)
Expand basement level under full
footprint of existing house.

front view: expand basement

Rear Addition (0.18 FSR)
With the available site coverage, and
the large rear yard, it is possible to
develop a two- or three-storey
addition that does not diminish the
heritage resource. Additions visible
from the side lane should be
physically and visually compatible
with, subordinate to, and
distinguishable from the heritage
structure in keeping with ‘Standards
and Guidelines for the Conservation
of Historic Places in Canada’.

front view: rear addition
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Laneway House (0.28 FSR)
Develop a detached accessory
dwelling unit (laneway house) to
maximum allowable size of 89m²
(0.28 FSR).

front view: laneway house

Site Constraints
None identified.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Expand Basement
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
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Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

Large rear yard is well suited to additional
density without compromising heritage merit.

2/2

Yes.

1/1

Yes.

1/1
9/9

The subject house currently exceeds the 0.5 FSR of previous RS-1 zoning and is capable of using the
bonus density through a variety of means.
The subject property has a large backyard with side lane access that is ideally suited for a rear
addition or laneway house. If preferred, the basement could be expanded, using part of the bonus
entitlement. There are many opportunities to meet the development potential of this site while
retaining the heritage resource.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
418 First Street
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 6 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the southwest
corner of First and St. Patrick Streets. The
house sits in the middle of the property,
well set back from First Street but close to
its northern property line at St. Patrick
Street.
It has a large, treed backyard with driveway
access from St. Patrick Street.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.38

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.32 (0.12 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

24%

Available Site Coverage:

11%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

107m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

197m²

Upper Floor:

0m²

Potential Renovations
Develop Full Basement:

0.11 FSR

Rear Addition:

up to 0.22 FSR

Laneway House:

0.11 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
304m² floor space: 197m² above
grade and 107m² below grade. An
additional 263m² is required to meet
development potential. The style of
the house and its prominent corner
location does not lend itself to
developing an upper floor. This
property is a corner lot with a large
backyard making a detached
accessory dwelling unit of up to
89m² a viable option.

front view: existing

Develop Basement & Rear
Addition (0.32 FSR)
Expand basement level to full
footprint of house, potentially raising
the house nominally as required for
daylight and egress.
According to city records, the house
has only 24% site coverage. With the
large backyard there is ample
opportunity for a large two-storey
addition in the rear, set back from the
side yard exposure of the heritage
house.

front view: basement & addition
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Laneway House (0.11 FSR)
Develop detached accessory
dwelling unit (laneway house) to
maximum allowable size of 89m²
(0.11 FSR). Can be combined with
basement development and rear
additions to achieve more
development potential
(approximately 0.32 FSR).
Site is well suited to an attached
accessory dwelling due to its corner
location and generous rear yard.

rear view: basement & addition

front view: laneway with
basement & addition

rear view: laneway with
basement & addition

Site Constraints
Mature landscape and trees.
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Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Note: Subject house has a highly articulated one storey form. Additions that are sympathetic to this form may be more
complex and expensive to build.
Expand Basement
Note: The subject house does not have a compact, simple footprint; the cost of foundation work will be relative to its
complexity.
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
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Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
2/3
The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2

Can accommodate some additional density
without compromising heritage merit.

2/2

Yes.

1/1

Yes.

0/1

Mature landscape in rear yard would be
compromised.

6/9
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The subject house currently uses 0.38 FSR. It has 0.32 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. It has a partial basement and no upper floor. Enlarging
the basement is possible, but likely not cost-effective. The addition of upper floor space would
diminish its character defining elements. The subject property has a generous rear yard that is well
suited to rear additions and/or a detached accessory dwelling unit, using the remaining site coverage
allowance.
This lot may be well suited for a Heritage Restoration Agreement (HRA). An HRA would allow
more flexible infill options (than allowed in the standard RS-4 zoning) to take advantage of the
available site coverage and FSR. The resultant infill dwellings may be more in keeping with the
existing neighbourhood character than the options presented here.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
508 First Street
Phase 1 Score: 6 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 7 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the west side of
First Street, on the north side of the midblock lane between Regina Street and Fifth
Avenue. The house is located near the
middle of its lot. It has small side yard
setbacks.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.54

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.16 bonus density
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

23%

Available Site Coverage:

12%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

144m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

144m²

Upper Floor:

52m²

Potential Renovations
Rear Addition:

0.16 FSR

Laneway House:

0.14 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
340m² floor space: 196m² above
grade and 144m² below grade. An
additional 102m² is required to meet
development potential.
front view: existing

rear view: existing

Rear Addition (0.16 FSR)
Develop three level addition at
property rear using additional site
coverage allowance. This can be
substantial in size without negatively
affecting the street view. Rear yard
setback likely limiting factor.

rear view: addition

Laneway House (0.14 FSR)
Develop detached accessory
dwelling unit (laneway house) to
maximum allowable size of 89m².
Depending on rear setback, this may
have to be fairly narrow.
rear view: laneway house
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Site Constraints
Trees in backyard.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Laneway House
Note: Subject property has fairly small backyard, but may be suitable for the development of a narrow laneway
allowing compliance with setback requirements.
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

Rear yard can accommodate additional
density without compromising heritage merit.

1/2

Yes, with limits.

1/1

Position of house allows some limited
development potential .
Trees in rear yard likely affected.

0/1
7/9

The subject house currently uses 0.54 FSR. It has 0.16 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. There is potential to develop an addition or laneway
house at the rear of the property, which is limited somewhat by setback requirements.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
214 Fourth Avenue
Phase 1 Score: 8 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 5 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the south side of
Fourth Avenue, one lot east of Oliver
Street. The house is set back far from the
street with a smaller side setback to its east
and driveway access along its generous west
side setback. The house covers only a small
portion of its very large site. It has a large,
treed backyard with no lane access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.16

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.54 (0.34 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

15%

Available Site Coverage:

20%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

6m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

106m²

Upper Floor:

0m²
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Potential Renovations
Develop Existing Footprint Basement:

0.15 FSR

Develop Attic (with dormers):

0.11 FSR

Carriage House:

0.13 FSR

Rear Addition:

0.54 FSR

Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has 112m² floor
space: 106m² above grade and 6m² below grade.
An additional 376m² is required to meet
development potential.

front view: existing

Rear Addition (0.54 FSR)
According to city records, house has
only 15% site coverage. Develop
three level addition at property rear
using additional site coverage
allowance. This can be substantial in
size without negatively affecting
street view.

front view: rear addition
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Develop Basement, Attic &
Carriage House (0.39 FSR)
Using a variety of approaches to
develop the site helps avoid an
overly bulky building.
Expand basement level to full
footprint of house, potentially
raising the house nominally as
required for daylight and egress.
A dormer can be added to the east
face of the attic without affecting
the front elevation.
Develop detached accessory
dwelling unit (carriage house) to
maximum allowable size of 89m².

front view: basement, attic &
carriage house

Site Constraints
Mature landscape with mature trees in rear yard.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Expand Basement
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
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Develop Attic
Attic development is a fairly straightforward and predictable project with potentially signiﬁcant
gains. This attic is already partially developed, indicating that a stair exists. Due to existent stair,
project may have limited impact on the lower level. As structural requirements have become more
rigourous, developing the attic probably requires upgrades to the existing structure, including the
attic floor and rafters.
Site conditions and existing design can make this an ideal approach for certain houses. The
limitations lie in the pitch of the roof and opportunity to make signiﬁcant livable space within the
attic. Where the right conditions are present, the opportunity to add extra bedrooms and living space
is signiﬁcant at a reasonable cost. When the roof lines and pitches make increasing space difﬁcult,
the option to raise the roof exists, but with increased cost and challenge to maintain the heritage
aspects of the structure.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Carriage House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
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Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
0/3
Building lot has minimal development.
2/2

Large rear yard can accommodate additional
density without compromising heritage merit.

2/2

Yes.

1/1

Very large backyard with generous side yard
access.
Mature landscaping in rear yard likely
affected.

0/1
5/9

The subject house currently uses 0.16 FSR. It has 0.54 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. It is one storey with a partial basement.
The large yards to the rear and side present many opportunities to add to the house without
diminishing its heritage value. Any additions visible from the front should be physically and visually
compatible with, subordinate to, and distinguishable from the heritage structure in keeping with
‘Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada’.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
225 Fourth Avenue
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 7 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the north side of
Fourth Avenue, two lots east of Third
Street. Oakland Street acts like a lane at the
rear property line. The house sits close to
the front (south) and east property lines. It
has a large setback on its west side property
line.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.30

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.40 (0.20 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

16%

Available Site Coverage:

19%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

21m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

131m²

Upper Floor(s):

87m²

Potential Renovations
Expand Basement:

0.14 FSR

Laneway House:

0.11 FSR

Rear addition:

0.40 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
239m² floor space: 218m² above
grade and 21m² below grade. An
additional 328m² is required to meet
development potential.
Subject house has small front and
east setbacks, leaving a lot of open
space on the rear and west sides of
the property.
Rear Addition (0.40 FSR)

front view: existing

According to city records, house has
only 16% site coverage. Develop
three level addition at property rear
using additional site coverage
allowance. This can be substantial in
size without negatively affecting
street view.
front view: rear addition

Develop Basement, Addition &
Laneway House (0.40 FSR)
Using a variety of approaches to
develop the site helps avoid an
overly bulky building.
Expand basement level to full
footprint of house, potentially
raising the house nominally as
required for daylight and egress.
A two-level addition can be accommodated in the
side yard without overwhelming the front elevation.

front view: basement, addition &
laneway house

Develop detached accessory dwelling unit (laneway
house) to maximum allowable size of 89m².
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Site Constraints
None identified.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Expand Basement
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
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Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
1/3
Building lot has modest development.
2/2

Large rear yard can accommodate additional
density without compromising heritage merit.

2/2

Yes.

1/1

Yes.

1/1

None noted.

7/9

The subject house currently uses 0.30 FSR. It has 0.40 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. It is two storeys with a partial basement.
The large yards to the rear and side present many opportunities to add to the house without
diminishing its heritage value. Any additions visible from the front should be physically and visually
compatible with, subordinate to, and distinguishable from the heritage structure in keeping with
‘Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada’.
This lot may be well suited for a Heritage Restoration Agreement (HRA). An HRA would allow
more flexible infill options (than allowed in the standard RS-4 zoning) to take advantage of the
ample available site coverage and FSR. The resultant infill dwellings may be more in keeping with
the existing neighbourhood character than the options presented here.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
405 Fourth Avenue
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 9 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the north side of
Fourth Avenue, east of the mid-block lane
between Fourth and Fifth Streets. The
house is well set back from the street with
small side setbacks.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.49

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.21 (0.01 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

25%

Available Site Coverage:

10%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

28m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

140m²

Upper Floor(s):

105m²
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Potential Renovations
Develop Existing Footprint Basement:

0.20 FSR

Laneway House:

0.16 FSR

Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
272m² floor space: 245m² above
grade and 28m² below grade. An
additional 118m² is required to meet
development potential.

front view: existing

Expand Basement (0.20 FSR)
Expand basement level under
footprint of house, maximizing FSR.
Potentially raise the house nominally
as required for daylight and egress.

front view: develop basement
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Laneway House (0.16 FSR)
Develop detached accessory
dwelling unit (laneway house) to
maximum allowable size of 89m²
(0.16 FSR). Can be combined with
partial basement development to
achieve maximum development
potential (0.31 FSR).
Side yard is on lane and site is well
suited to an attached accessory
dwelling.

front view: laneway house

Site Constraints
None Identified

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Expand Basement
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
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Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building is almost at its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

Building already achieves this and is able to
take advantage of bonus density entitlements.

2/2

Work could be limited to existing building
footprint.

1/1
1/1
9/9
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The subject house currently uses 0.49 FSR. It has 0.21 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. Maintaining the character defining elements on two street
faces limits potential to develop additional extensions. Good potential to develop basement living
space under existing footprint and/or laneway house.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
411 Fourth Avenue
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 5 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the north side of
Fourth Avenue, west of the mid-block lane
between Fourth and Fifth Streets. The
house sits toward the front of the lot with a
narrow side yard to the west and a large
setback from the lane to the east. The
property has a large backyard with a large
accessory building.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.19

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.51 (0.31 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

16%

Available Site Coverage:

19%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

0m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

126m²

Upper Floor(s):

31m²

Potential Renovations
Develop Basement under Existing Footprint: 0.16 FSR
Laneway House:

0.11 FSR

Develop Rear Addition with Full Basement: 0.51 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
157m² floor space, all above grade.
An additional 410m² is required to
meet development potential.
As subject house is a one-and-ahalf-storey cottage, upper floor
development may undermine
heritage integrity.

front view: existing

Develop Basement & Laneway
House (0.27 FSR)
Developing the basement under the
existing footprint would raise the
total FSR to 0.35 – half of the site’s
full development potential. There
could be two of these houses on this
site. The detached accessory
dwelling unit (laneway house) is
maximum allowable size of 89m²
(0.11 FSR).

front view: basement
& laneway house

Develop Large Rear Addition
with Full Basement (0.51 FSR)
Full development potential could be
met by developing a large three level
addition at the property rear with a
basement under the full house.

front view: large rear addition
& full basement
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Develop Rear Addition with Full
Basement & Laneway House
(0.51 FSR)
Moving the heritage house toward
the front of the site enables an
alternate method to meet the site’s
full development potential. This
scheme includes a two level addition
with a full basement under the
house and a laneway house in the
rear yard.

front view: rear addition with
full basement & laneway house

Site Constraints
Large trees in rear yard.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Basement
Subject house was moved to the east of the lot in 2008. This new foundation will need to be
demolished to accommodate a new basement for a lower floor living space
House will need to be lifted to facilitate construction of a new basement foundation. Lifting a house
provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum daylight and egress. The
existing structure is raised and then the existing basement or crawlspace and foundations are
deconstructed. After excavation, new foundations are constructed under the building footprint with
new structural walls built underneath.
Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable approach
to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing density
potential. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Lift and Move
Lifting and moving a structure provides the most ﬂexibility in terms of maximizing the available lot
usage. Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable
approach to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing
density potential.
Lifting a house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum daylight and
egress. It may present the opportunity to add an income suite. The existing structure is raised and
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then the existing basement or crawlspace and foundations are deconstructed. After excavation, new
foundations are constructed under the building footprint with new structural walls built underneath.
Moving the structure is not signiﬁcantly more expensive than lifting alone, and has the beneﬁt of
maximizing the available lot usage. This approach would be taken in conjunction with an addition or
to free-up site area for a detached accessory dwelling.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
1/3
The building has minimal development.
1/2

The building’s potential bulk compromises
its heritage merit somewhat.

2/2

Lot is very large with lots of available site
coverage

1/1
0/1

Mature trees in rear yard likely compromised.

5/9

The subject house currently uses 0.19 FSR. It has 0.51 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit.
It can be challenging to add significant floor space to a property without overwhelming the heritage
resource. However, this site has good access to its large rear yard which can accommodate a variety
of developments with minimal impact to the street face expression.
This lot may be well suited for a Heritage Restoration Agreement (HRA). An HRA would allow
more flexible infill options (than allowed in the standard RS-4 zoning) to take advantage of the
ample available site coverage and FSR. The resultant infill dwellings may be more in keeping with
the existing neighbourhood character than the options presented here.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
239 Fourth Street
Phase 1 Score: 6 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 7 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located at the southeast
corner of Fourth Street and Third Avenue.
The house sits in the middle of the lot with
small front and rear setbacks and generous
side setbacks. It has lane access in the rear.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.45

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.25 (0.05 + 0.20 bonus density)

Current Site Coverage:

25%

Available Site Coverage:

10%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

0m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

117m²

Upper Floor(s):

97m²

Potential Renovations
Develop Existing Footprint Basement:

0.25 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
214m² floor space, all above grade.
An additional 118m² is required to
meet development potential.
Subject house is on a corner site
with minimal setbacks on all sides,
except the side facing Third Avenue.
Any extension would require moving
the existing structure toward Third
Avenue. Therefore, the most efficient
approach would be to add space in a
new basement.

front view: existing

As the rear yard setback is less than
10.5m developing an accessory
dwelling unit is not feasible.

Develop Basement (0.25 FSR)
Add living space to basement level
to match building footprint,
potentially raising the house
nominally as required for daylight
and egress.

front view: develop basement

Site Constraints
None identified.
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Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Basement
House will require lifting to facilitate construction of a new basement foundation. Due to the
deteriorated condition of subject house, much of the existing structure will need rehabilitation. This
level of restoration work is highly involved with many variables influencing the overall cost and
feasibility. The required work would be more involved than most owners would be interested in
undertaking.
Lifting a house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum daylight and
egress. The existing structure is raised and then the existing basement or crawlspace and foundations
are deconstructed. After excavation, new foundations are constructed under the building footprint
with new structural walls built underneath.
Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable approach
to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing density
potential. There may even be potential to create an income suite.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building is near its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2
1/2

Very shallow lot.

0/1

The position limits options for additional
development.

1/1
7/9

The subject house nearly meets the 0.5 FSR of previous RS-1 zoning and is capable of using the
bonus 0.2 FSR by building out its basement. However, the deteriorated state of the existing structure
makes rehabilitation of this property an expensive and involved project.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
510 Fourth Street
Phase 1 Score: 6 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 5 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the west side of
Fourth Street, one lot north of Fifth
Avenue. The house is in the front half of
the lot with a driveway along the south side
property line. It has a generous backyard
with no lane access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.30

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.40 (0.20 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

15%

Available Site Coverage:

20%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

78m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

107m²

Upper Floor(s):

24m²

Potential Renovations
Large Addition:

0.40 FSR

Carriage House:

0.13 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has 209m² floor space: 131m² above grade and 78m² below grade.
An additional 285m² is required to meet development potential.

front view: existing

Develop Large Addition (0.40 FSR)
The development entitlement of this property could be met through a three level addition that is
larger than the existing house. This lot has a large, easily accessed rear yard making such a
development technically possible. The challenge is ensuring the addition is physically and visually
compatible with, subordinate to, and distinguishable from the heritage structure in keeping with
‘Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada’. The allowable 494m²
house would be significantly large, while the heritage resource is described as a ‘two-storey Early
Cottage’ in the ‘Heritage Value Assessment Study’.

front view: large addition
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Develop Addition & Carriage House (0.40 FSR)
Using a variety of approaches to develop the site helps avoid an overly bulky building. A two level
addition can be accommodated in the backyard without overwhelming the front elevation and
leaving space to develop a detached accessory dwelling unit (carriage house) to maximum allowable
size of 89m².

front view: addition & carriage house

Site Constraints
Backyard trees may be affected.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
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Develop Carriage House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
1/3
Building lot has modest development.
1/2

Sensitivity must be applied in meeting
development potential.

2/2

Yes.

1/1

Yes.

0/1

Tree in rear yard.

5/9

The subject house currently uses 0.30 FSR. It has 0.40 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. It is two storeys with a basement.
The large yards to the rear and side present many opportunities to add to the house without
diminishing its heritage value. Any additions visible from the front should be physically and visually
compatible with, subordinate to, and distinguishable from the heritage structure in keeping with
‘Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada’.
This lot may be well suited for a Heritage Restoration Agreement (HRA). An HRA would allow
more flexible infill options (than allowed in the standard RS-4 zoning) to take advantage of the
ample available site coverage and FSR. The resultant infill dwellings may be more in keeping with
the existing neighbourhood character than the options presented here.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
520 Fourth Street
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 8 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the west side of
Fourth Street, three lots south of Sixth
Avenue. The house is sited towards the
front of the lot with a driveway at its north
side property line. It has a generous
backyard with no lane access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.43

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.27 (0.07 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

22%

Available Site Coverage:

13%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

149m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

153m²

Upper Floor(s):

0m²

Potential Renovations
Develop Attic:

0.18 FSR

Rear Addition:

0.27 FSR

Carriage House:

0.13 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
302m² floor space: 153m² above
grade and 149m² below grade. An
additional 194m² is required to meet
development potential.
front view: existing

Develop Attic (0.18 FSR)
Use larger dormers to add living
space on the upper level. Existing
roof ridge appears to be suitably
high to support development of
living space on the upper level using
side dormers.

front view: develop attic

Develop Rear Addition (0.27 FSR)
A two or three level addition can be
accommodated in the backyard
without overwhelming the front
elevation.

front view: develop addition
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Carriage House (0.13 FSR)
Subject house has ample side
setbacks with driveway access for
two parking spaces at the front.
Despite not having a lane, the
property is suited to develop a
detached accessory dwelling unit
(carriage house) to maximum
allowable size of 89m² (0.13 FSR).

front view: carriage house
front view: develop carriage house

Mixed Approach (up to 0.37)
With ample available site coverage
and large rear yard, it is possible to
develop a rear addition and a
carriage house.
front view: mixed approach

Site Constraints
None noted.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Attic
Attic development is a fairly straightforward and predictable project with potentially signiﬁcant
gains. If a stair exists, the project can have limited impact on the lower level. If a stair must be
added, the project can have a more signiﬁcant impact on the entire dwelling. As structural
requirements have become more rigourous, developing the attic probably requires upgrades to the
existing structure, including the attic floor and rafters.
Site conditions and existing design can make this an ideal approach for certain houses. The
limitations lie in the pitch of the roof and opportunity to make signiﬁcant livable space within the
attic. Where the right conditions are present, the opportunity to add extra bedrooms and living space
is signiﬁcant at a reasonable cost. When the roof lines and pitches make increasing space difﬁcult,
the option to raise the roof exists, but with increased cost and challenge to maintain the heritage
aspects of the structure.
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Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Carriage House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
2/3
The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2
2/2

Generous backyard.

1/1
1/1
8/9

The subject house currently uses 0.43 FSR. It has 0.27 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. It is a one-storey house with a basement and a high attic.
The existing roof ridge appears to be suitably high to support development of additional living space
on the upper level using dormers. The generous rear yard is suitable for the development of an
addition or a carriage house. A variety of approaches are feasible for this property to meet its
development potential while retaining the heritage asset.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
417 Oak Street
Phase 1 Score: 6 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 6 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the east side of
Oak Street, three lots north of Fourth
Avenue. The house is sited on the front half
of the lot with a driveway at its north side
property line. It has generous side yard
setbacks on both sides and a generous
backyard with no lane access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.20

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.50 (0.30 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

15%

Available Site Coverage:

20%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

0m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

94m²

Upper Floor(s):

35m²

Potential Renovations
Develop Existing Footprint Basement:

0.15 FSR

Rear Addition:

0.50 FSR

Carriage House:

0.14 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records house has 129m² floor space, all above grade. An additional 320m² is
required to meet development potential.

front view: existing

Develop Attic
Developing the attic of the existing structure diminishes its heritage value and distracts from its
modest form, even with small side gables. This approach will not add significant floor space and is
not recommended.

front view: develop attic
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Develop Large Addition (0.50 FSR)
The development entitlement of this property could be met through a three level addition that is
larger than the existing house. This lot has a large, easily accessed rear yard making such a
development technically possible. The challenge is ensuring the addition is physically and visually
compatible with, subordinate to, and distinguishable from the heritage structure in keeping with
‘Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada’.

front view: large addition

Develop Basement, Addition, & Carriage House (up to 0.60 FSR)
A variety of site development approaches helps avoid an overly bulky building: develop basement
level of house, potentially raising the house nominally as required for daylight and egress; an addition
can be accommodated in the rear yard without overwhelming the front elevation; develop detached
accessory dwelling unit (carriage house) to maximum allowable size of 89m².

front view: basement, addition &
carriage house

Site Constraints
None noted.
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Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Basement
Basement development can be an economical way to increase density. A straight lift may be
acceptable without requiring entirely new foundations, depending on existing quality and site
conditions. This is a reasonable project with a large gain, as many bungalow ﬂoor spaces can be
doubled. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
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Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
1/3
The building lot has modest development.
1/2

It is possible, but the cottage form presents
many challenges and limitations.

2/2
1/1
1/1
6/9

The subject house currently uses 0.20 FSR. It has 0.50 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. It is a one-storey cottage with some living space in its
attic, but no dormers.
The large yards to the rear and side present many opportunities to add to the house. As the side
elevations of the house are highly visible from the street, side yard additions should be handled
carefully to avoid diminishing heritage value. Any additions visible from the front should be
physically and visually compatible with, subordinate to, and distinguishable from the heritage
structure in keeping with ‘Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in
Canada’.
It can be challenging to add floor space to a property that is 2.5 times larger than the existing
heritage resource without overwhelming the heritage resource. This site has good access to its very
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large rear yard which can accommodate a variety of developments with moderate impact to the
street face expression.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
423 Oak Street
Phase 1 Score: 6 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 9 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the east side of
Oak Street, four lots south of Fifth Avenue.
The house is sited on the front half of the
long, narrow lot. The side yard setbacks are
modest and the property has no driveway or
lane access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.59

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.11 bonus density
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

30%

Available Site Coverage:

5%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

95m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

95m²

Upper Floor(s):

0m²

Potential Renovations
Rear Addition:

0.10 FSR

Carriage House:

0.21 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
190m² floor space: 95m² above
grade and 95m² below grade. An
additional 34m² is required to meet
development potential. The existing
attic appears to have a fairly low
ridge. Upper floor development
would not be compatible with
preserving this heritage resource.

front view: existing

Rear Addition (0.10 FSR)
The property could easily
accommodate a rear addition of 0.11
FSR, however only 0.05% site
coverage is available. For this small
site that means the addition could
only have footprint of 16m².
front view: addition

Carriage House (0.21 FSR)
Subject property currently has no
driveway or parking. Developing a
carriage house would require creating
two parking spaces at the front of the
lot. There appears to be sufficient
space, but it would require removing
the front garden. The carriage house
would have a maximum allowable
size of 67m² (0.21 FSR).

front view: carriage house

Site Constraints
Large tree in rear yard.
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Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Small Addition
A small addition as a stand-alone project has the highest costs relative to density increase. Cost
predictability is fairly stable as the project is more independent and relies on new construction.
An addition would require a new foundation, which is costly, and would trigger an upgrade to the
drainage system of the entire dwelling. Upgrading perimeter drainage requires excavation of the
entire foundations. This does, however, provide opportunity to upgrade to the City’s Sewer
Separation Program as well as improve the quality of the existing foundations, damp prooﬁng, and
drainage.
As signiﬁcant work to the existing structure is required to tie in the new addition, an upgrade to the
existing dwelling may be considered at the same time. Exposing the foundations for drainage work
provides an opportunity to change structural loads, allowing for a wider variety of interior design
options.
Develop Carriage House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2
2/2
1/1
1/1
9/9

The subject house currently uses 0.59 FSR. It has 0.11 FSR bonus density available for use and an
additional 0.10 FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. It is a one-storey cottage with a developed
basement. It currently has no parking and would have to accommodate any required parking in the
front yard.
The ample rear yard can easily accommodate the additional development, however, at 34m² either
the two-storey addition would be modest and comparably expensive per m² to build. A carriage
house development would provide the most benefit.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
427 Oak Street
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 9 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the east side of
Oak Street, two lots south of Sixth Avenue.
The house is sited on the front half of the
long, narrow lot. The side yard setbacks are
modest and the property has no driveway or
lane access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.63

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.07 bonus density
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

22%

Available Site Coverage:

13%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

70m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

70m²

Upper Floor(s):

63m²

Potential Renovations
Rear Addition:

0.07 FSR

Enlarge Attic:

0.05 FSR

Carriage House:

0.17 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records house has
203m² floor space: 133m² above
grade and 70m² below grade. An
additional 22m² is required to meet
development potential.

front view: existing

Rear Addition (0.07 FSR)
The property could easily
accommodate a rear addition of 0.07
FSR. This would likely require the
removal of the existing small rear
addition.

front view: rear addition
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Enlarge Attic (0.05 FSR)
The existing attic dormers could be
enlarged for increased living space
upstairs.

front view: enlarge attic

Carriage House (0.17 FSR)
Subject property currently has no
driveway or parking. Developing a
carriage house would require
creating two parking spaces at the
front of the lot. There appears to be
sufficient space, but it would require
removing the front garden. The
carriage house would have a
maximum allowable size of 55m²
(0.17 FSR).

front view: carriage house

Site Constraints
None noted.
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Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Attic
Attic development is a fairly straightforward and predictable project with potentially signiﬁcant
gains. This attic is already partially developed, indicating that a stair exists. Due to existent stair,
project may have limited impact on the lower level. As structural requirements have become more
rigourous, developing the attic probably requires upgrades to the existing structure, including the
attic floor and rafters.
Site conditions and existing design can make this an ideal approach for certain houses. The
limitations lie in the pitch of the roof and opportunity to make signiﬁcant livable space within the
attic. Where the right conditions are present, the opportunity to add extra bedrooms and living space
is signiﬁcant at a reasonable cost. When the roof lines and pitches make increasing space difﬁcult,
the option to raise the roof exists, but with increased cost and challenge to maintain the heritage
aspects of the structure.
Small Addition
A small addition as a stand-alone project has the highest costs relative to density increase. Cost
predictability is fairly stable as the project is more independent and relies on new construction.
An addition would require a new foundation, which is costly, and would trigger an upgrade to the
drainage system of the entire dwelling. Upgrading perimeter drainage requires excavation of the
entire foundations. This does, however, provide opportunity to upgrade to the City’s Sewer
Separation Program as well as improve the quality of the existing foundations, damp prooﬁng, and
drainage.
As signiﬁcant work to the existing structure is required to tie in the new addition, an upgrade to the
existing dwelling may be considered at the same time. Exposing the foundations for drainage work
provides an opportunity to change structural loads, allowing for a wider variety of interior design
options.
Develop Carriage House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

Only minor additions would be required to
meet full development potential.

2/2
1/1
1/1
9/9

The subject house currently uses 0.63 FSR. It has 0.07 FSR bonus density available for use and an
additional 0.10 FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. It is a one-and-one-half-storey cottage
with a developed basement.
Additional development could easily be accommodated in the ample rear yard or the second storey
could be enhanced with larger dormers. The small allowable expansion of 22m² would be modest
and comparably expensive per m² to build. A carriage house development would provide the most
benefit.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
108 Oakland Street
Phase 1 Score: 8 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: N/A
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the south side of
Oakland Street, one lot west of First Street.
The house is sited near the middle of the
narrow and shallow lot with a driveway at its
east side property line. It has modest
setbacks on all sides and no lane access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.72

Available Floor Space Ratio:

exceeds available floor space ratio

Current Site Coverage:

39%

Available Site Coverage:

-4% (exceeds zoning allowance)

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

65m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

80m²

Upper Floor(s):

0m²

Potential Renovations
Subject house exceeds both its standard zoning entitlement (0.5 FSR) and the bonus zoning
entitlement (total 0.7 FSR) for lots on which a Queen’s Park Advanced Category House is located.
There are no additional opportunities for development.
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has 145m² floor space: 80m² above grade and 65m² below grade.
The house exceeds its development potential. No massing studies have been executed.

Site Constraints
None noted.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Not Applicable.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2
2/2
1/1
1/1
9/9

Subject house exceeds its standard zoning entitlement of 0.5 FSR and also exceeds the bonus zoning
entitlement for lots on which a Queen’s Park Advanced Category House is located of 0.7 FSR.
There are no additional opportunities for development.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
123 Oakland Street
Phase 1 Score: 8 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 5 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the north side of
Oakland Street, one lot east of Second
Street. The house is sited near the middle of
the square lot with a driveway at its east side
property line. It has generous side yards and
a modest backyard with no lane access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.20

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.50 (0.30 + 0.20 bonus density)

Current Site Coverage:

20%

Available Site Coverage:

15%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

0m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

81m²

Upper Floor(s):

0m²

Potential Renovations
Develop Basement:

0.20 FSR

Side Addition:

0.30 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
81m² floor space, all above grade.
An additional 202m² is required to
meet development potential. The
existing roof appears to have a low
ridgeline and would not be well
suited to development of upper level
living space.

front view: existing

As the rear yard setback is less than
10.5m developing an accessory
dwelling unit is not feasible.

Develop Basement (0.20 FSR)
Add living space to basement level,
potentially raising the house
nominally as required for daylight
and egress.
front view: develop basement

Develop Side Addition & Basement
(0.50 FSR)
Building a two level addition in the
side yard while also developing the
basement enables full use of the
site’s development entitlement.
front view: develop side addition
& basement
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Site Constraints
None noted.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Basement
Basement development can be an economical way to increase density. A straight lift may be
acceptable without requiring entirely new foundations, depending on existing quality and site
conditions. This is a reasonable project with a large gain, as many bungalow ﬂoor spaces can be
doubled. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
1/3
The building lot has modest development.
1/2

The building’s modesty and small size are
character-defining elements.

1/2

The lot shape allows for limited additional
development.
Any new development would have to occur
in side yards.

1/1
1/1
5/9

The subject house currently uses 0.20 FSR and has 0.50 FSR available for use. It is one storey
without a basement.
The generous side yards are the only available spaces for additions. Any additions visible from the
front should be physically and visually compatible with, subordinate to, and distinguishable from the
heritage structure in keeping with ‘Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places
in Canada’.
This lot may be well suited for a Heritage Restoration Agreement (HRA). An HRA would allow
more flexible infill options (than allowed in the standard RS-4 zoning) to take advantage of the
ample available site coverage and FSR. The resultant infill dwellings may be more in keeping with
the existing neighbourhood character and more sympathetic to the heritage resource than the
options presented here.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
309 Pine Street
Phase 1 Score: 6 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 4 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the east side of
Pine Street, one lot north of Third Avenue.
The house is sited towards the back of the
lot with a generous side setback to the
south. It has no driveway, no backyard, and
no lane access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.38

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.32 (0.12 + 0.20 bonus density)

Current Site Coverage:

23%

Available Site Coverage:

12%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

0m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

90m²

Upper Floor(s):

57m²

Potential Renovations
Develop Basement of Current Footprint:

0.23 FSR

Develop Basement and Enlarge Rear Addition:

0.32 FSR

Develop Basement and Side Addition:

0.32 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
147m² floor space, all above grade.
An additional 121m² is required to
meet development potential. Desire
to maintain square bay on south side
and mature trees limits
opportunities for expansion.
As the rear yard setback is less than
10.5m developing an accessory
dwelling unit is not feasible.

front view: existing

Develop Basement of Current Footprint (0.23 FSR)
Add living space to basement level,
potentially raising the house
nominally as required for daylight
and egress if additional height is
permitted.

front view: develop basement
of current footprint
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Develop Basement & Enlarge
Rear Addition (0.32 FSR)
Move subject house as far forward
on lot as zoning allows. Significant
tree near southwest corner of lot to
be considered. Full density
entitlement may be possible while
maintaining significant landscape
and heritage resource, but challenges
anticipated.
front view: develop basement
& enlarge rear addition

Develop Basement & Side Addition (0.32 FSR)
Develop addition in ample side yard,
first removing existing one-storey
square bay. Minor compromise to
integrity of heritage resource.

front view: develop basement
& side addition

Site Constraints
Mature trees in front yard.
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Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Basement from Crawlspace
Subject house likely has a lower level crawlspace, but extent and conditions of foundations are
unknown. House will likely need to be lifted to facilitate construction of a new basement
foundation. Lifting a house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum
daylight and egress. The existing structure is raised and then the existing basement or crawlspace and
foundations are deconstructed. After excavation, new foundations are constructed under the
building footprint with new structural walls built underneath.
Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable approach
to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing density
potential. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
2/3
The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2

0.61 FSR easily achieved. Additional density
more challenging.

1/2

Lot relatively shallow depth.

0/1

No backyard.

0/1

Mature trees likely compromised.

4/9

The subject house currently uses 0.38 FSR and has 0.32 FSR available for use. It can easily use 0.23
FSR by developing its basement.
It is a challenge to use the additional 0.09 FSR without diminishing the character-defining elements
or compromising significant trees on the heavily planted site.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
210 Queens Avenue
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 6 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the southwest
corner of Queens Avenue and Peele Street.
The house is sited near the middle of the lot
with modest setbacks on all sides. There is a
driveway and attached garage off Peele
Street. There is also a lane in the back.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.61

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.09 bonus density

Current Site Coverage:

34%

Available Site Coverage:

1%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

72m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

155m²

Upper Floor(s):

55m²

Potential Renovations
Enlarge Basement:

0.09 FSR

Add Dormers:

0.02 FSR

Rear Addition:

0.09 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has 282m² floor space: 210m² above grade and 72m² below grade.
An additional 49m² is required to meet development potential.
As the rear yard setback is less than 10.5m developing an accessory dwelling unit is not feasible.

front view: existing

rear view: existing

Expand Basement (0.09 FSR)
Subject house has partial basement and crawl space under remaining footprint. Convert crawlspace
into basement for maximum density entitlement, an increase of 0.09 FSR. External massing would
not be affected so no image attached.
Add Dormers (0.02 FSR)
Add dormers to the west roof slope. Low existing roof height limits potential to increase upper floor
area without negatively affecting heritage value.

front view: add dormers

rear view: add dormers
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Rear Addition (0.09 FSR)
Extending additions into rear allows full use of density entitlement. Unfortunately the house would
exceed its allowable site coverage. A variance for site coverage would be required.

front view: rear addition

rear view: rear addition

Site Constraints
Significant slope from front to back of lot reduces livability of basement developments near front of
lot.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Expand Basement
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
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Add dormers
This attic is already developed, indicating that a stair exists. Due to existent stair, project may have
limited impact on the lower level. As structural requirements have become more rigourous,
expanding the upper level space by adding additional dormers may require additional upgrades to
the existing structure. Generally speaking adding dormers is simple, but would only result in minor
additional floor space on this property.
Develop Addition
Note: Rear addition would need to tie into the structure of the existing house and garage. Structural upgrades likely
required, as well as new foundations and roof for the extension. This would be slightly more complex and expensive
than typical new construction.
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2

Limited ability to use bonus density.

1/2

Lot slope limits livability of basement space.

0/1

The house footprint is large and only 1% site
coverage is unused.

1/1
6/9

The subject house currently uses 0.61 FSR and has bonus density of 0.09 FSR available for use. Any
increases to the building footprint would require a variance, as the existing site coverage is 34% and
only 1% site coverage is unused.
The shape and height of the existing upper floor limits the potential to increase living space through
the addition of dormers.
The best solution for meeting the full development potential of this site would be expanding the
basement, converting some existing crawl space to living space. The site slope creates challenges for
daylighting basement areas near the front of the house, but this can be solved with regrading, light
wells, or potentially raising the house nominally.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
319 Queens Avenue
Phase 1 Score: 8 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 7 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the north side of
Queens Avenue, two lots east of Fourth
Street. The house is sited towards the front
of the lot with modest side yards. Its
generous backyard backs onto Liverpool
Street which acts as a lane on its south side.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.41

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.29 (0.09 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

25%

Available Site Coverage:

10%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

0m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

98m²

Upper Floor(s):

67m²

Potential Renovations
Develop Basement:

0.25 FSR

Rear Addition:

0.29 FSR

Laneway House:

0.22 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
165m² floor space, all above grade.
An additional 114m² is required to
meet development potential.

front view: existing

Develop Basement (0.25 FSR)
Develop basement level under
footprint of house, potentially raise
the house nominally as required for
daylight and egress.

front view: develop basement
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Develop Addition (0.29 FSR)
Develop addition in rear yard. Note,
additional footprint limited by
10%available site coverage. Three
storeys required to meet full
development potential.

front view: addition

Laneway House (0.22 FSR)
Develop detached accessory
dwelling unit (laneway house) to
maximum allowable size of 89m²
(0.22 FSR).

front view: laneway house

Site Constraints
Large trees in rear yard.
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Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Basement from Crawlspace
Subject house likely has a lower level crawlspace, but extent and conditions of foundations are
unknown. House will likely need to be lifted to facilitate construction of a new basement
foundation. Lifting a house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum
daylight and egress. The existing structure is raised and then the existing basement or crawlspace and
foundations are deconstructed. After excavation, new foundations are constructed under the
building footprint with new structural walls built underneath.
Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable approach
to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing density
potential. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
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Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
2/3
The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2
2/2

Ample rear yard.

1/1
0/1

Rear yard trees likely affected.

7/9

The subject house currently uses 0.41 FSR. It has 0.29 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit.
The subject property has a large backyard with lane access that is ideally suited for a rear addition or
laneway house. If preferred, the basement could be developed. There are many opportunities to
meet the development potential of this site while retaining the heritage resource.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
117 Regina Street
Phase 1 Score: 6 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 4 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the north side of
Regina Street, three lots east of Second
Street. The house is sited towards the front
of the lot. It has a generous backyard that
backs onto a lane. A substantial accessory
building (0.10 FSR) was constructed in the
rear yard in 2013.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.31

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.39 (0.19 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

15%

Available Site Coverage:

20%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

94m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

94m²

Upper Floor(s):

0m²
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Potential Renovations
Note: A substantial accessory building (0.10 FSR) was constructed in the rear yard in 2013. It seems
unlikely that owners would choose to demolish this structure.
We have explored a range of densification strategies and have the following key observations:
•
•
•

Keeping the house in place while demolishing the accessory building creates space in the
backyard for a large addition;
Keeping the accessory building necessitates moving the house to make space for additions;
The heritage resource is easily overwhelmed by large additions to the side or upper level.
Two-level rear additions are the most sympathetic to the heritage resource.

Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
188m² floor space: 94m² above
grade and 94m² below grade. An
additional 238m² is required to meet
development potential. The low
slope of the subject house hip roof
is not suited to an upper floor
addition. A substantial accessory
building (shown) was constructed in
the rear yard in 2013.

front view: existing

Laneway House (0.15 FSR potential)
A substantial accessory building (0.10 FSR) was constructed in the rear yard in 2013. It seems
unlikely that owners would choose to demolish this structure to build a laneway house.
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Rear Addition In Situ (accessory
building demolished) (0.39 FSR)
With the removal of the existing
accessory building, the rear yard is
large enough to accommodate a
two-level addition that maximizes
the site’s development potential.
front view: rear addition in situ

Rear Addition, House Moved
(0.22 FSR)
Moving the house forward to its
minimum front yard setback allows
for a small rear addition while
maintaining existing accessory
building. Neighbouring houses on
this block are typically aligned with
existing setback (approximately
8.5m) 5.8m required.

front view: rear addition house moved

Side and Rear Additions, House
Moved (0.32 FSR)
Moving the house to the minimum
front and west side yard setbacks
frees enough room to almost
maximize development potential
while retaining heritage asset &
accessory building.
front view: side and rear additions
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Three Level Addition, House
Moved (0.39 FSR)
The addition of a small upper floor
to the previous iteration fully utilizes
the site’s development potential.
Note how easily small cottages like
this one are overwhelmed by upper
level additions.
front view: three level addition

Site Constraints
Large tree in rear yard and mature tree in front yard.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
The subject house has half of its existing floor area in its basement. Unfortunately, increasing density
on this site requires demolishing either the existing basement, or the accessory building. Either of
these options will be a significant loss of existing value and a significant financial investment.
Lift and Move
Lifting and moving a structure provides the most ﬂexibility in terms of maximizing the available lot
usage. Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable
approach to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing
density potential.
Lifting a house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum daylight and
egress. It may present the opportunity to add an income suite. The existing structure is raised and
then the existing basement or crawlspace and foundations are deconstructed. After excavation, new
foundations are constructed under the building footprint with new structural walls built underneath.
Moving the structure is not signiﬁcantly more expensive than lifting alone, and has the beneﬁt of
maximizing the available lot usage. This approach would be taken in conjunction with an addition or
to free-up site area for a detached accessory dwelling.
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Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
1/3
The building has modest development.
1/2

The building is easily overwhelmed by
building additions.

2/2

The lot is well suited to development

0/1

The new accessory building in the rear yard
hinders additional development.
Mature trees compromised by additional
development

0/1
4/9

The subject house currently uses 0.31 FSR. It has 0.39 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. It is a hip roof cottage with a full basement. The rear yard
is relatively large, but the recent construction of a substantial accessory building should be
considered in its development potential.
The heritage resource is best suited to two-level rear yard additions. Explorations of side yard and
upper level additions demonstrated how easily the cottage was overwhelmed from the street face.
Note: any additions visible from the front should be physically and visually compatible with,
subordinate to, and distinguishable from the heritage structure in keeping with ‘Standards and
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada’.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
211 Regina Street
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 9 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the north side of
Regina Street, adjacent to the lane that runs
behind the lots facing Second Street. The
house is sited near the middle of the lot. It
has a small backyard, but a generous side
yard to the west.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.50

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.20 bonus density

Current Site Coverage:

28%

Available Site Coverage:

7%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

143m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

227m²

Upper Floor(s):

34m²

Potential Renovations
Expand Basement:

0.10 FSR

Expand Attic:

0.03 FSR

Side Addition:

0.20 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
404m² floor space: 261m² above
grade and 143m² below grade. An
additional 163m² is required to meet
development potential.
As the rear yard setback is less than
10.5m developing an accessory
dwelling unit is not feasible.
front view: existing

Expand Basement (0.10 FSR)
Subject house has partial basement and crawl space under remaining footprint. Converting
crawlspace into basement would match basement area to main floor area, for an increase in FSR of
0.10. External massing would not be affected so no image attached.

Expand Attic (0.03 FSR)
Expanding the attic with dormer(s)
on the west roof slope would
transform low ceilinged areas into
living space. Unfortunately, this
would only use a very small portion
of the area available for
development.

front view: expand attic
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Side Addition (0.20 FSR)
Large, west side yard could support
three level addition without
diminishing heritage values.

front view: side addition

Site Constraints
None noted.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Expand Basement
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
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Develop Attic
Attic development is a fairly straightforward and predictable project with potentially signiﬁcant
gains. This attic is already partially developed, indicating that a stair exists. Due to existent stair,
project may have limited impact on the lower level. As structural requirements have become more
rigourous, developing the attic probably requires upgrades to the existing structure, including the
attic floor and rafters.
Site conditions and existing design can make this an ideal approach for certain houses. The
limitations lie in the pitch of the roof and opportunity to make signiﬁcant livable space within the
attic. Where the right conditions are present, the opportunity to add extra bedrooms and living space
is signiﬁcant at a reasonable cost. When the roof lines and pitches make increasing space difﬁcult,
the option to raise the roof exists, but with increased cost and challenge to maintain the heritage
aspects of the structure.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building is at its non-bonus development
entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2
2/2
1/1
1/1
9/9

The subject house currently uses 0.50 FSR and has 0.20 FSR available for use. It is two-and-one-half
storeys with a partial basement. The site is relatively large, but there is no room to expand in the rear
or develop a laneway house.
Half of the bonus density could be used by converting existing crawlspace into a full basement.
The large yard to the west side presents the best opportunity to add to the house without
diminishing its heritage value. Any additions visible from the front should be physically and visually
compatible with, subordinate to, and distinguishable from the heritage structure in keeping with
‘Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada’.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
216 Regina Street
Phase 1 Score: 6 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 7 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the south side of
Regina Street, four lots west of Second
Street. The house is sited towards the front
of the lot with a driveway on the west side
property line. It has a generous backyard
with no lane access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.27 (original house 0.16 FSR)

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.43 (0.23 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

19%

Available Site Coverage:

16%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

0m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

102m² (original house 42m²)

Upper Floor(s):

42m²
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Potential Renovations
Basement (Original House Footprint):

0.08 FSR

Rear Addition & Basement:

0.54 FSR

Carriage House:

0.16 FSR

Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
144m² floor space, all above grade.
An additional 234m² is required to
meet development potential.
Subject house has a number of rear
yard additions which are ad hoc in
nature. In order to complete the
large unused development potential
of the site, it may be best to remove
existing additions and retain only the
original structure.

front view: existing
with ad hoc additions

Develop Basement & Addition
(0.43 FSR)
Remove ad hoc additions, raise
house, build new basement and
addition.

front view: basement & addition
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Develop Carriage House, New
Basement & Addition (up to 0.53 FSR)
Remove ad hoc additions, raise house,
build new basement, addition, and carriage
house.

front view: carriage house,
basement & addition

Site Constraints
Some trees on property.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Removing existing ad hoc additions prior to any new additions will make for a more efficient and
orderly construction. The original structure is small and simple and will be relatively easy to work
with. Potential additions could be more than three times the size of the original structure, so meeting
the full development potential of the site is a significant undertaking.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
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Develop Basement
Subject house likely has a lower level crawlspace, but extent and conditions of foundations are
unknown. House will likely need to be lifted to facilitate construction of a new basement
foundation. Lifting a house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum
daylight and egress. The existing structure is raised and then the existing basement or crawlspace and
foundations are deconstructed. After excavation, new foundations are constructed under the
building footprint with new structural walls built underneath.
Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable approach
to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing density
potential. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Lift and Move
Lifting and moving a structure provides the most ﬂexibility in terms of maximizing the available lot
usage. Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable
approach to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing
density potential.
Lifting a house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum daylight and
egress. It may present the opportunity to add an income suite. The existing structure is raised and
then the existing basement or crawlspace and foundations are deconstructed. After excavation, new
foundations are constructed under the building footprint with new structural walls built underneath.
Moving the structure is not signiﬁcantly more expensive than lifting alone, and has the beneﬁt of
maximizing the available lot usage. This approach would be taken in conjunction with an addition or
to free-up site area for a detached accessory dwelling.
Develop Carriage House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
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Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
1/3
The building lot has modest development.
2/2
2/2
1/1
1/1

Existing trees could be worked around.

7/9

The subject house currently uses 0.27 FSR. It has 0.43 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit.
It can be challenging to add floor space to a property that is three times larger than the existing
heritage resource without overwhelming that heritage resource. This simple structure, however,
seems able to accommodate a large three-storey addition without much compromise. This site has
good access to its large rear yard which can accommodate a variety of developments with minimal
impact to the street face expression.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
311 Regina Street
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 8 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the north side of
Regina Street, approximately mid-block
between Third and Fourth Streets. The
house is sited on the front half of the lot
with modest side yards. Its generous
backyard backs onto Sydney Street, which
acts as a lane.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.38

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.32 (0.12 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

20%

Available Site Coverage:

15%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

95m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

97m²

Upper Floor(s):

0m²

Potential Renovations
Rear Addition:

0.32 FSR

Laneway House:

0.18 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
192m² floor space: 97m² above
grade and 95m² below grade. An
additional 157m² is required to meet
development potential. As the attic
has a fairly low ridge, developing
living space on the upper level is not
a preferred renovation option.

front view: existing

Rear Addition (0.32 FSR)
The generous rear yard and ample
available site coverage makes
developing a two-level addition in
the rear yard highly feasible with
little impact on the street face
expression.
front view: large rear addition

Laneway House & Small Rear
Addition (up to 0.42 FSR)
The generous rear yard can
accommodate a detached accessory
dwelling unit (laneway house) to
maximum allowable size of 89m²
(0.18 FSR) as well as a rear yard
addition (0.24 FSR).

front view: laneway house &
small rear addition
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Site Constraints
None noted.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Small Addition
A small addition as a stand-alone project has the highest costs relative to density increase. Cost
predictability is fairly stable as the project is more independent and relies on new construction.
An addition would require a new foundation, which is costly, and would trigger an upgrade to the
drainage system of the entire dwelling. Upgrading perimeter drainage requires excavation of the
entire foundations. This does, however, provide opportunity to upgrade to the City’s Sewer
Separation Program as well as improve the quality of the existing foundations, damp prooﬁng, and
drainage.
As signiﬁcant work to the existing structure is required to tie in the new addition, an upgrade to the
existing dwelling may be considered at the same time. Exposing the foundations for drainage work
provides an opportunity to change structural loads, allowing for a wider variety of interior design
options.
Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
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Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
2/3
The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

Front elevation not affected by rear yard
developments.

2/2

Large rear yard.

1/1
1/1

None noted.

8/9

The subject house currently uses 0.38 FSR. It has 0.32 FSR density available for use and an
additional 0.10 FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. The subject property has a large backyard
with lane access that is ideally suited for a large rear addition or a laneway house.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
517 Second Street
Phase 1 Score: 8 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 7 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the northeast
corner of Regina Street and Second Street.
The house is sited towards the middle of the
lot with a more generous side setback facing
Regina Street. It has a small backyard.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.47

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.23 (0.03 + 0.20 bonus density)

Current Site Coverage:

26%

Available Site Coverage:

9%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

79m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

164m²

Upper Floor(s):

52m²

Potential Renovations
Expand Basement:

0.13 FSR

Move House, Build Basement & Side Addition:

0.23 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
295m² floor space: 216m² above
grade and 79m² below grade. An
additional 147m² is required to meet
development potential. The house is
sited near its rear (east) and north
side yard required setbacks. In its
existing location there is only
potential to expand towards Second
Street or Regina Street, which is not
ideal, those being the primary heritage
elevations. Upper level expansion
would not be compatible with
preservation of heritage values.

front view: existing

As the rear yard setback is less than
10.5m developing an accessory
dwelling unit is not feasible.

Expand Basement (0.13 FSR)
Subject house has partial basement and crawl space under remaining footprint. Converting
crawlspace into basement would match basement area to main floor area, for an increase in FSR of
0.13. External massing would not be affected so no image attached.

Move House, Build Basement &
Side Addition (0.23 FSR)
Moving the house onto new
foundations nearer the south
property line would allow an
addition at the north side yard. Full
basement and two level addition
could use full development
potential.
front view: move house, build
basement & side addition
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Site Constraints
Mature tree in front yard. Low stone wall around perimeter is notable, but does not impact
development potential.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Expand Basement
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
Lift and Move
Lifting and moving a structure provides the most ﬂexibility in terms of maximizing the available lot
usage. Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable
approach to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing
density potential.
Lifting a house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum daylight and
egress. It may present the opportunity to add an income suite. The existing structure is raised and
then the existing basement or crawlspace and foundations are deconstructed. After excavation, new
foundations are constructed under the building footprint with new structural walls built underneath.
Moving the structure is not signiﬁcantly more expensive than lifting alone, and has the beneﬁt of
maximizing the available lot usage. This approach would be taken in conjunction with an addition or
to free-up site area for a detached accessory dwelling.
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Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required. A small addition is a good option for a mixed approach with the development or
expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building is close to its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2

It is possible, but challenging, to meet full
development potential.

2/2
0/1
1/1

House must be moved to accommodate
additions.

7/9

The subject house currently uses 0.47 FSR and has 0.23 FSR density available for use.
This house has substantial dormers on its upper level. Further development of the upper level is not
compatible with heritage values. The location of the subject house on its lot does not support the
construction of additions. Maintaining the existing location of the house on the site allows only one
method of expansion: developing the full basement.
Room for further expansion of the house can be created by relocating the subject house towards
Regina Street. If relocated, an addition on the north side of the house will enable full use of the
property’s density entitlement.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
506 St. George Street
Phase 1 Score: 6 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 5 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the south side of
St. George Street, midway between Fourth
and Sixth Streets. The house is sited towards
the front of the lot with generous side yards.
Its generous backyard backs onto Liverpool
Street which acts as a lane.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.23

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.47 (0.27 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

15%

Available Site Coverage:

20%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

46m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

113m²

Upper Floor(s):

11m²

Potential Renovations
Expand Basement:

0.09 FSR

Side/Rear Addition:

up to 0.47 FSR

Laneway House:

0.12 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records house has
170m² floor space, 124m² above
grade and 46m² below grade. An
additional 354m² is required to meet
development potential.
The hipped roof and rear dormer
are character defining elements that
will be challenging to preserve with
any densification effort.

front view: existing

Expand Basement (0.09 FSR)
Expand basement level under footprint of house, maximizing FSR. Potentially raise the house
nominally as required for daylight and egress. External massing would not be affected so no image
attached.
Rear Addition (0.47 FSR)
Develop three level addition in rear
yard to maximize development
potential. Some projections into side
yard may be required.

front view: rear addition

Laneway House & Small Rear
Addition (0.29 FSR)
The generous rear yard can
accommodate a detached accessory
dwelling unit (laneway house) to
maximum allowable size of 89m²
(0.12 FSR) as well as a rear yard
addition (0.17 FSR).
front view: laneway house &
small rear addition
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Move House, Build Basement,
Side & Large Rear Additions
(0.47 FSR)
Moving the house onto a new
foundation nearer the north and
west property lines would allow
additions at the rear and the east
sideyard. Full basement and threelevel additions could use full
development potential.

front view: move house, build basement,
side & rear additions

Site Constraints
Trees in rear yard.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Expand Basement
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
Lift and Move
Lifting and moving a structure provides the most ﬂexibility in terms of maximizing the available lot
usage. Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable
approach to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing
density potential.
Lifting a house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum daylight and
egress. It may present the opportunity to add an income suite. The existing structure is raised and
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then the existing basement or crawlspace and foundations are deconstructed. After excavation, new
foundations are constructed under the building footprint with new structural walls built underneath.
Moving the structure is not signiﬁcantly more expensive than lifting alone, and has the beneﬁt of
maximizing the available lot usage. This approach would be taken in conjunction with an addition or
to free-up site area for a detached accessory dwelling.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
1/3
The building lot has modest development.
1/2
2/2

hipped roof and dormer at rear of house will
be hard to preserve with any densification
effort.

1/1
0/1

Large trees in rear yard.

5/9

The subject house currently uses 0.23 FSR. It has 0.47 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. It is one-and-a-half storeys with a partial basement. Any
additions visible from the front should be physically and visually compatible with, subordinate to,
and distinguishable from the heritage structure in keeping with ‘Standards and Guidelines for the
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada’.
It can be challenging to add floor space to a property that is twice as large as the existing heritage
resource without overwhelming the heritage resource. This lot may be well suited for a Heritage
Restoration Agreement (HRA). An HRA would allow more flexible infill options than allowed in the
standard RS-4 zoning to take advantage of the ample available site coverage and FSR. This large site
has two street faces – St. George Street and Liverpool Street – and the potential to accommodate a
variety of developments with minimal impact to the principle street face expression. The resultant
infill dwellings may be more in keeping with the existing neighbourhood character than the options
presented here.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
115 Third Avenue
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 5 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the north side of
Third Avenue, four lots west of First Street.
The house is sited towards the back of the
lot, in line with its immediate neighbours. It
has a generous side yard on its east side. Its
small backyard backs onto Emory Street
which acts mostly as a lane, although there
is one house addressed on Emory Street
directly across from this site.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.24

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.46 (0.26 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

12%

Available Site Coverage:

23%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

0m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

83m²

Upper Floor(s):

80m²
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Potential Renovations
Develop Basement:

0.12 FSR

Side Addition:

0.08 FSR

Rear Addition:

varies

Laneway House:

0.13 FSR

Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
163m² floor space, all above grade.
An additional 304m² is required to
meet development potential.
The house is sited near its rear
(north) and west side property lines.
The square bay on the east side is a
character defining element that
would be compromised by
expansion to the east.

front view: existing

In its existing location there is only potential to develop a basement. Rear yard is too small for
accessory dwelling.
Develop Basement (0.12 FSR)
Subject house has no basement. Developing a basement under footprint of main floor would be an
increase in floor area of 0.12 FSR. External massing would not be affected so no image attached.
Move House, Build Basement,
Side & Large Rear Additions
(0.46 FSR)
Moving the house onto new
foundations nearer the south and
east property lines would allow
additions at the rear and west side
yard. Full basement and three level
additions could use full
development potential.

front view: move house, build basement,
side & large rear additions
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Move House, Build Basement,
Side & Rear Additions &
Laneway House (up to 0.56 FSR)
Moving the house onto new
foundations nearer the south and
east property lines would allow
additions at the rear and west side
yard. There is enough site depth to
also develop a detached accessory
dwelling unit (laneway house) to
maximum allowable size of 89m²
(0.13 FSR).

front view: move house, build basement,
side & rear additions & laneway house

Site Constraints
Sloped front yard.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Basement
Subject house likely has a lower level crawlspace, but extent and conditions of foundations are
unknown. House will likely need to be lifted to facilitate construction of a new basement
foundation. Lifting a house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum
daylight and egress. The existing structure is raised and then the existing basement or crawlspace and
foundations are deconstructed. After excavation, new foundations are constructed under the
building footprint with new structural walls built underneath.
Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable approach
to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing density
potential. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Lift and Move
Lifting and moving a structure provides the most ﬂexibility in terms of maximizing the available lot
usage. Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable
approach to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing
density potential.
Lifting a house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum daylight and
egress. It may present the opportunity to add an income suite. The existing structure is raised and
then the existing basement or crawlspace and foundations are deconstructed. After excavation, new
foundations are constructed under the building footprint with new structural walls built underneath.
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Moving the structure is not signiﬁcantly more expensive than lifting alone, and has the beneﬁt of
maximizing the available lot usage. This approach would be taken in conjunction with an addition or
to free-up site area for a detached accessory dwelling.
Develop Addition(s)
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
1/3
The building lot has modest development.
1/2
2/2
0/1
1/1

Meeting full development potential requires
relocating house on site and very large
additions.
House must be moved to accommodate
additions.

5/9

The subject house currently uses 0.24 FSR. It has 0.46 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. It is two storeys with no basement. The existing house
must be moved on site to enable the development of any additions. Any additions visible from the
front should be physically and visually compatible with, subordinate to, and distinguishable from the
heritage structure in keeping with ‘Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places
in Canada’.
It can be challenging to add floor space to a property that is twice as large as the existing heritage
resource without overwhelming the heritage resource. This lot may be well suited for a Heritage
Restoration Agreement (HRA). An HRA would allow more flexible infill options (than allowed in
the standard RS-4 zoning) to take advantage of the ample available site coverage and FSR. This large
site has two street faces (Third Avenue and Emory Street) and the potential to accommodate a
variety of developments with minimal change to the street face expression. The resultant infill
dwellings may be more in keeping with the existing neighbourhood character than the options
presented here.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
117 Third Avenue
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 7 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the north side of
Third Avenue, three lots east of Second
Street. The house is sited near the middle of
the lot, in line with its neighbour to the east.
Neighbour to the west is sited towards the
front of its lot. Subject property has a
generous east side yard. Its small backyard
backs onto Emory Street which acts as a
lane, although there is one house addressed
on Emory Street directly across from this
site.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.26

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.44 (0.24 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

15%

Available Site Coverage:

20%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

0m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

129m²

Upper Floor(s):

99m²

Potential Renovations
Develop Basement:

0.15 FSR

Rear Addition:

0. FSR

Carriage House:

0.10 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has 228m² floor space, all above grade. An additional 394m² is
required to meet development potential.

front view: existing

Large Rear Addition (0.44 FSR)
Developing a three level rear addition and a full basement (including under the porch) enables full
use of the site’s zoning potential without relocating the house. Providing egress and daylight to
basement spaces will be challenging as there does not appears to be little opportunity to raise the
house above its current height. Light wells or regrading likely required.

front view: large rear addition
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Move House (up to 0.54 FSR)
Moving subject house closer to the front setback will take advantage of the site slope to get daylight
into new basement. Forward location will align subject house with neighbours to the east. This
move allows more flexibility in rear additions and provides space to develop a laneway house.

front view: rear addition & laneway house

Site Constraints
Large tree in northwest corner of rear yard. Slope towards front yard.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Basement
Subject house likely has a lower level crawlspace, but extent and conditions of foundations are
unknown. House will likely need to be lifted to facilitate construction of a new basement
foundation. Lifting a house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum
daylight and egress. The existing structure is raised and then the existing basement or crawlspace and
foundations are deconstructed. After excavation, new foundations are constructed under the
building footprint with new structural walls built underneath.
Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable approach
to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing density
potential. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
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Lift and Move
Lifting and moving a structure provides the most ﬂexibility in terms of maximizing the available lot
usage. Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable
approach to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing
density potential.
Lifting a house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum daylight and
egress. It may present the opportunity to add an income suite. The existing structure is raised and
then the existing basement or crawlspace and foundations are deconstructed. After excavation, new
foundations are constructed under the building footprint with new structural walls built underneath.
Moving the structure is not signiﬁcantly more expensive than lifting alone, and has the beneﬁt of
maximizing the available lot usage. This approach would be taken in conjunction with an addition or
to free-up site area for a detached accessory dwelling.
Develop Addition(s)
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
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Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
1/3
The building lot has modest development.
2/2

All additions can be made in rear or at
basement level.

2/2

Very large lot.

1/1

Current position limits, but does not prevent,
additional development.

1/1
7/9

The subject house currently uses 0.26 FSR. It has 0.44 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. It is two storeys with no basement. It is possible to meet
the development potential of the site without moving the subject house, but this could result in
significant compromises to the quality of the rear yard and lower level living spaces. Moving the
house forward on the site, in line with its western neighbours, opens up more opportunities for rear
yard additions and accessory dwelling units.
This large lot may be well suited for a Heritage Restoration Agreement (HRA). An HRA would
allow more flexible infill options (than allowed in the standard RS-4 zoning) to take advantage of the
ample available site coverage and FSR. This large site has two street faces (Third Avenue and
Emory Street) and the potential to accommodate a variety of developments with minimal change to
the street face expression. The resultant infill dwellings may be more in keeping with the existing
neighbourhood character than the options presented here.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
417 Third Avenue
Phase 1 Score: 8 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 6 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the northwest
corner of Third Avenue and Fifth Street.
The house is sited around the middle lot
with generous side yards and no backyard.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.35

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.35 (0.15 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

21%

Available Site Coverage:

14%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

0m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

194m²

Upper Floor(s):

131m²
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Potential Renovations
Develop Existing Footprint Basement:

0.21 FSR

Side Addition:

varies

Carriage House:

0.10 FSR

Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
325m² floor space, all above grade.
An additional 325m² is required to
meet development potential.
front west view: existing

Subject house sits in the middle of
its corner lot; its west, south and east
facades highly visible from the street.
Existing additions on the east
elevation somewhat compromise its
historic integrity.

front east view: existing
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Large Side Addition (0.28 FSR)
Developing a large two-level
addition on the east side, after
removing existing smaller additions,
allows for a significant increase in
floor area without requiring
rebuilding existing foundations.
front west view: large side addition

front east view: large side addition

Develop Basement & Side
Addition (0.35 FSR)
Add living space to basement level,
potentially raising house nominally
as required for daylight and egress.
Develop two level addition on east
side to meet full development
potential of property.

front west view: basement & side addition

front east view: basement & side addition
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Move House, Develop Basement,
Side Addition & Laneway House
(up to 0.45 FSR)
Although this property is large and
has two street faces, the size and
location of the existing house does
not support the development of an
accessory dwelling unit (laneway
house). Moving the house onto new
foundations nearer the street
intersection would allow a laneway
house at the northeast property
corner. Adding a full basement and
two level addition to the existing
house could enable full use of
development potential.

front west view: move house, develop basement,
side addition & laneway house

front east view: move house, develop basement,
side addition & laneway house

Site Constraints
Large trees along Third Avenue.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Basement
Subject house likely has a lower level crawlspace, but extent and conditions of foundations are
unknown. House will likely need to be lifted to facilitate construction of a new basement
foundation. Lifting a house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum
daylight and egress. The existing structure is raised and then the existing basement or crawlspace and
foundations are deconstructed. After excavation, new foundations are constructed under the
building footprint with new structural walls built underneath.
Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable approach
to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing density
potential. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
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Lift and Move
Lifting and moving a structure provides the most ﬂexibility in terms of maximizing the available lot
usage. Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable
approach to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing
density potential.
Lifting a house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum daylight and
egress. It may present the opportunity to add an income suite. The existing structure is raised and
then the existing basement or crawlspace and foundations are deconstructed. After excavation, new
foundations are constructed under the building footprint with new structural walls built underneath.
Moving the structure is not signiﬁcantly more expensive than lifting alone, and has the beneﬁt of
maximizing the available lot usage. This approach would be taken in conjunction with an addition or
to free-up site area for a detached accessory dwelling.
Develop Addition(s)
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
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Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
2/3
The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2
1/2
1/1
1/1

Achieving full density will result in some
compromise to heritage merit due to high
visibility of three elevations.
Additional development potential on east
side yard only.
Yes, with limitations.
Large street trees likely compromised if
house moved, but not by east additions.

6/9

The subject house currently uses 0.35 FSR. It has 0.35 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. Developing the basement and side addition will, together,
enable the full utilization of the bonus zoning entitlements.
The subject’s prominent corner location presents challenges to designing sympathetic additions.
Preserving its streetscape defined by large front setbacks further limits the potential to increase
development on this site. As the side elevations are highly visible from the street, side yard additions
should be handled carefully to avoid diminishing heritage value. Any additions visible from the front
should be physically and visually compatible with, subordinate to, and distinguishable from the
heritage structure in keeping with ‘Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places
in Canada’.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
228 Third Street
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 9 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the southwest
corner of Third Street and Warren Avenue.
The house is sited on the front half of the
lot, hugging the property line on its south
side. It has a generous backyard.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.49

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.21 (0.01 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

25%

Available Site Coverage:

10%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

146m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

147m²

Upper Floor(s):

0m²

Potential Renovations
Develop Attic:

0.19 FSR

Rear Addition:

0.21 FSR

Carriage House:

0.15 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
293m² floor space: 147m² above
grade and 146m² below grade. An
additional 125m² is required to meet
development potential.
front view: existing

Develop Attic (0.19 FSR)
Subject house has high attic space
with no developed area. The attic
can be expanded towards the rear
yard, with large dormers facing each
side.

front view: develop attic

Rear Addition (0.21 FSR)
As subject property has only 10%
available site coverage, addition
must be two levels to meet
development potential. Easy to
accommodate on this site.
front view: rear addition
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Laneway House (0.15 FSR)
Develop detached accessory
dwelling unit (laneway house) to
maximum allowable size of 89m²
(0.15 FSR).

front view: laneway house

Site Constraints
None noted.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Attic
Attic development is a fairly straightforward and predictable project with potentially signiﬁcant
gains. If a stair exists, the project can have limited impact on the lower level. If a stair must be
added, the project can have a more signiﬁcant impact on the entire dwelling. As structural
requirements have become more rigourous, developing the attic probably requires upgrades to the
existing structure, including the attic floor and rafters.
Site conditions and existing design can make this an ideal approach for certain houses. The
limitations lie in the pitch of the roof and opportunity to make signiﬁcant livable space within the
attic. Where the right conditions are present, the opportunity to add extra bedrooms and living space
is signiﬁcant at a reasonable cost. When the roof lines and pitches make increasing space difﬁcult,
the option to raise the roof exists, but with increased cost and challenge to maintain the heritage
aspects of the structure.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
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Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building is close to its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

Flexible options to meet full density
entitlement.

2/2
1/1
1/1

House location leaves large rear yard for
development.

9/9

The subject house currently uses 0.41 FSR. It has 0.29 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit.
The subject property has a large backyard with lane access that is ideally suited for a two level rear
addition or laneway house. The subject house also has a high attic that could be expanded towards
the rear yard for increased living space. There are many opportunities to meet the development
potential of this site while retaining the heritage resource.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
231 Third Street
Phase 1 Score: 8 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 6 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the northeast
corner of Third Street and Townsend Place.
The house is sited near the middle of the lot
with generous side yards. Its small backyard
is occupied by a driveway with its entrance
off Townsend Place.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.43

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.27 (0.07 + 0.20 bonus density)

Current Site Coverage:

23%

Available Site Coverage:

12%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

51m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

140m²

Upper Floor(s):

123m²

Potential Renovations
Expand Basement:

0.15 FSR

Rear Upper Level Addition:

0.09 FSR

Side Addition:

0.27 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
263m² floor space: 212m² above
grade and 51m² below grade. An
additional 161m² is required to meet
development potential. The
generous yard on the north side is
the most appropriate location for
any additions, but would likely mean
losing the character defining bay
window on that side, visible from
Third Street.

front south view: existing

As the rear yard setback is less than
10.5m developing an accessory
dwelling unit is not feasible.

front north view: existing

Expand Basement (0.15 FSR)
Subject house has partial basement and crawl space under remaining footprint. Converting
crawlspace into basement would match basement area to main floor area, for an increase in FSR of
0.15. External massing would not be affected so no image attached.
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Side Addition (0.27 FSR)
Building a two or three-level
addition in the side yard enables full
use of the site’s development
entitlement. Additions visible from
the street should be physically and
visually compatible with,
subordinate to, and distinguishable
from the heritage structure in
keeping with ‘Standards and
Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada’.

front south view: side addition

front north view: side addition

Expand Basement & Rear Upper
Level Addition (0.24 FSR)
Extend basement under full
footprint of subject house,
potentially raising house nominally
as required for daylight and egress.
Adding upper level above existing
rear addition almost meets full
development potential of property.

front south view: expand basement
& rear upper level addition

front north view: expand basement
& rear upper level addition
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Site Constraints
None noted.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Expand Basement
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
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with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
2/3
The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2
1/2

Meeting full density causes some comprise to
heritage merit as additions would be visible
from street.
Limited potential for additional development.

1/1

Limited potential for additional development

1/1

None affected.

6/9

The subject house currently uses 0.43 FSR and has 0.27 FSR available for use. Some density can be
added by developing the full basement. Use of complete density entitlement requires construction of
additions.
All subject’s elevations are visible from the street, additions should be handled carefully to avoid
diminishing heritage value. Any additions visible from the street should be physically and visually
compatible with, subordinate to, and distinguishable from the heritage structure in keeping with
‘Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada’.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
403 Third Street
Phase 1 Score: 6 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 8 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the southwest
corner of Third Street and Oakland Street.
The house is sited towards the north and
east sides of the property and has very little
yard.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.59

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.11 bonus density

Current Site Coverage:

31%

Available Site Coverage:

4%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

66m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

124m²

Upper Floor(s):

50m²

Potential Renovations
Expand Basement:

0.11 FSR

Expand Upper Level:

0. FSR

Rear Addition:

0. FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
240m² floor space: 174m² above
grade and 66m² below grade. An
additional 43m² is required to meet
development potential. Due to site
proportions and setback
requirements there is little room onsite for additions. As only 4% site
coverage is available, additions must
be three levels to use full available
density (0.11 FSR).

front view: existing

As the rear yard setback is less than
10.5m developing an accessory
dwelling unit is not feasible.

Expand Basement (0.11 FSR)
Expand basement level under footprint of house, maximizing FSR. Potentially raise the house
nominally as required for daylight and egress. External massing would not be affected so no image
attached.
Expand Upper Level (0.02 FSR)
Subject house has a complex roof
configuration with two dormers and
several skylights serving the upper
level space. There is some limited
potential to add additional upper
level space with the addition of new
dormers, which may have a modest
impact on the secondary elevation
facing Oakland Street.

front view: expand upper level
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Rear Addition (0.11 FSR)
There is limited area at the southeast
corner of the site where a three level
addition could be built.

front view: rear addition

Site Constraints
None noted.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Expand Basement
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
Expand Upper Level
Generally speaking adding dormers is simple, but would only result in minor additional floor space
on this property. Due to existent stair, project may have limited impact on the lower level. As
structural requirements have become more rigourous, developing the attic probably requires
upgrades to the existing structure, including the attic floor and rafters.
Site conditions and existing design can make this an ideal approach for certain houses. The
limitations lie in the pitch of the roof and opportunity to make signiﬁcant livable space within the
attic. Where the right conditions are present, the opportunity to add extra bedrooms and living space
is signiﬁcant at a reasonable cost. When the roof lines and pitches make increasing space difﬁcult,
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the option to raise the roof exists, but with increased cost and challenge to maintain the heritage
aspects of the structure.
Develop Addition
Note: Some complexity should be anticipated with tying into the existing roof structure.
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

Expanding the basement allows full density
without compromising heritage merit.

1/2

Small square lot limits potential to develop
within required setbacks.
Limited potential for additional development
not due to house location.

1/1
1/1
8/9

Subject house exceeds the 0.5 FSR of previous RS-1 zoning and is capable of using the bonus
density by expanding its basement or building a three level addition.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
416 Third Street
Phase 1 Score: 6 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 8 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the west side of
Third Street, three houses north of Fourth
Avenue. The house is sited towards the
front of the lot with a driveway up its
northern side yard. It has no lane access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.44

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.26 (0.06 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

27%

Available Site Coverage:

8%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

0m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

87m²

Upper Floor(s):

53m²

Potential Renovations
Expand Upper Level

0.11 FSR

Develop Basement:

0.26 FSR

Carriage House:

0.28 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
140m² floor space, all above grade.
An additional 84m² is required to
meet development potential.

front view: existing

Expand Upper Level (0.11 FSR)
Extend upper level over full main
floor to meet complete density
entitlement.

front view: expand upper level

Develop Basement (0.26 FSR)
Add living space to basement level,
potentially raising the house
nominally as required for daylight
and egress.

front view: develop basement
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Carriage House (0.28 FSR)
Develop detached accessory
dwelling unit (carriage house) to
maximum allowable size of 89m²
(0.28 FSR). Subject house has a large
north setback with driveway access.
An additional parking space would
be required.
front view: carriage house

Site Constraints
None noted.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Basement
Subject house likely has a lower level crawlspace, but extent and conditions of foundations are
unknown. House will likely need to be lifted to facilitate construction of a new basement
foundation. Lifting a house provides the opportunity to gain a full-height basement with maximum
daylight and egress. The existing structure is raised and then the existing basement or crawlspace and
foundations are deconstructed. After excavation, new foundations are constructed under the
building footprint with new structural walls built underneath.
Although the overall cost is high, the relative gain is signiﬁcant, making this a reasonable approach
to maintain and modernize the mechanics of the home while signiﬁcantly increasing density
potential. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expand Upper Level
This is a fairly straightforward and predictable project with potentially signiﬁcant gains. The upper
level is already partially developed, indicating that a stair exists. Due to existent stair, project may
have limited impact on the lower level. As structural requirements have become more rigourous,
structural upgrades may be required.
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Develop Carriage House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
2/3
The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2
2/2
1/1
1/1
8/9

The subject house currently uses 0.44 FSR. It has 0.26 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. It is two storeys with no basement.
There are many options for meeting the development potential of this site while maintaining the
heritage resource including: expanding its basement, expanding its upper floor living space, or
building a carriage house.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
418 Third Street
Phase 1 Score: 6 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 9 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the west side of
Third Street, four houses north of Fourth
Avenue. The house is sited towards the
front of the lot with a driveway up its
southern side yard. It has no lane access.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.58

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.12 bonus density
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

27%

Available Site Coverage:

8%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

50m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

86m²

Upper Floor(s):

49m²

Potential Renovations
Expand Basement:

0.10 FSR

Expand Upper Level:

0.11 FSR

Carriage House:

0.22 FSR
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Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
185m² floor space: 135m² above
grade and 50m² below grade. An
additional 39m² is required to meet
development potential.

front view: existing

Expand Basement (0.10 FSR)
Extend basement under full footprint of subject house. Windows along full north elevation of lower
level indicate at minimum a crawlspace exists under the existing rear extension. As intervention
would not affect building massing, no image provided.
Expand Upper Level (0.11 FSR)
Extend upper level over full main
floor to meet complete density
entitlement.

front view: expand
upper level

Carriage House (0.22 FSR)
Develop detached accessory
dwelling unit (carriage house) to
maximum density entitlement of
70m² (0.22 FSR). Subject house has
a large south setback with driveway
access. An additional parking space
would be required.
front view: carriage house
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Site Constraints
None noted.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Expand Basement
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
Expand Upper Level
This is a fairly straightforward and predictable project with potentially signiﬁcant gains. The upper
level is already partially developed, indicating that a stair exists. Due to existent stair, project may
have limited impact on the lower level. As structural requirements have become more rigourous,
structural upgrades may be required.
Develop Carriage House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2
2/2
1/1
1/1
9/9

Subject house exceeds the 0.5 FSR of previous RS-1 zoning. It has 0.12 FSR bonus density available
for use and an additional 0.10 FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit.
There are a variety of means to use this additional density: expanding the basement, expanding the
upper floor living space, or building a carriage house.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
241 Townsend Place
Phase 1 Score: 7 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 8 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located along the north arm
of Townsend Place, facing Townsend Place
on its east and south property lines. The
house is sited towards the southeast corner
of the lot. It has a driveway along its north
side yard and a small backyard to the west.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.48

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.22 (0.02 + 0.20 bonus density)

Current Site Coverage:

25%

Available Site Coverage:

10%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

24m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

150m²

Upper Floor(s):

114m²
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Potential Renovations
Expand Basement:

0.21 FSR

North Addition:

0.22 FSR

West Addition:

0.22 FSR

Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has 289m² floor space: 264m² above grade and 24m² below grade.
An additional 135m² is required to meet development potential. Subject property has room for
additions on its north and east yards.
As the rear yard setback is less than 10.5m developing an accessory dwelling unit is not feasible.

front view: existing

Expand Basement (0.21 FSR)
Expand basement level under footprint of house, nearly maximizing FSR. Potentially raise the house
nominally as required for daylight and egress. External massing would not be affected so no image
attached.
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North Addition (0.22 FSR)
Develop two or three level addition on north side of subject house to meet full development
potential.

front view: north addition

West Addition (0.22 FSR)
Remove existing west addition and develop new two level addition on west side of subject house to
meet full development potential. Additions visible from the side lane should be physically and
visually compatible with, subordinate to, and distinguishable from the heritage structure in keeping
with ‘Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada’.

front view: west addition
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Site Constraints
Tree in northwest corner of yard.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Expand Basement
House has partial basement with crawlspace under remaining structure. Maximizing basement use is
a good way to increase site density. There may even be potential to create an income suite.
Expansion is achievable by benching the foundation, the more costly underpinning, or complete
replacement. Benching is the most economical option, but erodes a portion of the available space.
Given the age and typical condition of subject houses, signiﬁcant foundation work could be required
to expand basement footprints. Many basements present challenges in terms of height; basement
expansion could require lowering the existing basement ﬂoor. Age and condition of the structure,
condition of drainage and waterprooﬁng, and upgrades to mechanical systems may indicate existing
foundations need to be replaced to realize the cost-benefit.
The investment of a basement expansion is signiﬁcant in terms of dollars per m2 gained. As this
project is less predictable, detailed analysis is required to determine if project costs are reasonable.
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
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Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
3/3
The building is close to its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2
2/2

Developing the full basement would meet
contemporary density with no compromise
to heritage merit.

1/1
0/1

Tree in northwest corner of property likely
compromised.

8/9

The subject house currently uses 0.48 FSR and has 0.22 FSR available for use. It is two storeys with
a partial basement.
Developing the full basement of the subject house would achieve almost full density entitlement
without any significant changes to the building exterior. The large yards to the north and east
present many additional opportunities to add to the house without diminishing its heritage value.
Any additions visible from the front should be physically and visually compatible with, subordinate
to, and distinguishable from the heritage structure in keeping with ‘Standards and Guidelines for the
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada’.
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Architectural and Build-Out Analysis
309 Warren Avenue
Phase 1 Score: 6 out of 9
Phase 2 Score: 7 out of 9
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Context and Siting
Subject house is located on the northeast
corner of Warren Avenue and Pearson
Street. The house is sited towards the front
of the lot. It has a driveway up the eastern
side yard. Its generous backyard has access
from Pearson Street.

Development Potential Remaining
Current Floor Space Ratio:

0.44

Available Floor Space Ratio:

0.26 (0.06 + 0.20 bonus density)
0.10 detached accessory dwelling unit

Current Site Coverage:

18%

Available Site Coverage:

17%

Floor Area Breakdown
Basement:

80m²

Main Floor (site coverage):

80m²

Upper Floor(s):

39m²
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Potential Renovations
Rear Addition:

0.26 FSR

Laneway House:

0.19 FSR

Massing Diagrams
Existing House
According to city records, house has
199m² floor space: 119m² above
grade and 80m² below grade.. An
additional 120m² is required to meet
development potential. This is a
one-and-a-half storey house with a
full basement. The upper floor is
already developed with character
defining dormers. There is no
potential to expand by adding more
dormers or converting crawlspace to
living space.

front view: existing

Rear Addition (0.26 FSR)
Subject property has ample available
site coverage allowance to develop
two-level rear addition using full
available density.
front view: rear addition
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Laneway House (0.19 FSR)
Develop detached accessory
dwelling unit (laneway house) to
maximum allowable size of 89m²
(0.19 FSR). Site planning must
incorporate two on-site parking
spots.
front view: laneway house

Site Constraints
Large tree in rear yard.

Constructability and Financial Feasibility
Develop Addition
Signiﬁcant additions, although higher in overall cost, have a better overall return as they are more
predictable and provide the largest density increase for investment. A new structure is built and tied
into the existing structure. During this type of project, livability within the house is reasonable, as
most work can be completed independently of the existing home. The existing mechanics, electrical,
plumbing, and drainage have to be integrated and upgraded to support the new system. The overall
result is a signiﬁcant increase in density, modernization, and retention of heritage characteristics.
Additions generally cost less per m2 than projects such as basement expansions, however they can be
more costly than standard home construction due to the incorporation of heritage characteristics:
exterior details such as wood siding, sofﬁts, and window details such as muntin bars.
Develop Laneway House
Accessory dwelling units (laneway or carriage houses) present an appealing option for property
owners wanting to develop a new home for family members or seeking higher rental revenue than
basement dwelling units.
Costs for these projects are signiﬁcantly higher per m2 than conventional new construction.
Servicing to the new structure can be a challenge around existing dwelling and property constraints.
Excavation, materials storage, and delivery costs are often higher than conventional building as
access to smaller work spaces can require specialized equipment.
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Mixed Approach
A mixed approach presents opportunities to maximize project value and may allow more
sympathetic strategies to increase density. An addition is a good option for a mixed approach with
the development or expansion of a basement, as foundation and excavation work would already be
required.
In another example, a lift and move may be required to add a basement or develop an addition.
Because the investment can be high for a small project such as an addition, maximizing the value of
the project could mean increasing project scope by developing an attic (for example) in conjunction
with a small addition. Incorporating an addition would require roof work, so the additional work of
developing the attic spreads a portion of the costs over a larger project, maximizing the value of the
investment per density gained.

Conclusion
Development Potential
The building is close to its maximum
development entitlement under the
Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for
contemporary uses and density without
compromising the heritage merit.
The lot size, shape, and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on
the lot allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was
added.
Total Score for Development Potential

Score Comments
2/3
The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2
2/2

Large rear yard available.

1/1
0/1

Large tree in rear yard likely affected by
development.

7/9

The subject house currently uses 0.44 FSR. It has 0.26 FSR available for use and an additional 0.10
FSR to use for an accessory dwelling unit. It is one-and-a-half storeys with a full basement.
Due to the generous rear yard, it is possible to meet the development potential of this site while
maintaining the heritage resource by building a rear-yard addition and/or laneway house.
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Mayor Coté and Members of Council

Date:

9/9/2019

From:

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services

File:

13.2605.40

Item #:

340/2019

Subject:

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area: Special Limited Study Phase Two Completion

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council receive this report for information.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As part of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area policy development process in
2017, close to 90 properties were identified for further study. These properties form a
temporary protection category called the “Special Limited Study”. Through the Study
process, these properties will be reclassified as either protected (Advanced) or non-protected
(Limited), based on individual analysis of the property’s heritage merit and development
potential. In spring of 2018, the Study was expanded to allow owners or any protected
property to apply for reclassification. An additional 12 properties were added to the Study
through this program, called the “Expanded Study”.
Phase One of the Study was the evaluation of each property’s heritage merit. Phase One for
the Special Limited Study properties was completed in June, 2018. Phase One for the
Expanded Study properties was completed in April, 2019. Protection was removed from 33
Special Limited properties, and is recommended to be removed from six Expanded Study
properties, due to low heritage value of the existing houses on those sites.
Phase Two of the Study was the evaluation of the remaining properties’ development
potential. Phase Two is now complete. A list of the addresses, scores, and results from the
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evaluation is provided in Attachment 1. Of the 47 properties which were evaluated in this
phase, 28 houses were found to have high development potential, 17 were found to have
moderate development potential, and two were found to have low development potential.
Based on the results, letters (Attachment 3) have been sent to owners which provide their
individual property’s assessment (Attachment 2), and detail next steps for the Study.
Reclassification of the properties will require a City-led Official Community Plan
amendment. The process would be initiated following staff’s final tally of each property’s
score for heritage merit (Phase One), development potential (Phase Two), and the final
category of building condition and integrity. This work is ongoing and scheduled to be
completed in October 2019.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide Council with an update on the progress of the Special
Limited Study, an implementation work plan item for the Queen’s Park Heritage
Conservation Area.
POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
A Heritage Conservation Area is a distinct neighbourhood, characterized by its historic
value, which is identified in a City’s Official Community Plan (OCP) for heritage
conservation purposes. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is an area
management tool, which includes both heritage protection of the exterior of pre-1941
existing buildings, and design control for new construction.
During the creation of the Heritage Conservation Area policy, it was known that the
approach of including all houses built before 1941 would mean that some houses without
heritage merit would nonetheless be subject to protection (Advanced category). For this
reason, a process was developed for removing protection from a property. Since the Heritage
Conservation Area is part of the OCP, an OCP amendment is required in order to reclas sify a
property to non-protected (Limited category).
Official Community Plan
A Heritage Conservation Area forms part of the City’s OCP, much like a Development
Permit Area. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is Schedule A of the City’s
OCP. That policy indicates that all houses built earlier than 1941 are protected, unless an
exemption is granted by Council. Those properties which are exempted by Council are listed
as a form of appendix in the policy. As such, to add a property address to the exe mption list,
the OCP Schedule must be amended.
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Evaluation Checklist
To ensure that the reclassification process allows for houses without heritage value to change
protection categories, but still ensure that houses with heritage value remain protected, st aff
developed a checklist to use in the evaluation of each application (Attachment 4). This
Evaluation Checklist includes criteria that fall under three categories: 1) heritage merit, 2)
development potential, and 3) building condition and integrity.
Property owners who apply for reclassification are required to retain a heritage professional
to conduct a heritage values assessment, which staff then use to complete the Evaluation
Checklist, along with development potential information. If a house receives an overall score
of 60% or less, it would be considered reasonable that Council consider reclassifying the
property.
BACKGROUND
Special Limited Study
As part of the Heritage Conservation Area policy development process, close to 90
properties which would otherwise be classified as protected (based on their age of
construction) were identified for further study. These properties form a temporary protection
category called the “Special Limited Study”.
Through the Study process, these properties will be reclassified as either protected
(Advanced) or non-protected (Limited), based on individual analysis of their heritage merit
and development options. The Study began in March 2018 and is scheduled to be complete
by the end of 2019. At the conclusion of the Study, the Special Limited protection category
would no longer exist in the Heritage Conservation Area policy: all properties in the Queen’s
Park neighbourhood would either be protected, or non-protected.
Any protected property owner wishing to proceed with an application for reclassification on
their own, in advance of this Study’s timeline, continues to have the option of making an
individual application, subject to the City’s fees and procedures. Additionally, once the
Study is completed, any owner would continue to have the opportunity to apply for
reclassification through an individual OCP amendment application.
Phase One
Heritage value assessments were conducted during March and April 2018 by a team of
heritage professionals. These consultants used archival research and site visits to evaluate the
heritage value of each house in the Special Limited category. The assessments used the
“heritage merit” portion of the Evaluation Checklist to calculate a score out of nine for
heritage value based on aesthetic, historic, and cultural criteria. Any house that scored more
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than 60% (a value of six or higher out of nine) was deemed to require further study, in order
to determine the appropriate final classification of the property (see Phase Two below).
Based on the results of this work, a City-led OCP amendment was adopted by Council in
June 2018 which removed heritage protection from 33 houses found to have low or common
heritage value. Nine properties in the Special Limited category were either already pro tected
through other heritage tools (such as an HRA or Heritage Designation Bylaw), or opted to
remain in the protected category. The remaining 42 properties continued to Phase Two of the
Study.
Expanded Study Applications
In spring 2018, Council expanded the scope of the Special Limited Study. This Expanded
Study allowed owners to apply to move their protected property to the non-protected
category in a City-led initiative, rather than being required to undertake individual OCP
amendment applications. Being included in the Study means the owner did not have to
submit an application package, pay the full processing fee, or hire a heritage professional to
assess their house. Instead, these processes and costs were borne by the City. The application
period for the Expanded Study was open for six months, from May to October 2018. The
owners of 12 properties applied.
Heritage value assessments were completed on the Expanded Study properties between
November 2018 and February 2019. As a result of this work, it was determined that removal
of protection should be recommended to Council for half (six) of the Expanded Study
properties, based on their low heritage value scores. The other half of the properties scored
“high” in heritage merit (six or higher out of nine) and proceeded to Phase Two of the Study
(described below), similar to the Special Limited category properties.
Phase Two
A total of 47 properties were included in Phase Two of the Study, which ran from May to
August 2019. In this phase, an architect was engaged by the City to review the properties’
development options under their RS-4 zoning. The architect used photographs, the City’s
historic Building Permit data, and neighbourhood site visits to evaluate the potential of each
house to reach the maximum floor space permitted in the Zoning Bylaw. A number of
potential additions or renovations were provided in each assessment, along with commentary
on the physical and financial feasibility for each.
Additionally, the architect used the “development potential” portion of the Evaluation
Checklist to calculate a score out of nine for each property. The results are available below in
the Analysis section of this report.
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ANALYSIS
Development Potential
The goal of this phase of the Study was to determine if retention of the existing house would
substantially impact the ability of the property owner to build the maximum floor space
available to them through the Zoning Bylaw. If the building could not be altered to
accommodate this additional floor space, without compromising the heritage value of the
house, then it would be considered reasonable for Council to consider removing the
protection from that property, and therefore allowing the future construction of a new house
which could provide the floor space entitled to the property owner by the City’s bylaws.
All the properties in the Study are zoned RS-4 (Queen’s Park). This zone is based on the
standard single-detached dwelling zone for the mainland of New Westminster (RS-1).
However, it provides an additional 0.2 Floor Space Ratio (FSR) bonus density, and
relaxations to the laneway/carriage house program to properties with protected houses; as
compared to the standard maximums of the RS-1 zone at 0.5 FSR and 15% floor area, for
principal house and laneway/carriage house respectively. As such, when conducting the
Study, the architectural consultant reviewed both the ability of the Special Limited and
Expanded Study properties to meet not only the base zoning entitlement of 0.5 FSR, but also
its ability to achieve the “bonus” maximum of 0.7 FSR. For some properties, the consultant
also commented on the ability of the lot to accommodate a potential laneway or carriage
house, as an additional infill option.
This Study did not explore the potential for properties to redevelop beyond the parameters of
the RS-4 zone, which permits a principal house, a secondary suite, and a laneway/carriage
house. Development beyond this form (such as for stratification, duplexes, or other forms of
ground-oriented infill housing, as contemplated by the OCP) would require a rezoning or a
Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA). As such, the potential or ability for a property to
be developed in this way was not part of the scope of the Study.
Results: Phase Two
Between the Special Limited and Expanded Study properties, 47 were evaluated as part of
Phase Two. The assessments used the “development potential” section of the Evaluation
Checklist (Attachment 4) to calculate a score out of nine for each property. Scores are based
on criteria such as lot shape and size, position/location of the house on the lot, and the
adaptability of the house’s architectural style. Graphic representation of each property’s
development options, as well as a description of the constructability and financial feasibility
of those options, was provided for each house (see Attachment 2).
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Similar to Phase One, the research could have resulted in three scenarios:
1) The house was found to have low development potential (scores 0-4 out of 9);
2) The house was found to have moderate development potential (scores 5-6 out of 9);
3) The house was found to have high development potential (scores 7-9 out of 9).
A list of the addresses, scores, and results from the evaluation is provided in Attachment 1.
Overall, 28 houses were found to have high development potential, 17 were found to have
moderate development potential, and two were found to have low development potential.
The results are summarized in the table below:
Ranking
Low
Moderate
High
Total

# Properties
2
17
28
47

% of Study
4%
36%
60%
---

Notification
Letters indicating the results of Phase Two, the next steps, and a timeline for completion of
the Study were sent to the 47 property owners in this phase of the Study. These letters are
included in this report as Attachment 3. Each property owner was mailed their development
potential assessment (Attachment 2).
The Community Heritage Commission was also advised of the results of Phase Two at their
September 2019 meeting. Though, per the streamlined review process for this type of OCP
amendment application, no recommendation was requested from this group.
NEXT STEPS
Reclassification of the properties will require a City-led OCP amendment. The process
would be initiated following staff’s final tally of each property’s score for heritage value
(Phase One), development potential (Phase Two), and the final category of building
condition and integrity. This work is ongoing and scheduled to be completed in October
2019.
Letters will be sent to all Special Limited Study and Expanded Study property owners in
advance of the City’s application, indicating the overall results of the Study, staff’s
recommendation to Council on the reclassification of their property, and their property’s
final score on the Evaluation Checklist (Attachment 4).
If the recommended bylaw is supported by Council, a single Public Hearing would be held
for all properties being reclassified through the OCP amendment for the Special Limited
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Study. It is anticipated that this Public Hearing would be held before the end of 2019.
Notices of the Public Hearing would be sent to Queen’s Park neighbourhood residents and
the Community Heritage Commission approximately three weeks beforehand. Additionally,
notice of the Public Hearing would be posted publically per the City’s standard practice.
OPTIONS
The following options are available for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council receive this report for information.
2. That Council provide alternative direction.
Staff recommend Option 1.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment

1: Table of Results
2: Development Potential Assessments for Phase Two Special Limited Study
3: Results Letters to Owners
4: Evaluation Checklist

This report has been prepared by:
Britney Quail, Heritage Planner

Approved for Presentation to Council

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services
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Attachment 1
Table of Results

SPECIAL LIMITED STUDY PHASE TWO: RESULTS TABLE
Address
309 Pine St
117 Regina St

Score (out of /9)
4
4

Percentage (%)
44
44

333 Arbutus St
207 Clinton Pl
219 Fifth Ave
533 Fifth St
314 First St
328 First St
418 First St
214 Fourth Ave
411 Fourth Ave
510 Fourth St
417 Oak St
123 Oakland St
210 Queen’s Ave
506 St. George St
115 Third Ave
417 Third Ave
231 Third St

6
6
5
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
6
5
6
5
5
6
6

67
67
55
67
67
67
67
55
55
55
67
55
67
55
55
67
67

Medium

316 Arbutus St
318 Arbutus St
320 Arbutus St
225 Fifth Ave
311 Fifth St
410 Fifth St
408 First St
508 First St
225 Fourth Ave
405 Fourth Ave
239 Fourth St
520 Fourth St
423 Oak St
427 Oak St
108 Oakland St
319 Queen’s Ave
211 Regina St
216 Regina St
311 Regina St
517 Second St
117 Third Ave
228 Third St
403 Third St
416 Third St
418 Third St
241 Townsend Pl
309 Warren Ave

9
9
9
8
9
8
9
7
7
9
7
8
9
9
9
7
9
7
8
7
7
9
8
8
9
8
7

100
100
100
89
100
89
100
78
78
100
78
89
100
100
100
78
100
78
89
78
78
100
89
89
100
89
78

High

Doc # 1479719

Ranking
Low

Page 1

Attachment 2
Development Potential Assessments for Phase
Two of the Special Limited Study

The Development Potential Assessments can be found in hard copy at the
Legislative Services Department or online at:
https://www.newwestcity.ca/database/files/library/Lodge_Craft_Special_Lim
ited_Study_Phase_Two_FINAL___July_26_2019.pdf

Attachment 3
Results Letters to Owners of Phase Two Special
Limited Study Properties

File: 13.2605.40
Doc#
1478821v1
August 28, 2018
Re: Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area — Special Limited Category Study
Dear Queen’s Park Property Owner,
In our previous letter dated April 1, 2019, you were informed about the launch of Phase
Two of the Special Limited Category Study. The Study is intended to determine whether
your property should be classified as protected (Advanced category) in the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area, or whether it should be classified as non-protected (Limited
category).
Phase Two of this Study is now complete. This phase concluded that your house has
high development potential, based on the regulations of the Zoning Bylaw. This means
that the property would likely be able to reach its maximum floor space entitlements
available for the property under the Zoning Bylaw, while also retaining the existing
house. The Development Potential Assessment used to make this evaluation is attached to
this letter.
The report’s analysis was conducted over the summer by a third-party architectural firm,
Lodge Craft. The architect used photographs, the City’s historic Building Permit data,
and neighbourhood site visits to evaluate the potential of each house to reach its zoning
maximums. A number of potential additions or renovations which would achieve this are
provided in the report, along with commentary on the physical and financial feasibility of
those options provided.
The assessments used a Development Potential checklist (see the final page of the
attached report) to calculate a score out of nine for each property. Scores are based on
criteria such as lot shape and size, position/location of the house on the lot, and the
adaptability of the house’s architectural style. This score resulted in a low, medium, or
high ranking for each property in Phase Two of the Study.
The results of Phase Two (Development Potential) and Phase One (Heritage Merit) will
be combined with a third review of the building condition and architectural/historic
integrity. This final assessment will be conducted by staff, based on the results of the
previous two phases, as well as photographs, and site visits if necessary. Together, the

three assessments (Heritage Merit, Development Potential, and Condition and Integrity)
will form the property’s final score on the Evaluation Checklist.
This final score on the Evaluation Checklist is out of 25 points. For those properties
achieving higher than a 60% score on the Checklist (16/25), staff would recommend to
Council that their property be classified as protected. Staff would recommend to Council
that protection be removed from those properties with a score of 15/25 or lower.
In order to reclassify properties in the Study, Council must approve an Official
Community Plan amendment. A Public Hearing is required before Council can make
their decision on the amendment. A single Public Hearing will be held for all properties
being reclassified through the Study. It is anticipated that this Public Hearing will be held
before the end of the year. Notices will be sent to you and other Queen’s Park residents
approximately three weeks before the Hearing.
Please feel free to contact the undersigned if you have any questions about this Study, the
results, or the timeline for completion. For general information on the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area, permit requirements, and the new incentives program, visit
our website at www.newwestcity.ca/heritage/qphca. If you would like to receive regular
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area updates, please sign up online through the
website for the mailing list.
Kind regards,

Britney Quail,
Heritage Planner
604-527-4621 | bquail@newwestcity.ca

File: 13.2605.40
Doc#
1478821v2
August 28, 2018
Re: Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area — Special Limited Category Study
Dear Queen’s Park Property Owner,
In our previous letter dated April 1, 2019, you were informed about the launch of Phase
Two of the Special Limited Category Study. The Study is intended to determine whether
your property should be classified as protected (Advanced category) in the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area, or whether it should be classified as non-protected (Limited
category).
Phase Two of this Study is now complete. This phase concluded that your house has
medium development potential, based on the regulations of the Zoning Bylaw. This
means that the property may be able to reach its maximum floor space entitlements
(available for the property under the Zoning Bylaw), while also retaining the existing
house. The Development Potential Assessment used to make this evaluation is attached to
this letter.
The report’s analysis was conducted over the summer by a third-party architectural firm,
Lodge Craft. The architect used photographs, the City’s historic Building Permit data,
and neighbourhood site visits to evaluate the potential of each house to reach its zoning
maximums. A number of potential additions or renovations which would achieve this are
provided in the report, along with commentary on the physical and financial feasibility of
those options provided.
The assessments used a Development Potential checklist (see the final page of the
attached report) to calculate a score out of nine for each property. Scores are based on
criteria such as lot shape and size, position/location of the house on the lot, and the
adaptability of the house’s architectural style. This score resulted in a low, medium, or
high ranking for each property in Phase Two of the Study.
The results of Phase Two (Development Potential) and Phase One (Heritage Merit) will
be combined with a third review of the building condition and architectural/historic
integrity. This final assessment will be conducted by staff, based on the results of the
previous two phases, as well as photographs, and site visits if necessary. Together, the

three assessments (Heritage Merit, Development Potential, and Condition and Integrity)
will form the property’s final score on the Evaluation Checklist.
This final score on the Evaluation Checklist is out of 25 points. For those properties
achieving higher than a 60% score on the Checklist (16/25), staff would recommend to
Council that their property be classified as protected. Staff would recommend to Council
that protection be removed from those properties with a score of 15/25 or lower.
In order to reclassify properties in the Study, Council must approve an Official
Community Plan amendment. A Public Hearing is required before Council can make
their decision on the amendment. A single Public Hearing will be held for all properties
being reclassified through the Study. It is anticipated that this Public Hearing will be held
before the end of the year. Notices will be sent to you and other Queen’s Park residents
approximately three weeks before the Hearing.
Please feel free to contact the undersigned if you have any questions about this Study, the
results, or the timeline for completion. For general information on the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area, permit requirements, and the new incentives program, visit
our website at www.newwestcity.ca/heritage/qphca. If you would like to receive regular
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area updates, please sign up online through the
website for the mailing list.
Kind regards,

Britney Quail,
Heritage Planner
604-527-4621 | bquail@newwestcity.ca

File: 13.2605.40
Doc#
1478821v3
August 26, 2018
Re: Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area — Special Limited Category Study
Dear Queen’s Park Property Owner,
In our previous letter dated April 1, 2019, you were informed about the launch of Phase
Two of the Special Limited Category Study. The Study is intended to determine whether
your property should be classified as protected (Advanced category) in the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area, or whether it should be classified as non-protected (Limited
category).
Phase Two of this Study is now complete. This phase concluded that your house has low
development potential, based on the regulations of the Zoning Bylaw. This means that
the property would likely not be able to reach its maximum floor space entitlements
available for the property under the Zoning Bylaw, while also retaining the existing
house. Its likely renovations that would bring the house to the Zoning Bylaw maximums
would be complex and could negatively impact the heritage value of the house. The
Development Potential Assessment used to make this evaluation is attached to this letter.
The report’s analysis was conducted over the summer by a third-party architectural firm,
Lodge Craft. The architect used photographs, the City’s historic Building Permit data,
and neighbourhood site visits to evaluate the potential of each house to reach its
maximum floor space. A number of potential renovations or additions which would
achieve this are provided in the report, along with commentary on the physical and
financial feasibility of those options provided.
The assessments used a Development Potential checklist (see the final page of the
attached report) to calculate a score out of nine for each property. Scores are based on
criteria such as lot shape and size, position/location of the house on the lot, and the
adaptability of the house’s architectural style. This score resulted in a low, medium, or
high ranking for each property in Phase Two of the Study.
The results of Phase Two (Development Potential) and Phase One (Heritage Merit) will
be combined with a third review of the building condition and architectural/historic
integrity. This final assessment will be conducted by staff, based on the results of the
previous two phases, as well as photographs, and site visits if necessary. Together, the

three assessments (Heritage Merit, Development Potential, and Condition and Integrity)
will form the property’s final score on the Evaluation Checklist.
This final score on the Evaluation Checklist is out of 25 points. For those properties
achieving higher than a 60% score on the Checklist (16/25), staff would recommend to
Council that their property be classified as protected. Staff would recommend to Council
that protection be removed from those properties with a score of 15/25 or lower.
In order to reclassify properties in the Study, Council must approve an Official
Community Plan amendment. A Public Hearing is required before Council can make
their decision on the amendment. A single Public Hearing will be held for all properties
being reclassified through the Study. It is anticipated that this Public Hearing will be held
before the end of the year. Notices will be sent to you and other Queen’s Park residents
approximately three weeks before the Hearing.
Please feel free to contact the undersigned if you have any questions about this Study, the
results, or the timeline for completion. For general information on the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area, permit requirements, and the new incentives program, visit
our website at www.newwestcity.ca/heritage/qphca. If you would like to receive regular
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area updates, please sign up online through the
website for the mailing list.
Kind regards,

Britney Quail,
Heritage Planner
604-527-4621 | bquail@newwestcity.ca

Attachment 4
Evaluation Checklist

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint
in its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements
or if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition
Total Score
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1029291v2

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

/3
/3

/1
/1

/1

/9

/3
/2

/2
/1
/1
/9

/3

/2
/1

/1
/7
/25 A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

REPORT
Development Services
To:

Mayor Coté and Members of Council

Date:

11/4/2019

From:

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services

File:

13.2605.40

Item #:

442/2019

Subject:

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area: Special Li mited Category
Study Completion - Official Community Plan Amendment for
Consideration of First and Second Readings and Direction on Proposed
Zoning Bylaw Amendment

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council, with regard to the proposed Official Community Plan Ame ndment
related to the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited Category
Study:
i.

give consideration to the requirements of Section 475 and 476 as well as
other relevant sections of the Local Government Act;

ii.

direct staff to advise and consult with:
a. the Heritage Branch of the Ministry of Forest, Lands, Natural
Resource Operations and Rural Development of the Provincial
Government; and
b. the Board of Education of School District No. 40; and

iii.

not require consultation with any other agencies; an d

THAT Council consider Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019
to conclude the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited Category
Study for First Reading; and
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THAT Council consider Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No . 8156, 2019
in conjunction with the City’s Capital Expenditure Program as contained in the Five
Year Financial Plan and the Region’s Solid Waste Management Plan and Liquid
Waste Management Plan, which are hereby deemed to be consistent with said
program and plan in accordance with Section 477(3)(a) of the Local Government Act;
and
THAT Council consider Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019
to conclude the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited Category
Study for Second Readings and forward it to a Public Hearing on November 25,
2019; and
THAT Council direct staff to bring forward a zoning amendment bylaw to rezone
legally non-conforming properties to Duplex Districts (RT-1) in the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area using the Streamlined Review Process identified in the
Consultation Section of this report, should this opportunity be supported by the
owners of the three legally non-conforming properties.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As part of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area policy development process,
properties which would otherwise be classified as protected (based on their age of
construction) were identified for further study. These properties form a temporary protection
category called the “Special Limited Study”. An additional twelve properties were added to
the Study, referred to as the “Expanded Study” for a total of 86 properties in the Study.
Through the Study process, these properties are being reclassified as either protected
(Advanced) or non-protected (Limited), based on analysis of each property’s heritage merit,
development potential, and building condition.
Based on analysis of heritage merit, 39 properties were previously identified for removal of
heritage protection. Protection was removed from 33 of these properties in June 2018. The
other six properties are proposed for protection removal at this time.
The remaining 47 properties were assessed for their development potential and building
condition and, together with their heritage merit score, received a final score on an
Evaluation Checklist. Based on this analysis, protection is recommended to be removed from
only one additional property which has a score of 15 points on the Evaluation Checklist. A
list of Evaluation Checklist scores and the completed Evaluation Checklists are provided in
Attachment 1 and 2.
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An Official Community Plan (OCP) amendment is now required to remove the Heritage
Conservation Area related protection from the seven properties. The amendment bylaw is
included in this report as Attachment 3. Should the bylaw be adopted, these seven properties
would be added to the non-protected (Limited) category of the policy and the remaining 46
properties would be in the protected (Advanced) category.
The City has been approached by a property owner in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood who
is interested in an opportunity to have their property, with a non-conforming duplex use,
rezoned back to a duplex zoning district. Staff have also identified two additional properties
zoned Single Detached Residential Districts (Queen’s Park) (RS-4) and currently used for
duplexes, but included in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. This change would
have implications as duplex zoned properties have been excluded from the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area. Given the current duplex use of these three properties, it would
be consistent to also exempt them from the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area.
Staff has had preliminary communication with the property owners in order to understand
their level of interest in being included in this initiative and should Council direct staff to
bring forward this zoning amendment, property owners would be given the option on
whether to be included in this initiative.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to request Council consideration of the necessary Official
Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019 for First and Second Readings and
identify those parties that may be affected by the proposed Official Community Plan
Amendment, as required by Sections 475 and 476 of the Local Government Act. Per the
Act’s requirements, this report requests Council direction to proceed with consultation of
identified regional and provincial stakeholders.
BACKGROUND
The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area (QPHCA) is a management tool, which
includes both heritage protection of the exterior of pre-1941 existing buildings, and design
control for new construction. A summary of this and other related City policy and
regulations are included in Attachment 4.
Special Limited Study
As part of the QPHCA policy development process, 74 properties which would otherwise be
classified as protected (based on their age of construction) were identified for further study.
These properties form a temporary protection category called the “Special Limited Study”.
An additional 12 properties were added to the Study, referred to as the “Expanded Study” for
a total of 86 properties in the Study.
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At the completion of the Study process, the Special Limited protection category will no
longer exist in the QPHCA policy as all properties in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood would
be classified as either be protected (Advanced) or non-protected (Limited), based on
individual analysis of their heritage merit, development options, and building condition.
The Study began in March 2018 and a summary of the Study process is included in
Attachment 5.
DISCUSSION
Special Limited Study
Through the Special Limited Study, 86 properties were evaluated and recommendations were
made using the Evaluation Checklist. The Checklist considered criteria in three different
categories:
1) Heritage Merit: The heritage merit of property was evaluated by heritage
professionals retained by the City. The assessment determined the heritage value
based on aesthetic, historic, and cultural criteria.
2) Development Potential: The development potential of each property was evaluated by
an architect retained by the City. The assessment determined each property’s ability to
reach the maximum density permitted in the Zoning Bylaw.
3) Building Condition: Staff reviewed the results of the previous two categories and
evaluated the integrity and condition based on the above results, as well as
photographs and site visits, as necessary.
Evaluation of Heritage Merit
Following the assessment, 39 properties were found to have little or no heritage merit. Of
these, 33 properties were moved to the Non-protected category of the QPHCA through a
previous Official Community Plan (OCP) amendment adopted by Council in June 2018. The
other six properties are proposed to have protection removed at this time.
Evaluation of Development Potential and Condition
The 47 remaining properties that were found to have heritage merit were assessed for their
development potential and building condition. The scores from all three categories were then
combined for these properties using the Evaluation Checklist. Each property received a score
out of 25, resulting in one of three scenarios:
 The house was found to have low retention value (scores 1-15);
 The house was found to have moderate retention value (scores 16-19);
 The house was found to have high retention value (scores 20-25).
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It is recommended that properties which have a score of 15 points or lower be moved to the
Non-protected category. Only one of the 47 properties achieved 15 point points or lower.
As a result of the evaluation, it is recommended that a total of seven properties have
protection removed at this time, as follows:








209 Fifth Avenue,
419 Oak Street,
118 Queen’s Avenue,
117 Regina Street,
308 Regina Street,
125 Third Avenue, and
211 Third Avenue.

These seven properties would be moved to the Non-protected category. The remaining 46
properties with a score of over 15 would remain in the Protected category. A summary of the
findings for each property can be found in Attachment 1 and copies of all the completed
Evaluation Checklists have been included in Attachment 2.
Non-conforming Duplex Properties
Properties zoned commercial, institutional, medium density residential and duplex have been
excluded from the QPHCA. There are currently three properties included in the QPHCA
zoned Single Detached Residential Districts (Queen’s Park) (RS-4) but developed as
duplexes, a non-conforming use. The properties are a result of two family zoning which
existed between November 1950 and May 1987 in an area of Queen’s Park bounded by
Queen’s Avenue, Granville Street and Royal Avenue. In 1987, all of the properties zoned
Duplex Districts (RT-1) were rezoned to Single Detached Residential Districts (RS-1),
including the following which were built with duplexes (see Map 1 below):
 118 Park Row (built 1951);
 111 & 113 First Street (built 1972); and
 115 & 117 First Street (built 1987).
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Map 1: Properties with Built Duplexes and Zoned Duplex District (RT-1) Prior to 1987
Map 1 (left):
subject parcels,
coloured in
blue, with built
duplexes and
zoned Duplex
District (RT-1)
prior to being
rezoned to
Single
Detached
Dwelling
Districts (RS-1)
in 1987

The City has been approached by one of these property owners who is interested in having
their property rezoned back to a duplex zoning district. Staff recommend that all three
properties be considered for rezoning from Single Detached Residential Districts (Queen’s
Park) (RS-4) to Duplex Districts (RT-1). This would result in the properties being excluded
from the QPHCA. Staff recommends this given the following:
 All three properties are post-1941 and in the Non-protected category;
 It would be consistent to exempt these properties from QPHCA new construction
design guidelines given the current duplex use of the properties;
 The property use would conform to zoning; and
 The ongoing work to increase housing choice in the city, specifically the Infill
Housing Program which is now exploring options to increase the number of duplexes
in the city.
If the change in zoning were adopted, owners of these properties would have the option to:
 maintain their existing buildings, or
 rebuild any of the permitted uses such as:
o a single detached dwelling to Single Detached Dwelling Districts (RS-1)
standards, including accessory uses such as secondary suite and/or detached
accessory dwelling unit (laneway home or carriage home), or
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o a duplex in accordance with Duplex Districts (RT-1) standards (if minimum lot
size requirements can be met).
CONSULTATION
Special Limited Study
Property Owner Notification
In October 2019, letters were sent to the both the seven properties proposed to be moved to
the Non-protected category and the 46 properties that would remain in the Protected
category. This letter included their completed Evaluation Checklist (where applicable), an
outline of the next steps, and a timeline for completion of the Study.
Should Council direct staff to proceed with the OCP Amendment, notices of the Public
Hearing will be sent to Queen’s Park neighbourhood residents approximately three weeks
beforehand, following First and Second Readings of the OCP amendment bylaw.
Additionally, notice of the Public Hearing would be posted publically per the City’s standard
practice.
Community Heritage Commission Notification
The Community Heritage Commission would be advised of this report at their November
2019 meeting. Though, per the streamlined review process for this type of OCP amendment
application, no recommendation would be requested from this group. However, any feedback
would be presented to Council as part of the Public Hearing package.
Official Community Plan Consultation Requirements
Section 475 and 476 of the Local Government Act provides specific requirements for
consultation that must occur prior to the consideration of the adoption of an OCP
amendment. The Act requires local government to provide one or more opportunities, as it
considers appropriate, for consultation with the organizations and authorities it considers will
be affected.
Staff recommends consultation with the Provincial Government’s Heritage Branch and the
Board of Education (School District No. 40). With Council’s direction, letters would be sent
to these agencies which provide information related to the application and the Public Hearing
date, and would request comments or feedback prior to that date. Staff does not recommend
consultation with any other organizations or authorities not seen to be impacted.
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Non-conforming Duplex Properties
Staff has had preliminary communication with the property owners in order to understand
their level of interest in being included in this initiative with general suppo rt indicated.
Should Council direct staff to bring forward this zoning amendment, property owners would
be notified that the City is proceeding and be given the option to opt out.
Streamlined Review Process
Should Council direct staff to bring forward a zoning amendment bylaw to rezone the nonconforming duplex properties, staff recommends a streamlined review process with the
bylaw proceeding directly to Council for First and Second Reading. As the proposed
rezoning would not change the current duplex use on the three properties, staff recommends
waiving all consultation requirements, including: public open house, presentation to the
neighbourhood residents association, erection of a rezoning sign, and review by the Advisory
Planning Commission.
Notices of the Public Hearing would be sent to neighbourhood residents approximately three
weeks beforehand, following First and Second Readings of the zoning amendment bylaw.
Additionally, notice of the Public Hearing would be posted publically per the City’s st andard
practice and includes the Public Notice Posting Place, the City’s website, and in the local
newspaper. In addition, a letter would be sent to the Residents Association advising of the
Public Hearing.
NEXT STEPS
Should Council endorse the Streamlined Review Process, next steps would include:
1. First and Second Readings of Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw 8156,
2019. [We are here.]
2. Public Hearing for Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw 8156, 2019.
3. Third Reading and Adoption of Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw 8156,
2019.
4. Preparation of zoning amendment bylaw to rezone legally non-conforming properties
to Duplex Districts (RT-1) in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area should
this opportunity be supported by the owners of the three legally non-conforming
properties, based on Council direction.
5. First and Second Readings of Zoning Amendment Bylaw.
6. Public Hearing for Zoning Amendment Bylaw.
7. Third Reading and Adoption of Zoning Amendment Bylaw.
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OPTIONS
The following options are offered for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council, with regard to the proposed Official Community Plan Amendment
related to the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited Category
Study:
i.

give consideration to the requirements of Section 475 and 476 as well as
other relevant sections of the Local Government Act;

ii.

direct staff to advise and consult with:
a. the Heritage Branch of the Ministry of Forest, Lands, Natural
Resource Operations and Rural Development of the Provincial
Government; and
b. the Board of Education of School District No. 40; and

iii.

not require consultation with any other agencies; and

2. That Council consider Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019
to conclude the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited Category
Study for First Reading; and
3. That Council consider Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019
in conjunction with the City’s Capital Expenditure Program as contained in the Five
Year Financial Plan and the Region’s Solid Waste Management Plan and Liquid
Waste Management Plan, which are hereby deemed to be consistent with said
program and plan in accordance with Section 477(3)(a) of the Local Government Act;
and
4. That Council consider Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019
to conclude the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited Category
Study for Second Readings and forward it to a Public Hearing on November 25, 2019;
and
5. That Council direct staff to bring forward a zoning amendment bylaw to rezone
legally non-conforming properties to Duplex Districts (RT-1) in the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area using the Streamlined Review Process identified in the
Consultation Section of this report, should this opportunity be supported by the
owners of the three legally non-conforming properties.
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6. That Council provide staff with alternative direction.
Staff recommends Options 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
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1: Summary of Phase Three Evaluation Checklist Scores
2: Evaluation Checklists
3: Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019
4: Summary of Related City Policy and Regulations
5: Summary of Special Limited Study Process
6: OCP Amendment Memorandums from Engineering and Finance
Departments

This report has been prepared by:
Kathleen Stevens, Heritage Planning Analyst

This report was reviewed by:
Jackie Teed, Senior Manager of Development Services

Approved for Presentation to Council

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services
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Attachment 1
Summary of Evaluation Checklist Scores

Summary of Phase Three Evaluation Checklist Scores
Address
316 Arbutus St
318 Arbutus St
320 Arbutus St
333 Arbutus St
201 Clinton Pl
207 Clinton Pl
219 Fifth Ave
225 Fifth Ave
311 Fifth St
410 Fifth St
533 Fifth St
314 First St
328 First St
408 First St
418 First St
508 First St
214 Fourth Ave
225 Fourth Ave
405 Fourth Ave
411 Fourth Ave
239 Fourth St
510 Fourth St
520 Fourth St
417 Oak St
423 Oak St
427 Oak St
108 Oakland St
123 Oakland St
309 Pine St
210 Queen’s Ave
319 Queen’s Ave
117 Regina St
211 Regina St
216 Regina St
311 Regina St
517 Second St
506 St. George St
115 Third Ave
117 Third Ave
417 Third Ave
228 Third St
231 Third St
403 Third St

Total
Score
22
22
22
19
19
19
16
22
24
22
18
18
21
23
20
20
20
21
23
19
17
18
22
19
21
23
24
17
16
20
21
15
21
18
22
22
18
19
17
18
22
21
16

Percentage
(%)
88
88
88
76
76
76
64
88
96
88
72
72
84
92
80
80
80
84
92
76
68
72
88
76
84
92
96
68
64
80
84
60
84
72
88
88
72
76
68
72
88
84
25

Ranking

Recommendation

High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
High
Low
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
Medium

Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Remove Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection

Address
416 Third St
418 Third St
241 Townsend Pl
309 Warren Ave

Total
Score
20
21
18
17

Percentage
(%)
80
84
72
68

Ranking

Recommendation

High
High
Medium
Medium

Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection

Attachment 2
Evaluation Checklists

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 316 Arbutus Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Strong style association: massing & materials
original but some loss of integrity (i.e.
windows, doors).
3/3 Strong streetscape presence: part of a
collective.
1/1 Significant for age (pre-1900), style and
historic associations.
1/1 Early example of infill housing.

0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Roof dormers and/or basement renovation will
have minimal impact.
2/2 Work within existing building footprint.
1/1 Work within existing building footprint.
1/1 Yes.
9/9 100% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
22/25
88%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 318 Arbutus Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Strong style association: massing & materials
original but some loss of integrity (i.e.
windows, doors).
3/3 Strong streetscape presence: part of a
collective.
1/1 Significant for age (pre-1900), style and
historic associations.
1/1 Early example of infill housing.

0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building meets its non-bonus development
entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Roof dormers and/or basement renovation will
have minimal impact.
2/2 Work within existing building footprint.
1/1 Work within existing building footprint.
1/1 Yes.
9/9 100% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
22/25
88%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 320 Arbutus Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Strong style association: massing & materials
original but some loss of integrity (i.e.
windows, doors).
3/3 Strong streetscape presence: part of a
collective.
1/1 Significant for age (pre-1900), style and
historic associations.
1/1 Early example of infill housing.

0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Roof dormers and/or basement renovation will
have minimal impact.
2/2 Work within existing building footprint.
1/1 Work within existing building footprint.
1/1 Yes.
9/9 100% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
22/25
88%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint
in its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements
or if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 333 Arbutus Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Intact example of an Arts and Crafts bungalow
typical of the revival styles build before the
Second World War.
2/3 The dwelling is at the end of a row of houses
of the saw era and design influence.
0/1
1/1 Associated with Ernest Longley the city’s
assistant engineer, and the later development
of Queens Park.
0/1 None.

6/9 67% (Medium)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 It is possible to use most of the density
entitlement but achieving full density
diminishes heritage merit.
1/2 Small lot limits potential to develop within
required setbacks.
1/1
1/1 Mature trees in front unaffected.
6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
19/25
76%
(Medium)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.

The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint
in its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements
or if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 201 Clinton Place
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Alterations to the property and to the house
itself have obscured its original character
somewhat, however the general style is still
intact.
3/3 Prominent and highly visible position on a
corner lot, visible from two major streets
(Royal Ave, and Second Street). A hedge
drastically diminishes its visibility.
0/1 It stands as one of three pre-WWI houses
along Clinton Place.
1/1 Mr. Trodden and Mr. Benson, as well as early
Queen’s Park development.
0/1 A hedge lines two edges of the property and a
large tree stands in the front yard.
6/9 67% Medium
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Basement development will have minimal
impact.
2/2 Work within existing building footprint.
1/1 Work within existing building footprint
1/1 Yes.
8/9 89% (High)
2/3

1/2
1/1

1/1
5/7
19/25
76%
(Medium)

71% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.

SCORE
2/3

STAFF COMMENTS
Massing and style still largely intact, as are
much of its exterior materials and feature
elements. The loss of window sash and original
front porch reduce its aesthetic value somewhat.
In a row of three pre-WWI houses along Clinton
Place. Sits on a corner lot and is visible from
Royal Avenue, however the view is slightly
obscured by trees in the park on the other side
of Clinton.

The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in its
architectural style and/or massing.

3/3

The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant person,
event, construction technique, unusual material use
or similar distinguishing feature.

1/1

There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.

0/1

Built during the early Queen’s Park development
period. Associated with BC Distilleries,
Provincial Penitentiary, and the Provincial
Asylum.
None

7/9

78% (High)

2/3

The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

1/2
1/1

The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
Cottage form, prominent corner location with
character elements facing two streets, and nonconforming site coverage limits potential to
reach density entitlements.
Work limited to existing building footprint. Site
slope limits potential to raise house.
Site coverage already exceeds zoning.

1/1

Yes.

6/9

67% (Medium)

Total Score for 207 Clinton Place
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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1/1

1/2

2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
19/25
76%
(Medium)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met, the
score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.

The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint
in its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements
or if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 219 Fifth Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 A good example of an early Craftsman house
that maintains the original design as well as
cladding materials, fenestration pattern and
front porch.
2/3 Contributes to the cohesiveness of the
streetscape.
0/1 Craftsman is a common style in the
neighbourhood.
1/1 Associated with Brunette Sawmill mill hand,
Paul Swenceskie.
1/1 There is a collection of mature trees and
shrubs on the property.
6/9 67% (Medium)
0/3 The building lot has minimal development.
2/2 Large rear yard is well suited to additional
density without compromising heritage merit.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Yes.
0/1 Mature landscape in rear yard would be
compromised.
5/9 56% (Medium)
2/3

1/2
1/1

1/1
5/7
16/25
64%
(Medium)

71% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 225 Fifth Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 An excellent example of Craftsman Bungalow
style. Mirror image of house next door at 223
Fifth Ave, both designed by Mercer & Gardiner
3/3 Contribution to a cohesive streetscape and
matches house next door at 223 Fifth Ave.
1/1
1/1 Associated with architectural firm Gardiner &
Mercer.
0/1 None.

8/9 89% (High)
3/3 The building is close to its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Large rear yard is well suited to additional
density without compromising heritage merit.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Yes.
0/1 Mature landscape in rear yard may be
compromised.
8/9 89% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
22/25
88%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.

There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 311 Fifth Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Designed by E.J. Boughen in his distinctive
and Craftsman style.
3/3 Sits in a grouping of late Victorian and
Craftsman houses on Fifth Street. Features
art glass, clinker brick chimney.
1/1
1/1 Ronald Cliff was a businessman involved in
canning, fruit, lumber and a myriad of
companies sold the family run Cliff Canning
Co. to the American Can Company enabling
them the enter the BC market. After the Cliffs
moved out, the manager of Cliff’s BC
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. moved in
0/1 None.

8/9 89% (High)
3/3 The building meets its non-bonus development
entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Yes.

2/2 Yes.
1/1 Limited room for expansion at rear.
1/1 Yes.
9/9 100% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
24/25
96%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 410 Fifth Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Good, integral example of Craftsman style.
Form, massing and architectural elements
intact.
3/3 Inline and scale with neighbours on cohesive
block
0/1 Craftsman is common style to neighbourhood.
1/1 Ingle & Bradbury, two local families
intermarried. New Westminster School Board.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Large rear yard is well suited to additional
density without compromising heritage merit.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Yes.
0/1 Large trees in rear yard may be compromised.
8/9 89% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
22/25
88%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 533 Fifth Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Very good representation of the Victorian
architectural style. Loses one point for the
house being raised.
3/3 Contributes to a cohesive streetscape and has
an unusual porch design.
1/1
1/1 Associated with Canadian painter Walter
James Baber.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
1/3 The lot has modest development.
2/2 Large rear yard is well suited to additional
density without compromising heritage merit.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Yes.
0/1 Large trees in rear yard may be compromised.
6/9 67% (Medium)
2/3

1/2
1/1

1/1
5/7
18/25
72%
(Medium)

71% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 314 First Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 A variation of the BCMTT Co. Model OOO
house, one of only two examples of this style
in the city.
2/3 Despite renovations to the upper floor the
dwelling’s form and style gives it a strong
presence at the corner of First and Emory
Streets.
1/1 A variation of the BCMTT Co. Model OOO
house, one of only two examples of this style
in the city.
1/1 Long association with the prominent Latham
family; Harry was the city treasurer and
involved in city sports, his wife was May
Queen for1903.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 Many challenges to meeting density
entitlement.
1/2 Somewhat.
1/1 Yes.
1/1
6/9 67% (Medium)
1/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
5/7
18/25
72%
(Medium)

71% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 328 First Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Intact example of the late era Craftsman
bungalow not commonly found in the
neighbourhood.
3/3 Fits into the eclectic First Street streetscape,
maintains the line of stone retaining walls from
Fourth Avenue.
0/1
1/1 Long association with the Vert family, late
example of Queen’s Park development
1/1 Stone wall and stairs from First Avenue.

8/9 89% (High)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 Some capacity to develop upper floor without
compromising heritage merit.
1/2 Limited by small rear yard and high existing
site coverage.
0/1
1/1
6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
21/25
84%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 408 First Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Good example of Victorian prefabricated
house, alterations to windows and front porch
considered reversible.
3/3 Contributes to cohesive streetscape, features
characteristic four foot panels on side
elevations.
1/1 One of four kit houses remaining in New
Westminster.
1/1 A B.C. Mills Timber & Trading Company
prefabricated house, associated with
prominent citizens.
1/1 Well maintained and landscaped.

8/9 89% (High)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Large rear yard is well suited to additional
density without compromising heritage merit.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Yes.
1/1
9/9 100% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
23/25
92%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 418 First Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Eclectic Mission Revival architectural style
with low irregular massing.
2/3 Contributes in scale to the streetscape,
unusual turret feature.
1/1 Few other examples in Queen’s Park.
1/1 First house designed by George Grant;
replacement house associated with longtime
owner and business person.
1/1 Well landscaped, sets off house.

7/9 78% (High)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 Can accommodate some additional density
without compromising heritage merit.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Yes.
0/1 Mature landscape in rear yard would be
compromised.
6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
20/25
80%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 508 First Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Its original form, roof line and gables with
original window assemblies, porch, front door
and brackets.
1/3 The house reflects the trending architectural
styles as vacant lots are developed in the
boom before WWII, and is a companion to its
neighbour across the lane.
1/1
1/1 Long time occupation by teacher and sports
coach Van Potter Copeland and his family.
1/1 Raised lawn, path and stairs.

6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Rear yard can accommodate additional
density without compromising heritage merit.
1/2 Yes, with limits.
1/1 Position of house allows some limited
development potential.
0/1 Trees in rear yard likely affected.
7/9 78% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
20/25
80%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 214 Fourth Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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3/3 The house retains the form and details of a
late Victorian Cottage.
2/3 The house with its set back, form and details
stand in contrast to the neighbouring houses,
giving it an unexpected prominence on the
block.
1/1 The house is one of a few intact examples
from this period in the neighbourhood.
1/1 Gustavus Johnson and his ties to the region’s
fishing industries. Early Queen’s Park
development.
1/1 Significant fir and cedar trees at the rear of the
property and a clipped boxwood hedge frames
the front yard.
8/9 89% (High)
0/3 Building lot has minimal development.
2/2 Large rear yard can accommodate additional
density without compromising heritage merit.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Very large backyard with generous side yard
access
0/1 Mature landscaping in rear yard likely affected.
5/9 56% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
20/25
80%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 225 Fourth Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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3/3 Intact example of the Edwardian box style,
restored.
3/3 Contributes to historic streetscape.

0/1
1/1 Associated with J. S. Bryson family.

0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
1/3 Building lot has modest development.
2/2 Large rear yard can accommodate additional
density without compromising heritage merit.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Yes.
1/1 None noted.
7/9 78% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
21/25
84%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 405 Fourth Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Intact example of the Dutch Colonial style.
2/3 Despite its late construction date the house fits
well with its earlier neighbours.
1/1 Dutch Colonial style is an uncommon style in
the neighbourhood.
1/1 Stephen Henry Excell a mechanical engineer
and the late period of Queen’s Park
development.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building is almost at its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Building already achieves this and is able to
take advantage of bonus density entitlements.
2/2 Work could be limited to existing building
footprint.
1/1
1/1
9/9 100% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
23/25
92%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 411 Fourth Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Intact, restored example of the Italianate
cottage.
2/3 Stands out on the street given its position on
the lot and creates a good streetscape with its
neighbours to the east.
1/1
1/1 Association with Baldwin Santo Brown,
butcher and New Westminster city clerk, and
the early development of Queens Park.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
1/3 The building has minimal development.
1/2 The building’s potential bulk compromises its
heritage merit somewhat.
2/2 Lot is very large with lots of available site
coverage.
1/1 .
0/1 Mature trees in rear yard likely compromised.
5/9 56% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
19/25
76%
(Medium)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.

The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 239 Fourth Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Excellent example of Queen Anne Victorian
vernacular house- intact except for the stucco
cladding. The property’s poor condition lower
this score greatly as its long-term recent
neglect may impede its salvage.
2/3 Houses of similar vintage are found across the
street. The house is very visible, a
recognizable landmark on its corner lot.
0/1 .
1/1 Queen’s Park first landscaper/ gardener Peter
Latham. Early Queen’s Park development
1/1 Shrubs along Third Avenue and Fourth Street
may have been planted by Peter Latham.
6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3 The building is near its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

1/2 Very shallow lot.
0/1 The position limits options for additional
development.
1/1
7/9 78% (High)
1/3

2/2
1/1

0/1
4/7
17/25
68%
(Medium)

57% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 510 Fourth Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 It is an excellent example of the Early Cottage
style.
2/3 It contributes to the cohesiveness of the
streetscape.
1/1
0/1 It is associated with the tradition of simple but
lovely cottages in the neighbourhood.
0/1 None.

6/9 67% (Medium)
1/3 Building lot has modest development.
1/2 Sensitivity must be applied in meeting
development potential.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Yes.
0/1 Tree in rear yard.
5/9 56% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
18/25
72%
(Medium)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.

There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 520 Fourth Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Excellent example of the Craftsman Bungalow
style.
3/3 Contributes to a cohesive streetscape.

0/1
1/1 Associated with first and longtime owner
Arthur Davis who worked at well-known
Cunningham Hardware in downtown New
Westminster. Also associated with architect
J.B. Whitburn.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

2/2 Generous backyard.
1/1
1/1
8/9 89% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
22/25
88%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 417 Oak Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Original and quite rare architecturally.
1/3 Contributes to character of Oak Street,
distinguishing feature is columned front porch.
1/1 Original and quite rare architecturally.
1/1 A.E. Parsons was the first owner and builder.

0/1 None.

6/9 67% (Medium)
1/3 The building lot has modest development.
1/2 It is possible, but the cottage form presents
many challenges and limitations.
2/2
1/1
1/1
6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
19/25
76%
(Medium)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 423 Oak Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Relatively intact example of its architectural
style, aesthetically pleasing.
3/3 Contributes to streetscape character.

1/1 One of four remaining neoclassical cottages
on Oak Street.
0/1 Associated with residential development
phase of Queen’s Park. No affiliation with
person.
0/1 Picket fence, side pergola and gate contribute
to character.
6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

2/2
1/1
1/1
9/9 100% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
21/25
84%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 427 Oak Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Well maintained, good example of Craftsman
style, unusual arched roof over recessed
porch.
3/3 Contributes to cohesion of Oak Street and
adds to the character of the neighbourhood.
0/1
1/1 Associated with contractor T. W Hemphill (no
evidence he ever lived in the house).
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Only minor additions would be required to
meet full development potential.
2/2
1/1
1/1
9/9 100% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
23/25
92%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 108 Oakland Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Well maintained and intact example of a B.C.
Mills prefabricated house.
3/3 Part of a small cluster of three B.C. Mills
prefabricated houses, contributes to street
character of Oakland Street.
1/1
1/1 Displayed at the 1905 Provincial Exhibition in
Queen’s Park, associated with first owner A.
E. Etherington.
0/1 Low granite wall with posts, granite steps.

8/9 89% (High)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

2/2
1/1
1/1
9/9 100% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
24/25
96%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 123 Oakland Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Good example of modest vernacular cottage
style of architecture.
3/3 Contributes to streetscape but aesthetically
modest and unadorned, no distinguishing
features.
1/1 Few remaining, intact, of modest vernacular
cottage style of architecture.
1/1 Early association with architect Charles Clow.

0/1 Picket fence with pergola entry, cedar hedge.

8/9 89% (High)
1/3 The building lot has modest development.
1/2 The building’s modesty and small size are
character-defining elements.
1/2 The lot shape allows for limited additional
development.
1/1 Any new development would have to occur in
side yards.
1/1
5/9 56% (Medium)
1/3

1/2
1/1

1/1
4/7
17/25
68%
(Medium)

57% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 309 Pine Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Retains the form, scale and details of a
Gabled Vernacular house that is simple in
form and decoration.
2/3 The house and its landscaped lot is a
landmark on the street because it is
surrounded by a mix of building styles from a
variety of eras.
0/1
1/1 Associated with the Suter family, early
residents of the city and the early development
of Queen’s Park.
1/1 The lot is heavily planted and there are some
significant trees on the property.
6/9 67% (Medium)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 0.61 FSR easily achieved. Additional density
more challenging.
1/2 Lot relatively shallow depth.
0/1 No backyard.
0/1 Mature trees likely compromised.
4/9 44% (Low)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
16/25
64%
(Medium)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.

The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 210 Queen’s Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Although a series of alterations have been
made, the building’s facade remains almost
entirely original; example of an upper-class
Early Cottage.
2/3 Streetscape lacks cohesion, however the
neighbouring house is of a similar vintage and
shares certain features; corner lot and high
visibility contribute to landmark status
1/1
1/1 William Johnson Pre-war Queen’s Park
development boom, Royal City Mills.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 Limited ability to use bonus density.

1/2 Lot slope limits livability of basement space.
0/1 The house footprint is large and only 1% site
coverage is unused
0/1
6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
20/25
80%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.

The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 319 Queen’s Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Integral example of a custom-designed 1890s
Victorian house, a surviving residential
commission of G.W. Grant.
3/3 Important as part of a grouping of three
houses by same owner and designer on a
block that was once all 1880s and 1890s
houses and now is dominated by Revival
1920s and 30s houses. High visibility on
Queen’s Avenue across from Tipperary Park.
1/1 Yes. Block is dominated by Revival 1920s and
30s houses.
1/1 James E. Phillips, George W. Grant.

0/1 None.

8/9 89% (High)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

2/2 Ample rear yard.
1/1
0/1 Rear yard trees likely affected.
7/9 78% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
21/25
84%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 117 Regina Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Its original form, roof line and many original
window assemblies.
3/3 Has little relation to the houses on its side of
the street, but fits better with the earlier
houses on the opposite side of the street.
1/1
2/1 Rental property associated with a working
class population with local connections
including a millworker, longshoreman and a
guard at the BC Penitentiary.
0/1 None.

6/9 67% (Medium)
1/3 The building has modest development.
1/2 The building is easily overwhelmed by building
additions.
2/2 The lot is well suited to development
0/1 The new accessory building in the rear yard
hinders additional development.
0/1 Mature trees compromised by additional
development.
4/9 44% (Low)
1/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
5/7
15/25
60%
(Low)

71% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 211 Regina Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Excellent example of the Craftsman Bungalow
style.
2/3 Contributes to a cohesive streetscape and has
landmark qualities.
1/1 A unique combination of two Craftsman
houses into one.
1/1 Association with architect E.J. Boughen and
the Salter family.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building is at its non-bonus development
entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

2/2
1/1
1/1
9/9 100% (High)
1/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
5/7
21/25
84%
(High)

71% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 216 Regina Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Good example of an Early Vernacular. Pre1900 construction date.
2/3 Contributes to a cohesive streetscape.

0/1
1/1 Associated with S.R. Clough, of the City of
New Westminster Electric Works.
0/1 None.

6/9 67% (Medium)
1/3 The building lot has modest development.
2/2

2/2
1/1
1/1 Existing trees could be worked around.
7/9 78% (High)
1/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
5/7
18/25
72%
(Medium)

71% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 311 Regina Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 The house is an excellent example of its
architectural style and retains the majority of
its original materials, in particular the windows.
2/3 Contributes to a cohesive streetscape.

1/1 Associated with the traditional 1930s
vernacular style.
0/1

1/1 Nicely landscaped in keeping with the era the
house was built.
7/9 78% (High)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Front elevation not affected by rear yard
developments.
2/2 Large rear yard.
1/1
1/1
8/9 89% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
22/25
88%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 517 Second Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Excellent example of a Storybook design.
3/3 Contributes to the cohesiveness of the street
and has landmark qualities for being a corner
lot with a low stone wall and a view of the
house on two sides.
0/1
1/1 Associated with Hume & Rumble, Electrical
Contractors and with former New Westminster
and Vancouver Mayor Fred Hume.
1/1 Low stone wall and a mature tree.

8/9 89% (High)
3/3 The building is close to its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 It is possible, but challenging, to meet full
development potential.
2/2
0/1 House must be moved to accommodate
additions.
1/1
7/9 78% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
22/25
88%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.

The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 506 St. George’s Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Vernacular cottage, adapted to its current form
in 1919 featuring 1907 and 1919 elements.
Pre-war and interwar development eras in
Queen’s Park.
2/3 Most houses along street are of a different
style and slightly older vintage but also of
modest, working-class scale.
1/1 Unique in its style in QP.
1/1 Long-term association with the Innes family;
Queen’s Park pre-war and inter-war
development boom.
0/1 None.

6/9 67% (Medium)
1/3 The building lot has modest development.
1/2 Hipped roof and dormer at rear of house will
be hard to preserve with any densification
effort.
2/2
1/1
0/1 Large trees in rear yard
5/9 56% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
18/25
72%
(Medium)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.

The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 115 Third Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 The house is a Gabled Vernacular that retains
its form amid early renovations. It is
associated with Queens Park’s earliest period
of development.
3/3 The house and its neighbour to the west were
built to the same design and share the same
setback. The houses on the north side of the
block sit above street level.
0/1
1/1 50+ year association with George Turnbull,
prominent New West resident and the family.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
1/3 The building lot has modest development.
1/2 Meeting full development potential requires
relocating house on site and very large
additions.
2/2
0/1 House must be moved to accommodate
additions.
1/1
5/9 56% (Medium)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
19/25
76%
(Medium)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 117 Third Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Despite the alterations and the addition of the
front porch the dwelling retains the form of a
Gabled Vernacular.
3/3 The house and its neighbour to the east were
built to the same design and share the same
setback. The houses on the north side of the
street sit above the street level.
0/1
1/1 Long association with accountant and
provincial tax assessor Sydney Fletcher. The
house is part of the earliest period of Queen’s
Park development.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
1/3 The building lot has modest development.
2/2 All additions can be made in rear or at
basement level.
2/2 Very large lot.
1/1 Current position limits, but does not prevent,
additional development.
1/1
7/9 78% (High)
1/3

1/2
0/1

1/1
3/7
17/25
68%
(Medium)

43% (Low)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 417 Third Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE
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3/3 Unique example of early Edwardian style
house, alterations are compatible with house
style or straightforward to reverse.
2/3 Part of a cohesive Edwardian streetscape on
the north side of the block as well as a
standout corner house with landmark qualities
1/1 Unique example of early Edwardian style
house.
1/1 Edwardian era in QP, Isaac Hudson & family,
mid-century conversion of large houses to
multi-suite dwellings.
1/1 Early stone wall on the south side of the
property and mature trees.
8/9 89% (High)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 Achieving full density will result in some
compromise to heritage merit due to high
visibility of three elevations.
1/2 Additional development potential on east side
yard only.
1/1 Yes, with limitations.
1/1 Large street trees likely compromised if house
moved, but not by east additions.
6/9 67% (Medium)
1/3

1/2
1/1

1/1
4/7
18/25
72%
(Medium)

57% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.

The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 228 Third Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE
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3/3 Intact Victorian Cottage, restorable to original
exterior finishes based on archival
photographs.
2/3 Early house amongst a streetscape of early
houses, high visibility siting close to street on a
corner lot. Added value for its association with
the five other surviving Kirk houses. Warren
Avenue was named after the original family
(Mrs. Kirk’s maiden name).
1/1 .
1/1 Kirk family, New Westminster pioneers and
Queen’s Park developers. Early Queen’s Park
development.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building is close to its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Flexible options to meet full density
entitlement.
2/2
1/1 House location leaves large rear yard for
development.
1/1
9/9 100% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
22/25
88%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 231 Third Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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3/3 Excellent, integral example of an elaborate
Edwardian Box.
3/3 Early house amongst a streetscape of early
houses, high visibility siting close to street on a
corner lot. Next door to a similar house in style
making a grouping.
1/1
1/1 Edwardian development boom in QP, Gifford
family.
0/1 None.

8/9 89% (High)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 Meeting full density causes some comprise to
heritage merit as additions would be visible
from street.
1/2 Limited potential for additional development.
1/1 Limited potential for additional development
1/1 None affected.
6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
21/25
84%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 403 Third Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Late Victorian cottage style, altered front porch
and stairs.
2/3 Contributes to streetscape, unusual corner bay
window, visually interesting.
1/1 Asymmetrical front façade. Pre-1900 house.
1/1 House relocated on the property in 1913 is
unique, reflects early development of Queen’s
Park neighbourhood.
0/1 None.

6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Expanding the basement allows full density
without compromising heritage merit.
1/2 Small square lot limits potential to develop
within required setbacks.
1/1 Limited potential for additional development
not due to house location.
1/1
8/9 89% (High)
0/3

1/2
0/1

1/1
2/7
16/25
64%
(Medium)

29% (Low)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 416 Third Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Good example of the Classic Box style with
restored full width front porch.
3/3 Similar style house at 418 Third Street,
contributes to cohesive streetscape.
0/1
1/1 Early infill housing. Associated with James
Lord, local builder.
1/1 Pavers, pergola at side.

7/9 78% (High)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

2/2
1/1
1/1
8/9 89% (High)
1/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
5/7
20/25
80%
(High)

71% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 418 Third Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Retains original form and character, not known
if elements added (e.g. spindles) have historic
basis.
3/3 Contributes to streetscape, of similar age and
style of surrounding houses.
0/1
0/1 Associated with early infill.

0/1

6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

2/2
1/1
1/1
9/9 100% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
21/25
84%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 241 Townsend Place
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Series of early alterations have somewhat
obscured the original architectural design and
style, however many original pieces remain.
3/3 while unique in style, it contributes to a
streetscape dominated by houses of the same
vintage; corner lot, unique corner bay window,
and high visibility create landmark status
1/1 This specific style and scale are one-of-a-kind
in QP.
1/1 Bartley W Shiles and Isabel Hill; New
Westminster Private Hospital; Pre-war
development period.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building is close to its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Developing the full basement would meet
contemporary density with no compromise to
heritage merit.
2/2
1/1
0/1 Tree in northwest corner of property likely
compromised.
8/9 89% (High)
1/3

1/2
0/1

1/1
3/7
18/25
72%
(Medium)

43% (Low)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 309 Warren Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Good example of Victorian cottage. Form,
massing and architectural elements intact.
3/3 Contributes to a unique streetscape of small
cottages close to the street and to each other.
May represent an early form of infill
development.
0/1
1/1 Consistent pattern of working-class residents,
including employees of New Westminster City.
0/1 None.

6/9 67% (Medium)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

2/2 Large rear yard available.
1/1
0/1 Large tree in rear yard likely affected by
development.
7/9 78% (High)
1/3 Rear addition, upper deck, enclosed front
porch, replacement of windows, exterior
restoration, may not be original cladding.
1/2
1/1

1/1
4/7
17/25
68%
(Medium)

57% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Attachment 3
Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw
No. 8156, 2019

CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER
BYLAW NO. 8156, 2019
A bylaw to amend the Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 7925, 2017
__________________________________________________________________________
WHEREAS:
A. The Council has adopted Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 7925, 2017, and
wishes to amend the Official Community Plan that was adopted by that bylaw;
B. The Council has considered the consultation matters set out in s. 475 of the Local
Government Act including whether any consultation on this bylaw that the Council
considers to be required should be early or ongoing;
C. The Council has specifically considered whether consultation on this bylaw is
required with the board of the Greater Vancouver Regional District; First Nations;
the Councils of adjacent municipalities; the Greater Vancouver Water District and
the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District; the Provincial and Federal
governments and their agencies; and any other persons, organizations, and authorities
it considers will be affected;
D. The Council has consulted on this bylaw with the Board of Trustees of School
District No. 40 and has sought its input as to the matters set out in section 476(2) of
the Local Government Act in respect of the bylaw;
E. The Council has considered the amendment, after first reading of the bylaw, in
conjunction with:
i. the City’s Capital Expenditure Program (as contained in the Five Year Financial
Plan (2019-2023) Bylaw No. 8104, 2019); and
ii. the 2012 Integrated Solid Waste and Resource Management Plan and the 2010
Integrated Liquid Waste and Resource Management Plan of the Metro
Vancouver Regional District;
F. The Council has held a Public Hearing on this bylaw to amend the Official
Community Plan after first reading of this bylaw;
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Bylaw No. 8156, 2019

NOW THEREFORE the Council of the Corporation of the City of New Westminster,
in open meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
1

2

INTERPRETATION
1.

This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes as "Official Community Plan Amendment
(Removal of Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Related Protection from
Seven Properties) Bylaw No. 8156, 2019."

2.

In this bylaw, “Queens Park Heritage Conservation Area” means Schedule A to the
Official Community Plan.

3.

In this bylaw, “List of Exempted Properties” means Appendix 4 to the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area.

DESIGNATION
4.

The Contents section of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is amended by
deleting “Queen’s Park Neighbourhood” from the title of Appendix 1.

5.

The Contents section of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is amended by
deleting “Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area” from the title of Appendix 2,
Appendix 3 and Appendix 4.

6.

The Contents section of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is amended by
deleting “Appendix 5 Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Study
Building Characteristics”.

7.

The Glossary of Terms section of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is
amended by deleting “Special Study Building means a building or structure that is
not listed on the Heritage Register and that satisfies one or more of the criteria in
Appendix 5.”

8.

The Heritage Alteration Permits section of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation
Area is amended by deleting “is a Special Study Building in respect of which a
building permit authorizing the alteration or addition is issued prior to June 30,
2019;”.

9.

The List of Exempted Properties to the Queens Park Heritage Conservation Area is
amended by adding the following:
Doc # 1503326
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(ii)

The building and lands with the civic address of 209 Fifth Avenue, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as LOT 2 OF LOTS 2 AND 3
SUBURBAN BLOCK 10 PLAN 2620 (PID: 013-569-856).

(jj)

The building and lands with the civic address of 419 Oak Street, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as LOT 17 OF LOTS 4 AND 29
SUBURBAN BLOCK 7 PLAN 2620 (PID: 013-453-904).

(kk)

The building and lands with the civic address of 118 Queen’s Avenue, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as PARCEL “B” CLINTON PLACE
RESERVE REFERENCE PLAN 60428 (PID: 002-514-591).

(ll)

The building and lands with the civic address of 117 Regina Street, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as LOT 25 OF LOT 1 SUBURBAN
BLOCK 10 PLAN 2620 (PID: 013-569-651).

(mm) The building and lands with the civic address of 308 Regina Street, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as LOT “G” SUBURBAN BLOCK
10 PLAN 18767 (PID: 003-592-901).

10.

(nn)

The building and lands with the civic address of 125 Third Avenue, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as LOT 7 OF LOTS 1 AND 2
SUBURBAN BLOCK 6 PLAN 2620 (PID: 013-394-541).

(oo)

The building and lands with the civic address of 211 Third Avenue, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as PART 66 FEET BY 165 FEET OF
LOT 3 SUBURBAN BLOCK 6 PLAN 2620 HAVING A FRONTAGE OF 66
FEET ON THIRD AVENUE BY 165 FEET IN DEPTH AND ADJOINING
LOT 4 (PID: 013-394-711).

The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is amended by deleting Appendix 5.

CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS
11.

The Official Community Plan and its schedules is further amended by making such
consequential changes as are required to give effect to the amendments particularized
in this bylaw, including changes to the format and numbering of the plan, maps and
map legends and the table of contents.
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READ A FIRST TIME on an affirmative vote of a majority of all members of Council this
_______ day of ______________, 2019.

READ A SECOND TIME on an affirmative vote of a majority of all members of Council this
_______ day of ______________, 2019.

PUBLIC HEARING held this _____ day of ______________, 2019.

READ A THIRD TIME on an affirmative vote of a majority of all members of Council this
_______ day of ______________, 2019.

ADOPTED on an affirmative vote of a majority of all members of Council this ________ day
of ______________, 2019.

MAYOR JONATHAN X. COTE
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JACQUE KILLAWEE, CITY CLERK
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Attachment 4
Summary of Related City Policy and
Regulations

SUMMARY OF RELATED CITY POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
A Heritage Conservation Area is a distinct neighbourhood, characterized by its historic
value, which is identified in a City’s Official Community Plan (OCP) for heritage
conservation purposes. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is an area
management tool, which includes both heritage protection of the exterior of pre-1941
existing buildings, and design control for new construction.
During the creation of the Heritage Conservation Area policy, it was known that the
approach of including all houses built before 1941 would mean that some houses without
heritage merit would nonetheless be subject to protection (Advanced category). For this
reason, a process was developed for removing protection from a property. Since the
Heritage Conservation Area is part of the OCP, an OCP amendment is required in order
to reclassify a property to non-protected (Limited category).
Official Community Plan
A Heritage Conservation Area forms part of the City’s OCP, much like a Development
Permit Area. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is Schedule A of the City’s
OCP. That policy indicates that all houses built earlier than 1941 are protected, unless an
exemption is granted by Council. Those properties which are exempted by Council are
listed as a form of appendix in the policy. As such, to add a property address to the
exemption list, the OCP Schedule must be amended.
Evaluation Checklist
To ensure that the reclassification process allows for houses without heritage value to
change protection categories, but still ensure that houses with heritage value remain
protected, staff developed a checklist to use in the evaluation of each application. This
Evaluation Checklist includes criteria that fall under three categories: 1) heritage merit, 2)
development potential, and 3) building condition and integrity.
Property owners who apply for reclassification are required to retain a heritage
professional to conduct a heritage values assessment, which staff used to complete the
Evaluation Checklist, along with development potential information. If a house receives
an overall score of 60% or less, it would be considered reasonable that Council consider
reclassifying the property.
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Attachment 5
Summary of Special Limited Study Process

SUMMARY OF SPECIAL LIMITED STUDY PROCESS
Phase One
Heritage value assessments were conducted during March and April 2018 by a team of
heritage professionals. These consultants used archival research and site visits to evaluate
the heritage value of each house in the Special Limited category. The assessments used
the “heritage merit” portion of the Evaluation Checklist to calculate a score out of nine
for heritage value based on aesthetic, historic, and cultural criteria. Any house that scored
more than 60% (a value of six or higher out of nine) was deemed to require further study,
in order to determine the appropriate final classification of the property (see Phase Two
and Phase Three below).
Based on the results of this work, a City-led OCP amendment was adopted by Council in
June 2018 which removed heritage protection from 33 houses found to have low or
common heritage value. Nine properties in the Special Limited category were either
already protected through other heritage tools (such as an HRA or Heritage Designation
Bylaw), or opted to remain in the protected category. The remaining properties continued
to Phase Two of the Study.
Expanded Study Applications
In spring 2018, Council expanded the scope of the Special Limited Study. This Expanded
Study allowed owners to apply to move their protected property to the non-protected
category in a City-led initiative, rather than being required to undertake individual OCP
amendment applications. Being included in the Study means the owner did not have to
submit an application package, pay the full processing fee, or hire a heritage professional
to assess their house. Instead, these processes and costs were borne by the City. The
application period for the Expanded Study was open for six months, from May to
October 2018. The owners of 12 properties applied.
Heritage value assessments were completed on the Expanded Study properties between
November 2018 and February 2019. As a result of this work, it was determined that
removal of protection should be recommended to Council for half (six) of the Expanded
Study properties, based on their low heritage value scores. The other half of the
properties scored “high” in heritage merit (six or higher out of nine) and proceeded to
Phase Two of the Study (described below), similar to the Special Limited category
properties.
Removal of protection is recommended for the six properties with low heritage value
scores from Phase One of the Expanded Study (for addresses see Table 1 on the next
page).
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Table 1: Results of Phase One of the Expanded Study – Removal of Protection Recommended

Address
209 Fifth Ave
419 Oak St
118 Queens Ave
308 Regina St
125 Third Ave
211 Third Ave

Phase One Score
2
1
4
3
3
1

Heritage Value
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Phase Two
A total of 47 properties were included in Phase Two of the Study, which ran from May to
August 2019. In this phase, an architect was engaged by the City to review the properties’
development options under their RS-4 zoning. The architect used photographs, the City’s
historic Building Permit data, and neighbourhood site visits to evaluate the potential of
each house to reach the maximum floor space permitted in the Zoning Bylaw. A number
of potential additions or renovations were provided in each assessment, along with
commentary on the physical and financial feasibility for each.
Additionally, the architect used the “development potential” portion of the Evaluation
Checklist to calculate a score out of nine for each property (see Evaluation Checklists for
scores in Attachment 2).
Phase Three
The goal of Phase Three of the Study was to evaluate the integrity and condition of the
remaining properties from Phase Two, based on the results of the previous two phases, as
well as photographs, and site visits, as necessary. This phase was conducted by staff.
Assessment of Building Integrity and Condition
Staff used the “condition” section of the Evaluation Checklist (Attachment 2) to calculate
a score out of seven for each property.
Similar to Phase One and Two, the research could have resulted in three scenarios:
1) The house was found to have low building integrity and condition (scores 0-3 out
of 7);
2) The house was found to have moderate building integrity and condition (scores 45 out of 7);
3) The house was found to have high building integrity and condition (scores 6-7 out
of 7).
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Overall, thirty-two houses were found to have high building integrity and condition,
twelve were found to have moderate building integrity and condition, and three were
found to have low building integrity and condition. The results are summarized in Table
2 below.
Table 2: Results of Phase Three – Building Integrity and Condition

Ranking
Low
Moderate
High
Total

# Properties
3
12
32
47

% of Study
6%
26%
68%
---
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Attachment 6
OCP Amendment Memorandums
from Engineering and Finance
Departments

NEW WESTMINSTER
Engineering Services

Memorandum
To:

Jacque Killawee
City Clerk

Date:

October 10, 2019

From:

Jim Lowrie
Director of Engineering Services

File:

13.2605.40

Subject:

Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019

Please be advised that I have examined the proposed Official Community
Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019 in conjunction with the GVRD
Integrated Solid Waste and Resource Management Plan and the Integrated
Liquid Waste and Resource Management Plan {both of which were adopted
by the Greater Vancouver Regional District after liaison with the City).
In my examination, I have found there to be no inconsistency between the
proposed OCP Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019 and the aforementioned
Waste Management Plans. Accordingly, I am satisfied that the proposed
OCP Amendment Bylaw may proceed to Council for consideration.

Ji
owrie, ENG. L, MBA
Director of Engineering Services
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NEW WESTMINSTER

MEMORANDUM
FINANCE
To:

Jacque Kill awee
City Clerk

Date:

October 9, 2019

From:

Colleen Ponzini, CPA, CGA
Director of Finance

File:

13.2605.40

Subject:

Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019

I have reviewed Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw Number 8156, 2019 and I
find it to be consistent with the City' s current Capital Expenditure Program as contained
in the "Five Year Financial Plan (2019-2023) Bylaw No. 8104, 2019. Accordingly I am
satisfied that the proposed OCP Amendment Bylaw may proceed to Council for
consideration.

Colleen Ponzini, CPA, CGA
Director of Finance

Corporation of the City of New Westminster
511 Royal Avenue, New Westminster, BC V3L 1H9
T 604.521.3711 F 604.521-3895 E info@newwestcity.ca

www.newwestcity.ca

There is no Report with this Item.
Please see Attachment(s).

ON TABLE

November 6, 2019

Memorandum
To:

Community Heritage Commission

Date:

November 6, 2019

From:

Kathleen Stevens,
Heritage Planning Analyst

File:

13.2605.40

Subject:

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Special Limited Category
Study Completion – Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw for
Consideration of First and Second Readings and Direction on Proposed
Zoning Bylaw Amendment

On November 4, 2019, Council was provided with a report (Attachment 1) which
outlined the final steps in the completion of the Special Limited Category Study in the
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area (QPHCA). Now that all phases of the study are
complete, an additional seven properties have been identified for which removal of
protection is recommended:
209 Fifth Avenue
(1908)

419 Oak Street
(1921)

118 Queen’s Avenue 117 Regina Street
(1903)
(1928)

308 Regina Street
(1912)

125 Third Avenue
(1905)

211 Third Avenue
(1938)

Council gave First and Second Reading to an Official Community Plan amendment
bylaw which would allow the reclassification, and set a Public Hearing date (Monday,
November 25, 2019) for the community and interested stakeholders to provide input. Any
feedback received from the Community Heritage Commission (CHC) would be presented
to Council as part of the Public Hearing package.
Additionally, in the above-noted report, staff requested Council direction on rezoning
three legally non-conforming duplex properties located in the QPHCA, back to their
previous Duplex Districts (RT-1) zoning. This would remove these three properties from
the QPHCA, consistent with the original intent of the policy to protect single detached
heritage dwellings as reflected in the current exclusion of commercial, institutional,
medium density residential and duplex zoned properties from the QPHCA.
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Council directed staff to bring forward a zoning amendment bylaw to rezone legally nonconforming properties to Duplex Districts (RT-1) in the Queen’s Park Heritage
Conservation Area, should this opportunity be supported by the owners of the three
legally non-conforming properties.

Kathleen Stevens
Heritage Planning Analyst

Attachment 1: November 4, 2019 Council Report
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Back to Agenda

REPORT
Development Services
To:

Mayor Coté and Members of Council

Date:

11/4/2019

From:

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services

File:

13.2605.40

Item #:

442/2019

Subject:

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area: Special Li mited Category
Study Completion - Official Community Plan Amendment for
Consideration of First and Second Readings and Direction on Proposed
Zoning Bylaw Amendment

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council, with regard to the proposed Official Community Plan Ame ndment
related to the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited Category
Study:
i.

give consideration to the requirements of Section 475 and 476 as well as
other relevant sections of the Local Government Act;

ii.

direct staff to advise and consult with:
a. the Heritage Branch of the Ministry of Forest, Lands, Natural
Resource Operations and Rural Development of the Provincial
Government; and
b. the Board of Education of School District No. 40; and

iii.

not require consultation with any other agencies; an d

THAT Council consider Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019
to conclude the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited Category
Study for First Reading; and
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THAT Council consider Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No . 8156, 2019
in conjunction with the City’s Capital Expenditure Program as contained in the Five
Year Financial Plan and the Region’s Solid Waste Management Plan and Liquid
Waste Management Plan, which are hereby deemed to be consistent with said
program and plan in accordance with Section 477(3)(a) of the Local Government Act;
and
THAT Council consider Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019
to conclude the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited Category
Study for Second Readings and forward it to a Public Hearing on November 25,
2019; and
THAT Council direct staff to bring forward a zoning amendment bylaw to rezone
legally non-conforming properties to Duplex Districts (RT-1) in the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area using the Streamlined Review Process identified in the
Consultation Section of this report, should this opportunity be supported by the
owners of the three legally non-conforming properties.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As part of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area policy development process,
properties which would otherwise be classified as protected (based on their age of
construction) were identified for further study. These properties form a temporary protection
category called the “Special Limited Study”. An additional twelve properties were added to
the Study, referred to as the “Expanded Study” for a total of 86 properties in the Study.
Through the Study process, these properties are being reclassified as either protected
(Advanced) or non-protected (Limited), based on analysis of each property’s heritage merit,
development potential, and building condition.
Based on analysis of heritage merit, 39 properties were previously identified for removal of
heritage protection. Protection was removed from 33 of these properties in June 2018. The
other six properties are proposed for protection removal at this time.
The remaining 47 properties were assessed for their development potential and building
condition and, together with their heritage merit score, received a final score on an
Evaluation Checklist. Based on this analysis, protection is recommended to be removed from
only one additional property which has a score of 15 points on the Evaluation Checklist. A
list of Evaluation Checklist scores and the completed Evaluation Checklists are provided in
Attachment 1 and 2.
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An Official Community Plan (OCP) amendment is now required to remove the Heritage
Conservation Area related protection from the seven properties. The amendment bylaw is
included in this report as Attachment 3. Should the bylaw be adopted, these seven properties
would be added to the non-protected (Limited) category of the policy and the remaining 46
properties would be in the protected (Advanced) category.
The City has been approached by a property owner in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood who
is interested in an opportunity to have their property, with a non-conforming duplex use,
rezoned back to a duplex zoning district. Staff have also identified two additional properties
zoned Single Detached Residential Districts (Queen’s Park) (RS-4) and currently used for
duplexes, but included in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. This change would
have implications as duplex zoned properties have been excluded from the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area. Given the current duplex use of these three properties, it would
be consistent to also exempt them from the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area.
Staff has had preliminary communication with the property owners in order to understand
their level of interest in being included in this initiative and should Council direct staff to
bring forward this zoning amendment, property owners would be given the option on
whether to be included in this initiative.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to request Council consideration of the necessary Official
Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019 for First and Second Readings and
identify those parties that may be affected by the proposed Official Community Plan
Amendment, as required by Sections 475 and 476 of the Local Government Act. Per the
Act’s requirements, this report requests Council direction to proceed with consultation of
identified regional and provincial stakeholders.
BACKGROUND
The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area (QPHCA) is a management tool, which
includes both heritage protection of the exterior of pre-1941 existing buildings, and design
control for new construction. A summary of this and other related City policy and
regulations are included in Attachment 4.
Special Limited Study
As part of the QPHCA policy development process, 74 properties which would otherwise be
classified as protected (based on their age of construction) were identified for further study.
These properties form a temporary protection category called the “Special Limited Study”.
An additional 12 properties were added to the Study, referred to as the “Expanded Study” for
a total of 86 properties in the Study.
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At the completion of the Study process, the Special Limited protection category will no
longer exist in the QPHCA policy as all properties in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood would
be classified as either be protected (Advanced) or non-protected (Limited), based on
individual analysis of their heritage merit, development options, and building condition.
The Study began in March 2018 and a summary of the Study process is included in
Attachment 5.
DISCUSSION
Special Limited Study
Through the Special Limited Study, 86 properties were evaluated and recommendations were
made using the Evaluation Checklist. The Checklist considered criteria in three different
categories:
1) Heritage Merit: The heritage merit of property was evaluated by heritage
professionals retained by the City. The assessment determined the heritage value
based on aesthetic, historic, and cultural criteria.
2) Development Potential: The development potential of each property was evaluated by
an architect retained by the City. The assessment determined each property’s ability to
reach the maximum density permitted in the Zoning Bylaw.
3) Building Condition: Staff reviewed the results of the previous two categories and
evaluated the integrity and condition based on the above results, as well as
photographs and site visits, as necessary.
Evaluation of Heritage Merit
Following the assessment, 39 properties were found to have little or no heritage merit. Of
these, 33 properties were moved to the Non-protected category of the QPHCA through a
previous Official Community Plan (OCP) amendment adopted by Council in June 2018. The
other six properties are proposed to have protection removed at this time.
Evaluation of Development Potential and Condition
The 47 remaining properties that were found to have heritage merit were assessed for their
development potential and building condition. The scores from all three categories were then
combined for these properties using the Evaluation Checklist. Each property received a score
out of 25, resulting in one of three scenarios:
· The house was found to have low retention value (scores 1-15);
· The house was found to have moderate retention value (scores 16-19);
· The house was found to have high retention value (scores 20-25).
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It is recommended that properties which have a score of 15 points or lower be moved to the
Non-protected category. Only one of the 47 properties achieved 15 point points or lower.
As a result of the evaluation, it is recommended that a total of seven properties have
protection removed at this time, as follows:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

209 Fifth Avenue,
419 Oak Street,
118 Queen’s Avenue,
117 Regina Street,
308 Regina Street,
125 Third Avenue, and
211 Third Avenue.

These seven properties would be moved to the Non-protected category. The remaining 46
properties with a score of over 15 would remain in the Protected category. A summary of the
findings for each property can be found in Attachment 1 and copies of all the completed
Evaluation Checklists have been included in Attachment 2.
Non-conforming Duplex Properties
Properties zoned commercial, institutional, medium density residential and duplex have been
excluded from the QPHCA. There are currently three properties included in the QPHCA
zoned Single Detached Residential Districts (Queen’s Park) (RS-4) but developed as
duplexes, a non-conforming use. The properties are a result of two family zoning which
existed between November 1950 and May 1987 in an area of Queen’s Park bounded by
Queen’s Avenue, Granville Street and Royal Avenue. In 1987, all of the properties zoned
Duplex Districts (RT-1) were rezoned to Single Detached Residential Districts (RS-1),
including the following which were built with duplexes (see Map 1 below):
· 118 Park Row (built 1951);
· 111 & 113 First Street (built 1972); and
· 115 & 117 First Street (built 1987).
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Map 1: Properties with Built Duplexes and Zoned Duplex District (RT-1) Prior to 1987
Map 1 (left):
subject parcels,
coloured in
blue, with built
duplexes and
zoned Duplex
District (RT-1)
prior to being
rezoned to
Single
Detached
Dwelling
Districts (RS-1)
in 1987

The City has been approached by one of these property owners who is interested in having
their property rezoned back to a duplex zoning district. Staff recommend that all three
properties be considered for rezoning from Single Detached Residential Districts (Queen’s
Park) (RS-4) to Duplex Districts (RT-1). This would result in the properties being excluded
from the QPHCA. Staff recommends this given the following:
· All three properties are post-1941 and in the Non-protected category;
· It would be consistent to exempt these properties from QPHCA new construction
design guidelines given the current duplex use of the properties;
· The property use would conform to zoning; and
· The ongoing work to increase housing choice in the city, specifically the Infill
Housing Program which is now exploring options to increase the number of duplexes
in the city.
If the change in zoning were adopted, owners of these properties would have the option to:
· maintain their existing buildings, or
· rebuild any of the permitted uses such as:
o a single detached dwelling to Single Detached Dwelling Districts (RS-1)
standards, including accessory uses such as secondary suite and/or detached
accessory dwelling unit (laneway home or carriage home), or
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o a duplex in accordance with Duplex Districts (RT-1) standards (if minimum lot
size requirements can be met).
CONSULTATION
Special Limited Study
Property Owner Notification
In October 2019, letters were sent to the both the seven properties proposed to be moved to
the Non-protected category and the 46 properties that would remain in the Protected
category. This letter included their completed Evaluation Checklist (where applicable), an
outline of the next steps, and a timeline for completion of the Study.
Should Council direct staff to proceed with the OCP Amendment, notices of the Public
Hearing will be sent to Queen’s Park neighbourhood residents approximately three weeks
beforehand, following First and Second Readings of the OCP amendment bylaw.
Additionally, notice of the Public Hearing would be posted publically per the City’s standard
practice.
Community Heritage Commission Notification
The Community Heritage Commission would be advised of this report at their November
2019 meeting. Though, per the streamlined review process for this type of OCP amendment
application, no recommendation would be requested from this group. However, any feedback
would be presented to Council as part of the Public Hearing package.
Official Community Plan Consultation Requirements
Section 475 and 476 of the Local Government Act provides specific requirements for
consultation that must occur prior to the consideration of the adoption of an OCP
amendment. The Act requires local government to provide one or more opportunities, as it
considers appropriate, for consultation with the organizations and authorities it considers will
be affected.
Staff recommends consultation with the Provincial Government’s Heritage Branch and the
Board of Education (School District No. 40). With Council’s direction, letters would be sent
to these agencies which provide information related to the application and the Public Hearing
date, and would request comments or feedback prior to that date. Staff does not recommend
consultation with any other organizations or authorities not seen to be impacted.
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Non-conforming Duplex Properties
Staff has had preliminary communication with the property owners in order to understand
their level of interest in being included in this initiative with general suppo rt indicated.
Should Council direct staff to bring forward this zoning amendment, property owners would
be notified that the City is proceeding and be given the option to opt out.
Streamlined Review Process
Should Council direct staff to bring forward a zoning amendment bylaw to rezone the nonconforming duplex properties, staff recommends a streamlined review process with the
bylaw proceeding directly to Council for First and Second Reading. As the proposed
rezoning would not change the current duplex use on the three properties, staff recommends
waiving all consultation requirements, including: public open house, presentation to the
neighbourhood residents association, erection of a rezoning sign, and review by the Advisory
Planning Commission.
Notices of the Public Hearing would be sent to neighbourhood residents approximately three
weeks beforehand, following First and Second Readings of the zoning amendment bylaw.
Additionally, notice of the Public Hearing would be posted publically per the City’s standard
practice and includes the Public Notice Posting Place, the City’s website, and in the local
newspaper. In addition, a letter would be sent to the Residents Association advising of the
Public Hearing.
NEXT STEPS
Should Council endorse the Streamlined Review Process, next steps would include:
1. First and Second Readings of Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw 8156,
2019. [We are here.]
2. Public Hearing for Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw 8156, 2019.
3. Third Reading and Adoption of Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw 8156,
2019.
4. Preparation of zoning amendment bylaw to rezone legally non-conforming properties
to Duplex Districts (RT-1) in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area should
this opportunity be supported by the owners of the three legally non-conforming
properties, based on Council direction.
5. First and Second Readings of Zoning Amendment Bylaw.
6. Public Hearing for Zoning Amendment Bylaw.
7. Third Reading and Adoption of Zoning Amendment Bylaw.
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OPTIONS
The following options are offered for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council, with regard to the proposed Official Community Plan Amendment
related to the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited Category
Study:
i.

give consideration to the requirements of Section 475 and 476 as well as
other relevant sections of the Local Government Act;

ii.

direct staff to advise and consult with:
a. the Heritage Branch of the Ministry of Forest, Lands, Natural
Resource Operations and Rural Development of the Provincial
Government; and
b. the Board of Education of School District No. 40; and

iii.

not require consultation with any other agencies; and

2. That Council consider Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019
to conclude the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited Category
Study for First Reading; and
3. That Council consider Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019
in conjunction with the City’s Capital Expenditure Program as contained in the Five
Year Financial Plan and the Region’s Solid Waste Management Plan and Liquid
Waste Management Plan, which are hereby deemed to be consistent with said
program and plan in accordance with Section 477(3)(a) of the Local Government Act;
and
4. That Council consider Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019
to conclude the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Limited Category
Study for Second Readings and forward it to a Public Hearing on November 25, 2019;
and
5. That Council direct staff to bring forward a zoning amendment bylaw to rezone
legally non-conforming properties to Duplex Districts (RT-1) in the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area using the Streamlined Review Process identified in the
Consultation Section of this report, should this opportunity be supported by the
owners of the three legally non-conforming properties.
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6. That Council provide staff with alternative direction.
Staff recommends Options 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment

1: Summary of Phase Three Evaluation Checklist Scores
2: Evaluation Checklists
3: Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 8156, 2019
4: Summary of Related City Policy and Regulations
5: Summary of Special Limited Study Process
6: OCP Amendment Memorandums from Engineering and Finance
Departments

This report has been prepared by:
Kathleen Stevens, Heritage Planning Analyst

This report was reviewed by:
Jackie Teed, Senior Manager of Development Services

Approved for Presentation to Council

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services
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Summary of Evaluation Checklist Scores
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Summary of Phase Three Evaluation Checklist Scores
Address
316 Arbutus St
318 Arbutus St
320 Arbutus St
333 Arbutus St
201 Clinton Pl
207 Clinton Pl
219 Fifth Ave
225 Fifth Ave
311 Fifth St
410 Fifth St
533 Fifth St
314 First St
328 First St
408 First St
418 First St
508 First St
214 Fourth Ave
225 Fourth Ave
405 Fourth Ave
411 Fourth Ave
239 Fourth St
510 Fourth St
520 Fourth St
417 Oak St
423 Oak St
427 Oak St
108 Oakland St
123 Oakland St
309 Pine St
210 Queen’s Ave
319 Queen’s Ave
117 Regina St
211 Regina St
216 Regina St
311 Regina St
517 Second St
506 St. George St
115 Third Ave
117 Third Ave
417 Third Ave
228 Third St
231 Third St
403 Third St

Total
Score
22
22
22
19
19
19
16
22
24
22
18
18
21
23
20
20
20
21
23
19
17
18
22
19
21
23
24
17
16
20
21
15
21
18
22
22
18
19
17
18
22
21
16

Percentage
(%)
88
88
88
76
76
76
64
88
96
88
72
72
84
92
80
80
80
84
92
76
68
72
88
76
84
92
96
68
64
80
84
60
84
72
88
88
72
76
68
72
88
84
25

Ranking

Recommendation

High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
High
Low
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
Medium

Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Remove Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
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Address
416 Third St
418 Third St
241 Townsend Pl
309 Warren Ave

Total
Score
20
21
18
17

Percentage
(%)
80
84
72
68

Ranking

Recommendation

High
High
Medium
Medium

Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
Retain Protection
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 316 Arbutus Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Strong style association: massing & materials
original but some loss of integrity (i.e.
windows, doors).
3/3 Strong streetscape presence: part of a
collective.
1/1 Significant for age (pre-1900), style and
historic associations.
1/1 Early example of infill housing.

0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Roof dormers and/or basement renovation will
have minimal impact.
2/2 Work within existing building footprint.
1/1 Work within existing building footprint.
1/1 Yes.
9/9 100% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
22/25
88%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 318 Arbutus Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Strong style association: massing & materials
original but some loss of integrity (i.e.
windows, doors).
3/3 Strong streetscape presence: part of a
collective.
1/1 Significant for age (pre-1900), style and
historic associations.
1/1 Early example of infill housing.

0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building meets its non-bonus development
entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Roof dormers and/or basement renovation will
have minimal impact.
2/2 Work within existing building footprint.
1/1 Work within existing building footprint.
1/1 Yes.
9/9 100% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
22/25
88%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 320 Arbutus Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Strong style association: massing & materials
original but some loss of integrity (i.e.
windows, doors).
3/3 Strong streetscape presence: part of a
collective.
1/1 Significant for age (pre-1900), style and
historic associations.
1/1 Early example of infill housing.

0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Roof dormers and/or basement renovation will
have minimal impact.
2/2 Work within existing building footprint.
1/1 Work within existing building footprint.
1/1 Yes.
9/9 100% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
22/25
88%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint
in its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements
or if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 333 Arbutus Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Intact example of an Arts and Crafts bungalow
typical of the revival styles build before the
Second World War.
2/3 The dwelling is at the end of a row of houses
of the saw era and design influence.
0/1
1/1 Associated with Ernest Longley the city’s
assistant engineer, and the later development
of Queens Park.
0/1 None.

6/9 67% (Medium)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 It is possible to use most of the density
entitlement but achieving full density
diminishes heritage merit.
1/2 Small lot limits potential to develop within
required setbacks.
1/1
1/1 Mature trees in front unaffected.
6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
19/25
76%
(Medium)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.

The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint
in its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements
or if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 201 Clinton Place
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Alterations to the property and to the house
itself have obscured its original character
somewhat, however the general style is still
intact.
3/3 Prominent and highly visible position on a
corner lot, visible from two major streets
(Royal Ave, and Second Street). A hedge
drastically diminishes its visibility.
0/1 It stands as one of three pre-WWI houses
along Clinton Place.
1/1 Mr. Trodden and Mr. Benson, as well as early
Queen’s Park development.
0/1 A hedge lines two edges of the property and a
large tree stands in the front yard.
6/9 67% Medium
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Basement development will have minimal
impact.
2/2 Work within existing building footprint.
1/1 Work within existing building footprint
1/1 Yes.
8/9 89% (High)
2/3

1/2
1/1

1/1
5/7
19/25
76%
(Medium)

71% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.

SCORE
2/3

STAFF COMMENTS
Massing and style still largely intact, as are
much of its exterior materials and feature
elements. The loss of window sash and original
front porch reduce its aesthetic value somewhat.
In a row of three pre-WWI houses along Clinton
Place. Sits on a corner lot and is visible from
Royal Avenue, however the view is slightly
obscured by trees in the park on the other side
of Clinton.

The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in its
architectural style and/or massing.

3/3

The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant person,
event, construction technique, unusual material use
or similar distinguishing feature.

1/1

There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.

0/1

Built during the early Queen’s Park development
period. Associated with BC Distilleries,
Provincial Penitentiary, and the Provincial
Asylum.
None

7/9

78% (High)

2/3

The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

1/2
1/1

The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
Cottage form, prominent corner location with
character elements facing two streets, and nonconforming site coverage limits potential to
reach density entitlements.
Work limited to existing building footprint. Site
slope limits potential to raise house.
Site coverage already exceeds zoning.

1/1

Yes.

6/9

67% (Medium)

Total Score for 207 Clinton Place
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

1/1

1/2

2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
19/25
76%
(Medium)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met, the
score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.

The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint
in its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be
retained if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements
or if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 219 Fifth Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 A good example of an early Craftsman house
that maintains the original design as well as
cladding materials, fenestration pattern and
front porch.
2/3 Contributes to the cohesiveness of the
streetscape.
0/1 Craftsman is a common style in the
neighbourhood.
1/1 Associated with Brunette Sawmill mill hand,
Paul Swenceskie.
1/1 There is a collection of mature trees and
shrubs on the property.
6/9 67% (Medium)
0/3 The building lot has minimal development.
2/2 Large rear yard is well suited to additional
density without compromising heritage merit.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Yes.
0/1 Mature landscape in rear yard would be
compromised.
5/9 56% (Medium)
2/3

1/2
1/1

1/1
5/7
16/25
64%
(Medium)

71% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 225 Fifth Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 An excellent example of Craftsman Bungalow
style. Mirror image of house next door at 223
Fifth Ave, both designed by Mercer & Gardiner
3/3 Contribution to a cohesive streetscape and
matches house next door at 223 Fifth Ave.
1/1
1/1 Associated with architectural firm Gardiner &
Mercer.
0/1 None.

8/9 89% (High)
3/3 The building is close to its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Large rear yard is well suited to additional
density without compromising heritage merit.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Yes.
0/1 Mature landscape in rear yard may be
compromised.
8/9 89% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
22/25
88%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.

There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 311 Fifth Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Designed by E.J. Boughen in his distinctive
and Craftsman style.
3/3 Sits in a grouping of late Victorian and
Craftsman houses on Fifth Street. Features
art glass, clinker brick chimney.
1/1
1/1 Ronald Cliff was a businessman involved in
canning, fruit, lumber and a myriad of
companies sold the family run Cliff Canning
Co. to the American Can Company enabling
them the enter the BC market. After the Cliffs
moved out, the manager of Cliff’s BC
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. moved in
0/1 None.

8/9 89% (High)
3/3 The building meets its non-bonus development
entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Yes.

2/2 Yes.
1/1 Limited room for expansion at rear.
1/1 Yes.
9/9 100% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
24/25
96%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 410 Fifth Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Good, integral example of Craftsman style.
Form, massing and architectural elements
intact.
3/3 Inline and scale with neighbours on cohesive
block
0/1 Craftsman is common style to neighbourhood.
1/1 Ingle & Bradbury, two local families
intermarried. New Westminster School Board.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Large rear yard is well suited to additional
density without compromising heritage merit.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Yes.
0/1 Large trees in rear yard may be compromised.
8/9 89% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
22/25
88%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 533 Fifth Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Very good representation of the Victorian
architectural style. Loses one point for the
house being raised.
3/3 Contributes to a cohesive streetscape and has
an unusual porch design.
1/1
1/1 Associated with Canadian painter Walter
James Baber.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
1/3 The lot has modest development.
2/2 Large rear yard is well suited to additional
density without compromising heritage merit.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Yes.
0/1 Large trees in rear yard may be compromised.
6/9 67% (Medium)
2/3

1/2
1/1

1/1
5/7
18/25
72%
(Medium)

71% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 314 First Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 A variation of the BCMTT Co. Model OOO
house, one of only two examples of this style
in the city.
2/3 Despite renovations to the upper floor the
dwelling’s form and style gives it a strong
presence at the corner of First and Emory
Streets.
1/1 A variation of the BCMTT Co. Model OOO
house, one of only two examples of this style
in the city.
1/1 Long association with the prominent Latham
family; Harry was the city treasurer and
involved in city sports, his wife was May
Queen for1903.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 Many challenges to meeting density
entitlement.
1/2 Somewhat.
1/1 Yes.
1/1
6/9 67% (Medium)
1/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
5/7
18/25
72%
(Medium)

71% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 328 First Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Intact example of the late era Craftsman
bungalow not commonly found in the
neighbourhood.
3/3 Fits into the eclectic First Street streetscape,
maintains the line of stone retaining walls from
Fourth Avenue.
0/1
1/1 Long association with the Vert family, late
example of Queen’s Park development
1/1 Stone wall and stairs from First Avenue.

8/9 89% (High)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 Some capacity to develop upper floor without
compromising heritage merit.
1/2 Limited by small rear yard and high existing
site coverage.
0/1
1/1
6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
21/25
84%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 408 First Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Good example of Victorian prefabricated
house, alterations to windows and front porch
considered reversible.
3/3 Contributes to cohesive streetscape, features
characteristic four foot panels on side
elevations.
1/1 One of four kit houses remaining in New
Westminster.
1/1 A B.C. Mills Timber & Trading Company
prefabricated house, associated with
prominent citizens.
1/1 Well maintained and landscaped.

8/9 89% (High)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Large rear yard is well suited to additional
density without compromising heritage merit.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Yes.
1/1
9/9 100% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
23/25
92%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 418 First Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Eclectic Mission Revival architectural style
with low irregular massing.
2/3 Contributes in scale to the streetscape,
unusual turret feature.
1/1 Few other examples in Queen’s Park.
1/1 First house designed by George Grant;
replacement house associated with longtime
owner and business person.
1/1 Well landscaped, sets off house.

7/9 78% (High)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 Can accommodate some additional density
without compromising heritage merit.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Yes.
0/1 Mature landscape in rear yard would be
compromised.
6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
20/25
80%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 508 First Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Its original form, roof line and gables with
original window assemblies, porch, front door
and brackets.
1/3 The house reflects the trending architectural
styles as vacant lots are developed in the
boom before WWII, and is a companion to its
neighbour across the lane.
1/1
1/1 Long time occupation by teacher and sports
coach Van Potter Copeland and his family.
1/1 Raised lawn, path and stairs.

6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Rear yard can accommodate additional
density without compromising heritage merit.
1/2 Yes, with limits.
1/1 Position of house allows some limited
development potential.
0/1 Trees in rear yard likely affected.
7/9 78% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
20/25
80%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 214 Fourth Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 The house retains the form and details of a
late Victorian Cottage.
2/3 The house with its set back, form and details
stand in contrast to the neighbouring houses,
giving it an unexpected prominence on the
block.
1/1 The house is one of a few intact examples
from this period in the neighbourhood.
1/1 Gustavus Johnson and his ties to the region’s
fishing industries. Early Queen’s Park
development.
1/1 Significant fir and cedar trees at the rear of the
property and a clipped boxwood hedge frames
the front yard.
8/9 89% (High)
0/3 Building lot has minimal development.
2/2 Large rear yard can accommodate additional
density without compromising heritage merit.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Very large backyard with generous side yard
access
0/1 Mature landscaping in rear yard likely affected.
5/9 56% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
20/25
80%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 225 Fourth Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Intact example of the Edwardian box style,
restored.
3/3 Contributes to historic streetscape.

0/1
1/1 Associated with J. S. Bryson family.

0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
1/3 Building lot has modest development.
2/2 Large rear yard can accommodate additional
density without compromising heritage merit.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Yes.
1/1 None noted.
7/9 78% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
21/25
84%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 405 Fourth Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Intact example of the Dutch Colonial style.
2/3 Despite its late construction date the house fits
well with its earlier neighbours.
1/1 Dutch Colonial style is an uncommon style in
the neighbourhood.
1/1 Stephen Henry Excell a mechanical engineer
and the late period of Queen’s Park
development.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building is almost at its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Building already achieves this and is able to
take advantage of bonus density entitlements.
2/2 Work could be limited to existing building
footprint.
1/1
1/1
9/9 100% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
23/25
92%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 411 Fourth Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Intact, restored example of the Italianate
cottage.
2/3 Stands out on the street given its position on
the lot and creates a good streetscape with its
neighbours to the east.
1/1
1/1 Association with Baldwin Santo Brown,
butcher and New Westminster city clerk, and
the early development of Queens Park.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
1/3 The building has minimal development.
1/2 The building’s potential bulk compromises its
heritage merit somewhat.
2/2 Lot is very large with lots of available site
coverage.
1/1 .
0/1 Mature trees in rear yard likely compromised.
5/9 56% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
19/25
76%
(Medium)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.

The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 239 Fourth Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Excellent example of Queen Anne Victorian
vernacular house- intact except for the stucco
cladding. The property’s poor condition lower
this score greatly as its long-term recent
neglect may impede its salvage.
2/3 Houses of similar vintage are found across the
street. The house is very visible, a
recognizable landmark on its corner lot.
0/1 .
1/1 Queen’s Park first landscaper/ gardener Peter
Latham. Early Queen’s Park development
1/1 Shrubs along Third Avenue and Fourth Street
may have been planted by Peter Latham.
6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3 The building is near its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

1/2 Very shallow lot.
0/1 The position limits options for additional
development.
1/1
7/9 78% (High)
1/3

2/2
1/1

0/1
4/7
17/25
68%
(Medium)

57% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 510 Fourth Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 It is an excellent example of the Early Cottage
style.
2/3 It contributes to the cohesiveness of the
streetscape.
1/1
0/1 It is associated with the tradition of simple but
lovely cottages in the neighbourhood.
0/1 None.

6/9 67% (Medium)
1/3 Building lot has modest development.
1/2 Sensitivity must be applied in meeting
development potential.
2/2 Yes.
1/1 Yes.
0/1 Tree in rear yard.
5/9 56% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
18/25
72%
(Medium)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.

There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 520 Fourth Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Excellent example of the Craftsman Bungalow
style.
3/3 Contributes to a cohesive streetscape.

0/1
1/1 Associated with first and longtime owner
Arthur Davis who worked at well-known
Cunningham Hardware in downtown New
Westminster. Also associated with architect
J.B. Whitburn.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

2/2 Generous backyard.
1/1
1/1
8/9 89% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
22/25
88%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 417 Oak Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Original and quite rare architecturally.
1/3 Contributes to character of Oak Street,
distinguishing feature is columned front porch.
1/1 Original and quite rare architecturally.
1/1 A.E. Parsons was the first owner and builder.

0/1 None.

6/9 67% (Medium)
1/3 The building lot has modest development.
1/2 It is possible, but the cottage form presents
many challenges and limitations.
2/2
1/1
1/1
6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
19/25
76%
(Medium)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 423 Oak Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Relatively intact example of its architectural
style, aesthetically pleasing.
3/3 Contributes to streetscape character.

1/1 One of four remaining neoclassical cottages
on Oak Street.
0/1 Associated with residential development
phase of Queen’s Park. No affiliation with
person.
0/1 Picket fence, side pergola and gate contribute
to character.
6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

2/2
1/1
1/1
9/9 100% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
21/25
84%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 427 Oak Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Well maintained, good example of Craftsman
style, unusual arched roof over recessed
porch.
3/3 Contributes to cohesion of Oak Street and
adds to the character of the neighbourhood.
0/1
1/1 Associated with contractor T. W Hemphill (no
evidence he ever lived in the house).
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Only minor additions would be required to
meet full development potential.
2/2
1/1
1/1
9/9 100% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
23/25
92%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 108 Oakland Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Well maintained and intact example of a B.C.
Mills prefabricated house.
3/3 Part of a small cluster of three B.C. Mills
prefabricated houses, contributes to street
character of Oakland Street.
1/1
1/1 Displayed at the 1905 Provincial Exhibition in
Queen’s Park, associated with first owner A.
E. Etherington.
0/1 Low granite wall with posts, granite steps.

8/9 89% (High)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

2/2
1/1
1/1
9/9 100% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
24/25
96%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 123 Oakland Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Good example of modest vernacular cottage
style of architecture.
3/3 Contributes to streetscape but aesthetically
modest and unadorned, no distinguishing
features.
1/1 Few remaining, intact, of modest vernacular
cottage style of architecture.
1/1 Early association with architect Charles Clow.

0/1 Picket fence with pergola entry, cedar hedge.

8/9 89% (High)
1/3 The building lot has modest development.
1/2 The building’s modesty and small size are
character-defining elements.
1/2 The lot shape allows for limited additional
development.
1/1 Any new development would have to occur in
side yards.
1/1
5/9 56% (Medium)
1/3

1/2
1/1

1/1
4/7
17/25
68%
(Medium)

57% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 309 Pine Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Retains the form, scale and details of a
Gabled Vernacular house that is simple in
form and decoration.
2/3 The house and its landscaped lot is a
landmark on the street because it is
surrounded by a mix of building styles from a
variety of eras.
0/1
1/1 Associated with the Suter family, early
residents of the city and the early development
of Queen’s Park.
1/1 The lot is heavily planted and there are some
significant trees on the property.
6/9 67% (Medium)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 0.61 FSR easily achieved. Additional density
more challenging.
1/2 Lot relatively shallow depth.
0/1 No backyard.
0/1 Mature trees likely compromised.
4/9 44% (Low)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
16/25
64%
(Medium)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.

The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 210 Queen’s Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Although a series of alterations have been
made, the building’s facade remains almost
entirely original; example of an upper-class
Early Cottage.
2/3 Streetscape lacks cohesion, however the
neighbouring house is of a similar vintage and
shares certain features; corner lot and high
visibility contribute to landmark status
1/1
1/1 William Johnson Pre-war Queen’s Park
development boom, Royal City Mills.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 Limited ability to use bonus density.

1/2 Lot slope limits livability of basement space.
0/1 The house footprint is large and only 1% site
coverage is unused
0/1
6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
20/25
80%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.

The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 319 Queen’s Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Integral example of a custom-designed 1890s
Victorian house, a surviving residential
commission of G.W. Grant.
3/3 Important as part of a grouping of three
houses by same owner and designer on a
block that was once all 1880s and 1890s
houses and now is dominated by Revival
1920s and 30s houses. High visibility on
Queen’s Avenue across from Tipperary Park.
1/1 Yes. Block is dominated by Revival 1920s and
30s houses.
1/1 James E. Phillips, George W. Grant.

0/1 None.

8/9 89% (High)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

2/2 Ample rear yard.
1/1
0/1 Rear yard trees likely affected.
7/9 78% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
21/25
84%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 117 Regina Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Its original form, roof line and many original
window assemblies.
3/3 Has little relation to the houses on its side of
the street, but fits better with the earlier
houses on the opposite side of the street.
1/1
2/1 Rental property associated with a working
class population with local connections
including a millworker, longshoreman and a
guard at the BC Penitentiary.
0/1 None.

6/9 67% (Medium)
1/3 The building has modest development.
1/2 The building is easily overwhelmed by building
additions.
2/2 The lot is well suited to development
0/1 The new accessory building in the rear yard
hinders additional development.
0/1 Mature trees compromised by additional
development.
4/9 44% (Low)
1/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
5/7
15/25
60%
(Low)

71% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 211 Regina Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Excellent example of the Craftsman Bungalow
style.
2/3 Contributes to a cohesive streetscape and has
landmark qualities.
1/1 A unique combination of two Craftsman
houses into one.
1/1 Association with architect E.J. Boughen and
the Salter family.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building is at its non-bonus development
entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

2/2
1/1
1/1
9/9 100% (High)
1/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
5/7
21/25
84%
(High)

71% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 216 Regina Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Good example of an Early Vernacular. Pre1900 construction date.
2/3 Contributes to a cohesive streetscape.

0/1
1/1 Associated with S.R. Clough, of the City of
New Westminster Electric Works.
0/1 None.

6/9 67% (Medium)
1/3 The building lot has modest development.
2/2

2/2
1/1
1/1 Existing trees could be worked around.
7/9 78% (High)
1/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
5/7
18/25
72%
(Medium)

71% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 311 Regina Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 The house is an excellent example of its
architectural style and retains the majority of
its original materials, in particular the windows.
2/3 Contributes to a cohesive streetscape.

1/1 Associated with the traditional 1930s
vernacular style.
0/1

1/1 Nicely landscaped in keeping with the era the
house was built.
7/9 78% (High)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Front elevation not affected by rear yard
developments.
2/2 Large rear yard.
1/1
1/1
8/9 89% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
22/25
88%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 517 Second Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Excellent example of a Storybook design.
3/3 Contributes to the cohesiveness of the street
and has landmark qualities for being a corner
lot with a low stone wall and a view of the
house on two sides.
0/1
1/1 Associated with Hume & Rumble, Electrical
Contractors and with former New Westminster
and Vancouver Mayor Fred Hume.
1/1 Low stone wall and a mature tree.

8/9 89% (High)
3/3 The building is close to its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 It is possible, but challenging, to meet full
development potential.
2/2
0/1 House must be moved to accommodate
additions.
1/1
7/9 78% (High)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
22/25
88%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.

Back to Agenda

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.

The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 506 St. George’s Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Vernacular cottage, adapted to its current form
in 1919 featuring 1907 and 1919 elements.
Pre-war and interwar development eras in
Queen’s Park.
2/3 Most houses along street are of a different
style and slightly older vintage but also of
modest, working-class scale.
1/1 Unique in its style in QP.
1/1 Long-term association with the Innes family;
Queen’s Park pre-war and inter-war
development boom.
0/1 None.

6/9 67% (Medium)
1/3 The building lot has modest development.
1/2 Hipped roof and dormer at rear of house will
be hard to preserve with any densification
effort.
2/2
1/1
0/1 Large trees in rear yard
5/9 56% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
18/25
72%
(Medium)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.

The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 115 Third Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 The house is a Gabled Vernacular that retains
its form amid early renovations. It is
associated with Queens Park’s earliest period
of development.
3/3 The house and its neighbour to the west were
built to the same design and share the same
setback. The houses on the north side of the
block sit above street level.
0/1
1/1 50+ year association with George Turnbull,
prominent New West resident and the family.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
1/3 The building lot has modest development.
1/2 Meeting full development potential requires
relocating house on site and very large
additions.
2/2
0/1 House must be moved to accommodate
additions.
1/1
5/9 56% (Medium)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
19/25
76%
(Medium)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 117 Third Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Despite the alterations and the addition of the
front porch the dwelling retains the form of a
Gabled Vernacular.
3/3 The house and its neighbour to the east were
built to the same design and share the same
setback. The houses on the north side of the
street sit above the street level.
0/1
1/1 Long association with accountant and
provincial tax assessor Sydney Fletcher. The
house is part of the earliest period of Queen’s
Park development.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
1/3 The building lot has modest development.
2/2 All additions can be made in rear or at
basement level.
2/2 Very large lot.
1/1 Current position limits, but does not prevent,
additional development.
1/1
7/9 78% (High)
1/3

1/2
0/1

1/1
3/7
17/25
68%
(Medium)

43% (Low)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 417 Third Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.

Doc#1490260

SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Unique example of early Edwardian style
house, alterations are compatible with house
style or straightforward to reverse.
2/3 Part of a cohesive Edwardian streetscape on
the north side of the block as well as a
standout corner house with landmark qualities
1/1 Unique example of early Edwardian style
house.
1/1 Edwardian era in QP, Isaac Hudson & family,
mid-century conversion of large houses to
multi-suite dwellings.
1/1 Early stone wall on the south side of the
property and mature trees.
8/9 89% (High)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 Achieving full density will result in some
compromise to heritage merit due to high
visibility of three elevations.
1/2 Additional development potential on east side
yard only.
1/1 Yes, with limitations.
1/1 Large street trees likely compromised if house
moved, but not by east additions.
6/9 67% (Medium)
1/3

1/2
1/1

1/1
4/7
18/25
72%
(Medium)

57% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.

The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 228 Third Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Intact Victorian Cottage, restorable to original
exterior finishes based on archival
photographs.
2/3 Early house amongst a streetscape of early
houses, high visibility siting close to street on a
corner lot. Added value for its association with
the five other surviving Kirk houses. Warren
Avenue was named after the original family
(Mrs. Kirk’s maiden name).
1/1 .
1/1 Kirk family, New Westminster pioneers and
Queen’s Park developers. Early Queen’s Park
development.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building is close to its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Flexible options to meet full density
entitlement.
2/2
1/1 House location leaves large rear yard for
development.
1/1
9/9 100% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
22/25
88%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 231 Third Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Excellent, integral example of an elaborate
Edwardian Box.
3/3 Early house amongst a streetscape of early
houses, high visibility siting close to street on a
corner lot. Next door to a similar house in style
making a grouping.
1/1
1/1 Edwardian development boom in QP, Gifford
family.
0/1 None.

8/9 89% (High)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
1/2 Meeting full density causes some comprise to
heritage merit as additions would be visible
from street.
1/2 Limited potential for additional development.
1/1 Limited potential for additional development
1/1 None affected.
6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
7/7
21/25
84%
(High)

100% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 403 Third Street
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Late Victorian cottage style, altered front porch
and stairs.
2/3 Contributes to streetscape, unusual corner bay
window, visually interesting.
1/1 Asymmetrical front façade. Pre-1900 house.
1/1 House relocated on the property in 1913 is
unique, reflects early development of Queen’s
Park neighbourhood.
0/1 None.

6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Expanding the basement allows full density
without compromising heritage merit.
1/2 Small square lot limits potential to develop
within required setbacks.
1/1 Limited potential for additional development
not due to house location.
1/1
8/9 89% (High)
0/3

1/2
0/1

1/1
2/7
16/25
64%
(Medium)

29% (Low)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 416 Third Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Good example of the Classic Box style with
restored full width front porch.
3/3 Similar style house at 418 Third Street,
contributes to cohesive streetscape.
0/1
1/1 Early infill housing. Associated with James
Lord, local builder.
1/1 Pavers, pergola at side.

7/9 78% (High)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

2/2
1/1
1/1
8/9 89% (High)
1/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
5/7
20/25
80%
(High)

71% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for additional
development.
The position/location of the house on the lot allows
for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained if
additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows, doors,
siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and other
design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or if
not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 418 Third Street
Retention of the building is required when a score
is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

3/3 Retains original form and character, not known
if elements added (e.g. spindles) have historic
basis.
3/3 Contributes to streetscape, of similar age and
style of surrounding houses.
0/1
0/1 Associated with early infill.

0/1

6/9 67% (Medium)
3/3 The building exceeds its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

2/2
1/1
1/1
9/9 100% (High)
2/3

2/2
1/1

1/1
6/7
21/25
84%
(High)

86% (High)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 241 Townsend Place
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Series of early alterations have somewhat
obscured the original architectural design and
style, however many original pieces remain.
3/3 while unique in style, it contributes to a
streetscape dominated by houses of the same
vintage; corner lot, unique corner bay window,
and high visibility create landmark status
1/1 This specific style and scale are one-of-a-kind
in QP.
1/1 Bartley W Shiles and Isabel Hill; New
Westminster Private Hospital; Pre-war
development period.
0/1 None.

7/9 78% (High)
3/3 The building is close to its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2 Developing the full basement would meet
contemporary density with no compromise to
heritage merit.
2/2
1/1
0/1 Tree in northwest corner of property likely
compromised.
8/9 89% (High)
1/3

1/2
0/1

1/1
3/7
18/25
72%
(Medium)

43% (Low)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Evaluation Checklist
CRITERIA
Heritage Merit
The building a good example of its architectural
style.
The building contributes to either a cohesive
streetscape or provides a historic counterpoint in
its architectural style and/or massing.
The building one of few examples of this
style/era/year in the neighbourhood.
The building is associated with a significant
person, event, construction technique, unusual
material use or similar distinguishing feature.
There mature or historic landscaping (including
trees, walls, fences etc…) associated with the
property.
Total Score for Heritage Merit
Development Potential
The building close to its maximum development
entitlement under the Zoning Bylaw.
The building could be adapted for contemporary
uses and density without compromising the
heritage merit.
The lot size, shape and slope allows for
additional development.
The position/location of the house on the lot
allows for additional development.
Mature or historic landscaping would be retained
if additional development was added.
Total Score for Development Potential
Condition
The building retained a high level of original
heritage elements. (For example: windows,
doors, siding, trim, brackets, soffits, casing and
other design features).
The building has retained the original form and
massing associated with its architectural style.
The renovations (if any) on the building been
compatible with the existing heritage elements or
if not, removal and restoration is feasible.
The building’s exterior appears to be in good
overall condition or easily repairable.
Total Score for Condition

Total Score for 309 Warren Avenue
Retention of the building is required when a
score is 16/25 or above.
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SCORE

STAFF COMMENTS

2/3 Good example of Victorian cottage. Form,
massing and architectural elements intact.
3/3 Contributes to a unique streetscape of small
cottages close to the street and to each other.
May represent an early form of infill
development.
0/1
1/1 Consistent pattern of working-class residents,
including employees of New Westminster City.
0/1 None.

6/9 67% (Medium)
2/3 The building approaches its non-bonus
development entitlement of 0.5 FSR.
2/2

2/2 Large rear yard available.
1/1
0/1 Large tree in rear yard likely affected by
development.
7/9 78% (High)
1/3 Rear addition, upper deck, enclosed front
porch, replacement of windows, exterior
restoration, may not be original cladding.
1/2
1/1

1/1
4/7
17/25
68%
(Medium)

57% (Medium)
A Heritage Assessment on the building is
required for staff’s scoring purposes.
If a criteria statement is true, points are
allocated to that category as indicated in the
score column. Should the criteria not be met,
the score is zero for that category.
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CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER
BYLAW NO. 8156, 2019
A bylaw to amend the Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 7925, 2017
__________________________________________________________________________
WHEREAS:
A. The Council has adopted Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 7925, 2017, and
wishes to amend the Official Community Plan that was adopted by that bylaw;
B. The Council has considered the consultation matters set out in s. 475 of the Local
Government Act including whether any consultation on this bylaw that the Council
considers to be required should be early or ongoing;
C. The Council has specifically considered whether consultation on this bylaw is
required with the board of the Greater Vancouver Regional District; First Nations;
the Councils of adjacent municipalities; the Greater Vancouver Water District and
the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District; the Provincial and Federal
governments and their agencies; and any other persons, organizations, and authorities
it considers will be affected;
D. The Council has consulted on this bylaw with the Board of Trustees of School
District No. 40 and has sought its input as to the matters set out in section 476(2) of
the Local Government Act in respect of the bylaw;
E. The Council has considered the amendment, after first reading of the bylaw, in
conjunction with:
i. the City’s Capital Expenditure Program (as contained in the Five Year Financial
Plan (2019-2023) Bylaw No. 8104, 2019); and
ii. the 2012 Integrated Solid Waste and Resource Management Plan and the 2010
Integrated Liquid Waste and Resource Management Plan of the Metro
Vancouver Regional District;
F. The Council has held a Public Hearing on this bylaw to amend the Official
Community Plan after first reading of this bylaw;
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Bylaw No. 8156, 2019



NOW THEREFORE the Council of the Corporation of the City of New Westminster,
in open meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
1

2

INTERPRETATION
1.

This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes as "Official Community Plan Amendment
(Removal of Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Related Protection from
Seven Properties) Bylaw No. 8156, 2019."

2.

In this bylaw, “Queens Park Heritage Conservation Area” means Schedule A to the
Official Community Plan.

3.

In this bylaw, “List of Exempted Properties” means Appendix 4 to the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area.

DESIGNATION
4.

The Contents section of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is amended by
deleting “Queen’s Park Neighbourhood” from the title of Appendix 1.

5.

The Contents section of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is amended by
deleting “Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area” from the title of Appendix 2,
Appendix 3 and Appendix 4.

6.

The Contents section of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is amended by
deleting “Appendix 5 Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Special Study
Building Characteristics”.

7.

The Glossary of Terms section of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is
amended by deleting “Special Study Building means a building or structure that is
not listed on the Heritage Register and that satisfies one or more of the criteria in
Appendix 5.”

8.

The Heritage Alteration Permits section of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation
Area is amended by deleting “is a Special Study Building in respect of which a
building permit authorizing the alteration or addition is issued prior to June 30,
2019;”.

9.

The List of Exempted Properties to the Queens Park Heritage Conservation Area is
amended by adding the following:
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Bylaw No. 8156, 2019



(ii)

The building and lands with the civic address of 209 Fifth Avenue, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as LOT 2 OF LOTS 2 AND 3
SUBURBAN BLOCK 10 PLAN 2620 (PID: 013-569-856).

(jj)

The building and lands with the civic address of 419 Oak Street, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as LOT 17 OF LOTS 4 AND 29
SUBURBAN BLOCK 7 PLAN 2620 (PID: 013-453-904).

(kk)

The building and lands with the civic address of 118 Queen’s Avenue, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as PARCEL “B” CLINTON PLACE
RESERVE REFERENCE PLAN 60428 (PID: 002-514-591).

(ll)

The building and lands with the civic address of 117 Regina Street, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as LOT 25 OF LOT 1 SUBURBAN
BLOCK 10 PLAN 2620 (PID: 013-569-651).

(mm) The building and lands with the civic address of 308 Regina Street, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as LOT “G” SUBURBAN BLOCK
10 PLAN 18767 (PID: 003-592-901).

10.

(nn)

The building and lands with the civic address of 125 Third Avenue, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as LOT 7 OF LOTS 1 AND 2
SUBURBAN BLOCK 6 PLAN 2620 (PID:013-394-541).

(oo)

The building and lands with the civic address of 211 Third Avenue, New
Westminster, BC, and legally described as PART 66 FEET BY 165 FEET OF
LOT 3 SUBURBAN BLOCK 6 PLAN 2620 HAVING A FRONTAGE OF 66
FEET ON THIRD AVENUE BY 165 FEET IN DEPTH AND ADJOINING
LOT 4 (PID: 013-394-711).

The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is amended by deleting Appendix 5.

CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS
11.

The Official Community Plan and its schedules is further amended by making such
consequential changes as are required to give effect to the amendments particularized
in this bylaw, including changes to the format and numbering of the plan, maps and
map legends and the table of contents.
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READ A FIRST TIME on an affirmative vote of a majority of all members of Council this
_______ day of ______________, 2019.

READ A SECOND TIME on an affirmative vote of a majority of all members of Council this
_______ day of ______________, 2019.

PUBLIC HEARING held this _____ day of ______________, 2019.

READ A THIRD TIME on an affirmative vote of a majority of all members of Council this
_______ day of ______________, 2019.

ADOPTED on an affirmative vote of a majority of all members of Council this ________ day
of ______________, 2019.

MAYOR JONATHAN X. COTE
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SUMMARY OF RELATED CITY POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
A Heritage Conservation Area is a distinct neighbourhood, characterized by its historic
value, which is identified in a City’s Official Community Plan (OCP) for heritage
conservation purposes. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is an area
management tool, which includes both heritage protection of the exterior of pre-1941
existing buildings, and design control for new construction.
During the creation of the Heritage Conservation Area policy, it was known that the
approach of including all houses built before 1941 would mean that some houses without
heritage merit would nonetheless be subject to protection (Advanced category). For this
reason, a process was developed for removing protection from a property. Since the
Heritage Conservation Area is part of the OCP, an OCP amendment is required in order
to reclassify a property to non-protected (Limited category).
Official Community Plan
A Heritage Conservation Area forms part of the City’s OCP, much like a Development
Permit Area. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area is Schedule A of the City’s
OCP. That policy indicates that all houses built earlier than 1941 are protected, unless an
exemption is granted by Council. Those properties which are exempted by Council are
listed as a form of appendix in the policy. As such, to add a property address to the
exemption list, the OCP Schedule must be amended.
Evaluation Checklist
To ensure that the reclassification process allows for houses without heritage value to
change protection categories, but still ensure that houses with heritage value remain
protected, staff developed a checklist to use in the evaluation of each application. This
Evaluation Checklist includes criteria that fall under three categories: 1) heritage merit, 2)
development potential, and 3) building condition and integrity.
Property owners who apply for reclassification are required to retain a heritage
professional to conduct a heritage values assessment, which staff used to complete the
Evaluation Checklist, along with development potential information. If a house receives
an overall score of 60% or less, it would be considered reasonable that Council consider
reclassifying the property.
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SUMMARY OF SPECIAL LIMITED STUDY PROCESS
Phase One
Heritage value assessments were conducted during March and April 2018 by a team of
heritage professionals. These consultants used archival research and site visits to evaluate
the heritage value of each house in the Special Limited category. The assessments used
the “heritage merit” portion of the Evaluation Checklist to calculate a score out of nine
for heritage value based on aesthetic, historic, and cultural criteria. Any house that scored
more than 60% (a value of six or higher out of nine) was deemed to require further study,
in order to determine the appropriate final classification of the property (see Phase Two
and Phase Three below).
Based on the results of this work, a City-led OCP amendment was adopted by Council in
June 2018 which removed heritage protection from 33 houses found to have low or
common heritage value. Nine properties in the Special Limited category were either
already protected through other heritage tools (such as an HRA or Heritage Designation
Bylaw), or opted to remain in the protected category. The remaining properties continued
to Phase Two of the Study.
Expanded Study Applications
In spring 2018, Council expanded the scope of the Special Limited Study. This Expanded
Study allowed owners to apply to move their protected property to the non-protected
category in a City-led initiative, rather than being required to undertake individual OCP
amendment applications. Being included in the Study means the owner did not have to
submit an application package, pay the full processing fee, or hire a heritage professional
to assess their house. Instead, these processes and costs were borne by the City. The
application period for the Expanded Study was open for six months, from May to
October 2018. The owners of 12 properties applied.
Heritage value assessments were completed on the Expanded Study properties between
November 2018 and February 2019. As a result of this work, it was determined that
removal of protection should be recommended to Council for half (six) of the Expanded
Study properties, based on their low heritage value scores. The other half of the
properties scored “high” in heritage merit (six or higher out of nine) and proceeded to
Phase Two of the Study (described below), similar to the Special Limited category
properties.
Removal of protection is recommended for the six properties with low heritage value
scores from Phase One of the Expanded Study (for addresses see Table 1 on the next
page).
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Table 1: Results of Phase One of the Expanded Study – Removal of Protection Recommended

Address
209 Fifth Ave
419 Oak St
118 Queens Ave
308 Regina St
125 Third Ave
211 Third Ave

Phase One Score
2
1
4
3
3
1

Heritage Value
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Phase Two
A total of 47 properties were included in Phase Two of the Study, which ran from May to
August 2019. In this phase, an architect was engaged by the City to review the properties’
development options under their RS-4 zoning. The architect used photographs, the City’s
historic Building Permit data, and neighbourhood site visits to evaluate the potential of
each house to reach the maximum floor space permitted in the Zoning Bylaw. A number
of potential additions or renovations were provided in each assessment, along with
commentary on the physical and financial feasibility for each.
Additionally, the architect used the “development potential” portion of the Evaluation
Checklist to calculate a score out of nine for each property (see Evaluation Checklists for
scores in Attachment 2).
Phase Three
The goal of Phase Three of the Study was to evaluate the integrity and condition of the
remaining properties from Phase Two, based on the results of the previous two phases, as
well as photographs, and site visits, as necessary. This phase was conducted by staff.
Assessment of Building Integrity and Condition
Staff used the “condition” section of the Evaluation Checklist (Attachment 2) to calculate
a score out of seven for each property.
Similar to Phase One and Two, the research could have resulted in three scenarios:
1) The house was found to have low building integrity and condition (scores 0-3 out
of 7);
2) The house was found to have moderate building integrity and condition (scores 45 out of 7);
3) The house was found to have high building integrity and condition (scores 6-7 out
of 7).
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Overall, thirty-two houses were found to have high building integrity and condition,
twelve were found to have moderate building integrity and condition, and three were
found to have low building integrity and condition. The results are summarized in Table
2 below.
Table 2: Results of Phase Three – Building Integrity and Condition

Ranking
Low
Moderate
High
Total



# Properties
3
12
32
47

% of Study
6%
26%
68%
---
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There is no Report with this Item.
Please see Attachment(s).

C-1

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

External-Clerks
Re: Removal of Queen"s Park Heritage Conservation Area
Thursday, November 7, 2019 3:01:44 PM

To Council Chamber,
I am totally against the proposal of removing heritage protection for the seven properties listed in
the Notice of Public Hearing card I received. I have owned a heritage home for 42 years on 329 Pine
Street (which is in the area) and have painstakingly kept it up to date with painting, having soffits
that matched the neighbours, built and supplied. I was drawn to this historical area and everyone I
know absolutely loves this area. It is a unique area and should be kept unique with heritage homes.
It would be such a shame if the houses were demolished or modified in a way that didn't match the
existing housing. Please consider this when making a decision as once these old beauties are gone,
they are gone forever and the history of Queen's Park is one of the last remaining special areas that
are historical and beautiful.
Please do not advertise my name or address in case of retribution from those who may disagree.
Sincerely,

Pine Street, New Westminster

C-2

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gayle
External-Clerks
Re: Nov. 25th public hearing
Thursday, November 14, 2019 4:06:20 PM

Council, we are in support of removal of heritage protection for the 7 properties listed on your
Notice of Public Hearing.
Gayle Azyan and Ken Deitcher
2nd Street, New Westminster

C-3

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Grant Penner
External-Clerks
public hearing comments
Friday, November 15, 2019 4:08:07 PM

Regarding the list of homes requesting removal of heritage protection, I only have concerns for one of the
houses, 308 Regina Street. It is a difficult house to view from the street but would appear to be of
heritage interest, appears well kept and very livable. I trust the city will consider this request carefully in its
assessment.
Thank you

C-4

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ian
External-Clerks
Queens Park HCA - 216 Regina Street
Friday, November 22, 2019 11:04:12 AM

ON TABLE
Public Hearing
November 25, 2019
re Item 1

To members of the Heritage Planning Committee,
My name is Ian Walker, owner of the property at

Regina Street in New Westminster.

I am writing to express my support for classifying my house in the “Non-Protected” category of the
QPHCA.
My wife Caitlyn James has also written to you with various reasons why the house should be
classified as “Non-Protected”, so I won’t reiterate her comments other that to say I am in full
support of her viewpoint. Catilyn is also scheduled to speak at the Public Hearing on Nov. 25.
My personal response regarding the decision to protect the building situated on our property is
mostly one of surprise. I am a professional Land Surveyor (BCLS) and am no stranger to land
development. I can appreciate the work that has been done to fairly assess these properties and to
come up with a classification to protect those houses deserving of heritage value, but the little
pioneer house at 216 Regina is hardly a shining example of this. It is basically a 1.5 storey rectangle
built over dirt and supported on wood posts. You do know that this house has no concrete
foundation right? I fear that the “Protected” classification will do nothing to stop the whole structure
from crumbling to the ground in the next significant earthquake.
Admittedly, this humble little box of a dwelling has a street side charm, but that is in large part due
to careful landscaping and the couple of small ad-hoc additions at the rear are the only reason the
house is liveable. The rear yard is it’s own private sanctuary and one of the reasons I voted we buy
the property. Any development suggested by Lodge Craft would destroy this, since the façade of
street side smallness would have to be retained in favour of a large rear massed development.
We have made the house as energy efficient as possible, but in this day of energy & environmental
conservation this building is at end of life. The timbers harvested at the turn of the century have
done their job. They all need to be put to rest, not protected. We purchased this house with the
knowledge and firm conviction from many reliable real estate advisors that the value here is the
land, not in the dwelling. Any reasonable person deciding to purchase this property would agree, but
they, like us would have been persuaded to purchase in the area for the very reason the HCA exists;
because they like the look and feel of the neighbourhood. I am not opposing the protected
classification for my purposes, but for the next owners of this property. They should be allowed the
freedom to re-build a beautiful home in keeping with this neighbourhood charm. Don’t ask them to
retain a rotting little end-of-life house because it appeared to tick off the right boxes in the HCA
checklist. Help guide them to do this with the limited protected classification only. It will be enough
to encourage them to sustain the charm of the neighbourhood, and from our perspective, we will
gain a much higher potential to reach such a buyer.

C-10

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rav Johal
External-Clerks
Public Hearing - Bylaw No. 8156, 2019
Monday, November 25, 2019 7:20:32 PM

C-12
ON-TABLE
Public Hearing
Nov 25, 2019
re Item 1

Good evening,
This email is to confirm my support of an amendment to the Official Community Plan to
remove heritage protection from the 7 listed properties.
This bylaw should be adopted with the homeowners having the right to modify or demolish
their houses without further heritage-related approvals. The HCA has appropriate design
guidelines in place to ensure that any new construction will fit within the 'streetscape' of the
neighbourhood.
Sincerely,
RavJohal
Fifth Avenue

